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Abstract 
Truancy is a product of socially constructed knowledge The final product of this 
knowledge provides insight into the defining features of current societal beliefs, values and 
fears, becoming a powerful framing influence for definitions of acceptable patterns of 
school attendance and behaviour. ln this sense, the perceived incidence of truancy within a 
community has far more impact on the creation and enactment of public policy associated 
with young people who do not regularly attend school than the incidence itself This does 
not deny the incidence of truancy, nor the empirical data indicating correlates of truancy, 
illiteracy, crime, poverty and unemployment. Truants do exist. How these students and 
actions are perceived, however, and the consequences for all stakeholders (both personal 
and public) are constructed through the panicular perceptions of youth, school non­
attendance, and crime. 
The focus of this study was to identify the ways in which cultural factors have 
influenced popular and academic constructions of truancy, and subsequent creation and 
enactment of public policy associated with truancy. A model was developed for identifying 
the framing influences for public policy associated with any socially defined construct, 
directing the identification of three defining cultures for the framing of truancy. 
Ethnographic methods were used to 'read' the culture of compulsory education through the 
interactions and decision making processes within stakeholding institutions in Western 
Australia. Four education districts were included in the study, with a particular focus c-n 
inter-agency processes within one of these districts. Participation in and observation of the 
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whole gnmut of policy in practice within an education district allowed a demystification of 
the policy and practice associatPd with students who both reject or arc rejected by the 
school system. 
Access to district databases provided non-attendance data for 30,000 students over 
the eighteen month period of the study. Less than two per cent of students were defined as 
chronic truants, of whom a disproportionate number were Aboriginal students. The 
proportion of students defined as at educational risk through chronic truancy was 
remarkabiy similar to the proportion of students excluded from their education through 
behaviour management processes, including the disproportionate number of Aboriginal 
students defined as violent and abusive. Although there was little indication of a gender 
difference in truancy patterns (except for the over representation of adolescent Aboriginal 
girls), the suspension and exclusion data show an overwhelming proportion of boys defined 
as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder reported bv female teachers as evidencing major 
behaviour problems. 
Three cultures were identified as the major influences on the current framing of 
public policy associated with non-attendance. These cultures reflect community beliefs in 
punitive measures, a systemic r�luctance to take responsibility for pedagogical and resource 
issues and perceptions of difference based on ethnicity and student behaviour. Such a 
framing of public policy associated with re-integration of recidivist offenders inevitably 
perpetuates a culture of social exclusion. There seems little chance for ch.,mge in the 
production of public policy associated with these students within current community (and 
institutional) constructions of difference. responsibility and social justice. Re-framing 
s 
cultures built on foundational beliefs, powerful public perceptions and images to reflect 
mediation, natural justice and cultural awareness is an enormous task for any community 
However, such a shift in the framing influences for the creation of public policy would 
encourage the enactment of current legislative and regulatory frameworks associated with 
non-attendance to reflect inclusion and equity. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
The West A:ustral1an ( 1999, July 23). School system rejects 1 1-ye:.r-old 
(Editorial) 
The Education Department bas failed m its responsibility to provide 
schooling for 1 1-)i::ar-o!d Balg:a boy Robert Fraser. Its failure to ensure 
th.al R.oben attcuded a school over the past four months amounts to 
negligeucc lt L'S the department's responsibility - and its reason for 
beutg - to cmure that all children of compulsory school age have access 
to an aa:q,t!blc standard of education. But it stood by - apparently 
mat - v.itile schools sitamefuUy refused IO enrol Robert. It bas been 
rq:,on:ed that t\\'() schools refused him entry after he was suspended 
from a rhitd. Rcben should attend his local school. If his presence in a 
n:gum class leads to i£s disruption. other arrangements should he made 
for his education. 
instead of �ving the problem - as it is paid to do by taxpayers -
lhc dl::pa:.nmeut isolated Robert from the school system for four months. 
He \\'3S made a.n educatiom.l untouchable by the bureaucracy. Even 
most crimjmls are given the chance to redeem themselves. But this boy 
- at the age of 1 1  - has bad school doors slammed m bis face. Robert 
Fraser should not be pamted as a problem. He is a boy with problems. 
He dearly needs help. It seems that the department - with all the 
n::soon:es and staff awilablc to it - is unable to cope with a difficult l l­
)'C31'-0kl It is evident liiat the department's hierarchy st.arted to take a 
serious interest in Robert's case only wb= this newspaper made 
inqairies •.. 
____________ , _______________________________ _ 
IS  
The department l ikes to boast that it 1 s  obl iged to take a l l  comers of 
school age into the State school system Its obligation to the community 
is much wider than that - it must also do everything it can to offer a 
decent education to all children who seek its services It's time 1t took 
this responsibility seriously. 
Robert Fraser had not attended school for four months. He had not been formally 
excluded from school. By any legislative or regulatory label ling within an education 
system, Robert was a chronic truant and thus at educational risk. Robert's school 
attendance profile became public property when his mother pushed for the right to 
choose a school for her son and was refused admittance. Robert had been labelled as a 
behaviour problem, and had been subjected to the regulatory justification for punitive 
reaction. He was treading a familiar path for difficult boys from a low socio-economic 
area (such as Balga), from suspension to chronic truancy to exclusion from educational 
opportunities. 
The high moral ground taken by the editor of the local newspaper provoked a 
week long community dialogue (The West Australian 1999, July 22. Schools refuse to 
teach boy; 1 1 1; The West Australian. I 999, July 232 . Blacklisted pupil, 1 1 , gets 
classroom pledge). A paradox became apparent: media presentations of community 
outrage at the exclusion of a child from school promoted claims of abrogation of duty 
by The Department. The professional community and the parent community, however, 
were expressing their own outrage at the inclusion of a behaviour problem in a nonnal 
classroom (The West Australian, 1 999, July 23 . Teachers need help: union; The West 
Australian. 1999. July 24. Your opinion was vicious. Letter to editor from 25 school 
staff). The Education Department response clearly identified Robert as a troublesome 
student whose non-attendance had been officially noted and acted upon by a School 
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Welfare Officer. The responsibil ity for Robert's non-attendance was placed with the 
parent. whilst acknowledging the need to prioritise strategies for managing students who 
behave badly in order to ensure the educational rights of well-behaved students ( The 
West Australian, 1 999, July 24 Official l ine). 
Robert's case raises a fundamental issue surrounding the role of public knowledge 
in defining school non-attendance. To what extent was the high moral ground taken by 
the community influenced by a cultural construction of school attendance? The 
community conversation transcended the particular incident ofRoben's non-attendance, 
raising important questions of inclusion and exclusion. The stakeholders were not 
prepared to own Robert's problem. Three school communities decided to reject Roben, 
or at least Robert's behaviour. One school community referred his extended absence 
from school to a School Welfare Officer, following regulatory directives whilst 
disowning the problem. No contextual reading of a young boy's educational needs wac; 
presented. His public image structured both his acceptance and his rejection status. 
So who sets the boundaries and who configures the rules of acceptance and 
rejection of membership of the well-behaved school student community? What 
influences the drive to compel students to attend an institution that creates for some a 
need to reject all forms of regulated education? Who constructs the image of the truant? 
Robert's personal profile exhibited al l  the correlates shown to indicate high risk of 
alienation from educational opportunities and involvement ,vith crime. His public 
profile presented him as an institutional nuisance whose removal was expedient for 
several educational communities. Perhaps the perceived and reported community 
dilemma as to whether Robert should be excluded from a classroom mirrors the current 
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community focus on  maintaining public order by  removal of nuisances and tmublesome 
(youth) elements. 
Framing the questions 
The research focus of this study centred on the social definition of a ' truant ' 
wanted to explore the impact of public policy created and implemented within a 
framework where socially defined categories such as truancy are "always refracted 
through the prism of public knowledge about them" (Brown, 1 998, p.37). I wanted to 
explore the bounded nature of public and private knowing of a social construct and the 
cultural self-perpetuation of knowledge which 'frames' the construct. I wanted the 
study to begin a dialogue surrounding the potential social and educational alienation of 
students with a record of school non-attendance by disparate communities who 
supposedly represent the young person's welfare. I wanted to create a medium which 
reflected Maxine Greene's ( 1 999) premise that 
. . .  by opening perspectives on a vision of a better state of things in the 
world of education, we can not but tum our attention to the insufferable, 
the unendurable dimensions of what is. If that happens, then dialogue is 
likely to begin., and in passion, sometimes outraged dialogue, and the 
questions multiply, the questions arising out of the lived situations 
(Greene. 1999). 
The over-an intention for the study was to open current perspectives of non-
attendance and related policy by developing an understanding of the relationship 
between the public image of the truant and the role of public  policy in containing such a 
phenomenon. In order to develop such an understanding I focused the exploration of 
"the Jived situations" (Greene, 1 999) on three fundamental questions, which will 
provide the framework for a reading of the truancy phenomenon in Western Australia.3 
J 
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• In what ways has a particular framing of truancy produced specific 
perceptions and responses to youth and compulsory education'' 
• What cultural factors have influenced popular and academic framings of 
truancy? 
• In what ways have these responses influenced the creation and enactment of 
public policy associated with truancy? 
To address the contradictions embedded in various framings of truancy and to 
represent the complexity of the truancy culture within which I wanted to explore the 
i mpact on public policy of disparate responses to youth and compulsory education, I 
have structured the thesis to complement these three questions. Notions of public 
perceptions, cultural factors and policy responses provide scaffolding both within and 
between chapters, under the rubric of compell ing school attendance. 
Any particular construction of the truancy phenomenon will reflect the cultural 
values of the constructing body, thus providing an avenue for influencing public and 
policy responses to overt school non-attendance. Following the broad framework 
presented in this introductory chapter, Chapter Two explores the various interpretations 
of truancy evidenced by perceptions and actions of community stakeholders in the 
regular school attendance of young people. Legal, academic and community 
constructions are placed in an historical perspective, along with the very practical 
construction of truancy evidenced by police action. The range of interpretations of the 
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truancy phenomenon presented i n  this chapter provides a basis from which to explore 
public policy associated with non-attendance 
The conceptual and organisational frameworks for the study are presented in the 
third chapter. Reasons for considering Lhe notion of imagery as fundamenLal to any 
framing of a social phenomenon are expounded. An argument is presented to show that 
any social construct is subject to the powerful influence of the cultural (and media) 
representation of that phenomenon. providing an organising framework within which 
beliefs and perceptions are mediated. An outline is provided for an ethnographic 
framework suited to presenting anci representing any cultural reading as an image, 
l imited by d iscernment and choice of perspective. The full spectrum of data collection 
and collation are explained, along with • 1ethods of analysis chosen to reflect the reading 
of a public text. There were particular ethical dilemmas faced in collecting data related 
to alienated adolescents and any authority figures associated with them. Consideration 
of these issues is included in this section, within the context of related methodological 
dilemmas. 
Chapter Four poses questions related to notions of compulsion, punishment and 
deterrence within a legislative construction of school attendance. The impact of linking 
institutional administrative mechanisms to define acceptable modes of behaviour is 
considered in relation to young people who transgress legislative and community 
expectations. The complex nature of deterrence factors for young people are explored, 
within the over-arching question of the effectiveness of a punitive response to non­
attendance. 
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The development of a culture of dependence based on ownership of the truancy 
problem and the expectation of a punitive reaction by an authoritative body is explored 
in Chapter Five. Difficult students pose questions of boundary setting and policing of 
boundaries within institutional framings of perceived power to solve the problem of 
different behaviour. The impact of such a culture of dependence is explored in relation 
to truants and their various defining agents. Data from a particular school district 
provide an avenue for profil ing chronic truancy, simultaneously allowing a balancing 
profile to be presented of students suspended from school. In this way a context is 
presented within which cultural factors related to truancy policy can be explored. 
Chapter Six provides an insight imo the impact of implementation of each of the 
various policy reactions to school non-attendance, either instigated by the student or the 
school. The role of community panels working within a regulatory framework 
prescribed by the Education Department is investigated through the lived experience of 
participating in policy implementation, allowing an opportunity to demystify practice. 
The assumption of the power of such panels to mediate equity of justice within 
pragmatic practice is questioned, along with the effectiveness of the deterrence factor 
when dealing witn adolescents. 
To explore notions of school non-attendance in any western culture without 
questioning the positioning of a cultural minority seemed inappropriate. The indigenous 
voice as both constructed and constructing body is explored in Chapter Seven, 
maintaining an authenticity of voice through primary and secondary sources based on 
interviews with Aboriginal participants. A continued examination of attendance data 
from a school district provides an opportunity to focus on non-attendance patterns of 
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Aboriginal students. The over-arching query within this chapter focuses on the 
interaction between public policy and the marginalisation of Aboriginal students 
The final chapter raises the prospect of current framings of public policy 
associated with truancy perpetuating a form of social exclusion for students with a 
pattern of school non-attendance. Issues of gendered and cultural behaviour privileging 
are posed. within a contextual reading of community values. The effect of reframing 
the public image of the truant on both creation and enactment of current public pol icy is 
mooted, under a more flexible notion of compulsory education. 
Locating the study 
The study of the truancy phenomenon was condi.;�ted over a period of eighteen 
months within the community and public school system of Perth, Western Australia A 
comprehensive search of policy and legislative documentation at both state and local 
(community) level provided the legislative framework within which I could detennine 
dependence on the use of the law, and in particular the notions of deterrence and 
compulsion. I conducted extensive structured and unstructured interviews and observation 
of practice with a range of people from major institutions who deal with youth. This 
included representatives from the Education Department, the Department of Juvenile 
Justice, Family and Children' s Services. the Police Department, representatives of state 
and local businesses, as wel l  as influential community bodies such as the Chamber of 
Commerce and Shire Executive Officers. A textual reading of local newspaper articles, 
letters to the editor, school news letters, talk back radio programs, television news and 
current affairs programs, and lcr-A!l situational dramas provided a sense of current societal 
values. 
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Western Australia is a large state covering 2. S million square kilometres The 
population of Western Australia is I 7 million,4 including a small indigenous population 
(2.8 per cent of the total population). Most people in the state live and work in the one 
major city, Perth ( 1 .3 million). 5 The Western Australian school system predominantly 
divides into two systems: a public system largely administered by a centralised state 
education department and catering for approximately 70 per cent of the school 
population, and a private system which caters for approximately 30 per cent of the 
school population. 
Within the public school system, I concentrated the study of perceptions, policy 
and practice associated with th� truancy phenomenon within four of the sixteen school 
districts (three metropolitan districts, one of which included a large proportion of 
indigenous students, and one country district). I further concentrated on pr-actice in one 
of the metropolitan d istricts (which encompassed both a police and an educational 
definition of district), providing a "case study within a case study" effect. This gave a 
broad picture of school and district practice and access to detailed statistics on all 
aspects of school non-attendance. It also providing the opportunity for participation in 
and observation of the whole gamut of policy in practice, from school notification of 
continued student absence, to counseling, interagency meetings, selection procedures 
and process for alternative programs, Case Conferences, implementation of Attendance 
Panels, Exclusion Panels and finally notification of court proceedings. 
Generic questions embedded in community notions of youth and crime can 
transcend the particular of community location. The location of the study allows the 
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disparate nature of a public voice to be explored within a community struggling to 
mediate indigenous claims for equity of voice and opponunity, a community forced to 
adjust to perceived increases in substance abuse and related crime It also allows an 
examination of practice within a wide range of interagency intent to do something about 
the assumed truancy/crime nexus. The chosen location for the study provides an 
"operative reality" (Fitzpatrick, 1 992) within which to explore community influences 
defining the role and actions of policy makers in the "lived experience" (Greene, 1 999) 
of a truant within Western Australia. 
Notes for Chapter One: 
I Kerryn Ashworth, The West Australian, 1 999, July 22. 
2 Kerryn Ashworth, The West Australian, 1 999, July 23. 
3 The conclusions related to the impact of the framing of youth crime raised Brown ( 1 998) 
posed similar broad issues for consideration. 
" ABS 1997 census data. 
5 1bid. 
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Chapter Two 
Constructing truancy: 
Compulsory education and notions of youth 
Tius is the way things are, the place says. This is unmediated actuality, in all 
its multiplicity, randomness, inconsistency, redundancy, authenticity . . . . The 
disorderly actuality that is a life. 
Janet Malcolm ( 1 995, p. 1 5)1 
The construction of any phenomenon inevitably reflects the cultural values of the 
constructing body. In most Western cultures the truancy problem has been subsumed 
within the youth problem and embedded within emotive and reactive community 
perceptions. Any particular representation of the truancy problem therefore has the 
potential to influence public and policy responses to the lives of those students who do 
not regularly attend school. This chapter explores the various constructions of truancy 
evidenced by perceptions and actions of stakeholders within a configuration of 
compulsory education, beginning with the legislative construction inherent in Western 
notions of compulsory education. Academic and community constructions are placed in 
an historical context, completing an overview of the current cultural construction of 
truancy. Each construction pr:sents a social reading of youth and non-compliance, 
raising fundamental issues of cultural values and notions of control which are explored 
in later chapters. 
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Legal construction 
School truancy is generally defined as the persistent, habitual and unexplained 
absence from school of a child of compulsory school age The legislative framing of 
truancy used by most Western cultures is based on a punitive hierarchical scale moving 
from fines to detention for degrees of non-compliance According to tlie Western 
Australian Education Act 1 928 ( 1 992)2, a child who is absent from school without an 
acceptable reason is considered to be committing the offense of truancy and the parent 
i s  l iable to prosecution. If deemed appropriate by a School Welfare Officer, the child 
may be summoned before the Chi ldren's Coun to be charged with the offence of 
truancy, and the parent of the child may be similarly summoned to appear in coun3 . If 
the child's absence can be described as "habitual"'', heavier fines can be applied, or if 
deemed appropriate, the child may be committed to the care of the Department for 
Community Services. 5 
Compulsory education is an internationally 2,ccepted indicator of commitment to 
the rights of a child and the development of a country. In most Western societies, this 
commitment is linked to a legal framework in which non-compliance with such 
directives is defined as truancy and has become an internationally accepted part of the 
culture of schooling. By ratifying the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child in 1990, Australia's commitment to the education of the child (Article 28) has 
been extended to young people aged 0- 18  years. Within this commitment, the legal 
definition of compulsory education in Australia refers to children aged betweer 6 and 
15 years. However, within this very positive global picture there is a growing public 
concern for the apparently increasing number of students who are missing out on the 
educational opportunities supposedly available to all .  This concern is  particularly 
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focused on students who do not complete Year I O  (the final stage of the compulsory 
education) and are thus seen to be at risk of long term educational, social and 
employment disadvantage" The plethora of truancy definitions and suggested solutions 
indicate a growing community frustration at the perception of an inabi lity to solve the 
problem, despite clear recognition of the risk factors for students in danger of being 
disconnected from 1he school system. 
Truancy patterns can include deliberate absence for a whole day, a series of days, 
a pattern of panicular school lessons, or even from a panicular point of the day (such as 
recess or lunch). Students whose pattern of non-attendance remains less than a total of 
30 half-days per year would generally be grouped in the category of intermittent 
truancy. In Western Australian government schools, investigating and resolving 
intermittent truancy patterns is considered to be the responsibility of the individual 
school. 
A truancy definition based on an individual notion of an acceptable reason implies 
both a fluid and subjective reading of attendance patterns. The intent of the Act covers 
truancy with or without parental knowledge and consent'. This immediately poses the 
problem of variance in interpretation for the classroom teacher in recording a student's 
non-attendance acknowledged by a parent. Pare.: condoned absences are rarely 
questioned at school level until the pattern of non-attendance becomes obvious. In 
Western Australian government schools, investigating and resolving parent condoned 
absences is considered to be the responsibil ity of the individual school, most likely with 
the professional help of the Student Services team. 
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Within the legislative framework for compulsory education, school non­
attendance is broadened to include those students who have been subject to instigation 
of regulatory action to exclude the student from school on either a temporary or 
permanent basis. Common school disciplinary practice associated with school 
suspensions and exclusion are particularly targeted at students with behaviour problems 
A school principal may suspend a student from attending school for a period of no more 
than ten days at a time8 . In anticipation of new regulatory requirements with the new 
School Education Act 1 999, some education districts are insisting the school provide an 
opportunity for counseling and intervention strategies through an intermediary panel 
once a student has accumulated a total of 1 5  days suspension. AJthough not yet 
compulsory, enforcing enactment of this requirement is particularly focused on students 
recommended to an exclusion panel. In all government schools, a student who 
accumulates 30 days suspension within the school year becomes eligible for exclusion 
from any stipulated government schools9 . 
The legal construction of school non-attendance is thus centred on a belief in the 
ability to compel parents (and their chi ldren) to comply with compulsory attendance. 
Implicit within this structure is a belief in the power of punishment as an effective 
deterrent for both non-compliant parents and their children. This hierarchy of 
deterrence factors is reflected in the regulatory framework underpinning school 
behaviour management policies, incorporating isolation, suspension and exclusion of 
non-compliant students. 
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Academic consaruction 
Academic constructions of truancy vary according to disciplines, temporal 
location. social and political framings of the problem For the past century a plethora of 
truancy studies have tried to determine vulnerability triggers in order to solve the 
problem. Although the discourse used in these early studies of truancy is now 
considered dated, the suggested predictors can be considered a primitive reading of the 
now well  documented risk factors (and oorrelates) of students at educational and 
criminal risk. The oonstruction of both the social values of researcher and the truant is 
evident within the focus of these early studies, plotting an historical perspective of 
behavioural nonns. Early findings range from a high correlation between truancy and 
masturbation ( 1 930) 10, dirty, poor and unco-operative homes ( 1 968) 1 1 , anti-social 
attitudes prevalent in working-class communities ( 1977) 12. 
Later studies identified gender and age as contributing factors, with attendance 
rates for adolescent girls decreasing as the compulsory age is approached ( 1978) 13. 
Truancy was considered a conduct disorder, whereas school refusal was classified in 
terms of neurotic disorders indicative of disturbed family relationships ( 1984)14. 
Recognition of the effect of labelling on both teachers' and students' perceptions of 
truancy was outlined in research studies in the early J 990s15 . Current theories of 
student alienation are associated with early childhood influences, family, child  and 
adolescent factors, stress (both fami1y and child). a sense of alienation and disaffection 
from school (Haddon, 1996). low school achievement and motivation,. and exposure to 
drug usage (Gamier, Stein & Jae.obs, 1 997). A broad range of students fall within the 
bounds of a definition related to educational risk. with the risk factors now well 
documented. 16 These risk factors are consistently identified as versions of 
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homelessness, i l literacy, low socio-economic status, abuse (as perpetrator and/or 
victim), dysfunctional family background, academic fai lure, substance abuse, physical, 
social and intel lectual disability 
In considering the impact on empirical studies of the truancy phenomenon, it is 
important to consider concurrently the necessarily restricted framing of the research 
community focus defining the interaction(s) between the now well documented risk 
factors. Brown ( 1 998) places a caveat on consideration of research views and responses 
through & particular framing, whilst acknowledging the role of empirical evidence 
surrounding a socially defined construct. 
Careful empirical analysis has (and wilt continue to) show distinct 
correlations between specific social circumstances, specific personality 
traits, specific situational dynamics and the commission of specific criminal 
acts (Brown, I 998, p . 1 17). 
The questions surrounding the social construction of truancy are more focused on 
the impact of developing such community knowledge, deeply embedded in research 
authority and mystique. 
The rate of truancy quoted i n  most research for the United Kingdom, USA and 
each state of Australia, is l O percent. This does not necessarily  refer to chronic truants, 
but is more likely to reflect non-attendance pattems17• The House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Employment and Training ( 1996) report on truancy and 
exclusion from school quoted daily absenteeism in Western Australian government 
schools as 8000 students per day. Given the total compulsory aged government school 
student population of Western AustraJia in December 1 998 was 199,643 , this figure is 
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barely four percent of the school population. A counter research estimate of the impact 
and extent of non-attendance is pres�nted by recent research carried out in the Western 
Australian Child Health Survey ( 1 997) 1 8 . Three per cent of students were claimed to be 
at educational risk through being absent for one full day per week, and l I per cent were 
claimed to be absent for half a day per week. No distinction was made between reasons 
for absence. The study also claimed that about J 4 per cent of student absences were 
unexplained (approximately 1 ,950 per day), with secondary students from single parent, 
low income families most likely to have a higher proportion of unexplained absences. 
The diverse categories of school non-attendance that are frequently used 
exacerbate the problem of defining, recording and eventually addressing students' 
absence from school 19. The following definitions were used in the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on Employment and Training (] 996) report on 
truancy and exclusion from school and are reflected in both local and international 
research surrounding issues associated with truancy for the past decade. "Chronic 
truants" are defined as those children who are absent without reason for 20 percent or 
more of school time. Two sub-categories of chronic truants are "school refusers", or 
"school phobics'\ defined as children who refuse to attend school even in the face of 
persuasion and punishment from parents and school. 
The wide range of definitions used in studies of intermittent truancy constantly 
confounds any projections of degree, correlation of contributing factors and seriousness 
of the truancy problem. For example, several studies on truants who have registered in 
school, either at the morning or afternoon registration20 highlight the difficulty of 
finding a shared definition from which to extrapolate findings, acknowledging 
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discrepancies within the data based on accuracy of teachers' recording of attendance 
Government and legal reports into truancy describe inherent difficulties of assessing the 
extent of the truancy problem due to there currently being no uniform aggregated data 2 1  
Truancy is  described in  the Australian Law Reform Commission Report No.84 ( l  997) 
as 
.. the result of multiple negative and cumulative influences originating from 
the mdividual, the family, the school and the community and is therefore a 
broad social issue which needs to be addressed by comprehensive social 
policies.( 1997, p.206)22 
Most academic constructions of truancy address the perceived truancy/crime 
nexus. Truancy is framed as a stepping stone to delinquency and crime (Australian Law 
Reform Commission, I 997), justifying police studies which claim effective reduction of 
truancy and day-time crime through police intervention (Hyder, 1 989; Gavin, 1 997; 
Bratby, 1 998). The focus of criminology studies associated with truancy centre more 
around deconstructing crime prevention notions presented by the police (Edwards, 
1 992; Hil & Seaton, 1 993). Within this construction, the correlates construct the 
jndigenous male adolescent as a chronic, illiterate truant most likely to offend and be 
detained. Such antisocial behaviour is suggested as a cultural rite of passage (Beresford 
& Omaji, 1 996, 1 998). Criminological studies since 1 936 have shown low retention 
rates, high non-participation rates and low performance rates strongly predispose young 
people (and particularly young Aboriginal people) towards offending (Beresford & 
Omaji, 1996). The nexus between educational disadvantage and crime has been 
strongly demonstrated in the last decade. 
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Recent research indicates a strong relationship between suspension and exclusion 
frc m school and criminal activity (Graham & Bowling, 1995; Beckett, 1997; McGavin, 
1 997; Nicholl s, 1998). Recent studies into aspects of the social motivation of students 
identify a student 's school adjustment and classroom motivation as crucial to successful 
(and continued) achievement and participation (Wentzel, 1998; Berndt & Keefe, 1998; 
Hymel et al., 1 998), complementing the identified potential for disaffected, non­
attending students to become involved in crime. Questions are raised as to the impact of 
interpersonal relationships on academic failure and school dropout. The potential 
school dropout is constructed in terms of poorly developed appropriate social 
relationships. Such a construction includes discussion centred on inadequate provision 
of the opportunity for this group of young people to develop appropriate social 
relationships to counter other potentially alienating factors associated with school. 
The academic construction thus presents the truant as a person at risk of not 
completing their compulsory education, of academic fai lure, of long-term 
unemployment and of becoming involved in juvenile crime. The truant is presented as a 
social construction whose anti-social actions are influenced by perceptions of 
individual, family, school and community responsibilities. The wider community 
interpretation of truancy is  then triggered by the public knowledge promulgated by the 
research community. 
Community construction 
The assumption within communities of the rights of elders to control and mold the 
behaviour of their youth is fairly universal, whether based on nostalgic memories of 
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youth, rigid cultural mores, or dogmatic belief in divine right. Jamrozik ( 1 99 I .  as cited 
in Bessant, J 993) supports such a claim, suggesting 
. . . in all societies, perhaps to varying degrees, there is concern about young 
people as a 'problem group'. It is an issue that tends to renew itself, in one 
form or another. with each generation as well as with any fluctuations in 
social or economic conditions within a generation ( 1 993, p. l )  
These assumptions instigate community beliefs and expectations which then 
extend beyond notions of control within the family to control through other community 
institutions23. Education thus becomes one of the most powerful means of activating 
these beliefs, outside the family and cultural environment. Rejection of such 
community {inst itutional) control comes at a price. Rejection in the form of school non-
attendance triggers evidence to support and justify sometimes harsh intervention. 
The assumed and promoted link between youth and crime 1s not a new or 
localised phenomenon. Youth who are not engaged in work or education are assumed 
open to the temptations of crime. Community members who encounter such 
uncontrolled youth feel vulnerable to the potential violation of their safe environment. 
The truancy/crime nexus is a fundamental belief within most Western societies, strongly 
influenced by fear of crime, which can distort perceptions of the size of the crime 
problem in a community. There is an identified difference between the perceived and 
actual risk of becoming a victim of crime in a local community. Fear of crime is 
manifested in a community as a disbelief in officially admitted incidence of crime, with 
clear perceptions of a more frequent crime rate than shown in official statistics 
(Nicholls� 1998). 
. 
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The members of the community who are in the position to define a deviant group 
are also in a position to sustain such a definition. As a community, it is easy to ignore 
the malleability of statistics and the potential for politicians, academics and criminal 
justice agencies to exploit the public' s fear of crime. A healthy skepticism is needed 
when legislation or theories about problems of youth and education are justified by 
statistical evidence, particularly if forms of control are planned to address youth 
problems24. Bessant ( 1 995, p .20) warns of the abil ity of empirical data to confer a 
rarely questioned status of truth on research claims made about "what is actually  
happening out there in the real world". Knowledge created in this way becomes 
administratively useful, producing a truth with a very practical effect on the production 
of an image of school non-attendance. 25 
A great many people have direct and personal experience with truancy, creating 
the basis for a more public belief system within which those who have no immediate 
experience of truancy mediate an appreciation of the problem26 . Comprehensive 
information regarding truancy patterns, causes, proactive and reactive responses to 
truancy constitute the working assumptions of journali sts and policy makers who write 
about, speak about, or create policy related to containment of the problem27• The 
calibre of the creator of the public reality of truancy, combined with the authority of the 
legal framework upon which the concept of truancy is based, provides legitimacy for 
such facts. I watched an example of the authoritative creation and perpetuation of 
public knowledge surrounding truancy at a recent State student services conference, 
which incorporated an inter-agency mix: of personnel working with young people. The 
topic was truancy. The invited speaker was an ex-deputy principal now retrained as a 
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constable, thus presenting as an authority from two institutional perspectives to a 
captive audience. 
Her session followed and complemented the message presented by the 
Commissioner of Police extolling community responsibility for crime prevention and 
perceptions of safety, fimher adding to her perceived authority as a "knower". She 
presented a lively, interactive session, inviting collaborative community action to solve 
the truancy/crime problem. Definitions and statistics were given. Descriptions were 
given of a two-day truancy blitz. Related statistics and crime maps were presented as 
evidence supporting her claim for effective crime prevention through catching truants. 
Suggestions were made for a more community based watching for non-attenders -
practical, insider suggestions requiring minimal resources. No-one questioned the 
notion of whole communities watching and reponing young people out of school time. 
No-one questioned the statistical assumptions. No-one questioned the ethics of faxing 
all school absentees to the local police. She received resounding applause and thanks 
for providing professional insights and pragmatic action surrounding the "real" truancy 
problem. It is feasible to suggest she had, in Bessant's ( 1995, p.30) terms, created 
"useful" knowledge for governance. 
The concept of moral panic as a form of social control developed by Cohen ( 1 972, 
1 980, 1985, 1 988) complements the concept of the development of a public problem by 
highlighting the interplay between social ly defined deviance, the media, social reaction 
and control. He discusses moral panic in terms of a condition, episode, person or group 
of persons who become defined as a threat to social order and societal values. 
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Its nature is presented in a stylized and stereotypical fashion by the mass 
media. The moral brigades arc manned by editors, bishops. politicians and 
other right thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their 
diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping arc c11ol 11cd or more often resorted 
to . . .  (Cohen, 1 985, p. 1 67). 
O'Sull ivan ( 1 983) describes moral panic as a process whereby members of a 
society and culture become morally sensitized to the menace imposed to their accepted 
values and ways of life, by the activities of groups defined by this society as deviant 
Such a concept reflects the previously discussed concept of public wisdom, showing the 
role of arbitrarily created experts as mediators of the development of public awareness 
of and attitudes towards social problems. Both concepts show the vulnerabi lity of 
members of the community (and particularly those defined as deviant} to the triggering 
of forms of institutional restructuring and control. 
Within such a public reality, community members for attendance and exclusion 
panels make decisions affecting the future educational opportunities for non-conformist, 
wlnerable, difficult students. The power of the image constantly presented to the 
public, confirmed by self-perpetuating research is significant. The mass media hold a 
pivotal role in  providing, maintaining and policing available frameworks and definitions 
of deviance by presenting images of youth in a stylized and stereotypical fashion28• 
Such a constant barrage makes members of the community (and particularly those 
defined as deviant) vulnerable to the triggering of forms of institutional restructuring 
and control. Daily reports in the local newspapers maintain this image29 . The 
correlation between crime, substance abuse and truancy becomes defined and 
interpreted as a progressive discovery of the impending menace of such a social 
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phenomenon. Judicial, legislative and administrative responses are then justified within 
the public need for social control30 . 
Take truancy as an example. Truancy patrols have become a community policing 
priority in many crime-affected suburbs3 1
. Through linking legislative (institutional) 
aims, the police have the power to stop and question school-aged children who should 
apparently be at school and make a decision as to whether to escort the chi ld home or 
back to school.32 Identification of truancy as a community concern then justifies 
concentration of limited police resources to address public perceptions of potential and 
persona! threat. The concentrated focus inevitably involves increased i nteraction with 
young people, with subsequent potential for increased confl ict and increased 
opportunity to issue juvenile cautions. Crime statistics are created and published to 
promote the image of an effective community policing enterprise. Rarely are such 
statistics questioned in terms of the calibre of the crime represented in the creation of 
local statistics, which usually reflect juvenile misdemeanors such as could be witnessed 
and collected outside school hours at any location frequented by young people. The 
calibre of the authority presenting crime data, rather than the data itself, thus perpetuates 
the image of the truancy/crime nexus.33 
Again within the fear, frustration and anger fueled by media hype, some 
communities have considered bounties for reported property offenses, implicitly 
referring to the local activities of youth (read as truant} involved in graffiti activities. 
Graffiti activities crystallize the frustrations of the elders to control and guide youth. 
Public (particularly business} pressure has ensured a legislative response to such an 
expensive and frustrating problem. It is now illegal in Western Australia for youths to 
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carry potential graffiti weapons such as large felt pens and sprays cans of paint There 
is a constant public call for parents to take more responsibil ity for their children ' s  
antisocial behaviour34 . The media provide an avenue for constant pressure to instigate 
harsher penalties for any form of youth crime. The ABS data for 1 996 and 1 999 shows 
Western Australia had the highest victimisation rate in Austral ia for theft (other than car 
theft) and sexual assault, a fact not ignored by the local press35 . 
Counter to the promoted image of the youth/crime nexus, recent local and 
international evidence questioning the assumed and reported dramatic increases i n  crime 
associated with youth demonstrates no per capita rise in crime rate. In fact, the 
overwhelming evidence shows most young offenders commit one, maybe two relatively 
minor offenses, usually whilst drug and peer group affected, then return to the societal 
fold36 . Although there are a small proportion of young repeat offenders, members of the 
youth age group are the most likely victims of petty and violent crime37. This evidence 
is consistent with historical data, countering the image of the high proportion of 
truanting youth involved in daytime crime. Public presentation of such reports often 
activates scathing criticism of these young people as victims and little media time. 
Historical construction 
Any attempt to mediate the discrepancies between the current and historical status 
of the youth problem38, confronts the apparent stability of any aspect of social change 
repeatedly identified as the supposed cause of loosening the tradition of parental and 
other institutional control (Pearson, 1983). Paradoxically, the tradition itself is immune 
to change39, as we can see when re-reading the notions of school attendance over the 
last century. Compulsory education was introduced in Western Australia in 1899 as a 
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response to an identified societal need There are two conflicting paradigms of 
explanation of this perceived societal need, one based on the benign state intent to 
educate people in their own interests and for the common good. The other, revisionist 
explanation, utilizes a Marxist concept of the state as the embodiment of bourgeois 
d 
. 
If. . ,so power an economic se �interest Within these paradigms is a range of 
interpretations, including the significant influence of the Church in using compulsory 
education as a means of containment of children supposedly roaming the streets, making 
nuisances of themselves. Whichever the explanation, a link can be made to the 
introduction of compulsory education and a reflection of societal needs. 
Revisionist historians position legislators in the later pan of the 1 9th century as 
recognizing the increasing presence of a young, street population reflecting the 
changing demographics of a new colony, and whose visibi l ity on the streets was 
irritating to authorities. Attempts to address the .. larrikin" problem were made by 
introducing policies designed to control and utilise youth. The emphasis was on 
catching and punishing unruly children, who were to be held accountable for their own 
plight. Pyvis ( 1991)  argues that such legislation relied on a view of youth as a deviant 
population, driven by the fear that in adulthood, their supposed juvenile depravity would 
translate into inveterate criminal behaviour. The failure of compulsory education to 
eradicate larrikinism triggered a public call for the introduction of harsher penalties for 
offending youth (Pyvis, 1991). The media portrayal of the youth/crime nexus mirrored 
an educational perspective very similar to the current community belief in the 
educator's role in restoration and maintenanc.e of societal (behavioural) norms. 
In all well regulated societies, the education of youth ought to be first to 
make them good men . . .  and in the next place to frame their minds in such a 
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manner as to make them most useful to lhat society to which they 
immediately belong, and to shape their talents m such a way as will render 
them most serviceable to the support of the Government under which they 
were born. {'Editorial'. 1'he Empire, 1 9/ 10/1 866)41 
The duty of a school teacher was to 'stem the rising tide of larrikinism and 
lawlessness, to purify the vernacular language from its foulness, obscenity, 
and blasphemy, to foster in young people habits of order, industry, and 
honesty, to give a rughcr tone to society, and to promote the general weal 
of the communjty. '4z(Victorian Parliamentary Papers, 1 876) 
Common use of the term delinquent occurred in the first few decades of the 
twentieth century, with the subsequent change in the direction of the law from catching 
and punishing the unruly child to identifying a particular type of child in order to treat 
the condition of delinquency. This view of truancy was gradually replaced after the 
Second World War by discourses emphasizing the primary role of pathological families 
in producing delinquent children. The shift to a welfare focus corresponded with 
justification for further intervention by the state into the control difficult young people 
through assuming the court (or education department) could act in loco parentis. The 
fear of creating truantldelinquents mirrored current beliefs, resulting in claims that 
parental failure to send a child to school indicated their general neglect or indifference, 
that truancy was a warning of emotional problems, maladjustment and pre-delinquency 
tendencies. Heated media commentary reflected community belief that parental over-
indulgence of children during the prosperity of the 1950s was a major influence in the 
creation of delinquents, reflecting nostalgic memories of the controlled youth during the 
1930s depression. The fate of teenage students forced in the depression years into 
truanting to find menial work in order to counter the increasing poverty facing their 
family, paying the penalty for poverty by being institutionalized through Draconian 
application of truancy legislation, was conveniently forgotten in such an argument. 
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By the 1 980s, delinquents were no longer considered social casualties, but 
"deliberate lawbreakers who must be held responsible for their actions" (Brown, I 998, 
p.64). Framing the different and difficult youth in such a way pre-empted a swing to 
more reliance on punitive measures of control and tougher custodial sentences for 
juveni le crime. The fami ly was considered culpable for the perceived lack of respect 
for adults, authority and the law (ibid. p.64). Hierarchical punishment structures were 
justified in terms of notions of deterrence, with school behaviour management programs 
reflecting a tightened community attitude to juvenile crime (Stine, 1 989). 
A common community construction of the 1 990s student reflects nostalgic notions 
ofinnocence and family ·ialues, manifested as a fear of loss of control The student who 
rejects school is seen by the community to be undermining ideals, a threat to social 
order43• For an adult community, especialJy for adult educators and law enforcement 
agencies, the "schooled child" has been by far a more comforting construction than the 
"delinquent child" for the early 1 9th century (Brown, 1 998). 
Police construction 
The correlates of youth crime have been well documented by law enforcement 
institutions44 and serve as justification for further police studies into the effectiveness of 
a range of truancy interdiction programs (Gavin, 1 997). The recent police and 
community focus on providing a safer community has further justified inter-agency 
focus on confronting the truancy problem and thus reducing daytime crime45 • The 
assumed link between truancy and delinquency is  promoted as fact i n  police journals 
(Hyder, 1989; Lewis, 1993; Gavin, 1 997; Bratby, 1998) as is the notion of truancy 
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being the first step in an inevitable slide towards a career of crime Similarly, the role 
of graffiti and other anti·social behaviour as an early indicator of a more serious lack of 
community cohesion ar1 informal social controls is a commonly held belief amongst 
police officers (Nicholls, 1 998). Truancy and exclusion are held as two of the strongest 
indicators of potential delinquency related to an educational institution (ibid p . 8) 
Within such a r.rmstruction of the truant as potential criminal, there is now an 
acceptance (and expectation) at the local community level for a more proactive stance to 
be taken by the police in addressing the truancy/crime problem. The following 
description of my participation in police truancy patrols illustrates the nexus of police 
(truancy) policy and practice. 
Troancy patrols 
I have been involved in three truancy patrols now, and party to catching twenty 
truants. The local police have kindly obliged my researcher status and allowed me to go 
out on patrol with them. We have apprehended an assortment of students in my three 
trips, which I have been assured are representative of the usual students found in  the 
community during school hours by the truancy patrol officers. Truants are no longer 
truants after 3.00pm, of course, nor during school holidays. I know their haunts now, as 
the patrols talce a fairly consistent path. I've been down the side alleys, circled the high 
schools, checked out the BMX tracks, sighted potential truants ('There's one! '). I know 
of the brick wall down the gully near the local shops. the deserted church. the clump of 
bushes on the side of the oval. I've been shown tlte favourite swimming places in the 
bends of the river, under the trees, away from easy viewing. I know the best time to nab 
truants at the railway station. and which bus station nets the best catch. I've met the 
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manager of the video shop where the occasional truant plays games whi le keeping out 
of the rain. I 've been down the lane next to the theatre, know the quick exits. I ' ve seen 
the Aboriginal truants in the park with their family members. I 've l istened to the police 
explain the complications of apprehending students technically and visibly in the care of 
a responsible adult, and to their explanation of how most Aboriginal truants 
apprehended have not attended school for a couple of years, even the very young ones. 
I 've been party to a stake out when three girls were sighted walking through a shopping 
centre. I know the hiding spots. 
The office staff of several schools now greets me with conspiratorial smiles as I 
accompany the police and truants to the Deputy Principal •s office. Not all students are 
returned to school, of course. Some are merely apprehended, questioned, and have their 
details  noted. Such was the treatment of the adolescent boy running late for school, 
expensively dressed in black, with three long stemmed red roses poking out of his back 
pack (Who were they for? The romance of the situation was lost on the earnest 
constable noting the truant's name and address) and the two year ten girls in school 
unifonn returning from work experience (who got such a fright when the unmarked 
police car pulled up beside them). The two boys playing games in the video shop were 
equally given a verbal caution and had their details taken. This was their second caution 
for the day, despite having permission from their school to attend a T AFE I open day. 
The boys left the video shop in search of a safer spot to avoid further cautions whilst 
waiting for the T AFE to open. 
Some are issued juvenile cautions (truancy cautions) and offered the choice of 
being escorted home to a responsible adult, or to the Deputy Principal of the school at 
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which they are enrolled. MC'st of our catches came into this category, as happened to 
the highly embarrassed menstruating girl who desperately wanted to go home in 
between lessons, but was caught leaving the school grounds and escorted back to the 
Deputy. She was subsequently (as an act of contrition?) offered a l ift home by the 
truancy patrol (Imagine the impact of a police escort for such a reason !) .  
The group of bell igerent girls who were found outside the shops opposite the 
school were similarly taken back to school. Two had been suspended for fighting, and 
had left the school grounds without permission. Their friends had joined in for 
solidarity. This was my first taste of the verbal harassment faced by young constables 
(As the girls assumed I was a plain-clothes constable, l was included in the taunting. 
With razor wit, one girl accused the young constable of being "so fucking useless. you 
have to bring your mum to help !"); disturbingly familiar memories from my past 
experience of classroom teaching. The girls were re-suspended, but supervised until the 
end of the day. 
There were, of course, the truants who were well known by the police; who were 
the recipients of multiple juvenile cautions (truancy and othen: 1ise), who perhaps had 
been on the missing persons file or were known associates of older, less reputable 
youths. One such girl was adamant in her refhsal to comply with police requests, 
regaling us with excuses and the pointlessness of taking her back to a school she would 
walk 01..t of at the first possible opportunity. She had recently been involved in a car 
theft and was very familiar with the Juvenile Justice process (and lack of overt 
consequences). As a recidivist offender, there seemed little chance of rescuing her from 
recidivist truanting. 
I Technical and Further Education (I' AFE) 
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One 1 2-year old boy caught with his mate near the school oval triggered a 
reaction of anger/fiustration/protectiveness from the two truancy officers. This was one 
of the salvageable ones, they claimed. When returned to the school, we di scovered he 
had a history of truanting and was currently on suspension. His penalty for breaking the 
rules and entering school property was to be suspended from school for a longer time 
period. When escorted home, we discovered from his convoluted excuses that his 
parents were not aware of his suspension. He had destroyed the note, and continued the 
pattern of leaving and returning home to cover for any possibility of his mother 
becoming aware of his predicament. The problem was further compounded by his 
having no access to his home until his mother arrived home from work, usually around 
6.00pm. During the day, he wandered, mixing with mates. He had been issued with a 
couple of Juvenile Cautions for shop lifting, as he had been in the company of a mate 
who was caught stealing. "This," claimed the officers, "was why we need to get kids 
back to schools. His potential downfall into crime is so predictable. It is our job to get 
the kids off the street, back to school. During school hours, students are the Education 
Department's responsibility." 
The pickings are few and far between nowadays. The truancy patrol message has 
certainly been passed around within the youth community. Only the foolhardy (and the 
innocent) become visible during school hours. At one school, the more determined 
truants are hiding within the school grounds (Where? In the toilets? In storerooms? 
Behind the outermost buildings? In the rain?). Most of the truants targeted lately are in 
a home with a group of mates, watching videos and possibly indulging in substance 
abuse, often with their school non-attendance acknowledged by their parents. The 
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police have decided to use the Child Welfare Act 1 947 to allow their investigation of 
potential truants within a home. This alleviates the need for search warrants or the 
presence of a consenting adult. Often they ask the School Welfare officer to accompany 
them on a house visit. to add the power of the Education Department to that of the 
police. 
Truancy patrols have only recently been introduced into this district in an attempt 
to reduce daytime crime,u; (The West Australian, 1 998, July 3 1 .  Police promise action). 
The patrols have been instigated in response to the community perception of rapidly 
increasing crime (The West Australian, 1 998, July 29. Uproar over crime rate; Sunday 
Times, I 998, July 5. Get tougher on crime; Sunday Times, 1998, March. Crime rules the 
streets� The West Australian, 1998, February 1 2. State of fear as W.A.crime soars; 
Gazette, 1 999, January 17. Kids contribute to crime rates) and a call from the local 
business community to address the problem of graffiti and vandal ism.  
The campaign is believed to be the one of the first of its kind in Western Australia 
and has the full endorsement of the Assistant Commissioner of Police, who had initiated 
a similar scheme several years ago to reduce local crime by apprehending truants. 
Expectations of the successful implementation of the truancy patrols have made the 
scheme a resource priority within the district, with at least two constables per day 
assigned to search for truants. All daytime patrols are expected to be alert for l ikely 
suspects. Only young officers are involved in the truancy patrols, as they are considered 
more likely to be able to relate positively to the young 'offenders' .  They are very 
committed to their task, and claim a 9.5 percent reduction in daytime crime within the 
. 
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first six weeks of operation. The unexplained absenteeism at one of the targeted schools 
has dropped by 40 percent since the incept ion of the program. 
The local community has been kept well informed of the police initiative through 
local newspapers (Echo, l 998, June. Truants targeted to reduce crime; Gazelle, 1 998, 
June 14. Crackdown on truancy; Gazette, 1 998, July 29. Shire bounty on vandals 
likely). In fact, the police are deliberately involving the local press in an attempt to 
spread the message. There is an expectation on behalf of the police that such a public 
statement of their intentions will trigger more responsible parental control of truanting 
students, the assumption being that rumour and innuendo will be an effective deterrent 
to students who may consider truanting from school. The need for police action in 
catching truants has been justified by daily absentee figures gathered from local high 
schools, confirming the original police estimate of at least 2000 students absent from 
school each week, of which 950 student absences were without authorization. Further 
justification of the scheme has been provided by the apparent increase in local daytime 
crime. Local papers report weekly crime statistics for the district (house break-ins and 
car thefts) and local businesses have a continuous and expensive battle to defeat graffiti 
vandals (The West Australian, 1998, July 1 1 . Graffiti war). The police have called on 
shopkeepers to report sightings oftruants47. 
The original police plan was to issue all apprehended truants with a juvenile 
caution and return them to school .  Details of all such students are entered into a police 
data base, allowing a cross check of times and locations of any reported daytime crime 
with names of juveniles known to be absent from school. Cautions issued for truancy 
are treated in the same manner as juvenile cautions for any crime, with similar 
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implications of a juvenile ' record' and the ability to be taken before a Juvenile Justice 
Panel after any combination of three cautions. This policy is consistent with current 
"three strikes and you're in" legislation (Sentencing Act, 1 995) which provides the 
opportunity to jai l a person for their third house breaking charge. 
The plan is now far more sophisticated, as an inter-agency approach has taken 
over the initial solely police action. In a coordinated attempt to return all truanting 
students to school, all high schools within the district have been instructed to fax dai ly 
absentee sheets to the police station, to assist with the development of the growing 
database. Names of any students who are absent from school without parental 
permission are liable to be entered into this database. A search is then made for 
students with patterns of absences, or for recidivist truants (students who have been 
issued with more than one truancy caution). Such students are targeted for either an 
Education Department Attendance Panel or a Juvenile Justice Panel. This is seen to be 
applying a consistent, inter-agency approach to returning students to school and 
reducing crime. 
The community policing initiative is to be trialed until the end of the year (1 998). 
The police are very confident of its success, as they have had positive feedback from 
superiors at all levels, and statistics substantiate their claim48. If it receives recognition 
as a successful means of both reducing daytime crime and reducing the number of 
truants within the district, it is proposed to use the truancy patrols as a model for other 
districts. Whilst crime is reported as a major community concern, and inter-agency, 
community action i s  encouraged, it seems likely that truancy patrols wi l l  become an 
accepted way of policing school attendance in Western Australia 49• 
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Summary 
Socially constructed phenomena present in diverse forms, with each construction 
reflecting the cultural values and notions of control of the defining body. There is a 
complex inter-relationship between these diverse constructions, creating a public 
knowfodge within which public and policy responses can be reactive or inclusive of the 
images portrayed. The various constructions of both the difficult youth and the truant 
reflec' stakeholders' perceptions of the role of youth and authority within the current 
cultural climate. 
The legal construction of truancy reflects fundamental cultural belief i n  the ability 
of the law to maintain social coherence. Legislative responses to compulsory education, 
as with all forms-of regulating school attendance, is firmly based on belief in the role of 
punishment as an effective deterrent. Hierarchies of regulated punitive measures to 
address school attendance permeate all levels of educational institutions, with clearly 
defined expectations of behaviour modification for both parents and students. 
The academic construction of the truancy phenomenon provides the authoritative 
basis for i nstitutional intervention to prevent interaction between clearly defined risk 
factors. Historically, studies into how and why students choose to reject their schooling 
have identified risk factors with increasing sophistication, such that correlates produce 
knowledge about non-attendance. Paradoxically, even the most "culturally sensitive" 
academic construction of truants and their world underpin the media images of truancy 
which feed the community perceptions of fear of crime. 
. 
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The crucial role of the media in instigating and maintaining the levels of moral 
panic fundamental in constructing community perceptions of youth and truancy cannot 
be underestimated . It is within such a framework that the police construction of their 
role in providing a safe, truant-free environment as a response to public concern can be 
justified. As Bessant ( I  995) reminds us, the media construction is a synthesis (albeit 
selective) of academic and expert constructions, creating for the public a hyper-real 
world within which policy reactions to the portrayed truancy/crime nexus are entirely 
logical . Brown ( 1 998) sees the reciprocal relationship between the ourselves and the 
media as fundamental statement of our beliefs. 
Our very identities, our senses of ourselves and who we are, even who we 
might or should become, are constantly refracted through media images 
(Brown, 1998, p.38). 
The relationship between the images publicly portrayed and t he inherent 
boundaries of public knowing and acting through images will be explored in t he next 
chapter. Accepting boundaries of knowing implies an underlying framework within 
which such boundaries can be expluied and defined. The notions of framing and t he 
power of imaging underpinning the thesis are initially presented in terms of conceptual 
images and frameworks. The methodological framework upon which the t hesis has 
been constructed is t hen presented, complementing the presentation of ethnographic 
images of a socially constructed phenomenon. 
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Notes for Chapter Two: 
I Janet Malcolm ( 1 995) as cited by Joyce Oates in her review 'The case of the 
canned lawyer'; The New York Review, April 81h, 1 999, p. I 7: 
z According to the Western Australian Education Act 1 928 ( I  992, p.3 1)  "A child who, without a 
reason which is deemed a reasonable excuse under Section 1 4, absents himself, although not 
habitually, from school when he should be attending school as required by this Act, commits the 
offence of truancy.' This definition, along with the definition of 'Habitual truants ' (Ibid. p.33), 
has hardly changed since the 1 899 Victorian Act (63 Victoriac, No.3). Nor has the implied 
reliance on judicial intervention to enforce school attendance. 
3 Sections 1 7  A and l 7B, Education Act 1 928 ( 1 992, p.32). 
4 Section I 8, Education Act 1 928 (l 992, p.33). 
5 The School Education Act 1 999 reflects the growing concern in the educational and political 
sector by increasing both accountability measures and penalties for non-attendance. It also 
removes the tenn truancy altogether, in favour of the broad category of 'absentee student' .  This 
simpler definition will make no significant difference to the implied reliance on judicial 
intervention to enforce school attendance. The proposed introduction of School Attendance 
Panels to deal with cases of 'absentee students' at the local (school) level will allow 
opportunities for successful intervention and independent, infonned decisions regarding action 
to be taken. The locus of responsibility will shift to the local school, allowing the School 
Welfare Officer to take and advisory role and concentrate on 'chronic' cases. 
6 A national inquiry was instigated by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on 
Employment, Education and Training, to report on the extent to which young people under the 
age of 15  years do not attend school, the reasons for the non-attendance, and the effects and 
solutions (Fitzgibbon, 1996). 
7 Section 13, Education Act 1 928 ( 1992, p.26). 
8 Regulation 35, Education Act Regulations 1960. 
9 Regulation 35A. Under the new Act ( 1999), accumulation of 30  days suspension is no longer 
a valid reason for schools to apply for exclusion of any student. 
10 In Cashen's ( 1982) study of compulsory education in South Australia between 1927 and 
1939, he discovered one oft.lie more progressive (repressive?) school inspectors of 1 930  found a 
positive correlation between truancy and masturbation. Such a finding fits one of Glceson's 
(1994) whimsical categories of non-attenders based on the pathological model, showing a truant 
as •socially and morally disturbed'. 
1 1  Tyerman ( 1968) summarised the findings of his study of truancy in Great Britain by pointing 
out that the core of the problem was the pupil who averaged at least a day's absence every week 
(approximately 6000 prosecutions per year). Consistent with the concept of truant-as-subject­
to-neglect, Tyerrnan also found a significant correlation of 0.48 between truancy and d irty 
homes. 
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12  Sec Paul Willis' ( 1 977) Leaming to Labour an exploration of how working class kids get 
working class jobs. 
13  Billington,( 1 978) 
14 White ( 1 980); Cooper ( 1 984) 
15 Cooper and Mellors ( 1 990); Gabb ( 1 994 ). 
16 There is now well documented recognition, both internationally and within Australia of the 
risk factors for those leaving school before the legal age ffyennan, 1 968; Beresford & Omaji, 
1 996, 1 998; Watson, 1 992; Holden & Dwyer, 1 992; Bethel, 1 994; Gewirtz, Ball & Bowe, 1 995; 
Batten & Russell, 1996; Fitzgibbon, 1 996;Nicholls, 1 998). See also Shickney & Miltenberger 
( 1 998). 
17 Keys & Fernandes ( 1 993) had similar findings in their report for the National Commission on 
Education 
111 Zubrick., S.R, Silburn, S.R,Gurrin, L., Teoh H, Shepherd, C., Carlton, J.,Lawrence, D. ( 1 97). 
Western Australian Child Health Survey: Education, Health and Competence. Perth, W.A.: 
Australian Bureau odfStatistics and the TVW Telethon Institute for Child Health Research. 
19 The difficulty of accurately recording truancy data is well documented {Brown, 1 990; 
Watkins, 1992; Gleeson, 1 994; Ionnakis, 1 994, 1 997; Fitzgibbon, 1 996; Graham & Bowling, 
1 996; Cohen & Ryan, 1998) 
20 Gray & Jesson, 1990; The University of North London Truancy Unit, 1 992; Peter Kilpatrick., 
1 998. 
21 House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training 
Report of the Inquiry into Truancy and Exclusion of Children and Young People from School 
AGPS Canberra 1996, p.3. Also, the Australian Law Reform Commission Report No.84 ( 1 997) 
Seen and heard: priority for children in the legal process. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission. 
22 Ibid, 10.SO, p.206 
23 Bessant ( 1993) suggests a profound shift in the social construction of adolescence she 
describes as 'depend1dtcy', referring to an accepted (young) adult dependency. This dependency 
is then both created and continued through policy related to containment (education, training) of 
adolescents, as groups of young people are perceived by adults, professionals and agencies as a 
potential threat to the 'wellbeing' of the community. 
24 Any simplistic reading of the relationship between juvenile unemployment and juvenile crime 
must be treated in a skeptical way. The difficulties of relying on statistical evidence to justify 
policy to address the perceived unemployment/crime nexus is outlined by Bessant ( 1 995), who 
calls on Watts (1994), Lincoln & Wilson ( 1 993) and O'Connor (1 993) to support her claims. 
All make the point that the view of hordes of young people who are not in jobs or school 
creating a huge crime wave is contradicted by sufficient evidence to show that the correlates of 
crime are far more complex, and although a small number of juveniles are involved in serious 
crime, most juvenile offenders commit petty, opportunist offences 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics gives similar warnings as a precursor to their report of 
Recorded Crime in Australia ( 1996). They remind the reader of the considerable variation in 
. 
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the criminal laws between states, so any reported statistics relate only to those crimes with 
nationally comparable definitions. 1l1e waming continues, pointing out that; 
These statistics only cover crimes recorded by police, after they ha vc been reported to, 
or otherwise detected by. police. Not all crime comes to the attention of police . .  In 
addition, fluctuations in recorded crime from month to month and year to year may be 
influenced by changes in community attitudes in reporting crime, changes in police 
procedures or changes in crime reporting systems, rather than a change in the incidence 
of criminal behaviour (p.2). 
Interpreting truancy (or juvenile crime) statistics reflects issues found by Schrag and Divoky 
( 1 975) when investigating claims made about the incider. e of hyperactiv ity in the school 
system: 
Statistics follow statistics, extrapolating back (never forward) from crime to truancy to 
school failure to learning disabil ities, from emotional problems to academic problems, 
from felons to dropouts, a great torrent of figures without a definition. (p. 1 66) 
As used, the figures are, of course, meaningless: They connect undefined terms, reflect 
statistically biased samples and imply causality where none can be shown. (p. 1 67) 
25 Bessant ( 1 995, p.30) expounded this point in relation to the construction of a body of 'useful' 
knowledge surroU!lding unemployed youth. She explains this 'usefulness' in terms of 
techniques of governance. 
26 Gusfield ( 1 98 1 ,p.3 1 )  explored the development of the culture of public problems (public 
wisdom based on public facts) in bui lding his argument justifying a reading of drinking-driving 
as a public problem. 
27 Ibid, p.S 1 .  
Phil Connack ( 1 996) also calls for a close examination of the influences on the community 
'construction' of the adolescent in newspapers and policy documents. Bessant ( 1 995) supports 
such a warning. 
29 In the transmission terms of Saler et al. ( 1997), the media would be a large and effective 
traditor. Bessant ( 1 995) cites Walton to remind us that the media construct their views with the 
help of experts and academics, becoming, in Walton's ( 1 993) view, creators of a hyper-real 
world. 
The media are mediators, transforming agents and image creators. They 
represent not the real world but some world that suits the advertisers, owners and 
government - a hyper-real world in which the media agenda sate our likes and 
dislikes and nominates the performances to admire. (Walton, 1 993,p.7 l )  
30 It i s  interesting to note the increase i n  Western Australian legislation during the 1 990s 
intending to manage youth. For example, the Crime {Serious and repeat Offenders) Sentencing 
Act (1992), the Young Offenders Act (1995), the Real Estate Legislation Amendment Act 
( 1995), the Firearms Amendment Act ( 1995), the Road Traffic Amendment Act ( 1 996), the 
Sentencing Act (1997) and the School Education Act ( l  999) reflect the growing public concern 
with controlling youth and the subsequent tightening of the legislative framework within which 
young people can exercise their rights. 
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1 1  This action is justified in Western Australia through the Child Welfare Act (WA) s 
1 38B( l ){b). 
32 Sec Australian Law Commission Report ( 1 997) No.84, I 0.54 .  
n A local example of youth statistics will illustrate the dangerous leaps made from limited data. 
A summary of Truant Field reports and juvenile written cautions within a police 'district' in 
Western Australia over a five month period reported 1 92 juveniles spoken to during school 
hours. Of this group, 92 students were given Juvenile cautions (some students were of post­
compulsory school age, some students were apprehended more than once) for minor offences. 
These offences included 70 cautions for truanting, 7 for stealing, 4 students were not wearing a 
bike helmet, 2 were jay walking, I was unlawfully on premises, I possessed a knife, 1 student 
gave a false name, I was in possession of cannabis, and I contravened traffic signals. The 
police reported a 9.5 per cent drop in daytime crime during this period. It was assumed to be the 
result oftruaney patrols. 
34 The School Education Act 1999 reflects a definite aod deliberate shift of responsibility for the 
non-attendance of a child and the subsequent educational responsibility to the parent. One of the 
stated objects of this Act (p.2) is "to acknowledge that a child cannot be educated without the 
cooperation and support of the child's parents" (Clause 3). 
35 The West Australian ( 1 998, July 1 6), Our violent state 1 996-7; The West Australian ( 1 998, 
July 1 6) The war on crime; Townsend (1 999, July 16), Top cop wants answers, The West 
Australian; The West Australian ( l  998, July 20), Help us:Police; The West Australian ( 1 998, 
August 1 ), Crime and punishment; Grove ( 1999, August 8), Court plans new attack on crime, 
The West Australian. The media reporting triggered a month of consistent coverage centred on 
public perceptions of the youth/crime nexus, calling for harsher treatment of juvenile offenders 
Meertens ( 1 999, August 7), Youth crime aid check, The West Australian; Meertens ( 1999, 
August 2 1 ) Law group powerless on penalties, The West Australian; Echo ( 1 998, August 
4),Should there be harsher penalties for juveniles? 
36 The Audit Commission ( 1996) found while 'offending' once or twice is common amongst 
young people, only a very small per centage of these young people commit most of the crimes. 
Identifying the most prolific group was found to be difficult, as few young people offend very 
frequently for more than short periods of time. (Audit Commission ( 1996) Misspent Youth, p.8). 
Graham and Bowling ( 1 995) found in their study of young people in the United Kingdom, 
found approximately 3 per cent of young people were responsible for 25 per cent of all offences. 
In Nicholls' ( 1998, pp. 1 1- 12) summary of recent research surrounding patterns of participation 
in juvenile crime, several salient factors were identified: 
• Most juvenile criminal careers last approximately 8 months, indicating most young 
offenders 'grow out' of crime 
• Despite a high proportion of young people coming into contact with the justice system 
during their adolescence, only a very small per centage of them will commit further 
offences 
o Approximately 1 .5 per cent of all youths aged between IO  and 1 7  years were arrested in 
Western Australia in 1 996. A further 3.7 per cent were issued with police cautions. 
(Ferrante, Loh and Maller, 1 998). These figures include all categories of offences (including 
traffic, substance abuse). 
• Contrary to popular opinion, most young offenders have only one contact with the justice 
system. 
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37 During 1 996, 22 per cent of victims of · off cnces against the person' in WA were aged under 
1 8  years. A further 47 per cent of victims were aged between 1 8  and 34 years (Nicholls, I 998) 
The Audit Commission ( 1996) found young people (especially the 1 2- 15  year olds) were more 
likely to be victims of personal (and property) crimes. The likelihood of such crimes being 
reported was suggested to be slight, presenting the possibil ity of any data giving an 
underestimation of incidence in this age group. 
38 Fenner (cited in Cashen, 1 982) had a similar concern, as shown in his comment in J 936 on 
the wide variety of opinions regarding the 'problem' of youth unemployment based on guesses, 
personal experience or emotion of the speaker. He claimed that up to I 936 there were no 
reliable figures available upon which to base a careful consideration of the problem. 
39 Pearson continues his argument with an analogy of the self-perpetuating nature of a public!:,· 
defined problem and myth 
. . .  between what changes and what is constant, the basis of myth is laid - myth 
granted numerical certainty by the criminal statistics, which. obeying their own 
grammar of continuity, spiral relentlessly upwards and obligingly confirm our own 
worst fears of social ruin (Pearson, 1983, p.21 3) 
40 Margory Theobald ( 1996) explores both of these paradigms in relation to gender. She also 
develops these concepts in an Australian context, reflecting the revisionist views of Ian Davey 
and Pavla Miller. 
41 As cited in Pyvis ( 199 1 ,  p.26). 
42 VPP 1876, Rep.Min.PI. 1 875, pp.47-8. As cited in Theobald ( 1996, p.200). 
43 Brown ( 1 998, p. 1 1 ) uses a similar analogy for the historical construction of the child. 
44 Watson, 1 992; Farrington, 1 994; Audit Conunission, 1996; Austraiian Law Refonn( l 997) 
Report No. 84; Nicholls, 1 998; 
4sFor example, the Safer WA Conunittees instigated in 1998 focus on crime prevention and 
reducing the fear of crime amongst the elderly and the busines� community. 
46 Community cooperation is encouraged within the current government's stated aim to 'Making 
Western Australia Safer'. The discussion paper prepared by the Select Committee on Crime 
Prevention ( 1998) outlines all current (community) programs and practices and proposed 
actions to reduce and prevent crime. 
47 There have been concerted (public) State and local government efforts during 1 997/8 to 
encourage members of the community to report graffiti offences. The effectiveness of this 
community awareness program can be judged by the more than doubling of reported graffiti 
offences in the twelve month period 1996n to 1997/8. Graffiti is considered by many members 
of the community as the first indication of breakdown in social coutrol and community spirit 
(Nicholls, 1 998,p.42). Only 1 8.4 per cent of reported graffiti offences in W.A. during 1 996 
were cleared by the police. (ibid, p.49). Six per cent of the respondents to a survey of public 
perceptions of neighbourhood crime in W.A. reported vandalism and graffiti as a concern (Ibid., 
p.45). 
48 As shoY.'ll earlier, local examples of 'youth statistics' illustrate the dangerous leaps made from 
limited data. A swnmaiy of Truant Field reports and juvenile written cautions within a police 
'district' in Western Australia over a five month period reported 1 92 juveniles spoken to during 
school hours. Of this group, 92 students were given Juvenile cautions (some students were of 
S<, 
post-compulsory school age, some students were apprehended more than once) for minor 
offences. The police reported a 9.5 per cent drop in daytime crime during this period. It was 
assumed to be the result of truancy patrols. 
49 A second Truancy unit has been proposed for the beginning of the 1 999 school year in 
another lower socio-c.conomic metropolitan suburb, based on the successful trial described in 
this section. The NSW Government has proposed a Street Sweep program (police truancy 
patrols) to contain the perceived truancy/juvenile crime problem. Law and order has been 
identified as a major pre-election issue in this state (The West Australian, 1 999, Jcllmary 27. 
Truants get a hard time). 
. 
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Chapter Three 
Representing truancy: 
Images and frameworks 
Consumption is active by definition. It requires choice (to take part), 
interpretation (to create an understanding from the word, image, etc.), 
comprehension (to produce an overall pattern of understanding from the 
interpretative process), and so on ... We may be what we eat, but we do not 
eat, taste or enjoy without the cultural and subjective meanings we place 
upon eating. (Brown, 1998, p.39) 
To develop an understanding of a social construct is an active process, involving 
choice, interpretation and comprehension. I needed to develop sensitivity to the cultural 
and subjective underpinnings mediating any construction of the meaning of truancy. I 
needed to explore what Bruner ( 1990) refers to as the "dual landscape" of actions and 
events between the putative "real" world of truancy and the powerful perceived world 
of stakeholders. This would allow me to develop an understanding of the reciprocities 
involved in community representations of youth, truancy and crime. I needed to direct 
the inquiry around the powerful, influential selection processes and consumption of 
truancy knowledge. 
The questions surrounding the social construction of truancy imply broader, 
deeper questions about the relationship between representation and reality. Socially 
defining a construct poses questions about influences other than direct experience in the 
public (and private) development of ways of knowing and ways of making sense, and 
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the consequences of actions justified by this powerful "knowing" (Ricoeur, 1984, I 991, 
1996; Bruner, 1990, 1996; Brown, 1998). 
Conceptual images and frameworks 
The argument for defining truancy as a social construct is based on the underlying 
philosophical premise that human beings construct meanings as they interact and 
interpret within their world. In this sense I have taken a social constructionist 
perspective, allowing for the belief that: 
all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is contingent upon 
human practices being constructed in and out of interaction between human 
beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an essentially 
social context (Crotty, 1998, p.42). 
As a logical consequence of such a philosophical caveat, the theoretical premise 
upon which I have proposed the explanatory framework for researching a social 
construct is heavily influenced by the more philosophical/historical proponents of an 
hermeneutic perspective of the development of understanding. Following the notions of 
Heidegger {1993), Ricoeur (1984, 1991) and Gadamer (1976), a theory of hermeneutics 
encompasses the emphasis on active construction of meaning from within and beyond 
the text, as well as the elements of mystique I felt were integral to the development and 
perpetuation of truancy knowledge. 
Ricoeur (as cited in Valdes, 1991) described the basis of a hermeneutic reading of 
cultural influences as the development and justification for a community's 
understanding of the fundamental values which ultimately ground and determine its 
identity. He suggested community reactions in times of crisis (a "boundary" situation) 
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clarify such basic beliefs. I consider the current cultural "boundary" situation 
surrounding notions of youth, crime and difference to be such trigger for evaluating and 
exploring the dialectic relationship between the culture of compulsory education (and 
other legislative and regulatory cultures) and notions of individual c1gency, choice and 
strategies. 
This premise allows me to explore notions of boundaries of knowing, especially 
within the flexible boundaries inherent in legislative and regulatory frameworks 
underpinning any public policy associated with school non-attendance. The interaction 
and regenerative nature of fundamental belief systems, images and public perceptions 
could thus be explored through a framework heavily influenced by hermeneutic notions 
of research with ontological overtones in which as researcher, I am "linked to other 
interpretive communities in ways that both bring [me] close and place [me] at a 
distance" (Crotty, 1998, p.111 ). 
The notion of "framing" I have used throughout the study reflects notions of 
boundaries of knowing piedominantly used by Ricouer (1984, 1991, 1996), Bruner 
(1990, 1996) and Fitzpatrick (1992). Such bounded knowing is culturally and 
situationally flexible, further defining boundaries of belonging and justification for 
subsequent action. The definition of "framing" of knowledge used in the study 
encompasses philosophical notions of cultural self-perpetuation of such knowledge, not 
in a closed sense but reflecting Ricoeur's (1991) notion of developing understanding 
within an interchange of personal and public knowing. Thus, although a current, 
societal "framing" of a social construct has the potential to maintain a rigid production 
of socially construction knowledge, it also allows the possibility for generating new 
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insights, ever mediated within the boundaries of cultural (and more local) beliefs and 
experiences. 
Any search for the framing influences on public policy associated with notions of 
co.npulsion was dependent on the development of an understanding of the inter­
dependency of the law and administration. The mode of investigation surrounding the 
use of the law to define flexible boundaries of expertise under the rubric of compulsory 
education has been strongly influenced by Fitzpatrick's ( 1992) depiction of how 
fundamental community beliefs in the law frame other related beliefs and images. 
Within this cultural belief structure, justification is provided for guiding and 
establishing potentially coercive administrative measures defining public action and 
establishing acceptable patterns of behaviour with the potential for profoundly unequal 
outcomes under the tenet of justice. 
It is very difficult to conduct an exploration of societal structures influencing the 
continued alienation and social exclusion of young people defined as 'different' without 
the ghost of Foucault permeating the theoretical underpinnings of the study. I chose not 
to use Foucault's notions of government, power and knowledge as the theoretical basis 
for the study, although a different and fascinating study of the genealogy of truancy 
could be conducted along these lines. Although the study is about recognising power 
through its effects, and through the merging of institutional boundaries, it is also about 
boundaries of knowing mediated through interaction with lived experience. I chose to 
follow the philosophical path leading to an interpretive study of a culture, allowing 
development of an understanding of the social construction of knowledge to be part of 
the research "text". 
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I intended to explore the over-all culture of compulsory education within urban 
Western Australia as a reflection of foundational beliefs, regenerated through constant 
individual, institutional and public re-interpretation of such beliefs and subsequent 
actions. The images and public perceptions acting as indicators to these underlying 
beliefs defining a culture would then become an explanatory model for me as I 
attempted to map connections between apparently disparate information, possibly 
adapted to particular settings (Schorer, 1948; Murray, 1959; Ricoeur, 1991; Coupe, 
1997). Bruner (1996) describes the significance of the role of image in terms of 
provision of a conceptual framework through which boundaries of belonging and modes 
of behavior are developed. 
For images not only capture the particularity of events and objects, they give 
birth to and serve as prototypes for classes of events, and then provide 
benchmarks against which to compare candidate instances for membership in 
those classes. And so, very early 011, before thought ever becomes operational 
in the Geneva sense, our power to render the world in terms of typical images 
and similarities provides us a kind of pre-conceptual structure by which we can 
operate in the world (Bruner, 1996, p.156, his emphasis.). 
The interpretive study was therefore a two-fold search, with understanding 
mediated through the two concurrent structures emerging from the data. I needed to 
develop an organising framework from which I could identify the framing influences on 
public policy associated with any socially defined construct. At the same time, I was 
searching for the framing influences on the creation of public policy associated with the 
social construction of truancy. These structures could not be mutually exclusive, nor 
could they emerge separately. 
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The initial framing of an ethnographic sweep of the culture of compulsory 
education was strongly influenced by notions of"reading the text" of a culture (Ricoeur, 
1991; Bruner, 1996; Geertz, 1995). For the study, the "text" of the culture of 
compulsory education (and in particular, the culture of truancy) was a composition of 
actions, interactions and reactions of all stakeholders, as well as any documentary 
evidence justifying such actions. Schorer's ( 1948) notion of myth as a powerful image 
with the ability to organise the fragmentary knowledge of a negatively defined social 
construct was of particular help in directing the search for defining influences within a 
culture. Schorer's sense of controlling perceptions complemented the exploration of the 
role of the media and public perceptions of the culture of the truant. As a socially 
defined construct, truancy thus became: 
.. a large, controlling image that gives philosophical meaning to the facts of 
ordinary life; that is, which has organizing value for experience ... Without 
such images, experience is chaotic, fragmentary and merely phenomenal. It 
is the chaos of experience that creates (myths) and they are intended to 
rectify it (Schorer, 1948, p.27). 
Having explored the discourse, praxis and decision making processes within the 
cultures impacting on the creation and enactment of public policy associated with 
truancy, I was eventually able to identify what I considered to be the foundational 
beliefs for the culture of compulsory education. This powerful belief system provided 
the framework within which roles and expertise were delineated, boundaries defined 
and interaction within and between individuals and institutions could be identified. The 
interaction I discovered between the framing influences of foundational beliefs, 
controlling images perpetuated through media, research and cultural representation of 
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the construct and the subsequent mutual relationship between public perceptions and the 
media presentation of the construct are illustrated in Figure 1. below. 
Socially Defined 
Construct 
Legislative and Regulatory Frameworks 
l 
Public Policy 
Figure l. Framing influences for the creation of public policy associated with a socially defined 
construct. 
Methodological images and frameworks 
The choice of ethnographic techniques to direct the methodological framework for 
the study was dictated by the intent to identify framing influences within a culture. I 
was able to become immersed within the culture of public and policy reaction to 
students who do not regularly attend school in order to become sensitive to the 
"controlling images" (Scharer, 1948) and to recognise the image makers themselves. I 
was to be both party to the decision making processes which defined the creation and 
the enactment of related policy and to the recipients of the policy directives. 
Ethnographic techniques of interacting and observing stakeholders within their work 
environment were a crucial element of the study, providing the sensitivity to symbolic 
meanings, the cultural context and the textual representations of defining images I was 
searching for. As the intention was to interpret the interaction within and between 
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agencies and institutions involved with young people defined as truants, I was able to 
develop finely tuned skills of concurrently observing, interacting and recognising the 
subtle (and often shifting) power relationships during inter-agency meetings. 
In recognising my own controlling image within the research process, I have tried 
to present the study as a record of mediation of knowledge as I developed an 
understanding of the cultures underpinning the current framing of public policy 
associated with truancy. In this sense, any representation of the ethnographic 
techniques I have used range from narrative accounts of participation in policy 
processes to reflective analysis and critique of practice. I was always acutely aware of 
the potential as researcher to affect the practice of participants. When exploring the 
policing of boundaries of inclusion and exclusion of young people defined as different, 
there are no safe researcher places from w\1ir;h to merely observe. Power relationships 
developed and receded as the researchi process mowed from grass-roots level ( the doers) 
to the policy makers themselves. The boundaries (of knower and learner became fluid 
for researcher and researched alike, ev�r guard.:atl by appropriate gatekeepers. As an 
ethnographic researcher, it was not possible to avoid the dialectic between the observed 
and the interpreted worlds as I mediated a form of understanding and a means of 
representing new knowledge. 
Consistent with the immersion in the culture of compulsory education, the time 
line for collection of data extended to eighteen months in order to accommodate 
observation of the whole gamut of policy processes associated with school non­
attendance. In this way I was able to observe, record and often actively participate in 
related processes, from the initial recognition at school level of a student's non-
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attendance patterns, to implementation of attendance panels, suspension and exclusion 
processes, involvement of other agencies and institutions, through to invoking court 
action. 
Defining the boundaries 
The study was never intended to focus on a quantitative or comparative analysis 
of truancy data. However, I considered an essential component of any exploration of 
the social construction of truancy to be an indication of the students defined and 
reported as chronic truants, as well as the perceptions of the defining authorities as to 
the extent of the truancy problem. Data indicating levels of non-attendance within 
school districts have not traditionally been available to public scrutiny. Whether 
considered a form of accountability, or potential public criticism, truancy data have 
been available only to individual schools, their School Welfare Officer and related 
student service personnel, and their District Director. As collation of the data at district 
or system level was not common or expected practice, comparisons of levels of truancy 
within and between school districts were not readily available. There is an even greater 
sense of secrecy associated with any data indicating levels of suspension and exclusion 
within a school district. Such data are not available to the public, and when obtained by 
the media through Freedom of Information legislation publication triggers a series of 
moral panics and front page coverage in newspapers. 
There are sixteen Education Districts in Western Australia; five urban district and 
eleven country districts. Each district is quite unique in a demographic sense and under 
current Education Department rubric/rhetoric, is relatively autonomous in terms of local 
interpretation and enactment of non-attendance policy. To a large degree, education 
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districts within Western Austral ia reflect the same demographic location as other related 
institutional districts such as police districts, Family and Children 's Services and 
Juvenile Justice districts. As the study was of broader cultural reactions to the social ly 
constructed truant than merely school based notions of non-attendance, such 
intertwining of institutional boundaries made the interpretation of cultural framing 
influences significantly more compact. 
In order to provide a degree of anonymity for participants (and their non­
attendance data) and to provide a demographic range of staff, students, school 
communities and districts, I chose to conduct the study in three of the five urban 
Government Education Districts in Western Australia. This provided access to the 
professional experience of four School Welfare Officers, all of whom had worked 
collaboratively together in previous amalgamations of school districts, and three of 
whom were currently collaboratively involved in one district. It also provided the 
opportunity to include a fourth Education District in the study, as one of the 
participating School Welfare Officers worked concurrently in an urban and a country 
district. The fourth district was one of the eleven country Education Districts, in dose 
proximity to the metropolitan area and included a (comparatively) significant 
Aboriginal compulsory school aged population. The demographics of each district 
participating in the study are illustrated in Table 1. below. 
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Table I .  
Compulsory Aged Population in Education Districts Participating in the Study 
Education Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Total 
District Compulsory aged Compulsory aged Compulsory aged 
Population Population Population 
No. l 29, 473 1 ,259 (4.1  %)" 30, 732 
No. 2 16,356 205 ( 1 .2 %) 1 6,56 1  
No. 3 24,02 1 247 ( 1 .0%) 24,268 
No. 4 7,829 5 1 2  (6. 1%) 8,34 i 
Total 77,679 2,223 (2.8%) 79,902 
a Per cent of total compulsory aged population 
As the prospect of conducting a qualitative study within such a broadly defined 
boundary was beyond the scope of this project, I further refined the investigation to a 
detailed focus on one of these districts (Education District No. l) .  This allowed 
concurrent interviewing of significant participants within each district, confirming 
quantitative and qualitative impressions within the broader boundaries of the four 
districts. Staff and students from at least one school within each of the four districts 
were invited to participate in the study, providing further avenues for developing an 
understanding of the situational flexibility of both policy creation and its 
implementation at a grass-roots level. 
Interviews, observations and meetings 
Because of the ethnographic nature of the data collection, it is extremely difficult 
to separate out discrete methods, as I had become immersed in the daily workings of the 
related cultures of educational, police and Juvenile Justice district offices. I observed 
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significant stakeholders in their roles, interacted with them in conversations, 
participated in their practice, shared stories during face-to-face taped interviewing and 
helped gather their data. There were many times when we jointly developed truancy 
knowledge. Throughout the "methodological spectrum that includes member­
articulated data gathering strategies" (Adler &Adler, 1 994, p .3 89), it was the constant 
observation of practice, combined with constant questioning of practice, which provided 
the basis of reflective development of an understanding of the culture and context 
appropriate to each element of the spectrum. 
As I have presented the study as a reflective narrative of developing an awareness 
of the framing influences for public policy associated with truancy, details of most key 
interviews and observations are integrated throughout . subsequent chapters. The 
following brief overview of interactions with participants wil l  be explicated in each 
appropriate chapter. In order to maximise confidentiality for participants, I wil l  not 
disclose the district from which each category of participant was chosen ( or 
volunteered). However, as I have already explained, in order to fully appreciate the 
interactions between the various stakeholding institutions, the majority of interactions 
were within Education District No. 1 .  
School Welfare Officers 
In order to develop an appreciation of the role of a School Welfare Officer 
(SWO), and to access various stakeholders, I shadowed one of the School Welfare 
Officers for a period of twelve months. For the initial six months, I spent one day per 
week observing and interacting in her practice. This involved home visits, counselling 
by phone and school visits, and ensured acceptance and interaction with a wide range of 
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other staff members in the district office. For the remainder of the year, I kept in 
regular contact and participated in any inter-agency meetings which were part of her job 
expectations. Throughout the year, I conducted 3 two-hour taped interviews, based 
initially on the loose structure of 'What do you do? Why do you do it that way?' and 
becoming further refined as appreciation of the interaction of related agencies and 
institutions became more sophisticated. There came a point in the latter half of the year 
when as researcher my appreciation of the context, nature and role of School Welfare 
Officers was more laterally developed than the School Welfare Officers' appreciation of 
their own role. 
Interactions with the three other School Welfare Officers followed a pattern of 2 
two-hour taped unstructured interviews, follow-up conversations, continued collation of 
their data and interaction at inter-agency meetings. One of the School Welfare Officers 
retired during the first half of the year, and thus withdrew from the study. Although 
eventually all three remaining SWO's realised they were all participants in the study, I 
never disclosed interview data in their combined company. 
Lawyers and Juvenile Justice workers 
To provide a legal and realistic framing of the truancy/crime nexus, I conducted 2 
two-hour semi-structured taped interviews with two youth legal advisors. I conducted 
two similar two-hour semi-structured taped int". ,riews with a Juvenile Justice CEO and 
a Juvenile Justice Education Officer, with whom I subsequently acted as participant 
observer on a range of inter-agency panels. I had several long informal conversations 
with two other Juvenile Justice Education Officers within inter-agency meetings and as 
panel members. 
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Other student service personnel 
To complement the students services perception of the risk factors associated with 
students at educational risk through repeated non-attendance, I conducted two-hour 
taped unstructured interviews with four youth workers involved in alternative 
educational programs, and a senior social worker within the Education Department. I 
had several long informal conversations with a male Aboriginal youth worker, and 
conducted a two-hour taped interview with a female Aboriginal Welfare Officer. An 
Aboriginal Education Coordinator became a key participant and significant source of 
information as I developed an appreciation of the Aboriginal framing of truancy and 
non-attendance policy. My Aboriginal participants were representative of all four 
districts. 
As themes emerged, I was able to validate many issues related to Aboriginal non­
attendance in a broader context by informal interaction with a senior Aboriginal 
Education Coordinator. As I became a familiar body within the district office, I was 
party to many informal conversations with district level student service staff Although 
I could not use these conversations ( often heated group discussions) in the text of the 
study, the opinions expressed confirmed those expressed in the more formal interviews, 
acting as a form of validation for emergent themes. 
Family and Children 's Services 
Once again, informal interaction with three Family and Children's Services (FCS) 
staff in three placement panels provided a form of validation for the two�hour taped 
interview with a FCS Education Officer. As an Attendance Panel member, I was also 
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able to observe the practice of the participant FCS staff member and validate 
impressions formed during the taped interview. 
Police 
Any interaction with the police was never formalised into taped interviews, but I 
was invited to participate in two full days (8.00am-5 .00pm) of observation and 
interaction at the district police station, shadowing staff assigned to truancy patrols. I 
was also an active participant in three inter-agency meetings between the police, staff 
from Education District No. I and various administrative staff from local high schools as 
they developed policy related to 'controlling' the local truancy problem. 
School staff 
Interaction with school staff developed layers of formality, depending on location, 
situation and intent. To gain a sense of the principal' s perspectives on the significance 
of the 'truancy problem', I conducted 2 two-hour, semi-structured taped interviews with 
two principals of high schools and one deputy principal (one from each district). In 
each case, I provided a list of potential questions ahead of the interview to direct the 
mode of discussion, although invariably the interviews moved away from the direct 
questions to become conversations. I also conducted informal, un-taped interviews with 
principals and deputies from two more high schools and two more primary schools, 
ensuring I had primary and high school principals' perspectives on truancy from all four 
districts. As chair of exclusion panels, I interacted with at least eight other principals 
and deputy principals, either as co-members of the panel or as invokees of the exclusiJn 
process. Other formal and informal interaction with administrative staff of both primary 
and high schools occurred during the range of inter-agency meetings I attended, both 
within and between districts. 
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To maintain a sense of the flexibi lity of intent and perceived event surrounding 
school level reactions to truancy, I conducted a series of interviews with school staff 
who took a significant role in behaviour and attendance management. I conducted 
informal interviews with a year leader from each of three high schools (one in each 
district) and two-hour taped interviews with a Head of Department from each of two 
schools within District No. I .  Again, informal contact with staff at several schools was 
a form of validation for issues and themes emerging from more formalised contact with 
school level personnel.  Interaction with staff from four alternative education programs 
involved protracted conversations during half-day observations of practice, with follow 
up visits to two of the programs. 
Parents and students 
I found it difficult to access many parents of students defined as chronic truants 
without a reputable gatekeeper. Two of the principals I interviewed acted as gatekeeper 
for me, providing the opportunity for interaction with 6 parents: three long 
conversations with parents, and three two-hour taped conversations. One of the chief 
gatekeepers was the School Welfare Officer who had allowed me to shadow her 
practice. I was thus able to talk informally with parents during home visits, some of 
whom I followed up with invitations to participate more formally. Within the four 
districts, I was fortunate to meet three Aboriginal parents who shared stories with me 
during long (at least two-hour), taped conversations. Informal interviewing jargon 
could not possibly describe the experience of sharing stories with the Aboriginal 
participants. There were layers of gatekeeping and establishment of trust to be 
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negotiated, but once I was accepted, the interviews became an open and intimate 
sharing of grief and frustration. 
Accessing truants created the same problem for me. Without a gatekeeping 
process I was a complete outsider. Activating such a process paralleled the 
development of a professional and researcher relationship within the four districts. Two 
parents and their children volunteered to be active participants, complete with long 
unstructured taped interviews. I was able to arrange focus groups of alienated students 
within one of the schools I visited, which provided the necessary signed consent to tape 
our interactions. I conducted two of these sessions, each involving 24 students. The 
students were happy to talk to me, always in the third person referring to "a friend" who 
wagged school and was involved in various out of school activities. In a similar mode, 
although without signed consent, I was able to interact with students during each of the 
half-day obseivations of alternative education programs. I used these interactions to 
confirm issues raised (and quotable) during more formal interactions with students. 
The major source of interaction with parents and their children, however, was 
during the panel processes. As a member of the attendance panels, I was always 
introduced as a researcher and a teacher. However, as chair of the exclusion panels, I 
did not present myself as a researcher, and so only commented on the process itself 
within the study, without identifying any of the stakeholders present at any of the 
panels. Again, I found the interaction with students, parents, and school administrators 
provided an excellent opportunity to validate impressions and emergent themes from the 
wide range of sources I was concurrently exploring. I was always acutely conscious of 
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the need for confidentiality in the double role, but I did not consider the panel process to 
be beyond critical examination, including common reactions of all parties concerned. 
Community members 
In order to provide a wider context for the enactment of truancy po licy, and to 
gain insight into the motives and constraints of the local public policy makers, I was 
fortunate to have the opportunity to conduct semi-structured (un-taped) interviews with 
the members of the district Safer WA committee for Education District No. I .  This 
completed the schedule of interaction, providing the whole range of views from student 
through to CEO in all related institutions. I interviewed senior personnel from four 
local shires and FCS, district directors of the Education Department (several times), the 
Justice Department, the police, and other related agencies. As the interviews were 
conducted as part of another report, I have not referred to any opinions expressed during 
the interviews, but have referred to the public statement in minutes of meetings and the 
report itself. Since I wrote the reports, I consider any references to community 
perceptions at this level of policy discussion validated. 
Active participation 
Meetings and panels became a major focus of the data collection, as the forum in 
which policy was created and enacted. As experiences within these forums have 
become the focus of Chapter Six (Policy in action: panels and pragmatism), at this point 
I will simply outline the number and category of meetings and panels included within 
the rubric of the data collection. I chaired 12 exclusion panels, and actively participated 
in attendance panels for 7 chronic truants. I actively participated in four inter-agency 
meetings involving the police within District No. 1 and was participant observer to 6 
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selection panels for alternative education programs. I was an active participant in 2 
district level meetings focused on development of policy associated with re-integration 
of compulsory aged Aboriginal students into educational programs. I was also a 
participant observer at a series of informal meetings at throughout the twelve months of 
shadowing a School Welfare Officer. In most meetings, I considered it inappropriate to 
take more than superficial notes, or to request taping the conversations. 
By the second half of the year, I was very famil iar with most members of the 
meetings and panels, and was often placed in the position of having conducted 
individual interviews with each member of the meeting/panel. This often created 
situations when participants posed questions during the meeting to give public ' voice' to 
issues other participants were unable (and often unwilling) to publicly address as Public 
Servants. This calibre of interaction provided me with insight into "the story behind the 
story'', as an informed insider. 
Databases 
I had been an integral part of the collation of truancy data for three of the four 
School Welfare Officers for the twelve months period during which new district 
databases were developed and implemented, often spending hours entering data into the 
databases. As such, I had a clear notion of the computing and statisri�al learning curve 
undertaken by the participants and the development of awareness within a district office 
of the non-attendance profile. Access to the re-defined collection and reporting of non­
attendance data for 1 999 within District No. I thus provided a further means of 
confirming impressions formed from the 1998 data. Access to district level student 
services databases therefore became a major focus of any quantitative data collected 
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during the study, and a gate-keeping process through which I gained access to the new 
suspension and exclusion database within Education District No. I .  
Although the databases provided me with over-all profiles of truancy, suspensions 
and exclusions, intimate knowledge of the truancy data gained through hands-on 
collection and collation provided the necessary check on district level 
(mis)interpretation of such data. To gain a similar picture of the suspension data, I 
confirmed and elaborated impressions from database information by reading each of the 
3 1 85 incident reports forwarded by schools to district office during the 1 998 school year 
to meet regulatory requirements of the suspension process. I completed the picture of 
non-attendance profile within the district by chairing 12 exclusion panels (almost half 
the exclusion panels conducted within the district during the eighteen months of the 
study). 
Although I didn't have access to the district police database, immersion in the 
police/school culture ensured I was acutely aware of its existence. The interaction 
(almost coercion) between the district directives, police directives and school 
administrative compliance with the development of a comprehensive database involved 
amalgamation of daily student absentee data and police data representing juvenile 
cautions and reported crime. The continued development of such databases within 
districts reflected the continued community collaboration in the fight to reduce 
perceived nexus of truancy and juvenile crime. 
I further used databases as an integral part of the data collection and analysis by 
creating a database of local (Western Australian) newspaper articles referring in any 
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way to youth, crime and truancy. The database contained as many historical examples 
as were easily accessible, as well as all local data for the eighteen-month period of the 
study. I tried to incorporate as many examples from local community newspapers 
within Education District No. I as possible, further adding to the developing 
understanding of the interaction between media images, public perceptions and 
fundamental belief systems within a community. This gave me the capacity to 
categorise media representation and construction of truancy in temporal and 'offence' 
terms and to identify moral ( media instigated) panics. 
Textual resources 
Development of an understanding of the framing influences for the creation and 
enactment of policy associated with youth and non-attendance involved a constant 
comparative approach to all forms of legislative and regulatory representation. 
Collection of these texts was dependent on increasing awareness of the inter­
relationship between the various forms of related public policies and the inter-agency 
web activating and invoking policy reactions. I investigated legislation associated with 
Family and Children's Services, Juvenile Justice and Sentencing Acts, the current and 
superseded Education Acts, and various other legislation associated with controlling 
youth. I examined Education Department system, district and school level policies 
associated with attendance, behaviour management and students at risk. I looked at 
state directives such as the Safer WA policy and local shire policies justifying actions 
such as truancy and seci1rity patrols. 
Various other community texts such as school news letters, minutes of meetings at 
district and school level, community papers, media presentations (fictional and ' fact') 
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complemented a growing awareness of framing influences on public policy associated 
with truancy. One school provided truancy stories written by recidivist truants who 
were successfully being re-integrated into an educational setting. Again, constant 
mediation of growing perceptions of the framing cultures with related research texts 
provided an on-going development of an understanding of factors affecting the social 
construction of truancy. 
Analysis of data 
Data analysis was an on-going process of synthesis and constant mediation of new and 
previous themes, issues and concepts. There was no defining moment of enl ightenment, 
only a growing awareness of the complexity and contextual nature of public perception, 
controlling images and fundamental belief systems, most of which emerged within the 
process of writing drafts of chapters. Initial reactions recorded in field-notes, together 
with impressions gained from transcribing the interviews, led to creating narrative 
versions of key stories told to me during unstructured (but recorded) conversations, and 
thus became the first stage of analysis. As with Bruner ( 1996), I decided the most 
appropriate and powerful mode through which to recognise and to represent these 
"action-related modes" was story. 
I suspect that the most powerful technique for arousing one of those action­
related modes of dealing with the world is through depiction: .. For images 
are not only the prototypes of categories, but also stopped action frames in 
narratives. When human action finally achieves its representation in 
words, it is not in a universal and timeless fonnula that is expressed but in 
a story - a story about actions taken, procedures followed, and the rest. 
(Bruner, 1996, p. 158). 
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By placing these stories into an increasingly sophisticated context, I was able to 
recognise major themes and concepts emerging from a construction of perceptions of 
truancy. Constant reflection and analysis of related legislative and regulatory 
frameworks then provided the critical edge necessary to identify framing influences, 
concurrently allowing further directed interaction with identified stakeholders within the 
rubric of non-attendance policy. Until I could identify belief systems underpinning the 
creation and enactment of public policy associated with non-attendance, I could not 
recognise the framing factors, nor the framing influences. 
There wiis no easy path to this realisation. I needed to step back from the total 
immersion within these interacting influences; to allow participants to become 
abstractions and to allow a continued reading of the cultural text. This process of 
mediation required time, patience and conceptual leaps of faith often quite daunting in 
their scope. The eventual diagrammatic synthesis of understanding of the framing 
influences presents a potentially simplistic conclusion to eighteen months of exploring 
the underlying framework within which boundaries of knowing could be defined. 
Ethical dilemmas 
There are particular ethical dilemmas involved in researching issues surrounding 
youth defined as different and potentially expendable, and the authority figures 
associated with them. There is also particular need to finesse ethical considerations for 
the participating adults locked within a hierarchical system in which as researcher I 
progressed through levels of communication inaccessible to them. By working up from 
grass-roots level to CEO to provide a contextual and cultural understanding of related 
policies and practice, I was potentially reporting on their practice in a covert summative 
review of practice. 
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'/ nformed ' consent 
It was not always possible to control interaction with potential and actual 
participants through the standard processes outlined by ethics guidelines. Obtaining 
informed consent often became the barrier beyond which willing participants simply 
would not enter the study. In all interactions except Exclusion Panels, I introduced 
myself as a researcher and provided the necessary information to ensure even the most 
casual of interactions was on an ' informed' basis. Where-ever possible, participants 
were provided with a consent letter appropriate to their level of participation (I had 
prepared a student and an adult version of the consent letter). All key participants in the 
study signed a consent form and viewed either the transcript of the interview or the final 
draft of their cantribution, which was further negotiated and collaboratively refined. All 
interviews were conducted on a face-to-face basis at a time and location mutually 
agreed to provide maximum confidentiality ( often a noisy coffee shop, complete with 
whooshing coffee machine noises dominating the tape recording - quite a transcription 
challenge). 
negotiated. 
All pre-arranged informal (un-taped) conversations were similarly 
Any problems with informed consent were particularly related to alienated youth, 
whose previous and current life experiences provoked an active reluctance to sign any 
"official" form. There was an immediacy associated with interacting with these 
students, such that any planned timeframe for obtaining parental consent and organising 
an interview time simply wasn't part of their agenda. As the interactions were always 
via a gatekeeper who they trusted, and as I had no judgmental agenda, the students were 
free with their comments and opinions, often engaging in hours of detailed 
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conversations with me, none of which was "official". I consider these comments vital 
to the study, and have integrated them throughout the body of work as third person 
alienated youth perspectives which cannot be traced to a particular location or student. 
There was always a third person present during conversations with these young people. 
Issues of power and voice 
As already indicated, the issues of providing opportunities for minority voice, and 
negotiating power issues within an institution to allow participants to voice opinions 
within any semblance of confidentiality became increasingly difficult as the study 
progressed. Since the inter-agency meetings involved both intra and inter-district staff, 
I was a very public figure, as was any interaction with me. The comfortable and 
collegial interaction with the District Director compromised the original comfort zone 
of earlier participants, particularly as I was involved in writing district levei and quite 
public reports. At no stage did I disclose confidential information about staff practice, 
nor was I expected to. However, I suspect the perception of having risen above initial 
participants provided moments of concern. The continued invitation to interaction 
within the district policy process since the conclusion of the study, however, is 
testament to the confidence and professionalism underpinning the relationship with the 
staff from whom I have learned so much. 
Summary 
The framing of a socially defined construct is dependent on influences other than 
direct experience in the public (and private) development of ways of knowing and 
subsequent justification for actions. In this sense, the framing influences are an 
indication of underlyiQg beliefs which define and justify practice. The images and 
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public perceptions act as indicators to these underlying beliefs, creating an explanatory 
model for the mapping of connections between what appears to be disparate 
information. These influences (and the resultant explanatory model) can be recognised 
through an exploration of discourse, praxis and decision-making processes within the 
culture. 
In order to identify these beliefs, images and public perceptions, I used 
ethnographic methods of data collection whilst immersed in the culture of compulsory 
education in urban Western Australia. Comprehensive observations, unstructured 
interviews and textual analysis within four education districts provided the basis for 
mediating research questions, the lived experience of all stakeholders, and current 
legislative and regulatory frameworks guiding practice. The dialectic between the 
methodological and the conceptual frameworks provides the basis for each of the 
following chapters, as I explore boundaries of knowing to identify and explicate the 
dominant framing influences of current public policy associated with non-attendance. 
Chapter Four begins this mediation by questioning notions of compulsion. 
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Chapter Four 
A punitive culture: 
Frameworks for deterrence 
Belief in the over-riding authority of a socially defined law and its ability to 
uphold claims and legitimate rights underpins any institutional regulatory framework 
created to reflect beliefs in deterrence, compulsion and dependency. The nature of 
such a belief lies within the context of a culture claiming freedom of the individual, 
but dependent on the setting of boundaries to define and control such freedom. As 
Bruner (1996) points out, a foundational belief in the law assumes personal choice in 
taking responsibility for legal transgressions: 
Our legal system assumes we are ··agents impelled by self-generated 
intentions' and constructs a body of legal writings based on such 
notions as 'voluntary consent' and 'responsibility', extending and 
clarifying the notion of criminal intent (Bruner, 1 996, p. 1 6). 
A belief in the law also assumes duly appointed authoritative figures will act on 
behalf of the individual to define and police modes of acceptance, to construct the 
culture. Fitzpatrick (1992) claims belief in the law implies acceptance of the 
'authority' of the law to nominate moderators and modes of behaviour: 
It defines, or empowers an agent of reality to define, the situations and 
deficiencies justifying intervention. It forms, or empowers such an agent 
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to form, norms to be followed by the subject. The administered rcal'ity 
which law thus brings into existence is also affinned in its normality 
through the law, since judicial review of the actions of agents of reality 
need only be occasional and only deal with their excesses (Fitzpatrick, 
1 992, p. 166). 
How does this impact within the lived experience of school non..-attendance? As 
discussed in Chapter Two, the nature of the truancy pihenomenon, with its continued 
public yet diverse representations, usually presents non-attending students as different 
or difficult ( or, at worst, criminal). Given the legal bounds of compulsory education, 
local definitions of experts and boundaries of expertise to guide action and establish 
acceptable patterns of behaviour between and within the various stakeholder 
institutions in relation to coercing school attendance are legitimised within the 
construction of truancy. These "agents of reality", by their defined power {however 
nebulous), are then able to interpret and activate the regulatory framework upon which 
the (local) operative reality is created. 
In this chapter I explore fundamental beliefs surrounding the use of punishment 
as a means of deterring unacceptable modes of behaviour, especially for those young 
people who do not to attend school regularly. The role of various institutional 
legislative and administrative mechanisms associated with disaffected young people is 
examined, along with the mechanisms for establishing the rules providing the 
authority to define and justify strategies for intervention. 
Punishment and deterrence: Fundamental belief systems 
Cultural expectations of the law to act as both mediator and provider of justice 
impacts on public policy reactions to the perceived truancy/crime nexus, especially 
when such expectations complement the construction of truancy. Brown ( 1 998) 
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maintains the issue of concern is the impact of the construction of the law on 
perpetuating the powerful image of young offenders. In a similar vein, consideration is 
needed for the policy impact on defining and defending school non-attendance when 
policy is articulated and enacted from a punitive perspective. 
It is not so much the specific proposals for juvenile and youth punishment 
which concern us here, but the framing of 'punishment' as the 
predominant mode of governmental and popular response to young 
people (Brown, 1998, p.8 1) .  
Paul and Hanna are lawyers currently involved in prov1s1on of advice and 
representation for young offenders. As I explored with each of them Fitzpatrick's 
(1992) notion of law as provider of normalizing rules, the subsequent conversations 
focused on community misrepresentation (and misunderstanding) of the nature and 
restrictions of the law 1 . Their stories provide particularly important input from an 
institution other than education, allowing an intimate view of young (compulsory 
school-aged) offenders. The consequences of these offences are discussed from the 
perspectives of several stakeholders, slowly building the context for an educated 
reading of the complex world of those young people who become alienated from 
educational and justice systems. Paul's concerns centred around his observations of 
the ability of the law to provide an administrative apparatus for "bringing coercion to 
bear on the recalcitrant subject" (Fitzpatrick, 1992, p. 165), in his view countering 
philosophical notions of equity and equality. 
The reason the justice system is so appealing is because it provides a 
workable framework, with rules and laws. The problem, though, is people 
don't always follow the rules, they don't always act within the justice 
framework. The law operates on the principle of deterrence and deterrence 
doesn't always work. It is a lot more complex. The court cannot provide 
. .  
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on-going advice, ongoing support and information. Its contact with 
offenders is very limited and the court is forced to rely on resources the 
Ministry of Justice and the community put at its disposal, which counters its 
effectiveness. There arc limits to the extra resources available, so rulings 
aren't always enacted as consistently as they should be. That's not the fault 
of the court. It's an administrative issue. 
Paul is not an educator, and the focus of his legal role is advising those young 
people who meet all the criteria for alienation from school and community of their 
legal rights. As such, it is reasonable to assume his perspective of school level justice 
would be strongly influenced by his clientele. I sought Paul's opinion to provide both 
a sense of the proportion of the core of students meeting both criteria of truancy and 
juvenile crime, and to determine a sense of the background and future prospects of 
these young offenders. From his interaction with this group of young people, he felt 
the theoretical framework supposedly allowing a smooth transition from the 
educational justice system to the criminal justice system was fatally flawed by the 
belief in the effectiveness of deterrence. 
People expect children to be able to vet their behaviour, but that's simply not 
a reliable premise. You're talking about the decision-making processes of 
young people. They're not going to be thinking 'What are the consequences 
ofme not going to school?' They're not going to school because the system 
has alr-eady rejected them. 
By interacting within such a limited student sample, consideration must be given 
to Paul's necessarily limited impressions of adolescent student behaviour, albeit 
strongly grounded in practical and professional experience. The complex situation 
faced by those students for whom the notion of deterrence is an ineffective and 
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perhaps inappropriate mediator of their confrontation with both the education and 
justice systems cannot be discounted. 
Two major themes emerged from interaction and observation within the world of 
professionals counselling and providing legal advice to young people contravening 
accepted conventions of attendance, behaviour in schools and the broader community. 
Firstly, there was a clear belief that juvenile behaviour should not be judged within an 
adult context, as young people' s  decision-making processes were quite removed from 
the assumption of pre-conceived, rational plans of (antisocial) action. Secondly, there 
was a clear perception that juveniles reacted and responded to far more immediate, 
personal and peer goals. This was not considered a reason for absolving them from 
taking responsibility for their actions, but did require a sympathetic reading of the 
actions within a culturally sensitive context. It was commonly felt that providing 
juveniles with more opportunities to take responsibility for their actions, rather than a 
social and legal knee-jerk reaction to their offending, would provide long-term, 
mutually positive, cost-effective outcomes. 
At every level of each institution I visited, people expressed frustration with the 
seeming inaction of the Juvenile Justice system. This frustration was further 
evidenced though a constant barrage of media reports and letters to the editors of 
community papers. There was an expectation for the justice system to be able to 'fix' 
the community-defined problems associated with youth. The public sense of the 
failure of the justice system was described to me by a youth legal adviser as the 
inevitable outcome of a public misconception of the power of punishment to compel 
and deter adolescent behaviour patterns. 
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The community expectation is  for the justice system to fix the problem 
quickly, rather than trying to understand that each individual offending 
behaviour has complex causes, making the solutions just as complex . 
Punishment only works within the context of fear, rules and opportunities 
and guidance. If you don't provide the rules and don't provide the guidance 
and you don't provide the opportunities for alternative behaviour, the 
punishment is completely ineffective. In fact it is counterproductive because 
it reinforces a sense of unfairness and injustice on the part of the person 
being punished. 
Compelling modes of behaviour: legislative mechanisms 
The "coercive role of the law in defining and policing bounds and modes of 
behaviour" (Fitzpatrick, 1 992, p. 1 65) is "sometimes implicit as in incentives and 
disincentives, sometimes explicit as in restrictions backed by the power of the state" 
(Bruner, 1 996, p.30). Placed in the context of compulsory education, maintenance of 
these "forms and norms" falls under the boundary setting of "administrative 
mechanisms". The justification given by the Standing Committee on Public 
Administration of the West Australian parliament for compelling legislation for a 
negatively defined, victimless crime such as truancy, cleariy illustrates the 
interdependency of the legal basis for compulsory education and the "administrative 
mechanisms" necessary to enact this legal stance: 
If no offence was created and there were only "administrative 
mechanisms" in place to promote attendance then there would be no legal 
means to enforce compliance with the Bill's requirements. However the 
existence of an offence does not preclude the use of administrative 
mechanisms to promote attendance2• 
Within the established legislative and regulatory frameworks spawned by the 
cultural decision to compel school attendance, the possibility is created for reciprocal 
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actions to compel young people within and between institutions. The power of the 
truancy image of youth as potential criminal can activate both an institutional 
retraction of boundaries of responsibility and mutual policing of a perceived 
ownership by the Education Department of the responsibility to compel school 
attendance. This net of enforcement involves the whole community: the general 
public, the business community applying pressure on local police, the Ministry of 
Justice, Family and Children's services and the school parent body. Interaction 
between these institutions attempts to allocate (and disown) responsibility for duty of 
care for compulsory aged school students. 
The legislative interaction between institutions is activated at both grass-roots 
and managerial level as agencies/institutions compete and compel each other to a 
commitment for action. For example, public and legal accountability pressures on the 
Juvenile Justice System compel provision of an appropriate form of education for 
juveniles in custody. This impacts as a follow through insistence by Juvenile Justice 
Education Officers on the provision of their client's educational rights for provision of 
appropriate educational strategies whilst in custody, as well as the right to return to 
school (post-custody) with as little interruption to their education as possible. The 
1997 joint agreement between the Education Department of Western Australia and the 
Ministry of Justice ratifies the supposedly mutual conscience enactment, reverberating 
throughout both institutions as an enforcement of the ethos of compelling education. 
In a paradoxical inversion of intent, the agreement compels school attendance by 
Juvenile Justice clients and compels the provision of an education for these clients. 
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At grass-roots level, the Juvenile Justice system consistently acts as the 
educators' conscience, compelling principals to re-enroll cl ients, to provide equity and 
confidentiality for the student and to provide resources necessary for off-campus 
learning where appropriate. Over a period of twelve months, I watched a Juveni le 
Justice officer continue to prod the district education office conscience. Like a terrier, 
at each opportunity in a range of inter-agency meetings, the officer persisted with 
questioning the lack of any record of referred clients who had not been attending 
school for at least six months. These students were not appearing in any absentee data 
at either school (where the client was enrolled) or district level (truancy data). The 
question was always countered with disbelief at district level, as these names "should 
have appeared on suspension or exclusion data". There seemed no recognition of the 
possibility that chronic non-attendees would not necessari ly be part of the behaviour 
management syndrome which 'compelled' non-attendance. Unfortunately for those 
marginal truants who do not fall under the protective policing of the Ministry of 
Justice, their chances of a similar advocacy/protection apparatus is limited. 
The current solution to the perceived need to extend (and share) the net of 
responsibility for truancy is the inter-agency meeting. Action can present within such 
meetings as an oscillation between merging and retracting of institutional boundaries, 
overtly attempting to define "forms and 'norms". Francis' ( 1 998, p .583) describes 
meetings as ritual in which collusion, silent or otherwise, sustains existing perceptions 
of power, knowledge and competence. Inter-agency meetings provide both the 
opportunity and the incentive for instigating ritualistic behaviour to build an image of 
collaborative responsiveness to the truancy problem, perpetuating shared perceptions 
and responses to truancy 
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Meetings arc [rituals] : . . .  stereotypic, quasi dramatic, repetitive behaviours 
that persevere and are valued regardless of what is actually achieved. 
Having access to prestigious forms of knowledge, along with the 
prerogative to determine which knowledge and discourse types may be 
legitimately drawn upon in the meeting frame, allows those with the 
power to determine the rules. Perhaps more importantly, it allows them 
to treat these rules, once normalized, in a more flexible way than less 
knowledgeable participants (Francis, 1 998, p.583). 
It seems any decision to conduct inter-agency meetings associated with 
youth/crime/truancy issues implicitly compels attendance from stakeholding agencies 
as well as compelling at least an illusion of collaborative problem solving approaches. 
The inter-agency meetings I attended or which were described by participants, from 
agency (grassroots level discourse and decision-making - the 'doers') to institution 
(managerial level discourse and decision -making- the policy makers) were rarely 
called by a member without seniority. The importance of any potential decision.::. was 
judged by the calibre of those present (or absent). The invitation to attend such a 
meeting compelled agencies to react, either by non-attendance, silent compliance or in 
a proactive fonn, applying pressure on each other in a myriad of subtle ways. The 
interaction bound any emergent action, but the instigator of the meeting either 
maintained collusive power or activated an attempt to undermine the culture of 
dependency from which each participant emerged. 
I witnessed meetings begin, end and be postponed, depending on the attendance 
of key participants. I was aware of information being signaled by key participants 
('key' usually indicating a needs to know in order for possible outcomes rather than a 
necessarily hierarchical definition) to other participants (spectators). For example, in 
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an inter-agency meeting called to determine some proactive strategies for increasing 
retention rates of Aboriginal students, the ' doers' were all present - School Welfare 
Officer, representatives from Juvenile Justice, Family and Children 's  Services, 
Aboriginal Welfare. Plans of action were considered, strategies for funding were 
presented, enthusiasm was high, but there was an implicit understanding that all of 
these decisions would need to be ratified by the absent key participants who were not 
necessarily of managerial level. 
Establishing the "forms and norms": administrative mechanisms 
Even though the administration of the law allows a degree of situational 
flexibility in application of rules, it is beyond the capacity of the law in its written 
form to provide solutions to societal problems. The law provides a framework within 
which penalties can be instigated according to the current public perception of the 
severity of the crime. Society can use the law to test current definitions of deviance, 
but still cannot define solutions. Form her experience as a youth legal advisor, Hanna 
described the limitations of the law. 
The law struggles to ask 'why' questions. It can only position itself in terms 
of 'this is what has been done, and these are the consequences' .  Not, 'This is 
what you've done. Why have you done this? How can we stop you doing it 
again? 
Legislation involving the principles of Juvenile Justice3 forces the court to work 
within strict guidelines when dealing with juveniles, maximising fair application of the 
law. One step back from a court decision affecting a young offender involves 
interpretation and application of the judgment. The increasing levels of intrusion on a 
young offender's freedom implicit in the sequential nature of juvenile justice orders 
were explained for me by Hanna. 
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A child can be placed on any one of three types of order: a youth community 
based order, an intensively supervision order and a conditional release order 
(CRO). All three, in simplistic terms, are probational orders with conditions 
attached, so that whilst the child is complying with conditions, nothing 
further happens. One of the conditions within that order is always that the 
child obeys the lawful instructions of their Jf officer. If the officer makes a 
contract with the child pursuant to the order that they attend schod and they 
don't, then the condition within the order can be breached. The court will 
say 'You've been a very naughty boy. You've breached your order. You're 
running out of chances. We'll put you on an intensive supervision order', 
which is seen as more intrusive. Kid breaches that, they come back to court 
and they're put on a CRO. Kid breaches again, they're given another chance 
at a CRO or they get detention. Each kid could re-appear in court several 
times. Now you can skip those steps, obviously. As a matter of practice in 
the Children's Court, a child who breaches an order by re-offending is much 
more likely to get custody, than a child who breaches an order by breach of 
conditions. 
The potential to use the justice system in conjunction with the educational 
justice system to provide a means of giving teeth to the School Education Act 1 999 
had been suggested to me several times by education, Juvenile Justice (JJ) and police 
representatives, who perceived the Act to be a toothless piece of legislation. Such 
linking of legislation was seen as a means of overcoming the sense of impotence to 
'do' something about perceived inadequacies in the justice system. The police 
involved in truancy patrols could see the potential to use juvenile cautions to side step 
the truants' slow Education Act path to court. Three police cautions justified 
intervention at a JJ panel, which could proceed to court action. The motives were 
reduction of local crime, with educational outcomes touted as a bonus. 
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In Western Australia, there is a formal working agreement between the 
Education Department and the Ministry of Justice5to enable an inter-agency approach 
to dealing with, and effectively meeting the needs of, mutual clients (young offenders 
of compulsory school age). The grass roots enactment of such an agreement does 
indeed provide potential teeth to the legislative enactment of justice. In providing the 
lever to allow re-engagement of disaffected youth within the education system, there 
can be a parallel provision of an impasse for the student. The law's inability to 
address underlying social issues within the boundaries of set rules does not necessari ly 
provide social justice or solutions. From Hanna's legal experience, the linking of 
legislative frameworks potentially countered any chance for rehabilitation and re­
engagement of disaffected stv,dents: 
Linking the use of the education and justice systems can and does give 
legislative teeth, but sometimes the teeth can be a bit nippy. I mean, 
sometimes these children have no way out. You put a kid on an order that 
requires him to remain at home unless he's got permission, knowing that the 
parents are going to kick him out the following week and he'll be back in the 
court very quickly. Intentionally or otherwise, a child is set up to fail. It's 
like sending a severely ADHD kid into the normal mainstream school 
classroom, without medication, with the condition that they remain there, 
without any support mechanisms, mentoring, anything. You 're setting the 
kid up to fail. It's only a matter of time. Usually days . 
The delegation of action to Juvenile Justice teams implies a concomitant 
delegation of power, necessary for functional, but negotiated, implementation of 
justice. Children have two possible routes to a JJ team, with referrals via the police or 
the court. The �earn then devises an individual action plan to accommodate the needs 
of the offender and the justice system 6. Given the need for many referrals to JJ teams 
to be instigated by a magistrate, many young offenders cannot escape interaction with 
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the court system. The question of legal representation then becomes vital, as 
described by Hanna. 7 
In terms of legal involvement, unless a family can pay for l�gal 
representation themselves, they won't get to com1. They won't get a lawyer. 
They' l l  have to appear themselves. Legal aid resources are so minimal for 
juveniles, we only do care and protection and family law. So if the parents 
go in to court to represent themselves, then it's not the Education 
Department who's in a no win situation. It's everybody. Even if they tum up 
on court day, its pointless, because they're not going to understand the 
process of the law, let alone what they're there for. 
I am reminded of Cicourel 's ( 1968) conclusions surrounding a family's ability to 
generate resources to neutralise court recommendations being a routine feature of the 
social organisation of juvenile justice. In this instance, it seems a family' s resources 
allow representation (and justice?). I am also reminded of a School Welfare Officer 
telling me of sending an 'offending' single mother a summons to court, delivered by 
the police, accompanied by a Family and Children's Services representative to take the 
children into temporary care, and an ambulance for the anticipated (acute distress) 
parental reaction. Sadly, in this case all precautions were necessary. She was admitted 
to care to address drug and psychiatric problems. Her court case went ahead. The 
children were eventually returned to her and are still chronic non-attendees. 
Hanna's professional experience provided me with an insight into problems 
faced by the small group of young people who are the core of the media-enhanced 
image of the truancy/crime nexus. Her telling of professional stories provided a lens 
to the community stories used to regenerate the public reality of the social and cultural 
context within which her clients' behaviour is judged. Defeating such a powerful 
. 
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instigator of public action is beyond the capacity of a minority group of youths. The 
configuration of rules, the 'forms and norms', have been set. 
It comes down to this public perception of 'juvenile crime' .  You arc 
constantly fed this perception of gangs of marauding youths. People cross 
the street rather than walk next to groups of young people, particularly 
Aboriginal young people, which is sad and stupid. They're just kids, not 
monsters to be feared. The word juvenile in our society has come to mean 
'delinquent' . You don't even need to add the second word - it's redundant. 
'Youth' is just as bad as a word. People make instant value judgments 
according to how the kid's dressed, or where he is at a particular time of day 
or night, or the cut of the hair, or whatever. You say to these kids, 'You're 
asking for trouble, going into town dressed like that on a Tuesday afternoon. 
Why do you do it? You're going to get questioned by the police. ' And they 
say, quite rightly, 'Why shouldn't I? I'm not doing anything wrong. Just 
because I 've got the ponytail and the rest of my head is a number one. Why 
should I be questioned?' And that's a really hard question to answer as an 
adult. 
The disproportional representation of Aboriginal youth in all disciplinary 
categories of both the education and justice networks suggests the image cannot be 
ignored. There is clear police evidence of compulsory school aged Aboriginal youths 
involved in daytime crime. However, the public perception of the extent to which 
these students are offending must be examined. One of the mediating factors for the 
potential to accept the stereotype of the young, male Aboriginal involved in day-time 
crimewhilst truanting is to misinterpret Aboriginal non-attendance for cultural reasons 
as truancy. Many Aboriginal students inevitably fall into the culture of transience 
loop, activated at an indigenous and (rural, isolated) school staffing level as family 
obligations involve travel for funerals and other cultural occasions. However, this 
does not cloud the reality of the offending patterns of Aboriginal youth. 
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The question you have to ask, is if these young people were not truanting, 
would it have any effect on their offending. I don't think it would have any 
effect at all. In the next few weeks while there is no school, they'll offend. 
Their crime is centred on getting money for drugs. Or, alternatively, around 
being stoned out of their minds and not being aware of what they're doing. 
They involve violence in their robbery, become confrontational, committing 
outrageous acts they would not do were they not under the influence of 
drugs. The kids often say to us, 'Oh, we've never done any violence before' .  
But it's too late, then. We can't always help them. 
In response to perceived community need for preventative action, drug 
awareness programs have become a recent, accepted curriculum component i11 
schools. The recent spate of high profile drug raids on government schools (West 
Australian, 1998, July. Sniffer dogs in school raid; West Australian, 1 998, August. 
School drug raids: police need warrant; West Australian, 1 998, August 22. Warrant 
rule for school searches) illustrates the frustration of school administrative staff in 
countering the contradictory public knowledge surrounding the abuse and incidence of 
drug use amongst adolescents. 
In most schools, drug use is considered a huge problem, instigating and 
escalating drug-related violence perceived by staff as beyond their expertise and 
boundaries of responsibility to address. One student from a high school reputed to 
have a difficult clientele told me of the drug profile within the school, of common 
daily and brazen use by a wide range of students both on and off campus. The student 
described the devastating effect on the student body of the death of a fellow student 
through drug overdose or suicide. In this student's experience, drugs and violence 
were an accepted part of any school culture. The heavy involvement in substance 
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abuse of many compulsory school aged juvenile justice clients was described by one 
of the youth legal advisers as a form of compensation for social isolation: 
Most of my clients fall into drugs not because it's a statement, or anything. 
It's an escape. These kids have really difficult lives. They're lucky to have 
a home, let alone food, comfort, safety, security, all those community 
assumptions when we talk of children and adolescents. If they're stoned out 
of their minds they don't have to think about it. For them drugs have a very 
valid purpose. It's very difficult to say to those kids, 'Stop taking drugs. 
Face reality'. How can I possibly tell them they have a future to look 
forward to, or ask why they are jeopardizing it? Because, frankly, they 
haven't, and they know it. These kids say, 'Why should I go to school? Why 
should I give up drugs? I'm not going to get a job. Nobody is going to 
employ me. It's too late for me. My father's been unemployed and in and out 
of jail for the last forever, so why should I? What is the benefit to me?' 
That's where the education system totally fails these kids. Basically, society 
fails them. So the only option for them is to look at alternatives to 
mainstream education and to mainstream living. 
An experienced educator of students who meet all the criteria of the 
truancy/crime nexus gave similar justifications to me. Her current "clients" are a 
small group of Aboriginal students who worked from a code of ethics totally different 
to that depicted in regulatory and legislative framing of acceptable youth behaviour. 
Most were almost illiterate and totally frustrated with current forms of education. 
Most worked from a strong moral and ethical basis of family and sibling loyalty, 
prioritising the family needs over any sense of obligation to attend school. Crime was 
a me;ans of providing essentials denied them through poverty and parental neglect. 
Their definitions of "essentials" ranged from money, food, alcohol, clothing and 
transport (hence car theft) to fashion items and entertainment items. Activating 
�rre11t forms· of punishment became a means of achieving status amongst the group, 
with more daring and public transgressions earning higher status. Leading and 
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planning a crime was an even greater source of status, along with length and frequency 
of detention, complementing Beresford and Omaji 's ( 1996) notion of a rite of passage 
Legislative and regulatory forms of punishment and deterrence were counter­
productive notions for this group of students, whose actions and beliefs provide one of 
the powerful framing images of the truant. 
A range of professionals involved in legal and related youth counselling 
suggested to me that in Western Australian the prs Jrtion of compulsory aged 
students repeatedly involved with the juvenile justice system was only a very small 
They did not consider the proportion of students who were concurrently truanting or 
were suspended from school reflected the minority of students involved in juvenile 
crime. It was no surprise to find professionals with extensive legal experience 
working with young offenders had a sG c:-g sense of advocacy for a group of young 
people perceived as unnecessarily maginalised and criminalised. 
The minority group being described by the participants crystallized the popular 
image of the truancy/crime nexus. The behaviour of these students instigates 
interaction with two, if not three, institutions: the legal system. the education system 
and possibly the welfare system. The seemingly inevitable interaction between these 
students and the various institutions became apparent in each participant's expounding 
of their clients' position, often reflected as frustration at the criminalising of young 
people. The perceived proactive role of the police was a focus of each participant's 
positioning of their clients. The perception of police "creating" youth crime statistics 
is reflected in reports of recorded crime by the Audit Commission (1996) and the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (1996), both of whom warn that care must be taken 
when interpreting youth crime statistics. Both reports pointed to the skepticism 
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necessary in reading figures indicating an increase in the number of criminal charges 
It is common for a youth to be charged with several offences in the course of the one 
act of criminal behaviour, with a greater use of warnings for some offences (and 
offenders). 8 
Such perceptions reflect Cicourel's (1968, p.336) likening the relevant 
population to a rumour generated and negotiated within a socially bounded arena of 
discourse within which members of the community (especially law-enforcement 
agencies) identify attributes of delinquency. For example, Hanna's depiction of the 
creation of police statistics for her marginalised clients concurs with Paul's depiction 
of the criminalising of young people. Both illustrate the "day-to-day occurrences of 
school, police, probation and court practices" described by Cicourel ( 1968, p.338) 
which allows the development of an understanding of how delinquency is produced. 
Hanna was incensed with the perceived inevitability of regenerating Cicourel 's 
rumour. Her comments reflect similar perceptions ( often far more crudely expressed) 
by related personnel, teaching and administrative staff involved in alternative 
educational programs and certainly by the truanting/offending students with whom I 
spoke: 
When the police are out there picking up truants, they create their own 
criminal statistics. The kids call the situation ·the hamburger with tr.e 
works'. You're asked your name and address, you refuse to give it and 
you're charged with •refusing to give name and address·. You respond by 
saying something smart to the police officer, the police officer says 
something smart back to you, so you're abusive, and it's ·disorderly 
conduct'. He then arrests you for disorderly conduct and you try and get 
away. 'Resisting arrest.' And finally he's got you to the point where you're 
completely out of control as a 14 year-old and you spit at him. Then it's 
'assaulting a police officer'. Now we have a kid who should have absolutely 
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no record, who would never even been involved in the justice system, unless 
they had been approached by this police officer They arc criminalised. not 
because they're breaking the law, but because they're walking the street 
Suddenly the police have this string of offences they call statistics 
The "creation" of local statistics was illustrated earlier in the description of a 
truancy patrol. 9 Any available crime statistics assume potentially unreasonable 
extrapolations, given the complexity of the correlates of crime. The similarities in 
reading statistical data concerning crime, truancy or employment expounded the 
backward-generating notion of inappropriate, sometimes convenient, extrapolation 
"from crime to truancy to school failure ... from felons to dropouts" Schrag and Divoky 
(1975, p.166) exposed two decades ago. Changes in recording and reporting systems, 
definitions, levels of community tolerance, boundaries of authority, political intent, all 
combined to provide a structure that potentially obscured any sense of the extent of the 
problem. In her current research attempting to establish a time-series sense of juvenile 
crime patterns, Hanna has been faced with the utter frustration of both trying to pierce 
the coalescing of believers and locate significant data 
I've tried to establish the decrease in juvenile crime rates, in the sense of a 
decrease in the number of kids offending. As you 'vc founu, in any study of 
crime statistics you are hampered by the introduction of cautions, which 
skew the statistics. If you spend enough time down in the Children's Court. 
you pick up very quickly that there are probably between 25 and 40 chronic 
juvenile offenders at any one time. That's all. Those 25 are not from 25 
different families, either. They are generally from 10 families, so you·ve got 
two or three kids from a family all going through the system at the same 
time. Obviously :hey change, but there'd be five or six really chronic ones. 
Again Hanna's experience cou,plemented the position presented by the Audit 
Commission ( 1996) of only a very small percentage of young people committing most 
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of the crimes, while offending once or twice is common. As she cxp!ained, "The rest 
of the kids you see once or twice - maybe three or four times. That's all. Then they 
grow out of it and go on their merry way." The Audit Commission ( 1996) found that: 
Truants generally go home or to friends' homes, to do 'nothing in 
particular'. Others spend much of the day in bed, and stay out until the early 
hours of the morning, when they tend to mix with older peers and their 
parents have little control over their way of life (Audit Commission, 1996, 
p.68). 
From discussions with youth legal advisers, it appears the small number of 
young people repeatedly offending, offend more often and more seriously, with both 
the nature of the offence and associated violence influenced by drugs and changing 
penalties for particular crime. 10 A United Kingdom study cited by Nicholis ( 1998, 
p.12) found three per cent of young offenders accounted for approximately 25 per cent 
of all offences. In Western Australia 1. 5 per cent of all youths aged 10-17 were 
arrested in 1996, 3.7 per cent of whom were issued with cautions by the Police Service 
(Nicholls, 1998, p.12). Most cautions were for "good order" offences (substance 
abuse, offensive behaviour, traffic offences). 11 The nature of current offences reflects 
legislative changes in reaction to the public expectations for punitive action and 
harsher penalties, especially for young offenders. It seems the inter-relationship 
between society and the law is fundamentally affected by the role of the media in 
defining both the current youth 'problem' and the ·solution'. The media presentation 
of the eur:-znt problem on the front page of the local newspaper influences the 
prioritisation of resources and policing to the newly defined crime problem, potentially 
allowing the development of a public misconception that the supplanted crime no 
longer exists. 
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Regulatory and legislative frameworks focused on punishment as an effective 
form of deterrence for immature young offenders would not have addressed the 'why' 
associated with acts of truancy or gross behaviour problems for the students with 
whom I interacted. Deterrence factors for these students were associated with far 
more complex needs and loyalties. Students told me of being so distracted by 
personal abuse (both substance and physical) problems that even when they made a 
rare appearance at school, they were too preoccupied to learn. I was constantly told 
stories of feeling "dumb" and not coping with the school's academic expectations. 
Most of the students I spoke to confessed their literacy problems. 
I was told bullying stories, culminating in suicide attempts and school refusal. 
Some students were taking a responsible role in staying home (not always by choice) 
looking after younger siblings so a single parent could continue casual work without 
the cost of child-care. One student told me how his frustration at his perceived lack of 
recognition of his creative abilities triggered a more lateral form of personal 
express10n: 
I decided that someone must be at fault and it wasn't me. So I thought, I can 
either fight the system or take the easier option of wagging. And the easier 
opticn seemed reasonable. I just realised that, um, people didn ·1 really care that 
much 
Of course, the romantic image of the benign (but lazy), well-intentioned, 
misunderstood truant can easily be discounted by the actions of the minority of truants 
heavily involved in daytime, potentially violent crime. The public nature of these 
transgressions ( even within a school community) counters any potential for a 
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modified public perception of the truant. Such a powerful image constantly triggers 
community justification for punitive reactions. 
Complex juvenile deterrence mechanisms 
Paradoxically, within various youth sub-cultures punishment is an accepted form 
of deterrence for breaking the rules, with clearly understood consequences for non­
compliance with the expected "forms and norms" 12 defined by the particular group of 
youths. Students who justified to me their compliance with threats from bullies had a 
clear understanding of the consequences of non-compliance, as did students who 
described for me their compliance with group expectations for violent retaliation 
against members of other groups for perceived insults. 
One focus group of students described for me the intricacies of loyalties within 
their group. These students were very open about the difficulties they faced coping 
with the standard curriculum, vocalising their embarrassment and resentment at their 
perceived "dumb" label. They had developed a clearly defined code of ethics, 
defining acceptabie transgressions within the school. These transgressions 
encompassed verbal abuse of teachers (particularly teachers who used sarcasm against 
them, and who enhanced the student's sense of being "dumb"), fighting as a form of 
retribution, open use of drugs, truancy, and non-compliance with all teacher requests. 
These transgressions were considered even more acceptable when public or when 
"rewarded" by suspension from school. 
However, when one of their group stole from the bag of another group member, 
he was physically punished and socially excluded. Worse, still, the student stole from 
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a teacher and blamed another member within the group. There was no sense of 
remorse or compassion. In their view, the group member knowingly broke the rules 
and could not reasonably expect a second chance. Peer punishment was both a 
deterrent and a consequence. Group behaviour was compelled, with group dynamics 
(group law) "bringing coercion to bear on the recalcitrant subject" (Fitzpatrick, 1992, 
p.165). 
School-level belief in deterrence is often manifested as an increase in the length 
of subsequent suspensions. France & Wiles (1998, p.68) describe such a use of both 
formal and informal exclusion of the disruptive or less able as becoming an acceptable 
price, encouraged by appropriate policies, to ensure 1he needs of the most able {and 
best behaved) students can be concentrated upon. Behaviour privileging then becomes 
the implicit outcome whilst providing the best possible educational environment for 
those most likely to succeed both at school and in the employment stakes. 
The extent to which detention as a form of punishment can be considered an 
effective form of deterrence by young offenders questions the contextual nature of one 
of the fundamental assumptions in the justice system. School administrators 
commonly accept detention as a form of punishment (in the form of isolation for 
behaviour management) and an effective deterrent. Such forms of isolation permeate 
classrooms from the first year of school to the last. Breaking the expected 
confinement rules of such a deterrent is a significant (and expected) trigger for school 
suspensions. No one likes to be in solitary confinement. Even Bianca. a phobic with 
limited Year 4 school experience, could delineate in minute detail the punishment 
progression to isolation (detention). Notions of attendance policy (both school and 
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system level) as a form of deterrence played no part in determining daily school 
attendance for this chronic truant nor for her parent. Along with many students, she 
chose home isolation to school isolation. 
Official discourse currently promotes preventative measures to address chronic 
truancy rather than continue the use of detention via the justice system, but the notion 
of detention as a deterrence is promoted at any intervention stage with students and/or 
parents. The threat of legal proceedings is still being used as a form of coercion. A 
breach of an order by a Disciplinary Panel stills activates a linking of education and 
justice legislation. 1 3  Paul's practical and professional experience outside the education 
system countered such a simplistic reading of the instigation of detention. 
It may be that within a theoretically pure framework, detention is not the 
planned outcome of the shift from education 'rules' to justice ' rules ' .  But 
the reality is you arc excluding young people from the school environment, 
practically or deliberately, who at the core have done nothing wrong other 
than not fit in with the education department's framework. These young 
people have no right to challenge, nowhere else to go, other than out on the 
streets or home. Out on the streets, they are policed. They are criminalised. 
It becomes a self- fulfilling prophecy, so even if the pure model docsn 't lead 
to detention, the other criminalising process more often does. 
At all levels rf interaction with administrative staff associated with school 
justice and school retention, I was confronted with adult frustration with students 
knowing and �xercising their rights. Such action was often read at school level as 
reactive and confrontational, always to the students' disadvantage, illustrating 
Brown's ( 1998, p. 1 18) contention that "young people are largely excluded from the 
languages of human rights, legal rights and formal political enfranchisement'·. 
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Subsequent notions of retribution within the school system involved engaging the 
punishment hierarchy from behaviour management �trategies, to suspension and 
eventually exclusion 1 4 . 
The official reaction to a recent move by youth legal support mechani sms to 
inform students of their legal rights within an educational setting again illustrates the 
fear inherent in any hierarchical control base when supposedly suppliant students 
become legal ly knowing (and questioning) adolescents. It also i l lustrates the power of 
the image of youth as a threat to society, perpetuating manic bouts of boundary 
policing: 
A controversial kit soon to be launched in Perth tells school pupils 
they don't have to wear uniforms and that teachers cannot search 
school bags. Called the Know Your Rights At School Kit, it has 
already sparked outrage in NSW following release by the National 
Children's and Youth Law Centre (NCYLC) . . .  The kit is distributed 
through school libraries and says teachers have no legal rights to 
search students or confiscate personal property without a student's 
consent. It also tells students that schools may not ban make-up, 
stop children changing their hair colour or send them home for 
refusing to wear the correct uniform . . .  NSW Education Minister 
John Aquilina said he could not ban the kit but urge,i principals not 
to put copies into schools . . .  (Joe Poprzcczny. Sunday Times, 1999, 
March 7. School Kit Storm). 
Jn their report titled "Seen and not heard: priority for children in the 
legal process", the Australian Law Reform Commission ( 1 998) pose a 
counter argument: 
Teaching children about their rights and responsibilities in school 
and in the wider community is probably more likely to bolster 
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parents' and teachers ' authority than undermine it. Like most adults, 
children will generally be more willing to follow rules they 
understand and can sec the need for ( I O. 1 3) 
Within the current School Education Act 1 999, there is little place for the 
student voice in the policy processes The more progressive schools endeavour to 
provide interim attendance and suspension panels, often triggered by the recent 
realisation by Student Services teams that application for exclusion of a student wil l  
automatically be refused without evidence of such intervention strategies Students 
deemed sufficiently al ienated to require the intervention of a School Welfare Officer 
wil l  be given a voice in an Attendance Panel . Such justice is provisional, however, as 
the truanting student's voice is silenced if it is final term of their compulsory school 
year and the student has thus become too much of a resource-risk to trigger panel 
intervention. N1::ither students nor their parents have a voice in most selection panels 
except through an advocate who argues for or against their case, depending on school 
perceptions of their behaviour. 
Currently, students have no right of reply when behaviour management 
protocols cl ick into place. Escape from isolation (behaviour management strategy) is 
only possible through signing a good behaviour ''contract" which has no legal status. 1 5  
Students (or their parents) have no  right of  reply to  suspension decisions. In one 
district, it is compulsory to conduct an interim suspension panel after the student nas 
accumulated fifteen days suspension. Even then, the parent and student are often only 
involved as a behaviour management strategy for the school Most parents are 
unaware of their right to access through Freedom of Information legislation all  records 
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of reported staff perceptions directed at their chi ld, so the school perspective tends to 
dominates all policy enactment . 
During 1 995, the National Children's and Youth Law Centre conducted a 
national survey of young people who had been suspended or expelled from school I <, 
Results suggests that "many students are not told of their rights during the discipl inary 
process or made aware of ways to challenge the decision" ( Australian Law Reform 
Commission Report No.84, p .2 1 3 ). Under either the Education Act ( 1 929) or the new 
School Education Act 1 999, parents are not provided with a copy of the exclusion 
panel's report. only their recommendations, Even though the chairperson of exclusion 
panels cannot be an employee of the Education Department, the committee report is 
sti l l  written by the department representative (usual ly a school principal), continuing 
the institution discourse on penalties and punishment 17 
I broached the notion of deterrence with focus groups of l 4-year-old students 
who had a record of both truancy and suspension The subsequent discussion focused 
on their total lack of respect for the schooi management policies and processes. There 
was an inherent status amo.1gst these students attached to defiant and provocative acts 
deliberately invoking the behaviour management mechanisms within the school 
There was also a clearly defined infrastructure of perceived social {group) justice 
attached to the invocation of the behaviour management strategies tried by school 
staff. The power of the truanting peer group was described for me by a 1 5  year old 
girl recounting her reasons and actions whilst truanting who felt she had retained 
personal choice despite the peer expectations. She laughed when I asked if notions of 
school consequences had deterred or influenced her decisions to truant or be involved 
in petty crime in any way. 
1 10 
That peer thing becomes pretty powerful. I ended up domg a bit of shop 
lifting in year 8 with the friends I was wa5Sing school with it became 
quite addictiw! It was still my choice, though They dido 't say 'Oh. yeh, 
if you didn't do this we're not going to be your fncnd' It ,..,as more, 1f 
she was going to be my friend. then I should do that stuff It made me 
more part of the group It made us fncnds. because we went to the cit� 
together and we· d end up getttng all this stuff 
Even more powerful was the infrastructure of acceptable mateship within the 
offending group.  Social isolation was the penalty for breaking the group rules, and 
most certainly acted as a deterrent within their closely defined group Isolation from 
peers as a consequence for continued flaunting of school attendance and behaviour 
expectations was never seriously considered by these students Exclusion h; � not part 
of their agenda. Thceir behaviour was only focused on temporary breaks from the 
classroom. not on total exclusion from school School level punishment was not 
considered a deterrent for further misdemeanors. 
Dderrence mechanisms exercised by schools 
Notions of consequences. rights and responsibilities. and the role of Juvenile 
Jwtice are usually well developed by the majority of students within a school 
population. An experie.nced Deputy Principal helped me ground such fundamental 
beliefs in the everyday activities of students and staff of a large ( 1400 students) urban 
high school recognised within the teaching profession as progressive. The Deputy 
Principal described the non-attendance patterns within the i,.chool as evidencing 
minimal officially defined truancy, but with � significant, parent-condoned non­
attendance profile. She saw the key to the effectiveness of any deterrence factor as the 
immediacy and the relevance of consequences. If a student is instantly accountable for 
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their truanting, or indeed any non-compliant behaviour within the boundaries of 
accepted school rules, the deterrence factor is increased This required a consistent 
approach to monitoring attendance. counsel l ing offenders and administering 
consequences across the whole school Such a dream is rarely activated within the 
ever-evolving resource demands of a busy school environment 
If you know that you're gomg to have to fmnt up and explain your actions 
almost munedaatcly. your impulsive bebavtor IS more hkely to be 
considered Whereas. if you know that you have a high prooabihty of 
gewng away with Jt altogether and. 1f you do get caught, even higher 
probability that it'll take a "Aililc to be acted upon. then the deterrence factor 
is cancelled. Besides. by the time the incident ts a.ddr� by the school 
services staff. the whole emotional suie will ha"-e worn off and it becomes 
more process that is observed rather than somethmg that IS really personally 
relevant to the student 
As deputy. Margaret saw students' awareness of their legal rights as simply an 
indicator of a shift in societal values Such awareness permeated all aspects of both 
student and staff reactions, especially in emotive disciplinary situations Margaret 
considered the deterrence factor espa:ially effective when all parties were aware of 
rights a� responsibilities within a very public forum. The problem was always a 
matter of visih!e consequences, of belief in the inevitability of such consequeuces 
Most students had little experience of taking responsibility for their own actions. In 
Margaret's experience. parenting patterns (and school disciplinary patterns) rarely 
enforced consequences. merely played with the deterrence and punishment rhetoric: 
Many teachers and pa.rents make threats in an emotive situation. wlucb in 
cool reflection they know won't happen and the kid knows it won't happen. 
They are empty threats; and let's face it,. we're all guilty at times. So kids 
are so used to being given ultimarums and th.JTa%ened consequences. along 
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with the collusive understanding that nothing wil l  happen. Unless there is a 
real consequence, nobody !cams. no behaviour 1s modified. no patterns arc 
changed In fact. as figures of authority. we lose face 
Peer examples and perceptions are very effective weapons against deterrence 
messages given by authority figures within a school The penalties for truancy 
promoted by any school services team have little chance of being effective in an 
environment where adolescent behaviour provides the powerful indicator of group 
acceptance Such an indicator often provides a model for most members of a school 
community. especially when the student(s) has been involved with agencies outside 
school juris,liction and boundaries of confidentiality Margaret described for me the 
ease with which a school community could develop the misunderstanding of the subtle 
enactment of consequences for adolescent antisocial behaviour 
You only need one child m a school to develop such widespread 
mi:sun&rstanding. We had a truanung child who went through the whole 
process. ended up in court for multiple offences. including his truancy. After 
each confrontation v.ith authority he ended up back at home, back in the 
school with no vi:sible COtlSCGllences school students could observe. All 
they saw \\'3.$ this duld doing really outrageous things and week later he'd 
he bade in school as if nothing had bapperu:d. More to the point, he would be 
saying ootbmg bad happened. Now the reality was a lot cf things were 
bappemng. but vwl>le things we.re zero. Therefore the other kids fast came 
to a reasonable conclusion that 'If I behave like him, despite what all these 
adults say. the reality is that nothlng happens.· This is the huge issue for us 
in schools. We need students to believe in our stated consequences for their 
misbehaviour. 
As a deputy responsible for school discipline (issuing and monitoring 
suspemionst Margaret certainly needed a measure of credibility within the student, 
stiff and parent population of the school. The public nature of such a deterrence factor 
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was of vi'ial importance:: to perceptions of effective policing of behaviour Overt, 
group defiance of accepted notions of behaviour would present the school equivalent 
to inciting a riot. Margaret was acutely aware of the need to balance her authoritarian 
role with a student deemed in need of a suspension from school, with her expected 
humanitarian, protective, nurturing teacher role. Losing the fine balance could 
conceivably lose the student, not an acceptable outcome for any responsible educator 
Her frustration with the powerful, nonchalant post-suspension message presented to 
(and by) peers was evident in her experienced knowing of student reactions: 
I' l l  have the parents in, I'll have the child in, there'll be all sorts of emotional 
turmoil. There'll be anger, regret, frustration. Tears everywhere. The next 
day I will get a totally frustrated teacher telling me little Joey's out there 
bragging tc his mates about his suspension, claiming nothing happened and 
it was like a day's holiday. Now I understand why Joey needs to present this 
image, his need to maintain self-esteem. Little Joey and I will know he was 
in a dreadful state and probably won't re-offend. The necessity for the likes 
of little Joey to retain their machismo out there is such that they can't say to 
their peers 'I did a silly thing. I was sorry and very upset and I burst into 
tears and my Mum and Dad are disappointed in me and I'm very unhappy' .  
They can't say that. So the perception developed out there i s  ·so what?' 
introducing a ripple effect amongst his peers. Most kids who truant don't 
think beyond 'It feels good. Do it'. Any who would go beyond that and 
consider the consequences would say ·oK. Even if I do get caught so what 
because so-and-so did it all last week and nothing happened to them.• . . .  The 
consequences are irrelevant at the decision point. 
Margaret did not consider the significant proportion of compliant parents who 
condoned their child's non-attendance were phased by the legal requirements 
surrounding truancy, or even aware of legal consequences of condoning their chiid's 
non-ateendance. 
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Unless somebody actually called in the parent of a truant and informed them 
of this consequence, I don't think it even enters their minds because I don't 
think it's a conscious thing. They are simply supporting their child's 
inappropriate behaviour, in the same way the) excuse other forms of their 
child's behaviour, like drinking. Ha! A few years ago it was a common 
reaction to tell a parent 'If your child continues to truant or if you keep 
refusing to send your child to school you will be taken to court' Not now. 
though. Some of our parents ·will possibly have had dealings with authonty 
themselves and know it probably won't get to court and if it does, their 
attitude would be 'Okay. Give us a fine. So what. We haven't got any 
money. What are you going to do about it?' But from my perspective, 
unless it reached a point where a student's truancy has become a major 
problem. resulting in the parent being informed and/or threatened v.ith the 
consequences, I think most parents would be totally ignorant of the legal 
process involved. 
Administrative staff from other schools (particularly high schools) expressed 
similar experiences to those described by Margaret. The strong perception was that 
deterrence will only work when potential offenders make conscience, informed 
decisions, which is counter to the decision-making processes of most young people 
joining a peer activity. Without immediate, relevant and visible consequences, 
handled within a sensitive teacher/student relationship, deterrence has little -.;hance of 
impacting on an adolescent's decision to truant. 
Summary 
A basic premise for most cultures is a fundamental belief in the law as a 
necessary configuration of rules defining boundaries of belonging. Within the bounds 
of legislative and regulatory frameworks are mechanisms justifying our communal 
need for intervention strategies to compel behaviour. A related belief assumes 
escalating levels of punishment to be an effective deterrence factor in policing 
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compliance amongst young people The administrative mechanisms activated by 
legally and socially defined experts then maintain the "forms and norms" 1 11  of 
acceptance and rejection of actions 
Interaction b\ �ween institutions creates a form of compulsion within decision 
making forums, compelling decisions surrounding attendance, proposed action and 
accountability. Interaction between the justice system and the education system 
mimics the community expectation for the justice system, with inherent punishment 
and deterrence mechanisms, to solve the problems associated with students perceived 
to be difficult. The interaction between systems of justice appears to especially focus 
on students who are visible to the community during school hours {truants). 
Intervention strategies invoked by Juvenile Justice often manifest as a form of social 
conscience when activating re-integration of their clients into compulsory education. 
School level justice does not necessarily reflect outcomes of natural justice for 
students or their parents, as deterrence factors for young people are far more complex 
than the assumed effectiveness of punishment. particularly when associated with 
young people and drugs. Deterrence without provision for guidance and opportunities 
for alternative behaviours has limited effect for young people. Immediate, relevant 
and visible consequences will provide a temporary form of deterrence for truants, but 
do not address the underlying reasons why students reject (or are rejected by) regular 
school attendance. 
This chapter sought to explore the relationship between a cultural belief in the 
power to define and compel acceptable behaviour and associated beliefs in the power 
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of punishment and det(:rrence to compel such behaviour, within the context of 
compulsory education. Chapter Five wil l explore the setting and policing of 
boundaries of responsibility seen to fal l under the rubric of compulsory school 
attendance, whether expressed as chronic truancy or behaviour management strategies. 
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Notes for Chapter Four: 
1 In Research Report No. 1 0  from the Crime Research Centre ( 1 995, second cd1t1on). 
University of Western Australia, Rtchard Harding expounds the notion of myths associated 
with repeat juvenile offenders in Western Australia. He warns of s1mplist1c readings of 
juvenile crime rates, of the nature of thc,r crime and of ineffective punitive measures to 
address offenders from a rnaginaliscd group of young people 
2 Standing Committee on Public Administration, Report 9, "School Education Bili 1 998 · 
Interim Report". 
3 In Western Australia, the Young Offenders Act ( 1 995) provides a detailed framework within 
which all decisions surrounding sentencing of juveniles must be made. Such a framework 
implies consideration of the young offender's a contextual and cultural background. 
4 Juvenile Justice 
5 Agreement between the Education Department of Western Australia and the Ministry of 
Justice ( 1 997) 
6 Within Western Australia, four full-t.1.ne Education Officers take the responsibility for 
coordinating with JJ teams to ensure each young offender is provided an appropriate 
opportunity to complete their education. An average case-load for a JJ Education Officer 
would involve 30 young offenders, mostly of compulsory school age. 
7 In Western Australia, the Legal Aid Commission, the Youth Legal Service and the 
Aboriginal Legal Service all provide free legal advice for children. 
8 See Chapter Two, Endnote Nos. 1 6  & 1 7. 
9 See Chapter Two, Endnote No. 27. 
10 See Audit Conunission ( 1996), ABS ( 1996, 1 999), Nicholls, ( 1 998), Jones Finer & Nellis, 
(1998). 
11 Bessant, Sercombe & Watts ( 1 998) discuss the nature of public beliefs surrounding youth, 
crime and repeat offenders. 
12 Fitzpatrick (1 992) 
13 Section 38 (1) & (2) School Education Act 1 999 invokes use oftht: Sentencing Act 1 995 or 
the Young Offenders Act 1 994. 
14 See Chapter Five, showing suspension categories for a school district. 
15 The Education Department's ( 1998) Behaviour Management Plan states 'Effective 
behaviour management practice will be ensured if isolation is used as a consequence not a 
punishment Isolation is time away from the class, time to reflect on behaviour, and time to 
develop strategies to ensure that the behaviour does not recur. Students in isolation should be 
encouraged to consider their behaviour and where possible to write about it. '(p. l )  
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16 Taylor ( 1 995), as cited in the Australian Law Reform Commission Report No H4 
1 7  Education Act ( 1 928) 
I I Ibid. 
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Chapter Five 
A culture of dependency: 
Defending the boundaries 
It is not possible separate oneself from the myriad of institutional allegiances 
implicit in belonging to a culture (Bruner, 1 996). "Belonging" brings a need to 
establish the limits of a culturally created "actual world", providing the potential for 
inffoential belief systems to impact on the justification, defining and policing of 
boundaries, no matter how temporally and situationally flexible the definition . Implicit 
in the setting of boundaries is the opportunity for those who belong to take a dependent 
role within the inevitable negotiation of rules and roles, whether on an institutional or an 
individual level. After all, cultures are "composed of institutions that specify more 
concretely what roles people play and what status and respect these are accorded" 
(Bruner, 1996, p.29). 
Such an institutional web creates a world influenced by changing representations 
of the myth of reality. The malleable nature of this myth is evident in the influence on 
institutional reactions to the current resurgence of specific narratives of fear in the form 
of urban unrest identified by Brown ( 1 998, p.47). These narratives have acted as 
triggers to a plethora of newly defined urban realities surrounding the perceptions of 
youth crime, with subsequent newly translated policy to counter the problems. 
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In the previous chapter I explored the nature of the belief in punishment as a form 
of deterrence for individuals (and institutions) who venture outside a bounded definition 
of lawful behaviour Implicit within the nature of this belief lies a dependence on the 
subsequent network of "forms and norms" (Fitzpatrick, 1 992) to define ownership  of 
responsibilities Taking a dependent role in the setting of boundaries and resisting 
ownership of any socially defined problem cancels any opportunity to take an active 
role in negotiation of responsibilities. Subsequent delegation of setting and policing of 
boundaries of responsibility to the owner of the problem can often be a deliberate and 
welcome stance. After all, embracing a culture of dependency legitimises righteous 
expectations for something to be done about a problem, and indignation and resentment 
if the proposed action is perceived to be ineffective. 
The phenomenon of truancy has spawned such a culture of dependency, 
operational within a regulatory framework based on the belief in the law to compel 
school attendance. Dependency relationships underpinned by an accompanying belief 
in the provision of consequences as a deterrence mechanism can be seen between and 
within stakeholding institutions. These relationships are variously bounded and often 
m�·.:.tally defined. However, within the constant transformations of cultural boundaries 
comes an expectation for reassessment of such relationships. When considering the 
current mutating forms of regulatory reactions to "different" sn1dents, the focus is not so 
much on the changing roles within the inter-dependency relationship, but 
. . . rather to identify the senses in which their delineation as 'other' leaves 
them open to a projective process whereby their own voices are lost and the 
anxieties and angers of a social formation may come to rest upon their 
shoulders (Brown, 1998, p. 16). 
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The setting and policing of boundaries of ownership of the truancy problem 
within a culture which legitimises dependency on another body to provide guidance 
creates the potential for perpetuation of comfortable institutional and individual 
dependency relationships which conceivably allow rescinding of responsibil ity In 
these terms. a culture of dependency opens the defining boundaries of the culture i tself 
to legitimating influences possibly counter-productive to equity. The inter-dependency 
roles of the decision-making other bodies are of particular concern for those young 
people already caught within the powerful public (negative) image of the truant. Bruner 
( 1996) describes this process as a coercive form of legitimisation . 
Cultures are legitimised through a complex symbolic apparatus of myths, 
statutes, precedents, ways of talking and thinking, and even uniforms 
Institutions impose their 'will' through coercion, sometimes implicit as in 
incentives and disincentives, sometimes explicit as in restrictions backed 
by the power of the state . . .  (Bruner, 1996, p.30) 
In this chapter I follow the notions of punishment and deterrence presented in the 
previous chapter to explore the influences of public perceptions of the truancy problem 
on defining boundaries of ownership of the problem. Once boundaries are defined, 
policing of these boundaries to maintain defined roles and expertise then becomes 
imperative. The resultant culture of dependency just�fying and perpetuating such a 
framing of the truancy problem will then be explored using a case study of non­
attendance data from an education district. 
Boundary setting: framing ownership and action. 
Problems defined within any cultural arena will involve complex power 
relationsh;ps between the various stakeholders, some of whom will have greater power 
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and abi lity to shape definitions, or simply greater influence in perpetuating the 
perception of a problem. This is particularly evident when considering the inter-agency 
negotiations for dealing with students associated with the truancy problem, who could 
be jointly managed by the Education Department, Family and Children' s  Services, the 
Juvenile Justice system, the Health Department, their family, their peers, and especial ly 
the media. To continue the web of ownership, if unemployment or single parent status 
is involved, their families could be managed by various welfare agencies. Bruner 
( 1996) suggests institutions do culture's serious business by negotiating boundaries of 
responsibilities, assigning roles and associated spheres of authority, all of which are 
necessarily temporally and situationally flexible 1 . 
For while institutions may complement each other functionally, they also 
compete for privilege and power. Indeed, the power of a culture inheres in 
its capacity to integrate its component institutions through a dialectic of 
conflict resolution (Bruner, 1 996, p.30) 
Boundary setting processes within and between institutions associated with 
students most likely to be classified as truants will thus become an indicator of current 
societal values surrounding ttotions of youth and schooling. Socially defined problems 
such as truancy exist within an historical context, allowing transitionai periods of power 
for various stakeholders in defining the problem. 2 Given that a public problem is open 
to various modes of conceptualization, it is also open to multiple possibilities for 
resolution. always within the context of the moral stance taken at the time. This 
openness to resolution is compounded by the negative definition of such a phenomenon 
(i.e. not attending school), providing even greater opportunity for negotiated standards. 
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Gusfield ( 1 98 1 )  argues that ownership of a problem provides the opportunity to 
create and influence public opinion, since owners can make claims and assertions, look 
for definitions and solutions When ownership of a problem implies knowledge and 
responsibility, conflict between competing groups is synonymous with competing for 
authority. Disowning a problem can likewise be a powerful statement, particularly if 
such a move implies a shift in responsibility which al lows avoidance of any obl igation 
to be involved in the problem solving stage, whilst simultaneously allowing a moral 
stance to be taken. 
Fixing responsibility for a problem implies charging different institutions and 
different personnel with obligations and opportunities previously denied to attack the 
problem and instigate change, to set boundaries of responsibility. Bai ley ( 1991) takes a 
fairly cynical view of the obligations incumbent on the owner of a problem. He 
suggests that ideologies of dominance are designed to win consent from the governed, 
referring to such coercive control as hegemonic lies. He warns that i nstitutions can 
operate within such l ies, appearing to stand for justice but in fact perpetuating existing 
modes of control. Paul and Hanna, as a legal advocates for youth involved in crime, 
echoed Bailey's (1991)  sentiments in his criticism of institutional boundary setting 
which isolated youth he perceived to be in need of help. 
Their comments oonfirmed the observation that institutions are culpable for 
retracting their boundaries as a form of rejection when faced with supposed 
responsibility for inclusion of difficult youth. Within most institutions pragmatic 
decisions must be made surrounding policies associated with allocation of resources, 
particularly policies associated with youth and perceived risk. These decisions 
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i nevitably influence boundary setting, with decision-making processes subject to the 
influence of normative definitions (publ ic and/or private) Paul saw definitions of who 
and what constitutes .. the problem" as an integral part of an institutional boundary 
setting process. 
It's always a question of definition. These young people arc defined 
as a problem to be solved by the justice system, without any 
examination of any other system to see where the problem really lies. 
Often the system itself is the problem. Every time a young person 
becomes a problem, the justice system in all its sense is referred to as 
the system to provide the solution, with no questioning of other 
systems. It's a siege mentality, a hand balling mentality. The 
Education Act is a perfect example. We have a problem, we create a 
coercive framework to solve the problem. It's an us-and-them 
framework in tenns of school administration and parent and student. 
It's an us-and-them situation between the Education Department and 
any other department. 
The Health Department is another example. Their boundary setting is 
most obvious whe..'1 your are looking at young people and substance 
abuse. Glue sniffing, drug use of any sort are fundamentally health 
issues, issues about whether or not someone is going to live or die. 
But the Health Department won't take responsibility. Nor will the 
schools. The same happens for young people with mental health 
problems. Once again. the Health Department is not necessarily 
providing necessary services because they are considered too much of 
a problem. 
A recent health survey conducted in schools in Western Australia indicated 9.5 
per cent of students surveyed were diagnosed as having significant mental health 
problems. The survey also showed students with mental health problems were far more 
likely to have high rates of absenteeism and dislike school. 3 
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A shared perception amongst many of the participants was the institutional 
retraction of boundaries of responsibility when confronted with problematic chi ldren by 
Family and Children· s Services (FCS) It is interesting to consider research from other 
states indicating the high proponion of state wards who are compulsory aged school 
students and who are defined by the police as repeat juvenile offenders. 4 It seems the 
problems faced by the FCS of under-resourcing and ineffective provision outlined by 
Bessant et al. ( 1 998, p.2 16) impact on young people in state care well before they have 
developed a pattern of interaction with juvenile justice. The legislative position taken 
by Family and Children's Services towards truanting students under their care has been 
quite alienating for many of the people within the Education Department and Juvenile 
Justice system who deal with similar (often the same) young people. 
A very common response from school administrators, School Welfare Officers, 
Juvenile Justice officers and particularly the police, to queries about the role of FCS in 
re-integrating alienated students into some accredited form of education or training was 
a sense of distancing, of abrogation of duty. Some respondents acknowledg� the 
l imiting factors associated with allocation of resources within FCS, but resentment and 
frustration as to the perceived reluctance and inaccessibility of help from FCS always 
accompanied such an acknowledgment. A representative ofFCS explained the anomaly 
as a public misreading of their ability as a department to change truanting students' 
entrenched behaviour. 
The Education Department says if you don't go to school, you will be 
made a ward of the state. Our legal section will go in and fight the 
Education Department in situations like that, because we won't make a 
kid a ward of the state for non-attendance. If the kid won't go to 
school, he won't go to school whether he's a ward of the state or not. 
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It's not somcthang we're gomg to be able to fix up quickly Our Act is 
totally d1ffcrcnl m that wa) 
The proposed changes in the School Education Act J 999� will alleviate such 
conflict, with a deliberate shift from the notion of applying a period of detention as 
punishment for absenteeism The shift was not entirely based cm altruistic motives 
however, as there was a public need to comply with the Australian Law F eform 
Commission's { 1 996) recently published inquiry into the processing of children in the 
legal system 6 
Other representatives of FCS explained the reality of their clients' non-attendance 
as a function of the transient and temporary nature of hostel care. Members of the 
Education Department and Juvenile Justice system saw the need to ensure enrolment of 
children in FCS care at the local school in order to provide these students access to 
relevant Student Services personnel. It was argued that enrolment would allow district 
level planning to accommodate such potentially alienated students, and assist accurate 
tracking of the whereabouts of such students. 
A parallel, but not explicit outcome would be an increase in the (recorded) 
numbers of students who would benefit from local intervention programs, thus adding 
weight to any argument justifying continuation and/or development of new programs 
for alienated youth. From the perspective of FCS staff. there seemed little point in 
enrolling students at any school, local or otherwise, when the students refused to attend. 
Creating an extPl crisis for students already in trauma seemed to them to be counter­
productive. Such a notion is reflected in recent structural changes within the FCS 
Department, which still presented no line management directives for student enrollment. 
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FCS provides intermediary educational programs, which FCS staff referred to as 
"loosely enforced to prevent increased stress for children in their care " Opponunit ies 
exi·;t for intersectoral responses of various stakeholders (such as FCS and the Health 
department) to minimise levels of absenteeism amongst students by jointly provide 
services to these students in an educational setting Any such interaction would, 
however, necessitate changes within all agencies, to allow ' improved boundary 
definition, less restrictive industrial practices and budget flexibility' 7 Such an 
expectation for change carries with it an implication for shifting the current intersectoral 
version of Bailey's ( 1 99 1 )  hegemonic lie. 
The setting of boundaries within departments dealing with young people can be 
considered a means of establishing boundaries of acceptable behaviour within those 
departments (and subsequent guidelines for action to counter movement outside the set 
boundaries)8 . Any re-negotiation of boundaries of responsibility between schools and 
the District Office for truanting students, as is currently in process in Western 
Australia9, can create pockets of resistance and resentment for the stakeholders who 
perceive themselves to be the least powerful or influential. One of the School Welfare 
Officers described for me the local and personal impact of the change in the roles and 
responsibilities of both schools and School Welfare Officers: 
The responsibility for monitoring student non-attendance is shifting 
from the district office to the schools, which is long overdue. District 
Directors are getting involved in the job now. For far too long it was 
just the School Welfare Officers running around finding kids and 
organising alternative programs, but now the management structure is 
quite different. I think its going to make schools more accountable, 
which is a positive step, because for far too long schools haven't taken 
this responsibility. 
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The semiotic nature of numerical data and its place in defining and defending 
boundaries of perceived responsibi lity can be evidenced at any levei within the school 
system. Collection of data to indicate a level of truancy within a school (and school 
district) is <leper.dent on a local definition. Given the avai labil ity of computerized 
recording systems, data could be collected to reflect the various definitions of both in 
school and out of school truanting patterns. Such flexibil ity of definition then al lows a 
level of malleabiliiy of representative data, with subsequent potential for officially 
condoned manipulation of the truancy picture. Harding ( 1 995) draws an analogy with 
Lewis Carroll ' s  semiotic notion of flexible interpretation of data (Humpty Dumpty 
numbers) when referring to the impact of vagaries of definitions of offences on the real 
meaning of prescribed sentences (i.e. a 5 year sentence could mean serving 1 8  months 
before parole): 
A similar analogy could be made regarding definitions and data referring to levels 
of chronic truancy with a district. Consider the number of chronic truants who 
constitute a School Welfare Officer's workload. No matter how many cases are referred 
to district level, the number of cases handled is necessarily limited by the availability of 
resources. Thus boundaries of responsibility and definitions of chronic truancy are 
necessarily influenced by available resources, with data reflecting efficacy of operation 
at district level, not necessarily student absenteeism. 
We can only guess at Humpty Dumpty's likely reaction but it might well be: 
'When I use a number it means just what somebody else chooses it to mean, 
neither more nor less.' (Harding, I 995, p.52. His emphasis.) 
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At the school level, the locally defined expert (class teacher, year coordinator, 
member of the administrative stafl) determines boundary setting associated with school 
non-attendance (either voluntary or enforced) at the school, within the boundaries of 
their perceived knowledge of the Education Act ( 1 928) requirements. Almost no-one I 
spoke to at school level was aware of changes proposed within the new School 
Education Act 1 999. School level boundaries could take the form of a school 
attendance policy, a school behaviour management policy (including suspension 
policy), or at classroom level, an individual teacher's notion of an acceptable reason for 
non-attendance or appropriate classroom behaviour. JI) Occasional flourishes of 
authority by school administration teams to tighten attendance profiles within the school 
are usually subsequent to adverse 'truancy' publicity or directives from higher 
authorities, often directly associated with a renewed effort by media (and other 
stakeholders} in the constant re-creation of the truancy/crime nexus. Tightening of 
recording accountability expectations within a school (retracting boundaries) does not 
necessarily remove the subjective nature of data recorded, only guarantees an increase 
in the speed at which decision making processes will be activated. 
Framing chronic truancy: A case study 
The nature ot defining and defending quantitative boundaries of the truancy 
problem becomes evident when the absenteeism profile for an education district is 
examined. The themes and issues raised in the following detailed examination of the 
data from one of the four education districts used in this study were confirmed by 
com;:,arison with data from two of the three remaining districts. Although the 
demographics of each district were quite different, patterns for both Aboriginal and non­
Aboriginal students were similar. Because of the subjective nature of the data 
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collection, I made no attempt to use statistical tests of significance It was not possible 
to make any quantitative comparison with the fourth district as no data had been 
recorded for the first semester . A change of School Welfare Officer within this district 
brought a change of philosophy and subsequent concentrated data collection, however 
the new data only reflected the latter half of the school year and were thus ineligible for 
comparison. Qualitative confirmation of the emerging patterns of (non) attendance was 
given by the initial School Welfare Officer and various Student Services personnel 
within all four districts. 1 1  
As I had taken an active role in the collation and analysis of the data from three 
districts, any emergent themes were shared with the School Welfare Officers. It was of 
particular interest to me to note the reactions to the emerging patterns in their data. By 
the end of the year, patterns which had been new early in the year were subsumed into 
their expert knowledge such that the School Welfare Officers unconsciously reversed 
their perceptions of the knower/learner role to inform me of these patterns from an 
authoritative position. Of more interest was the shock and dismay when the final 
analysis indicated ihe tiny proportion of compulsory aged students within an education 
district who became their caseload. Their reflections on perceptions of the significance 
of their personal impact on school attendance and the importance of their role indicated 
a sense of personal and systemic impotence. 
One School Welfare Office felt quite threatened by the District Director's 
potential perception of the insignificance of the role of a School Welfare Officer. This 
was the first time in each of the four districts that any systematic public record of the 
proportion of chronic truants dealt with by School Welfare Officers had been 
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undertaken To further confound the figures, it was also the initial year for the currently 
defined education districts, created by combining previous districts With the redefining 
of districts came a reduction in the number of School Welfare Officers per district This 
left most School Welfare Officers with a vastly larger (and often different) definition of 
their district and a reduction in colleagues to cover such an area In all senses, the data 
were challenging School Welfare Officers' previous perceptions of their role. 
An education district consists of a mix of both primary and high schools. In this 
particular district there are 75 government primary schools, with a total primary school 
population of 22,430 students, including 1 259 Aboriginal students. The district also 
includes 1 3  senior high schools and one district high school, giving a total of 8302 
students in Years 8, 9 and 1 O ( compulsory school age) in the district, of whom 3 94 are 
Aboriginal students. The diversity of school populations, staffing profiles and locations 
within the district makes any generalisation between schools almost impossible, given 
the nature of the data referred and collated. However, certain characteristics are evident 
within the district. Many families in the district are of lower socio-economic 
background. 5 .4 per cent of the student population are Aboriginal students, most of 
whom attend a small range of schools within the district. Some areas within the district 
are reported to reflect a relatively high (within the state) juvenile crime rate 1 2. 
Within the district, and particularly around the town centre, young Aboriginal 
people are very visible both within and outside school hours. It would be a simplistic 
reading of the presence of these young people as truants without further investigation, 
given the area has traditionally been a gathering and meeting place for indigenous 
people. The transient nature of the indigenous culture often places such students in the 
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position of technically truanting (usual ly from schools outside this Education District) 
whilst maintaining cultural and family priorities which clash with the expected student 
attendance patterns. Ot: er lifestyle factors affecting attendance patterns of Aboriginal 
students must also be considered within an overall reading of this data High youth 
unemployment in the area also provides a core of visible young people 
Data recorded on the district databases -reflect the diversity of definitions of 
truancy and suspension categories in individual schools, although monitoring of 
referrals of chronic truants by the School Welfare Officers maintained a reasonably 
consistent level of definition for their case load. It is necessary to remember that data 
collected at all levels were at some stage dependent on an individual interpretation of an 
offence or were consistent with an over-arching (individual) school policy. For this 
reason, it cannot be assumed that the number of referrals represents the total number of 
truants (of whichever category) for the district. 
The following tables indicate the number of referrals of chronic truants within the 
district for 1998. 13 Students who became part of a typical workload for the School 
Welfare Officers had an average of at least 50 half days unexplained absence. Data are 
presented in terms of total number of referred chronic truants, further broken down to 
indicate Aboriginal referrals, for both primary and high school student populations. 
Table 2 indicates the number of referrals to School Welfare Officers from both primary 
and high schools in the district. 1 .48 per cent of the 1998 compulsory aged Government 
school population was defined as chronic truants, with referrals of high school students 
proportionally far greater than those of primary school students. 
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Table 2: 
Students Referred to School Welfare (Jfficers as Chronic Truants 1 4 in Education 
District No. 1, 19981 s : 
No. REFERRALS PROPORTION OF GROUP 
(per cent) 
PRIMARY 1 60 0.7 
(n=22430) 
HIGH SCHOOL 295 3.6 
(n=8302) 
TOTAL 455 1 .48 
(n=30732) 
Primary students 
Although the overall proportion of primary school students referred as chronic 
truants is less than one per cent (Table 3), within the district there are individual schools 
who report much higher proportions of their population as having significant absentee 
problems. No marked difference was found in the number of male or female referrals, 
for either Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal students. 
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Table 3 ·  
Referrals of Chronic Truant::. from Government Primary Schools in 
Education District No. I, 1 998 1 6 
YEAR MALE FEMALE 
pp 2 
1 1 4  1 2  
(n==334]) 
2 10  I I  
(n=3 144) 
3 14 12 
(n==3350) 
4 8 8 
(n=3 148) 
5 14 14 
(n=3 1 1 3) 
6 1 5  8 
(n=3 183) 
7 7 10  
n=3 I38) 
TOTAL 83 77 
{n=22430) 
Aboriginal primary students 
TOTAL 
3 
26 
2 1  
26 
16  
28  
23 
1 7  
1 60 
PROPORTION 
OF GROUP 
(per cent) 
0.8 
0.7 
0.8 
0.5 
0.9 
0 .7 
0.5 
" 
0.7 1 
An examination of data for Aboriginal primary school students again shows no 
overall difference in the number of male and female students referred as chronic truants 
(Table 4). Of interest is the relatively high proportion ( 10  per cent) of Aboriginal 
students in Year l referred as chronic truants. In comparison to the overall data, the 
proportion of Aboriginal Primary School students referred as chronic truants is 
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consistently higher for each year group. 6. 5 per cent of all Aboriginal Primary School 
students in the district were referred to School Welfare Officers as chronic t ruants 
Table 4 :  
Referrals of Aboriginal Chronic Truants from Primary Schools in 
Education District No. 1, 1998 
YEAR ABORIGINAL ABORIGTNAL 
MALE FEMALE 
1 1 1  10 
(n=209) 
2 2 5 
(n= l87) 
3 6 7 
(n= l93) 
4 6 3 
(n= l60) 
5 6 6 
(n= l69) 
6 5 4 
(n= l82) 
7 4 6 
(n= I48) 
TOTAL 4 1  4 1  
{n= I 2591 7} 
High school students 
TOTAL 
2 1 
7 
1 3  
9 
1 2  
9 
1 0  
82 
PROPORTION 
OF YEAR 
GROUP 
(per cent} 
10.05 
3 .7 
6.7 
5.6 
6.6 
4.9 
6.8 
6.5 
In proportion 10 the compulsory aged school population, 3 .6 per cent high school 
students were referred as chronic truants, approximately three times greater than the 
Primary School figures. Again, within the overall figures, no significant gender 
variation in referrals is indicated, except for Year 1 O Aboriginal students, which is 
further explored in the following section. The proportion of referrals increases from 1. 8 
per cent of all Year 8 students to 5. 1 per cent of all Year 1 O students. 
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Table S ·  
Referrals of Chronic Truants from High Schools i n  Education 
District No. I. 1 998 
PROPOR'nON 
YEAR MALE FEMALE 'I OTAL OF YEAR 
GROUP 
CE£!: ccnlJ 
8 24 26 50 1 .8 
(n=2788) 
9 56 48 104 3 .8 
(n=2736) 
10  85  56  1 4 1  5 . 1  
(n=2778) 
TOTAL 165 1 30 295 3.6 
(n=8302� 
Aboriginal high school students 
A further examination of data for high school referrals showed 1 7.8  per cent of 
Aboriginal students referred as chronic truants {Table 6). Within each year group the 
proportion was comparatively greater than for the overall student population, increasing 
from 9.8 per cent of Aboriginal Year 8 students to a worrying 27 per cent of Year 1 O 
students. The gender ratio for referrals in Year 1 0  also dramatically changed, with five 
times as many Aboriginal boys referred as chronic truants than Aboriginal girls. 
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Table 6 :  
Referrals of Aboriginal Chronic Truants from High Schools in 
Education District No. I ,  1998. 
YEAR ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL TOTAi. PROPoR·noN OF 
MALE FEMALE YEAR GROUP 
U..'111 
8 9 7 16  9.8 
(n= l64) 
9 IO 1 1  2 1  1 9 .4 
(n= l08) 
IO  28 5 33  27.0 
(n= I22) 
TOTAL 47 23 70 1 7  8 
(n=394) 
Other forms of troancy 
Collection of data to indicate a level of intermittent truancy within a school is 
dependent on a local definition. Given the availability of computerized recording 
systems, data could be collected to reflect the various definitions of both in school and 
out of school truanting patterns and in fact such a process has been activated in this 
district since the beginning of 1999. Such flexibility of definition then allows a level of 
malleability of representative data. At the end of 1998 there were no availaple data at 
district level to indicate levels of intermittent truancy, nor are data available within the 
district to indicate levels of ab�enteeism condoned by parents. Interviews with a range 
of school administrators indicated this form of truancy to be of growing concern, as 
patterns of condoned absenteeism were rarely identified until well established, leaving 
minimal chance for effective intervention strategies. 
(per 
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A chronic tnmru:y profile 
• 1 .48 per cent of all compulsory aged students were referred as chronic 
truants 
• 0 .7 1  per cent of all compulsory aged primary school students were 
referred as chronic truants. 
o 0.37 per cent of primary school referrals were non-Aboriginal students 
o 6. 5 per cent of primary school referrals were Aboriginal students, with 
1 0.05 per cent of Aboriginal Year I students referred as chronic truants. 
• 3 .6  per cent of all compulsory aged high school students were referred as 
chronic truants 
• 2.8 per cent of compulsory aged non-Aboriginal students were referred as 
chronic truants. 
1 7.8  per cent of compulsory aged Aboriginal high school students were 
referred as chronic truants 
27 per cent of Year 1 0  Aboriginal students were referred as chronic 
truants (predominantly male). 
• Apart from male Year 1 0  Aboriginal students, there was no obvious 
difference in the number of male and female students referred as chronic 
truants from either primary or high schools. 
School Welfare Officers reported a consistent rise in the incidence of 
female chronic truancy over the last three years. 
Framing truancy within the non-attendance profile of an education district has 
allowed the confirmation of several key issues. The inherent subjective nature of the 
data collection became increasingly obvious to me as the year progressed, as I 
0 
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developed an understanding of the resource driven prioritizing of students "referred", 
"helped" or "referred to Attendance Panels. " The subsequent sharing of this data with 
relevant personnel within the district office alerted me to the discrepancy between 
perceptions of truancy levels even amongst student services teams. The 
disproportionate number of Aboriginal students referred as chronic truants came as no 
surprise to any of the relevant personnel, however the apparent increase in the number 
of girls reported to be taking part in any of the diverse forms of truancy was a surprise 
to most. It appears that concentration on the more obvious male truancy / suspension / 
underachievement problem had clouded the more subtle female truancy trends. The 
even more subtle actions of some schools with a chronic truancy problem amongst year 
ten males to indulge in selective referral of truanting students remained without 
comment. 
Police and policing 
Implicit in the setting of boundaries, no matter how temporally and situationally 
flexible, is the need to allocate responsibility for policing the defined limits of power 
and associated (mis)behaviour. In this way a configuration of rules will be negotiated, 
further defining normal actions and reactions within a bounded perception of 
appropriate and justifiable reality. Aily publicly constructed problem associated with 
non-conformist youth is inevitably subject to the emotive nature of the current and 
potent climate promoting fear of youth crime and the media's constant re-creation of 
such a problem. Within such a climate, it is hardly surprising to find the transference of 
responsibility for controlling boundaries of young people's behaviour within school 
. . 
environment to the police. Dennison ( 1998, p.16) describes this dependency on a 
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perceived power to solve the problem of different behaviour by different members of 
our society as a "war dance of vengeance" 
Faced with cnme and fnghtcmng behaviour, people tend - individually, 
collectively and in our Parliament - to call for the pohcc Public debate 
about crime leads quickly to discussion of poltcmg, courts, pnsons and the 
whole c lanking penal apparat.,.., (Donn1Son, 1998, p. 1 6) 
Bittner ( 1990) outlined three societal expectations defining the sphere of police 
responsibility, each of which can easily be translated to societal expectations of a school 
(and thus teacher), particularly in relation to behaviour management . 
First, it is expected that they will do something about any problem they 
are called upon to deal with� second, it is expectC'.d that they will attack 
problems wherever and whenever they occur; and, third, it is expected 
that they will prevail in whatever they undertake and that they will not 
retreat in the face of opposition (Bittner, 1990, p.335). 
The pubh..: expectation for schools to do something about truancy similarly creates 
a two-way accountability pressure, both within the education district system and 
through community crime prevention expectations. For many of the teachers 1 spoke to, 
the ability to comply with these three expectations within their individual sphere of 
responsibility (their classroom, or when on ''yard duty"} was considered one of the 
indicators of current unrealistic societal expectations of the all-encompassing role of a 
school. There was a willingness, an expectation, for some higher authority to remove 
the problem, or at least provide a reading of the regulatory framework compliant with 
their need to rescind responsibility. From a legal perspective, Paul saw this dependency 
as again a question of definition and discretion. 
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It's not just that we arc policed, it's that we also expect any problem to be 
solved by the police The criminal Justice system 1s massively 
overdeveloped. By comparison, the education system's own justice system 
is not particularly wel l  developed, which is why the education department 
does not effectively police. It doesn't have the resources, which is not 
necessarily a bad thing as the focus should be on education . But the focus 
is on a very narrow definition of education As soon as you fall outside 
that definition you fall through this huge gap, and the people who pick you 
up are invariably the police. 
In order to fulfill such expectations, the police are faced with usmg their 
discretionary powers within the legal framework defining their role, in the context of 
societal expectation for someone to take responsibility . Such a societal expectation 
compounds a cultural sense of dependency on a "configuration of rules"(Fitzpatrick, 
1992)18 perceived to be authoritative, definitive. 
For teachers, these discretionary powers are often enacted in a crisis situation ( or 
at least under pressure of time constraints), without recourse to a second opinion, and as 
such become intuitively based reactions to culturally defined norms of behaviour. 
Although loosely defined as professional opinion, the course of action seen as 
appropriate will have been influenced by an individual interpretation of rights and 
responsibilities, enacted within a regulatory framework jointly bounded by the most 
powerful stakeholders. Current trends towards the introduction of a higher form of 
policing within the traditional boundaries of school duty of care often denigrates the 
effective use of an existing avenue of discretion surrounding notions of dealing with 
'pseudo-legal' matters even when students are technically breaking the law. This shift 
of legal responsibility by schools can be read as rescinding their rights to intervene in a 
(schooVstudent) culturally appropriate manner. The perspective taken by the youth 
. 
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legal advisors were critical of the long term consequences for immature students by 
linking school and juvenile justice punishment mechanisms: 
Until recently, schools have exercised their discretion and dealt with 
the matters themselves. Schools are more and more, I feel, using their 
discretion in a negative way, by deciding not to deal with these 
matters themselves. Schools arc opting to refer the problem to the 
police, who have a much more simplistic view of things and less 
discretion in how to do anything outside the narrow definition of 
exhibited behaviour. 
At the school level, however, the notion of community policing is seen as 
providing a two-fold means of support for threat�ned staff and students within a school 
community. As the sense of threat increases amongst staff, the perception of their 
(local) inability to resolve issues of intransigent behaviour increases, seen by the school 
community as further justification to move to a more powerful legal framework. 
Unfortunately, this transferal of dependency to solve an assumed problem often fuels 
resentment towards the perceived reluctance by (and inability of) the Juvenile Justice 
system to activate punitive measures. Increasing levels of dependency within the 
school/police interactions can be seen as schools adopt inter-agency cooperative moves 
allowing increasingly intensive police interaction with students. 
Consider the progression of dependency already established in the stories told by 
participants and the rituals explored. It is now accepted practice for police to cross­
check reported crime with potential suspects through a data base created by schools 
faxing absentee data to the local police station. Truancy patrols are established practice 
in at least two school districts, with truancy cautions issued by police providing 
justification for panel attendance. Consideration is being given for further school/police 
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inter-dependency in an attempt to resolve the suspension problem, with proposals for 
the local police providing school hours supervision for suspended students whose 
parents won't/can't guarantee adequate daytime (school time) supervision. Many 
schools are prioritizing the need for the daily presence of a School Police Officer to 
assist in promoting community awareness of the role of the police amongst students and 
to assist in the "policing" of behaviour. 
School staff appear to have developed a sufficiently strong perception of 
intimidation from students to justify decisions made to expose students to the potential 
trigger for continued non-attendance. The powerful image of the truancy/crime nexus 
has infiltrated interpretations of the regulatory mechanisms associated with school 
attendance. In order to provide a realistic picture of the number of compulsory aged 
students potentially visible within the district during school hours and thus 
compounding the impression of a growing truancy problem, it is necessary to include 
those students suspended from school attendance. Visibility of students during school 
hours aggravates the perception of marauding youths within a community intent on 
reduction of daytime crime, particularly when combined with the growing awareness of 
coercive tactics used within and between groups of youths. This image has impacted on 
both primary and high school teachers, whose sense of being intimidated by their 
students can be seen when examining absentee data from a school districl of 
approximately 3 1  000 students. 
School suspension data: A profile of fear and frustration 
The impact of such a powerful perception of the need for protection within the 
school grounds has been a related increase in the expected role of the police in 
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management of violent behaviour within the school grounds. Parallel to this increasing 
school/police interaction is an increase in assault charges dealt with through the court 
system. As Hanna sees it: 
Many of the incidents the courts have been deal ing with recently have 
previously been dealt with within the school, but because the police 
are now involved within the school yard, the kids arc being charged 
with assault, so it becomes a court problem, with a record. I feel it's 
often the school abrogating their responsibility. Once again it's a 
situation where the police are being called upon to solve a problem 
that is beyond their levels of experience. Their presence in schools 
reflects societal attitudes towards young people. There are some good 
police officers, but fundamentally there is a lack of definition of the 
role of police in school .  They shouldn't be there to respond to school 
discipline. I'm being faced with cases now where kids are charged 
with serious offences, when in my opinion the school could have 
activated their own disciplinary measures. 
I'll give you a prime example. A 14 year-old kid hid behind some bins 
at the school with his 1 5  year-old mate. He pounced on a 1 2  year-old 
and said to the kid, 'Give us your pencil case'. Meanwhile his mate 
was told to 'keep a look out for the teacher. ' When the 12 year-old 
hands over the pencil case, the guy opened it and pulls out a letter 
opener. Why the 12  year-old had a letter opener in his pencil case is 
another issue. He then held it to the 12 year-old kid's throat and said 
'Now let's see how fast you can run before I stab you' .  So of course 
the 1 2  year-old sprints off down the corridor. Both the bully and the 
'lookout' were charged with armed robbery in company. It's an 
offence that carries a maximum of 20 years in jail if you' re an adult. 
These boys now have a permanent police record. With this level of 
offence, the JJ19 team can't deal with the case. To me, that's a classic 
bullying situation and needs to be dealt with in the school. 
In order to gage a sense of the counter perspective, I cited this example to many of 
the "school" participants. None of the staff read the reported incident as an over-
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reaction by the school involved, nor did anyone suggest the incident was conveniently 
handled by a more authoritative body who happened to be on site. The example 
triggered a re-telling of "war stories" (Waddington, 1999) to re-create and re-justify 
school (and personal) coping mechanisms and local boundary setting exercises defining 
their school culture. Most high schools were very thankful for the reassuring presence 
of a school-based police officer, justifying the use of resources 
A recent spate of litigation cases instigated by parents of students who claim to 
being bullied indicates a level of societal dependency on the legal framework to solve a 
complex behavioural issue. The ability for litigation to become a means of protection 
within the school boundaries in fact becomes mythic, as any necessary policing of 
protection orders becomes almost impossible within the complex interactions of 1 300 
students and 90 staff. Understandably, the parents of harassed students want to provide 
a form of protection for their child, perceived to be beyond the power of the school. 
Bullying has become a rite of passage for students caught in both the school refusal and 
suspension loops, as most schools insist on suspending both instigator and recipient of 
acts of violence within the confines of the school grounds. Students who appeared 
before Attendance Panels and Exclusion Panels often shared the common fate of being 
labeled as either victim or bully (or both). Many of these students made a counter claim 
against staff, accusations being based not so much in a physical sense, but of verbal 
abuse, humiliation, denigration of rights. Within a school culture still predominantly 
rooted in notions legitimising punitive measures taken against children's misbehaviour 
as appropriate and justified, such accusations are rarely seriously investigated. Brown 
(1998, p.96) sees this dualism operative in many forms within the youth criminal 
culture, with children and young people having to earn their status as victims, but are 
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eagerly ascribed their status as offenders. Again, boundaries of responsibility are 
considered flexible, according to perceived outcomes. 
School suspensions are a commonly used discipline measure in both primary and 
high schools, particularly targeted at students with behaviour problems. The frequency 
and length of a student's suspension profile is dependent on school suspension policy 
and the nature of the offence. In many of the high schools in this study, almost a quarter 
of the students referred as chronic truants had been suspended at least once ( often four 
or five times) with lengths of suspensions ranging from 2 days to 10 days for each 
suspension. The date on most of the suspensions indicated this action was taken up to 
two months prior to the student being referred for chronic truancy, indicating an 
interaction between the initial suspension (or series of suspensions) and the student's 
decision to stop attending school. Many student participants told stories of back-to­
back suspensions, inevitably resulting in their informal exclusion from school. The 
profile of categories of suspension illustrated below (Figure 2), indicate a school's 
justification for suspending a student. The profile of fear is remarkably consistent in 
both primary and high schools within the district, with 60 per cent of all suspensions 
issued for some form of intimidation., verbal abuse or physical assault of either staff or 
fellow students20. The gender profiles emerging within this picture cannot be ignored. 
Male students appear to be considered a threat by a predominantly female teaching 
force. 
Students considered a risk either to staff or fellow students were almost 
exclusively male, especially in ptimary schools. This gender issue was only reflected in 
identification of chronic Aboriginal high school truants. Boys as young as six years old 
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were suspended for "physical assault (PA) or intimidation" of their teacher. Data from 
several high schools showed evidence to suggest more punitive suspensions were 
consistently issued for Aboriginal students than for equivalent offences committed by 
non-Aboriginal students, especially when the reason for suspending was described as 
physical assault (PA) or intimidation of students. Further investigation would be 
needed before any claim of discrimination could be substantiated. Even though I read 
though all the suspension notices, it was impossible to detennine the nature or severity 
of the incidents other than the loose description of "fighting" or "violerit behaviour'', 
given the limited nature of categories available for staff to describe the incident. 
It was not possible to establish any primary school trend, as ethnicity was not a 
requirement of the current recording system for primary school suspension forms. 
However, from interviewing several primary school staff, the impression given to me 
was that the pattern would be similar in primary school suspension incidents. Instead of 
parodying Dennison's ( 1998, p. 16) "rising scream of hate", the suspension profiles 
indicate a "rising scream for help" from teachers faced with incorporating difficult and 
different boys within the comfort zone of familiar pedagogy and accepted school yard 
behaviour. 
Consider the picture given within a district suspension profile. 379 primary 
school students were suspended during 1998 ( 1 .  68 per cent of the primary school 
population in the district). Many of these students were suspended more than once, 
resulting in a total of 1628 days suspension for primary school students (Table 7). 1244 
high school students were suspended during 1998 ( 1 4.9 per cent of the high school 
population within the district). Again, many students were suspended more than once, 
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with lengths of suspensions ranging from 2 days to I O  days for each suspension (Table 
7). There was a total of 845 1 days suspension within the district for 1998, involving 
1623 students. 
Table 7 :  
Suspension Data for Compulsory Aged Students in Education District 
No. I During 1998 
No. STIIDENTS21 No. SUSPENSIONS TOTAL No. 
SUSPENDED 1SSUED22 DAYS 
SUSPENDED 
PRIMARY 379 848 1628 
(n=22430) 
HIGHSCHOOL 1244 2337 6823 
(n=8302) 
TOTAL 1623 3 185 845 1 
(n=30732) 
Suspension profiles - gender 
The profile of categories of suspension, indicating a school's justification for 
suspending a student, is remarkably consistent in both primary and high schools within 
the district (Figures 2 and 3) .  60 per cent of all suspensions issued were for intimidation 
of staff (7.2 per cent), verbal abuse of staff (2 1.3 per cent), and physical assault and 
intimidation of other students (3 1 .8 per cent).23 . 
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Figure 2: Categories of suspensions by gender for primary schools in Education 
District No. 1 during 1998 
From the data, the overwhelming proportion of suspensions issued to males in 
both primary and high schools is evident (Figures 2 and 3 ). It is of interest to note the 
perception of intimidation of staff by male primary students. It is important to 
recognise that the data give no in�ication of repeat offenders, so the number of 
suspensions issued does not indicate the number of students involved. A student's 
repeated suspensions for a range of reasons (often simultaneously) will skew any 
perceptions of numbers of offending students. 
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Figure 3:  Categories of suspensions by gender for high schools in Education District 
No.1 during 1998 
Suspension profiles - ethnicity 
Given the demographic profile of the district and the disproportionate number of 
Aboriginal students referred as chronic truants, it is important to continue exploration of 
the district non-attendance profile by an examination of suspension rates for both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students (Table 8). 
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Table 8 :  
Suspension Data for Compulsory Aged Government High School 
Students in Education District No. I During l 998 
NON-ABORIGINAL HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS 
(n=7908) 
ABORIGINAL HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS 
(n=394) 
TOTAL 
(n=8302) 
No. s·nmENTS 
SUSPENDED 
1 1 78 
66 
1 244 
J>ROPOR"IlON OF 
s·nmENT GROUP 
( cent 
14 .9  
16.75 
14.98 
Although the data for the district show the proportion of Aboriginal high school 
students suspended during 1 998 ( 1 6.75 per cent) was only marginally greater than the 
proportion of non-Aboriginal students ( 1 4.9 per cent), the suspension picture for male 
Aboriginal students is potentially far worse. As indicated in the reported chronic 
truancy data, the greatest proportion of chronic truants are male Aboriginal students 
from years nine and ten. Within this context, and given that some schools fail to report 
truanting Aboriginal students in a bid to protect the school attendance profile, the 
proportion of remaining Aboriginal students who are suspended is potentially far 
greater. It is interesting to note the similarity in number and total days of suspensions in 
Years 8, 9 and 10 for both groups of students (Figure 4 and Appendix D). It is currently 
not possible to present a picture of suspension profiles for Aboriginal primary school 
students in the district. However, it is reasonable to assume such data would similarly 
reflect the significant increase (more than treble) in the number of days suspended from 
Year 7 to Year 8, in comparison to the number of students suspended (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: Non-Aboriginal suspension profile for Education District No. I during 1 998 
The increasing level of staff retribution throughout the respective year groups 
parallels the impression I was given of increasing levels of frustration and perceptions 
of inability to instigate any effective form of punishment. Suspensions were seen to be 
the only remaining form of relief (for staff) from alienating students. The trebling of the 
punitive measures in the transition from primary to high school seen in Figure 4 add to 
notions of the transition from primary to high school being a common catalyst for a 
student's rejection of (or by) the school. 
Students placed at educational risk 
Considering the focus of the discussion surrounds potentially visible/offending 
young people during school hours, it is important to consider those students who have 
been suspended from school. For the purposes of this il lustration, "extended 
suspensions" are defined as students who have been suspended either for extended 
> 
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single periods of time for a particular offence, or who have been repeatedly suspended 
throughout the school year for a range of reasons and number of days For this reason, 
the following data indicates those students (both primary and high school) who have 
been suspended throughout the year for a total of at least I O  days (Tables 9 and I O) 
This increases their chance of being visible within the community and identifies them in 
terms of the survey conducted by Zubrick et al. ( 1997) as students at educational risk24 
As with students who exhibit chronic truanting behaviour, such students are at 
risk of becoming completely disconnected from the school system. Within this school 
district of approximately 3 1 000 compulsory aged students, the proportion of students 
suspended from their education for more than 10 days per year was almost the same as 
the proportion of students referred to the School Welfare Officers as chronic truants25 . 
Since students absent for ten days or more per year are considered to be placed at 
educational risk26, suspension policies and practices are providing not only the triggers, 
but the pathways for vulnerable students to succumb to dropping out of school. Such an 
exit can be temporary (truanting or suspension), or permanent, as students who have 
been excluded from school(s) have been found to be at extreme risk of eventually 
becoming involved in the Juvenile Justice system27 . 
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Table 9 
Students Suspended for a Total of 10 or More Days in Government 
Primary Schools in Education District No. I during 1 99821! 
YEAR MALE 
l 
(n=3343) 
2 
(n=3 144) 
3 2 
(n=3350) 
4 2 
(n=3 1 48) 
5 9 
(n=3 1 1 3) 
6 1 2  
(n=3 183) 
7 16  
(n=3 138) 
TOTAL 43 
(n=22430) 
FEMALE TOTAL 
2 
2 
9 
1 3  
1 6  
44 
PROPOKnON OF 
YEAR GROUP 
(per cent) 
0.03 
0.'>3 
0.06 
0.06 
0.29 
0.41 
0.5 1  
0.2 
Consistent with data for students referred as chronic truants, the proportion of 
primary school students suspended for at least 10 days is less t�an one per cent. The 
increase in repeated/extended suspensions in Years 6 and 7 can be noted. It is also 
significant to note that primary school suspensions are almost exclusively male (Table 
9). 
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Table 10 
Government high school students suspended for a total of IO or more days in 
Education District No. I during 1998 
YEAR NON- NON-
ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL 
MALE FEMALE 
8 43 14 
(n=2788) 
9 60 11 
(n=2736) 
10 57 9 
(n=2778) 
TOTAL 160 34 
n=8302 
ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL 
MALE FEMALE 
3 4 
4 2 
6 
13 7 
TOTAL 
64 
77 
73 
214 
PROPOrrnoN 
OF YEAR 
GROUP 
(per cent} 
2.3 
2.8 
2.6 
2.6 
This pattern is continued in the high school data, with 160 of the 214 students who 
were suspended for a total of at least 10 days being male non-Aboriginal students (Table 
10), almost five time the number of female non-Aboriginal students given similar 
suspensions. Although the overall proportion of compulsory aged high school students 
suspended for extended time periods is 2.6 per cent, within this picture is a 
predominantly male suspension issue. This gender issue was only reflected in 
identification of chronic Aboriginal truants. 
Along with the Family and Children's Services, the Juvenile Justice system can 
paradoxically become the means of salvation for these students, if the protective 
umbrella of advocacy (for whatever motive) provides an avenue for their re-entry into 
some form of education, albeit fleeting. School perceptions of unacceptable and often 
violent behaviour, coupled with teachers' perceptions of intimidation by perpetrators of 
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such behaviour, present a compelling picture of retraction of boundaries for acceptable 
behaviour within school boundaries. 
A summary of suspension data 
o Of the 30732 compulsory aged students in the district, 1623 students 
were suspended for a total of 8451 days in 1998. 
• Many students were suspended more than once. 
• 25 per cent of students who had been suspended were also referred as 
chronic truants. 
• Students suspended at both primary and high schools were predominantly 
male. Teachers initiating the suspension were predominantly female. 
• 60 per cent of reasons given for suspensions at both primary and high 
schools were for staff or student intimidation. 
• The proportion of Aboriginal high school students suspended appeared 
similar to that of non-Aboriginal students. However, this proportion is 
potentially misleading since the population of male Aboriginal students is 
severely reduced in Year 10 through truancy. 
o School suspension profiles for Aboriginal students varied within 
individual schools by as much as 20 days. 
o School suspension profiles for Aboriginal students varied between 
individual schools by as much as 20 days. 
o In several schools the number of days suspension given to an Aboriginal 
student was greater than for a non- Aboriginal student for similarly 
defined offences. 
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o The total number of suspension days is trebled in the transition from 
Year 7 to Year 8. 
• 0.5 per cent of all primary students are suspended for at least 10 days per 
year. These students are almost exclusively male. This proportion is 
similar to that of all primary students referred as chronic truants (O. 7 per 
cent). 
o 2.6 per cent of high school students are suspended for at least 10 days per 
year. These students are predominantly male non-Aboriginal students. 
This proportion is similar to that of high school students referred as 
chronic truants (3.6 per cent). 
o The suspension profile for the district shows a predominance of 
suspensions given to male students. This contrasts with the profile for 
students referred as chronic truants, where very similar gender profiles 
evidenced. 
The profile of perceptions of fear and frustration illustrated by this exploration of 
suspension data closely reflects the current public perceptions of youth and crime. The 
majority of suspensions are issued for some form of intimidatory behaviour, quite often • 
reported as focused towards staff The increasing dependence on school-based police 
officers to deter and punish parallels a fall back on the law as a protector for students 
who are subjected to bullying, as desperate parents resort to litigation as a form of 
reprisal and protection for their child. The gendered profile of the suspension data 
raises questions of behaviour management and local definitions of acceptable 
behaviour. The profile indicates a predominance of suspensions are given to male 
students by female teachers. For Aboriginal male high school students, this profile is 
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even more pronounced. "Bad" boys are suspended from school often enough to place 
them at educational risk, as defined by current educational policy. In fact, the 
proportion of chronic truants who place themselves at educational risk is remarkable 
similar to the proportion of students placed at educational risk by the schools 
themselves. Perceived or otherwise, the powerful image of the dangerous youth has 
impacted on local school and police policy, activating and perpetuating the inevitable 
privileging of the well-behaved student. 
A culture of dependence: The school perspective 
With the enforced redefinition of the boundaries of expected responsibilities 
incumbent with the shift to an outcomes and needs based role29, School Welfare 
Officers are caught in the cross-fire of a boundary setting process. Not only are they 
faced with mediating their evolving role within the district office, they are also faced 
with medialing the !implicit change in obligations and roles of their dependent schools. 
At a grass root:: l&\rel, such a renegotiating of long established boundaries of attendance 
responsibilities assumes the School Welfare Officers will now be able to provide a more 
effective service to their dependent schools. Within the official rhetoric, the schools 
and the SWO's have now been provided obligations and opportunities previously 
denied for attacking the truancy problem and instigating change. Whether or not the 
dependent schools concur with either the rhetoric or the renegotiated boundaries is yet 
to be resolved. 
All four of the School Welfare Officers (SWO's) I spoke to had previously 
established such a dependency role between themselves and the schools within their 
district, seen as an integral part of their role in stemming the truancy problem. They had 
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been autonomous within this position, collecting and recording data only where they 
thought necessary3°. The evolving role of the School Welfare Officer within the recent 
rubric of the shift of attendance accountability (and associated power) to schools, left 
these people with a dilemma. To do their job as previously defined was no longer 
feasible. To change implied development of skills not previously required. Some still 
maintained remnants of the dependency mode, encouraging schools to fax absentee data 
to them to allow attendance checks of absentee patterns, especially for those students 
who had already fallen under the district surveillance umbrella. 
Merging of districts in 1998, with subsequent re-allocation of loyalties for both 
SWO's and schools, destroyed some elements of these established dependency patterns. 
The change in the schools' expected role has impacted on current detection of chronic 
truants, as dependency criteria are still in a process of retraction. For one SWO, this 
impacted on the categories of students referred. 
What we find now is schools refer mostly high school aged students to 
us as truants, because they present as being [behaviour] problems. 
That's not to say there's not a lot of early primary students out there 
who don't attend regularly. In the old days we regularly checked the 
attendance registers for non-attendance patterns, but we don't have the 
time now. 
For many schools, attempts to transfer dependency were often thwarted in the 
process, especially if re-aligned to a more enlightened SWO. Some, like Martin, 
welcomed the change. 
I can see some real positives in helping schools to cope with the 
problem themselves. We're managers now, and I'm all for changing 
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the process. Let me give you an example. One of my schools rang me 
up about an hour ago wanting some help. They've got a kid there 
who's been having a lot of time off. I've already intervened on behalf 
of the school by writing an 'official' letter to the parent, who responded 
to my letter with a phone call to explain the situation. It seems her 
son's illness prevents him attending regularly, on doctor's advice. 
The school had all the necessary resources and expertise to resolve the issue 
effectively, or at least take the next information gathering, mediating step towards 
resolution. Martin would, of course, be available as a last resort, as would his power to 
instigate legal proceedings. 
Martin's role as SWO for a country district brought with it different expectations 
and definitions of roles for all stakeholders. Country schools don't have the ready 
access to support staff available to metropolitan schools, necessitating a flexible reading 
of both dependency and responsibility. Martin negotiated his role in terms of perceived 
needs of each school, prioritizing substantial travel time within a framework of potential 
outcomes for school and student. 
I suppose I'm inclined to support schools in the country a bit more, 
because they haven't got ready access to the other agencies like we 
have in the city. Down here you've got other agencies to tap into to 
help. In the country, the schools haven't got that access. They feel 
quite isolated, have to cope with it all themselves, so the SWO in the 
country is more of a jack-of-all-trades. You give that school support, 
because you're the only one going in there. 
Implicit within their intermediary role with parents, schools, Juvenile justice and 
FCS representatives, School Welfare Officers are constantly negotiating fixed notions 
of acceptable households within culturally defined boundaries, forcing a questioning of 
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personal beliefs and mediating those of their client schools. The locally defined norms 
impact not only on impressions of student welfare, but also on levels of behavioural and 
attendance expectations, acting as a culling process for referrals to associated agencies 
for help. In Fitzpatrick's (1992) terms, the dominant image of a dysfunctional 
household held by those locally defined as expert (within and between stakeholding 
agencies) provides a nonnative function guiding action and establishing acceptable 
patterns of behaviour. 
Mediating notions of dysfunctional families within the culturally defined 
boundaries often necessitated at least recognition of school dependency expectations 
based on "middle-class judgments made by people who have no sensitivity to the reality 
of poverty 31". Martin considered many school staff hampered in their dealings with 
different students by narrow, culturally bound expectations and diminishing sensitivity: 
They get tired as their career progresses; frustrated because they can't 
get enough support from FCS or the Welfare officer or the District 
office or whatever. Unfortunately a large number of teachers have 
never had any hardships in life, and just don't understand. Then 
again, how do you get a school teacher to look at things differently 
when all they've known is school? It's a educational culture thing. 
School Welfare Officers working within "your more middle class schools in the 
district" considered locally defined and policed norms of acceptable school attendance 
to be particularly noticeable in high profile schools, where perpetuating the public 
profile of the school over-rides any sympathetic reading of difference. Retraction of 
boundaries, through and for an image, was considered evident in practices of defining 
truancy and negotiating regulatory action within a uniform school community. The 
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associated practice of (school) cultural exclusion was described by such a School 
Welfare Officer as an inevitably focused view of their school standards. 
Once teachers get into their own school culture they lose any sense of 
perspective other than that of 'their' school. Middle class schools 
have higher expectations of attendance, so they arc more inclined to 
ring up to tell me about a truant. The blanket comment that will come 
out if I ring a school and ask about a kid on behalf of Juvenile Justice 
is 'Oh, yes. Truant. Never comes to school.' I tell them that just 
because the kid is an offender doesn't mean he is a tru.'!lnt, but tht!!y 
don't listen. And I think. 'Oh, why haven't I heard about this kid' 
truanting?' I'm very focused then and ask for evidence of 
absenteeism. 
Most of the time they haven't any information in front of them, so I 
ask for a copy of the data to be faxed to me. And you have a look at 
the evidence and you think. what are they on about? The kid has only 
missed four or five days. They've labeled the kid. So you say 'You 
think that's a truant? Look at this kid who hasn't been at school for six 
weeks. That's a truant.' The school contacts me because they want 
something done to get rid of the kid. 
Not all schools want to maintain their current dependency relationship with the 
SWO, particularly when such dependency perpetuates their poor (public) attendance 
profile. In the intimate outcomes focused world of a school district, where a school 
attendance and suspension profile is a very public profile, it can be circumspect to 
provide an image of coping by adjusting the level of students who are referred to the 
SWO. A school who copes with their previous extensive truancy problems can only 
improve their image in both the public and internal spheres of perceived responsibility. 
The impact of selective reporting of non�attending students whose absenteeism didn't 
quite make the defined level of referral to the SWO and whose behaviour doesn't 
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warrant referral to an alternative (rescue) program is a mutually comfortable informal 
exclusion process. Aboriginal boys with assumed, entrenched, implacable non­
attendance patterns, perhaps creating an unreasonable resource drain for the school, who 
succumb to the opportunity to leave are thus no longer a problem for the school32 
Dependence on the perceived intermediary role of the School Welfare Officer can 
become a trigger for activating the nurturing role of a predominantly female (middle 
class, middle aged) primary school staffing profile. Culturally defined notions of 
functional households inevitably influence well-intentioned school-based definitions of 
"students at risk". As knowledge of a child's home situation of increases, so to does the 
focus on their attendance patterns, particularly for children whose different home 
situation causes the teacher concern. The expectations of the School Welfare Officer's 
ability to access appropriate action is indicative of related notions of expertise and 
boundaries of authority. Accessing anyone with "welfare" in their title provides a salve 
to the concerned teacher's need for intervention on behalf of a child. School Welfare 
Officers are seen to be far more accessible than FCS personnel. This phenomenon was 
described to me by a SWO from an education district in a high socio-economic area: 
One teacher contacted me about a child missing a day a week. Not a 
major concern. I thought, what's going on here? But then the real 
issue came out. 'Oh, he comes to school pretty grotty and he's got a 
single dad, and dad goes out all night and has parties and he's part of a 
band.' Unfortunately, we cannot change family dynamics. We can't 
say what time this kid's going to go to bed so he's going to function 
better in class. We can suggest, we can recommend, but we can't 
enforce home standards. I can refer on to FCS if I am really 
concerned, but we know FCS won't get involved unless that kid is 
getting thumped, getting really emotionally abused. And I mean years 
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and years of psychological abuse or sexual abuse. So I can't solve 
anything for the teacher. 
Despite demographic defining factors for each educational district creating a 
cohesive district culture, interaction with the range of primary and high schools within a 
district allows a SWO the opportunity to present individual schools a wider definition of 
normal, thereby increasing the potential acceptance of difference within and between 
schools. Schools with a relatively stable and thus older staff profile are often sheltered 
from more questioning notions of youth, crime and unemployment, with entrenched 
notions and locally accepted norms reminiscent of past school dependency on a 
centralised system of authority. In his role as SWO, Martin was often faced with 
dispelling some of these distorted views of problem students and their families: 
You know, sometimes I won't get sympathy about certain kids from a 
school. The school has defined the home and the kid as a problem. I 
know the family better than they do, because I'm around there when 
they're having breakfast, see all the traumas, so I try to help the school 
develop some sensitivity to the home situation. But it doesn't always 
work. For example, the other day I was at someone's home in the 
morning and asked the kid why he wasn't going to school that day. 
He didn't like to answer me, because he was embarrassed, but it 
eventually came out. He had no clothes to wear. It was pouring rain 
and his jeans were on the line. He's only got one pair of jeans. 
They're the jeans he goes to the movies in. They're the jeans he goes 
to the footy in. They' re the jeans he goes to school in. They're the 
jeans he goes to Aunty's funeral in. And when they're on the l ine wet, 
he's got no jeans, has he. There's a lot of kids like that, who have no 
change of clothes. Schools just don't seem to realise the situation. 
A paradoxical reversal of the school/ district dependency relationship becomes 
evident when a difficult student is persuaded to return to school after a prolonged 
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absence. A School Welfare Officer's ability to reduce the current case load and proceed 
on to waiting clients is inextricably linked to the school's willingness to accommodate 
the individual needs of the returning student . Without such a concession, the truant 
becomes a recidivist case, involving continuing attention from the School Welfare 
Officer. Unfortunately for recidivist students, the limiting factors of resources force the 
prioritizing of truants, leaving students with a reputation for recidivist behaviour 
without easy access to either education or training. 
I'd say we get rjnety per cent of the kids we work with back to school. 
Then the school has to keep them there. As a Welfare Officer I've 
managed to talk the kid into having another go at school. Mum's on his 
back, I'm on his back, maybe JJ and FCS are on his back. Everyone's 
on his back, so he decides to have another go. It's not easy when he 
gets back! No matter how motivated he is to have another go, it's very 
hard. You might lose him within an hour. These kids who truant have 
behaviour type problems, all types of problems. The life they've led is 
usually chaotic. They come to school, they might not have had 
breakfast, they might have been up all night because the parents had a 
party and they were all boozing away. When the kid does get to school, 
they're tired. They've done no homework, have no books. The teacher 
looks at them sideways and the kid lashes out. And deep down the 
school doesn't want them! How many times has a school said to me 
'Oh, come on. We don't want him back. ' And I can understand it. It's 
all very well to tell schools to smarten up their ideas, which they mostly 
do, but there are cases out there that absolutely wreck a classroom. 
You've got a duty to teach those other kids in the class. In the end, the 
teacher's tau stressed to be able to cope. Then the whole thirty kids are 
at risk. What we need is more alternative education programs, and we 
need schools to do it better. Schools have to make it attractive for these 
kids, or we lose them again. 
You take the average district office. You have thirty psychologists, 
two or three School Welfare Officers, a social worker, two or three 
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Aboriginal Liaison Officers - we're all working on truancy. The 
deputies at a school, the year coordinators, it goes on and on . We' re 
all truant officers ! We could use some more social workers to work 
with the families, but we don't want police officers with pistols in 
their belts to go and visit these families. The families have so many 
problems, the last thing they need is a police office joining in. Beside, 
most of the kids we deal with are at home all day. Their parents write 
a note, and the kids don't go outside the front gate. The police aren 't 
going to get these kids back to school. We can't get some of them 
back, either. I honestly believe in some cases the family situation is 
so chronic that if we get the kids to school for three days a week, 
we've done well. It's a good news story for getting there three days of 
the week rather than a bad news story that he's away for two days. 
We need to be flexible, build on those successes. 
I mean, the average school's not for every kid. Some of these 
chronics will end up with a good job, because they have so much 
energy, so much personality. They've just come from the road of hard 
knocks. But then there's the rest of the chronics, the percentage who 
just haven't got hope in hell. These are the ones I consider 
handicapped, in the sense that they can't learn; their attendance at 
school has been terrible because they've had other problems. 
Something's happened in the school, i n  their life at the school. 
A culture of dependence: The family perspective . 
There is no simple answer to the question of why parents would condone their 
child's deliberate school non-attendance, or even encourage their child to stay at home. 
Ricoeur (1991) describes these interactive expectations between members of a family as 
being determined by some fundamental belief particular to and defining of that culture. 
The intricate power relationships inherent in any home situation underlie the mythic 
belief in the role of the parent, which establishes accepted modes of behaviour within 
the particular situation, thus guiding action and interactions within the household and 
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between home and school. Having a public and personal sense of being a good parent 
becomes an over-riding concern in many households, often complicated with other 
dependency factors within a single parent household. Within the regulatory framework 
surrounding school non-attendance, the 'parent' is ultimately culpable for their child's 
non-attendance,33 as the public are constantly reminded by both schools and police, 
within the assumption that parents can and will ultimately endeavor to enforce their 
child's attendance. 
Poor parenting skills are well documented as contributing factors to a child' s 
eventual alienation from the school system, impacting on attendance, health, literacy, 
potential to become engaged with the law and eventually employment opportunities. 
Any proposed community proactive, preventative strategies involves some intervention 
within established patterns of parent/child interaction, again requiring culturally 
sensitive definitions of parent, good parent, expert and intervention. Intervention in 
aspects of parenting by institutions such as FCS is expected and encouraged by many 
stakeholders in the school/truancy/crime prevention trilogy, but is understandably 
suspect amongst those most likely to be judged as needy, particularly if there is a family 
history of welfare intervention and/or institutionalisation. The long-term inter­
generational impact of separation from the family environment in traumatic 
circumstances has now been well documented, as with the misinterpretation of 
culturally different home situations34• The dominant public image of functional 
households and good parenting skills thus becomes the defining factor in setting 
boundaries for agency and regulatory intervention within the perpetuated norms of 
family interactions. 
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The complex notions of interdependency within and between truanting children, 
their peers and their parents are evident in the forms of interaction described to me by 
Family and Children's Services (FCS) representatives. As an education officer for 
FCS, Elizabeth has had extensive experience in assisting families to re-negotiate these 
boundaries of practical parent/child expectations, and related parent/chi ld/school 
expectations. Within the families referred to her for help, whether through the school, 
the police or through internal welfare sources, she met many parents caught in a power 
struggle v.ith their children which, if resolved through outside intervention, would 
paradoxical ly undermine the parent' s  self-esteem: 
I'm very much aware that the sort of families I deal with are a 
microscopic proportion of all families35, but in these really 
dysfunctional families, often ifs the kid who has the power. Sometimes 
the parents actually encourage the kids to stay home, to bring their 
mates home. For some parents, it meets the mother's needs to have a 
mob of kids there. This is especially true for the single mothers I deal 
with. She feels popular. She justifies the intrusion, the huge expense 
and total lack of consideration for her personal space by saying to 
herself 'My kid l ikes me, so I must be OK as a parent (and as a person). 
11tat is a very common parenting issue for parents of teenagers. They 
are under this joint empowerment thing with their child. If their child is 
excluded amongst his peers, then it impacts on everybody. If they are 
included because they gather at their household, it also impacts on 
everybody. 
In my experience, a lot of kids who are non-attenders think they need to 
stay home to make sure that mum is safe. This group will start tn early 
primary years, and continue all through their schooling. Sometimes it's 
a symptom of the parent's overwhelming need for reassurance When 
the mum has nothing else in her life except the children, she supports 
their absence from school; not as 'truanting' so much as 'protecting'. 
They love their kids desperately, but they are not wise parents, like 
functional families. When teachers say things like 'now you need to 
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bring an egg carton on Monday' and the kid doesn't have an egg carton, 
they'l l  stay home. Then once you've stayed home for that, well you 'l l  
stay for other things. 
When a kid with a learning and behaviour problem doesn 't come back 
to school, the whole class benefits . The parents collude with the child, 
and the school colludes with them as well by not pushing the parent to 
return the child to school. It's easier for everybody. I don't think 
they're ever aware of their collusion with the school. Their parenting 
model is very inconsistent and they always think of themselves as 
being a good parent. They'l l  say, 'look I gave him a clout on 
Monday,' thinking such behaviour makes me a good parent. 
Somehow, I think we're missing the opportunity of catching these 
parents and making them part of the education of their child. 
It seems institutional support mechanisms potentially isolated the parents and their 
child from the wider society, regenerating a dependency cycle. The isolating impact of 
a lack of self worth manifests not only in parent condoned school refusal, but implicitly 
condoned dependency patterns de:;tined to impact on their child' s  employment 
potential. 
Summary 
Belonging to a culture brings a need to establish the l imits of our culturally 
created world, providing the potential for influential belief systems to impact on the 
justification, defining and policing of boundaries, no matter how temporally and 
situationally flexible the definition. Cultures are "composed of institutions that specify 
more concretely what roles people play and what status and respect these are accorded" 
(Bruner, 1996, p .29), with defined roles perpetuated by the coalescing of its believers. 
The creation of an institutional web allows justification of reactions such as the current 
resurgence of specific "urban narratives of fear" (Brown, 1998, p.47), which have taken 
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a legislative and regulatory form triggered by a plethora of newly defined realities 
associated with youth, truancy and crime. Within these realities, the phenomenon of 
truancy has spawned a culture of dependency, operational within regulatory frameworks 
based on the foundational belief in the law as a cultural determinant, and the role of 
deterrence and punishment in regulating inclusion and exclusion. 
The hierarchical nature of most agencies provides a process for determining 
ownership of a problem and of responsibility for resolution. Such action allows the 
perpetuation of a comfort zone for those who rescind their opportunity to take an active 
role in any negotiation of responsibil ities by delegating setting and policing of 
boundaries of responsibility to the owner of the problem. Interagency boundary setting 
practices refine this process, either retracting boundaries of problem ownership or 
enacting a legislative web guaranteed to entrap recalcitrant members. The refined 
retraction process underpinning the culture of dependence can be illustrated by the 
boundary setting processes of agencies such as the FCS, of families dependent on 
decision making by sympathetic members of FCS and by school administrators 
struggling to adjust to the changing role of School Welfare Officers. 
Ownership of the truancy problem has traditionally been the role of School 
Welfare Officers, who have often found a mutual advantage in overt forms of school 
dependency and community perceptions of a truancy issue. As School Welfare officers 
have collected little statistical data prior to 1 998, their perceptions of reported incidence 
of truancy may conceivably be distorted. Although the proportion of chronic truants is 
less than two per cent of the total number of compulsory school aged students, truancy 
data indicate a disproportionate number of Aboriginal students of both primary and high 
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school age are referred to School Welfare Officers as chronic truants. There appears to 
be little difference in the proportion of male and female truants, as the incidence of 
�male chronic truancy has been increasing over the past few years. It seems l ikely that 
the stat istical incidence of chronic truancy is more an indicator of available resources to 
deal with referred students. 
A more insidious form of the culture of dependence can be found in the increasing 
profile of fear and frustration in schools, evidenced by rel iance on suspending students 
as a form of deterrence and problem removal and the increasing use of school based 
police officers as school behaviour managers. Enactment of system level recognition of 
the need to identify (and address) students at educational risk has been skewed by this 
covert form of dependence. Analysis of data from a school district of 30,000 
compulsory aged students indicates the proportion of difficult and different students 
placed at educational risk through (enforced) non-attendance is almost the same as that 
of students who choose to reject regular schooling through truanting. Students most 
l ikely to be rejected by their chosen school are high school boys reported as ADIIl), 
who are perceived by their teacher to be violent and disruptive. 
Chapter Six provides an avenue for further exploration of the interaction between 
the dependence factor and belief in the deterrence factor as significant framing 
influences for the enactment of public policy associated with school non-attendance. 
The cultural belief in the ability to regulate the role of community participation in 
panels whilst retaining a punitive perspective on control is considered, under the ever­
present tenet of pragmatism. 
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Notes for Chapter Five: 
1 Ricoeur (as cited in Valdes, 1 99 1 )  describes this decision making within a particular culture, 
the assignation of roles for individuals and institutions defining their interactive expectations of 
each other, as being determined by a 'nucleus of belief (a myth) particular to and defining of 
that culture. This culturally defining myth is then reactive to and inclusive of social, political 
and historical conditions, further defining the distribution of functional levels of such a society 
and establishing boundaries of responsibility. Fitzpatrick ( 1 992) suggests such a defining myth 
allows the local definition of 'expert' and concurrent locally defined legal boundaries of that 
expertise, enhancing the normative function of myth by guiding action and establishing 
acceptable patterns of behaviour. 
2 Gusfield ( 1981 )  illustrates this point by referring to the question of ownership of a public 
problem. He claims that without a belief in both the ability to alter the problem and a moral 
judgeme,1t of character, a phenomenon cannot be defined as a 'problem' .  
3 As rates of unexplained absences in  students increased, mental health problems were more 
prevalent (Zubrick et al ., 1997,p.35). 
4 An audit of the Victorian Department of Human Services in 1996 cited in Bessant et al. ( 1998) 
reported 2 1  per cent of wards of state had offended. 34 per cent of wards had off ended more 
than 4 times. 
5 School Education Act 1 999, Section 25. 
6 Australian Law Reform Commission ( 1996). Seen and Heard: Children in the Legal System. 
7 Zubriclc et al. ( 1997). WA child health survey. 
8 Angus ( 1998, p. 122) poses a related argument that in every system informal and official rules 
combine to constitute social rule systems, which in school systems manifest as a network of 
meta-rules providing overarching expectancies directing change. 
9 The School Education Act 1999 shifts expectation for responsibility for all but chronic 
absenteeism to the individual school. 
10 The difficulties of collecting accurate truancy data at school level has been well documented 
(Gray & Jesson, 1990; O'Keeffe, 1 992; Watson, 1992; Gleeson, 1994; Fitzgibbon, 1 996; 
Ionnakis, , 1994, 1 997; Kilpatrick. 1998; Collins, 1998). 
1 1  Further confinnation of overall patterns of truancy was made when l istening to the 
authoritative presentation (construction) of the police perspective of truancy in a different 
metropolitan district already described in Chapter Two. 
12 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 1996 
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13 As a form of comparison, the equivalent data for students referred to the SWO in Education 
District No. 2 during 1 998 is shown in Table 1 1  below. 
Tobie 1 1  
Number of Compulsory Aged StudL'!Jts Referred us Chronic truants in Education District No. 2 
During 1998 
Primary school 
(n= l2,407) 
High school 
(n=4,l 54) 
Total 
(n= l 6,S61) 
Number of 
Compulsory aged 
referrals 
47 
1 1 2 
1 59 
Proportion of total 
Compulsory aged 
population 
(per cent) 
0.4 
2.7 
1 .0 
14 'Chronic truant' is defined as a student of compulsory school age whose unexplained absence 
is 50 or more half days per year. 
15 EdStats System 
1 5 Ibid 
17 1 1  ungraded Aboriginal students and one pre-primary student are included in this total .  
1 8  Fitzpatrick ( 1992, p.42) 
19 Juvenile Justice team 
20 Data from District No. 1 indicated suspensions were issued for intimidation of staff (7 .2 per 
cent), verbal abuse of staff (2 1 .3 per cent), and physical assault and intimidation of other 
students (3 1 .8 per cent). System-wide data for Semester l, 1999 indicated a similar profile 
across all 16  education districts in the state. 
21 A student may be counted at more than one school if applicable. 
22 A student can be suspended on more than one occasion. 
23 Education District No. l Suspension database, 1998. 
24 W.A Child Health Survey, Zubrick et al . , 1997. 
25 See Appendix B, 
26 Zubrick et al. ( 1997). Western Australian Health Survey 
2
7 Audit Commission, 1996; Jones Finer & Nellis, 1998. 
28 Education District No. l data available for 1998 do not identify Aboriginal primary students 
suspended. 
29 The School Education Act 1999 redefines the roles of Attendance Officers and Attendance 
Panels. 
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30 No collated data were available for previous years. One SWO had no recorded referrals. 
Recording/collating referrals and creating a data base were some of the new skills required 
within the redefinition of their role. This was no mean task for (semi) computer ill iterate staff. 
Assisting SWO's to collate and record truancy data into a district database became one of the 
data collection exercises, providing ethnographic opportunities to interact with SWO's. 
31 Angela Devlin ( 1996: Criminal classes. Offenders at school.) found many of the long-term 
adult prisoners she interviewed in British prisons recounted incidents where the principal at 
their primary school had influenced and intervened to help counter prejudice. The prisoners also 
claimed this source of protection disappeared once they entered high school. Most of the 
prisoners who had committed serious crimes had a limited record of truancy and a l imited 
record of juvenile crime. Most came from a background of poverty, physical and emotional 
abuse, both at home and at school. 
32 See data for chronic truancy in Education District 1 (Appendix B) 
33 This issue was emphasised in the School Education Act 1 999. 
34 See Beresford and Omaji ( 1996, 1 998) and the ·Bring Them Home' report, ( 1 997,p.546). 
Gamier, Stein and Jacobs ( 1997) also illustrate the successful role of non-conventional fami lies 
with high commitment to l ifestyle values in promoting positive educational outcomes. 
35 Only 18 of the 340 students identified by Education District No. I as chronic truants through 
data collected in the first five weeks of 1 999 were also being monitored by FCS. 
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Chapter Six 
Policy in action: 
Panels and pragmatism 
Most public policy has a pragmatic basis, trying to find an effective, resource­
cheap solution to a practical social problem. The argument in the previous chapters has 
been to illustrate the impact of the framing of the social problem on the creation of any 
public policy associated with effectively solving truancy. In this chapter I describe 
public policy in action, ever mindful of Sheila Brown's ( 1 998, p.8 1 )  concern with the 
accepted framing of punishment as the predominant regulatory response to school non­
attendance. As noted in Chapter Four, the inherent policing of any retractable 
boundaries of responsibility involves situationally defined "agents of reality" 
(Fitzpatrick, 1 992) who are expected to "do something about an:; problem they are 
called upon to deal with" (Bittner, 1 990, J, .335). "Doing something" about non­
attendance implies instigation of the metaphorical "whole clanking penal apparatus" 
(Dennison, 1 998, p . 16) available as a regulatory network of justification. 
I now focus attention on the clanking apparatus developed by both the Education 
Department and the community as a policy response to their .identified belief in 
compelling and controlling school attendance patterns. The relationship between the 
intuitive decision-making inherent in implementation of such policy and the potentially 
coercive nature of its enactment will be explored within situationally defined policy 
experiences. To paraphrase Bittner' s  (1990) description of the role of policing: 
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The role of the lbehaviour management policies and related regulatory 
framework] is best understood as a mechanism for the distribution of 
non-negotiably coercive force employed in accordance with the 
dictates of an intuitive grasp of situational exigencies (Bittner, 1 990, 
as cited in Waddington, 1 999, p. 1 1 0) .  
The sequence of policy reactions to student rejection of school through truancy 
are as follows: 
• A student's absence from school without an acceptable reason is initially 
dealt with at school level through individual school Attendance Policies. 
There is a legal requirement on the school's behalf to notify the parent of 
any unexplained absences. Some schools have begun to implement local 
Case Conferences in anticipation of the new School Education Act 1 999 
requirements. A Case Conference is an attempt at a whole school/family 
interaction for early intervention to stem potential truancy patterns. 
Students who have accumulated more than 20 half-days absence from 
school without an acceptable reason are referred to the School Welfare 
Officer, who then interacts with the parents and any other relevant 
agency in order to address the particular issues related to each student's 
truancy. Interaction by the School Welfare Officer on behalf of the 
student may include advocacy at selection meetings for alternative forms 
of schooling. 
• Some School Welfare Officers have begun to implement Attendance 
Panels in anticipation of the new School Education Act 1 999 
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requirements. An Attendance Panel is an inter-agency attempt to help 
both parent and student address their particular school attendance 
problems. 
If the Attendance Panel is unsuccessful in persuading the student to 
return to school, the School Welfare Officer is required to instigate court 
proceedings. 
The sequence of policy support allowing a school to control attendance of 
'difficult' students is as follows: 
e Behaviour management policies incorporate notions of isolation of 
difficult students and good behaviour contracts. Individual school 
behaviour management policies address school expectations of 
inappropriate behaviour at a local level. 
A school principal may suspend a student for periods of up to ten 
consecutive days at a time for inappropriate behaviour 1 . Records of 
accumulated suspensions do not extend into the new school year. 
A school principal may apply to have a student excluded from attending 
school once the student has accumulated 30 days suspension within the 
current school year. An Exclusion Panel is convened at district level to 
address this request. 
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• Some schools have begun to implement local interpretations of 
Suspension Review Panels in anticipation of the new School Education 
Act 1999 requirements. This panel is to provide the student an 
opportunity to access counseling and intervention strategies. It also 
allows a school to prove to Exclusion Panel members that all possible 
action has been taken to address the student's behaviour problems. 
A school principal may also apply to have a student excluded from 
attending school if the student is considered a risk to the well being of the 
school population. An Exclusion Panel is convened at district level to 
address this request. 
The situational nature of most behaviour management experiences' means any 
justification of action taken must be context-specific, thus involving situational 
justification to peers of actions taken by both student(s) and staff involved. Students 
usually have a peer audience in their classmates, allowing development of 
hero/villain/victim images. A peer audience is rare for teachers/administrators faced 
with instigating disciplinary action. To enable development and perpetuation of 
collective form of understanding of both the incident and justification for the action 
taken, a forum for self-reffoction and justification is orchestrated within the structured 
school day in any formal or informal interaction with peers. For teaching and 
administrative staff, this forum is often the staffroom. To paraphrase Waddington's 
(1999) description of the development of police culture: 
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(Coping with behaviour management! is typically conducted in 
isolation, invisible to one's col leagues, while the creation of a culture 
can only be achieved collectively through shared experience. Hence, 
in those relatively brief moments when they are together !teachers ! 
invest enormous effort in re-creating experience through ''war stories" 
and other accounts of eventc; ( in the classroom/ at school] .  That is 
why fcoping with behaviour management) everywhere 1s 
accompanied by vibrant "oral tradition" (Waddington, 1 999, p. 1 1 1  ). 
Powerful images of students defined by the school community as different are 
perpetuated through this vibrant "oral tradition". Traditional patterns of accepted 
reactions to this difference are subsequently established. Fitzpatrick's ( 1 992) notions of 
"creating the real" and endowing it with "forms and norms" can be recognised here. 
The collective understanding of accepted reaction to situationally defined difference can 
then be justified through legislative and regulatory framework already in place. This 
tradition will be illustrated by the inter-agency re-framing of truancy within each 
Attendance Panel, staff justifications for referring students to a selection panel for an 
alternative educational location, and the justification for excluding a student given to 
Exclusion Panels. 
This chapter provides an insight into the impact of the implementation of each of 
the policy reactions to school non-attendance, both student rejection of school through 
truancy and school rejection of the student through suspension and exclusion. In each 
case, current regulatory requirements are for district level implementation of decision 
making panels, reflecting the role of community based panels as a form of popular 
(localised) justice based on an individual's constructed belief in the authority of the law 
outlined by Fitzpatrick ( 1992). Panels are expected to be an effective form of mediation, 
based again on the assumption that the student will voluntarily participate in the 
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mediation and be willing to adapt. Insight into this practice will be provided through 
narrative descriptions of the participation in and observation of the whole gamut of 
policy in practice. The narratives are sequenced to show the inevitable linear 
progression to social exclusion faced by most students who fall into the 'at risk ' 
category. The chapter allows demystification of the major policy processes associated 
with non-attendance: implementation of Attendance Panels, selection procedures and 
process for alternative programs, Exclusion Panels and finally the local, district level 
creation of public policy targeted at truancy in an attempt to alleviate community 
perceptions of fear. The pragmatic nature of the decision making bodies can be seen 
through the various perspectives of the stakeholders. 
Attendance panels. 
An Attendance Panel is convened at the request of the School Welfare Officer, 
and as such the membership of each panel is subject to the idiosyncratic needs of each 
truant. All the panels I attended used a fairly stable inter-agency team, a deliberate 
move to develop effective interaction of the various coercive strategies and personalities 
of the panel, always overtly centred on the student's continued engagement with 
education. Usual minimal membership of the panel was a Fami ly and Chi ldren's 
Services (F AC) representative, A Juvenile Justice (JJ) representative, two local 
constables, a deputy principal of a local school, a minority group representative when 
appropriate, the parent(s) and the student. The School Welfare Officer always chaired 
the panels. Panels were not convened in the latter half of the school year for truants in 
their final year of compulsory education. Younger truants were always given priority for 
resource-expensive Attendance Panels. 
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Attendance panels in action 
The four chronic truants who were to appear before the School Attendance Panel 
had remarkably similar profiles. All four were girls aged between 1 2  and 1 3  years. 
Each had a record of at least 30 days non-attendance within the last six months, which 
in practical terms meant these girls had effectively missed the first six months of their 
high school career. None of the girls had a history of attendance problems during 
primary school until late in year 7. All four had lived at home and all had other siblings 
with a history of truancy. None had successfully made the transition from primary to 
high school. All four arrived at school each day well before starting time, met their 
friends on the oval and made a conscious decision to truant. Three of the girls returned 
to school each day in time to either catch the bus home or be collected by a family 
member. All four of the girls had been issued at least two juvenile cautions for reasons 
other than truancy. All professed to hate school. Al l were too young to be considered 
for any of the alternative education programs existing in the area. 
There is no clear gender distinction in the student profile offered most Attendance 
Panels. Unlike rates of implementation of behaviour management strategies in most 
schools (isolation, detention, suspension), students referred to the School Welfare 
Officer as potentially chronic truants are as likely to be female as male in most districts. 
Gender bias is dangerously implicit within the more overt behaviour privileging in most 
schools. However, most of the vulnerability factors already outlined have no particular 
gender bias. Boys are more likely to have become involved with Juvenile Justice, 
especially if of indigenous background, but otherwise this particular panel was 
representative of others I attended. 
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The Attendance Panel is intended to be a formal opportunity for both the parent 
and the 'truant' to confront their responsibilities and become fully informed of the 
consequences of continued school non-attendance - with or without parental 
permission. At the same time, there is a coordinated effort to provide a setting 
sufficiently non-threatening for both parent and student to comfortably respond to both 
questions and suggestions. It is meant to be an interactive, problem solving setting. If 
suggestions _[!lade by the Panel are not successfully implemented, then the School 
Welfare Officer has the authority to begin the process of using the Education Act to take 
the parent to court. This particular Panel was to take a proactive, inter-agency approach 
to assisting the parent (and the student) to overcome some of the perceived hurdles 
involved in returning to school. Consistent with the current police involvement in the 
School Attendance Initiative through truancy patrols and other inter-agency initiatives 
intended to reduce crime by reducing truancy, members of this particular panel included 
two representatives from the truancy patrols. Other members, apart from the School 
Welfare Officer chairing the meeting were representatives from Juvenile Justice, Family 
and Children's Services and the Education Department (a local Deputy Principal). I 
was invited to interact as a panel member, both in the capacity of researcher and 
experienced teacher. 
I knew the panel members by now, as I had interacted with them m other 
meetings. The four cases were to take approximately an hour each. I totally 
underestimated the emotional intensity of the occasion and the final sense of frustration 
and inevitability pervading all members of the panel. Nor was I prepared for the 
intensely personal involvement of each panel member in each of the cases. This was a 
group of people who demonstrably cared what happened to these girls, at least in an 
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abstract sense. I suspect the Deputy Principal was glad these girls were not his 
(school's) problem. I had suspected the impact of the parental frustration would be 
palpable, but again, theoretically knowing their pain cannot prepare for witnessing the 
changes in their stance from protective to defensive, through disillusionment to the 
occasional glimmer of hope. They wanted their daughters to return to school . They 
seemed cooperative, responsible parents. They had run out of strategies months ago. 
As we met each girl, the similarities of their profiles continued to become 
apparent. Each was surprisingly comfortable and articulate in responding to questions 
from the panel. All four ot the girls had been involved in shoplifting - as an 
accomplice, not the perpetrator. All claimed to be comfortable with their abil ity to read, 
a question from the panel which in each case triggered a mother/daughter conspiratorial 
moment of mirth as they laughed at their different interpretations of reading material. 
Reports from the mothers indicated that each of the girls had a current boyfriend 
(usually much older). The girls were quite open in their responses to questions 
regarding how they spent their days. They moved in a group - to the park, to a friend 's  
house to watch videos, to the shops, into town. They admitted they were often in the 
company of friends who were involved in substance abuse of varying degrees, but 
claimed not to be addicted in any way. 
The individual differences highlighted the roles of leader and follower within the 
peer groups. Two of the girls could only be considered as a pair. Both were 1 3  years 
old. One appeared to be "smarter", more manipulative. She spoke of being an 'A' 
student, and was incensed at having been downgraded from the top English class to a 
middle level class last time she attended school. This girl was a leader, one who 
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provided the peer pressure, defied authority, play 1 the system, a hero in the eyes of her 
friend. The police and the Education Department representatives considered this girl to 
have an attitude problem, evidenced by her "goading" and "taunting" the panel with her 
lack of respect for their authority or fear of consequences. She appeared confident, 
totally in control of the situation, occasionally playing the game expected of her. The 
representatives from Family and Children's Services and Juvenile Justice took on a 
more placatory role with each of the girls, seemingly more intent on achieving practical 
outcomes. They made suggestions of taking responsibility for her friend (the follower), 
thinking ahead to the world of potential employment opportunities, taking responsibility 
for the impact of her antisocial behaviour on her mother. They offered to set up safe, 
non-judgmental (non-teaching staff) contacts at school, offered practical solutions to the 
before school temptations. 
Her friend was a very young 1 3  year old, quite obviously a follower. Her family 
was well known to Family and Children's Services, who had helped with varying 
problems. Her family had a history of truancy. Any of the dire warnings given by the 
police (or others) regarding the possible long term consequences of her growing list of 
juvenile cautions leading to institutionalization were lost on this girl, as she had vivid 
and recent experiences of visiting her siblings at detention centres. She seemed an 
open, friendly kid who was quite honest in her admissions that she simply didn't know 
how to resist the peer pressure. She wasn't totally opposed to returning to school, was 
"OK" at school, but "not really all that good at it". She had some friends who attended 
reasonably regularly, so wasn't going to be isolated at recess and lunch breaks. She had 
family support, and was acutely aware of her mother's inability to pay any fines. In fact 
her mother had given up her full time job in order to attempt to counter the truancy. 
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The third girl had not attended school all year. She was totally engrossed in her 
other daytime life. The freedom and excitement of filling her days with older youths 
totally obliterated any desire on her part to go back into the world of structured, 
restricted daily routine. She was far less communicative than the other girls, making no 
eye contact with anyone except her mother. She seemed quite removed from the whole 
situation, her surliness triggering a negative reaction from both police and school 
representatives, who considered her a "hard case" and "heading for real trouble". Her 
latent sexuality somehow reduced her chances of a sympathetic reading by most panel 
members, triggering post-interview predictions of "barefoot and pregnant". She hated 
school, claiming racial bias. She had been suspended for fighting (reacting to racial 
taunts) in the first weeks of school, and hasn't returned. The panel members were far 
less inclined to take a proactive role in clearing a return path to school for this case. A 
change of school was a possibility, but not unless the girl first returned to the original 
school and showed, by regular attendance (for at least two weeks) that she would take a 
responsible role in returning to the fold. The school representative quite obviously 
doubted her ability to address her non-attendance pattern. She was not considered one 
of the potential success cases. 
The only real chance for a good news story was the last truant. This case was 
quite different, in that there was a distinct pattern of non-attendance for specific lessons 
at the beginning of the year (and thus conscious attendance and participation for at least 
three of the five lessons each day). The truanting pattern was for particular teachers' 
lessons; a problem the student and the parent had tried to resolve early in the year. The 
student hated certain teachers, but quite liked school. She had approached the deputy to 
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request a change of class, but had been refused ("we can't change the rules for every kid 
who doesn't like a teacher. No-one says you have to 'like' the teacher"). Her mother 
told her that life is like that - you can't always work with people you like. You have to 
be able to work with a range of people. The girl simply avoided the lessons, but stayed 
on the school property and attended the classes she liked. Eventually she started taking 
off for the whole day with her new mates who were also hiding within the school 
grounds. 
There was a pointlessness to this case, which frustrated the whole panel. Surely 
someone could have stepped in earlier, noticed a pattern in the absences? When 
questioned, the girl had no sense of the supposed support mechanisms within a school -
the year coordinators, the student services team. Apart from approaching the deputy she 
had no local knowledge of who to ask for help. The mother was berated ( ever so 
politely) for covering her daughter' s  absences with a note. The panel explained to the 
girl that unlike primary school, within the workings of a high school she more than 
likely had been assigned to quite different teachers for second semester. In fact, 
because of her extended absence, it was highly unlikely that any of the teachers could 
even remember who she was, let alone think of her as a problem. She was warned that 
she would need to catch up on the missed work (not an easy task). 
There was a pattern in each interaction between the panel and the parent and 
truant, a form of ritual. As we talked to each of the girls, cajoled them, encouraged 
them, remonstrated at their non-compliance with the Law, a brief group euphoria · 
pervaded the interactions as we went in for the kill. Come on, now. You can do it -
you can ignore the mates waiting for you before school. Don't succumb to the peer 
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pressure. Think of your poor mother. She can't afford the fines, and you don 't want to 
be sent to a detention centre. Let us help you. We'll set up safe places for you, friendly 
adults who will keep your secret. Arrive at school later; don't go up to the oval . Just 
walk away, say no, and go straight to class. In one case it was the mother who brought 
the panel back to earth with a dose of reality . It won't work, you know. It' s  all 
organised the night before on the phone. She won't leave her mates. 
The day after the Attendance Panel met, three of the girls ran away from home. 
Six weeks later, they still have not returned; their whereabouts are unknown. I am left 
with a sense of guilt. Did the girls believe the threats of fines, court and detention 
centres? Were they trying to protect their mothers from the fines? Or were they simply 
tired of being hassled about where they go and what they do. None of the panel (except 
the police and perhaps the school deputy) genuinely believed fines, courts and detention 
centres were the appropriate course of action to be taken (or even feasible). The panel 
had been complicit in its coercion, perhaps to the eventual social and educational 
detriment of the child. 
The girl who hated two teachers seems l ikely to return to school. Meetings have 
been set up between the school deputy, the mother, the daughter and the School Welfare 
Officer to try to find a mutually acceptable (face saving) solution to entice and support 
the young truant's attempt to go back into the fold. Provided she hasn't been away from 
the school culture for so long that she feels an outsider, she has a reasonable chance of 
breaking her truanting pattern. .. 
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Court Cases 
Court proceedings are rarely instigated now, as there is a growing realisation that 
the in terms of time and cost the process is ineffective. A recent change in the expected 
role of the School Welfare Officer from "kiddy catcher" (prior to recent legislation 
related to young offenders) to "student services consultant" already expounded in 
Chapter Five has also affected the incidence of court proceedings. However, there are 
still parents (and their children) who are faced with either proving a student 's 
attendance at school or their ability to influence such attendance. Many cases are 
initiated as a means of triggering interaction on a child's behalf by the Family and 
Children's Services (FCS). In this sense, the School Welfare Officers are attempting to 
use the Education Act as the welfare conscience. In the past decade, parents who 
choose to educate their children at home (Home Schoolers) have been the target of 
attendance policy implementation. 2 Whatever the circumstances for instigating such 
action, the number of cases actually reaching court is minuscule. 
Court cases in action 
The role of the court case as a deterrent for their clientele of chronic truants (and 
especially for the peripheral group of potential mimics) was prominent in any 
discussions I had surrounding the re-integraticn of such students into an acceptable 
educational program with four School Welfare Officers. Recidivist rates were 
disparaging referred to, with pseudo-disclaimers used by professionals confident their 
outcomes are indicators of having competently interpreted their required role. Some 
Officers had extensive court experience, having worked within a time frame (and 
concept frame) when the use of court action was a clear indicator of their effective 
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maintenance of educational pol icy requirements. More recently appointed Officers saw 
court action as an occasional, but necessary, last-chance stance against the most 
provocative truancy cases. As a School Welfare Officer, Judith,s percept ion of the 
inherent difficulties of maintaining a necessari ly (legally) proactive publ ic profile 1s  
representative of views held by her fellow School Welfare Officers: 
When I first started in this district, it seemed to me that I was the only 
person really wanting to pressure kids into going back to school .  I had 
dozens of cases where parents didn't want to the kid to go to school 
because getting them up every morning and arguing about going to 
school was all too much hassle. Th � school didn't want the kid back 
because he was a trouble-maker and on the rare occasions when the kid 
attended, he hated school. The whole notion of compulsory education 
and truancy was a joke in the area. It took me 1 8  months to pull that 
back and 1 6  court cases before they knew I meant business. Now I 
haven't had to take a court case in three years. 
Whatever their philosophical view of the role of court as a deterrent (usually 
dictated by their current district director), the four School Welfare Officers' working 
knowledge of the Education Act and court proceedings added to the mystique of their 
role. Within a district, School Welfare Officers are the accepted source of legal 
knowledge, often being the first point of reference for school administrators in need of 
clarification of some legal point totally unrelated to truancy. The mysteries and rituals 
of court proceedings are generally beyond the working experience of the public, adding 
seemingly invincible authority to comments made by those for whom the legal 
processes have been demystified through famil iarity. 
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The factors most likely to influence the decision by the School Welfare Officers 
(SWO) involved in the study to invoke legal action were summarised by Judith : 
You've got to be sensible about it. You've got to decide whether 
taking this person to court is it going to benefit the young person. Is it 
going to make any difference? And my experience with the court 
cases, even though they knew I was going to take them to court, it 
didn't make any difference. 1 6  court cases and not one of them went 
back to school .  Court doesn't work, because the Jaw can't impose a 
strong enough fine on parents . Besides, most of the parents we would 
take to court couldn't pay anyway. You go into court and you've got 
somebody on the supporting parents' benefit who can't survive on her 
income, who is already looking for food baskets. Who's going to pay 
the fine? They don't put people in jail for not going to school. The 
mother dresses down for the occasion, brings all the l ittle kids with 
her, and the magistrate thinks rm a heartless creature! Pointless 
exercise. It's been a deterrent, though. The message is loud and clear 
in this area. By word-of-mouth the kids know I'll take them to court if 
they push me to that level. 
Informed stakeholders realise the court ritual, except in rare occasions involving 
potential child neglect, is only effective as an avenue of collusion, though many 
teachers (and principals) still hold to the belief in the ability of the law to compel 
attendance, as do most members of the general community. Public reactions to any 
proposed change in truancy fines confirm any doubts as to the continuing power of the 
myth of the law as a deterrent for school non-attendance. As evidenced during 
Attendance Panels, the deterrence factor risked being counter-productive. Although 
their motives were predominantly altruistic and their (temporary) success rate was high, 
panel members were complicit in their coercion, running a fine line between 
cooperative and collaborative action to prepare a way back to regular school attendance 
for the child, and total alienation of family members. Fear and misunderstanding ( of 
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financial hardship, of being removed from the family) could provoke a family crisis 
counter to the social and educational welfare of the child. 
It is the 1 esponsibility of the School Welfare Officer to begin the process of using 
the Education Act to take either the parent or the child to court, in response to repeated 
attempts to re-engage the child in some form of accepted schooling. The use of the Act 
is not restricted to non-attendance in traditional forms of schooling, but also covers non­
compliance with the varied expectations and forms of distance education (refusing to 
tune in to "School of the Air", non-completion of educational packages) and home 
schooling (unsatisfactory progress on approved educational programs). It is within the 
authority of the School Welfare Officer to decide the appropriate form of legal action to 
take, given their access to Crown Law if necessary. As would be expected, the 
constraints faced by these Officers in implementing the process are remarkably similar 
to those already described by the lawyers dealing with recalcitrant youths. 
As a School Welfare Officer, I use three sections of the Act. The first3 
is action taken against the parent, heard in the Court of Petty Sessions. 
This is used in cases where the parent is quite deliberately keeping the 
child home. Let me give you a typical example. A school contacts me 
about a kid who has had 30 half days absence in the last tenn and hasn't 
returned for the new term. So I'll do a home visit and the mother will 
say things like 'I haven't been very well and I've needed to keep Johnny 
home. He looks after me when I'm sick and I'm not game to be here on 
my own so I keep him home.' Quite obviously, the parent is the 
problem. So, I talk to various people at the school to find out what is 
happening. I ring Family and Children's Services to find out if anybody 
is aware or involved with this ill woman trying to look after a family. 
The usual response will be negative, along with some suggestion about 
the mother trying to recover from some trauma. Back I go to the 
mother to tell her it's not legal to keep your child home to look after 
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you. That child has a right to education. 'You are the parent. You 
need to find a relative or a friend to come and stay in the house with 
you. If all else fails, try to organize somebody l ike community health 
nurses to pop in on you. '  And if  the kid still doesn't return to school, 
then I return with a summons. 
The second and third4 sections of the act I can use arc actions taken 
against the child, and arc heard in the Children's  Court. The second 
section is a probation agenda with an additional clause allowing a 
parental 'good behaviour' bond. It's used when the magistrate is not 
convinced the parent is taking all possible measures to get the child to 
school .  An example would be the kid who has missed 30 half days, 
whose parents arc at their wits end trying to get the kid to school . 
You've tried panels, without success. You hope the court appearance 
will give the kid the necessary jolt to change his behaviour. 
The third section is used when the probation is breached. For 
example, the kid has gone to court, the magistrate has ordered that he 
be on a six month probation (usually to the end of that school year in 
the hope of the pattern of school attendance continuing into the next 
year). If the kid stil l  refuses to attend school, he has breached his 
orders. This leaves the opportunity for the kid to be made a ward of 
the state under the current act. Unfortunately, Family and Children's 
Services don't see it quite that way. If all the kids we come across 
were placed on a probation agenda, Family and Children 's Services 
would be inundated with wards of the state, which thr, state can· t 
afford. Ten years ago, this used to happen a lot. Now magistrates 
prefer to use a parental bond rather than place the child on a probation 
agenda. Magistrates have told me in court that in their experience 
Family and Children's Services have been no better at getting kids to 
school than we have. So why put them under a department who 
doesn't prioritise education? 
Judith described in detail the process she and her colleagues would follow, , . •  ce 
the decision had been made to proceed with court action. 
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You write up the summons, take it to court to get a court date, then 
personally serve the summons on the parent. So, you've got your date, 
you've served the summons, you get your report written up and you go 
into court, where you arc the prosecutor. At the end of the day, after 
the prosecuting sergeant steps down from the Police Act (the criminal 
events), the truancy and/or the condoned absenteeism will go before 
the magistrate court. The magistrate may direct questions at you and 
the parent based on your submitted report. If the parent enters a plea 
of not guilty, then the case has to be listed for trial . This means you 
would need to summons all relevant people, the teacher, or the year 
coordinator, the school psychologist, the Aboriginal Education 
Worker, in order to continue to prosecute. This doesn't happen very 
often, but when parents have entered a plea of not gui lty and it goes to 
trial, we ask for a deferment and give Crown Law the case. Then we 
have solicitors going in fighting for us. We ask for costs on top of the 
fine, because if the client keeps the child home and wins, a dangerous 
precedent is set. We cannot lose a case. 
Many parents (and their children) leave before their case is heard, having waited 
all day for their court appearance. 5 The parent representing herself in court cannot hope 
to compete with Crown Law solicitors, echoing Cicourel ' s  ( 1 968) conclusions 
surrounding a family's ability to generate resources to neutralize court 
recommendations being a routine feature of the social organisation of juvenile justice. 
Adding to the difficulties of representing oneself in court whilst coping with young 
children in such a formal setting, a truancy court case can rarely be processed without at 
least two half day visits to court, with variation and frustration dependent on the number 
of times proceedings are interrupted. As Judith explained: 
I went to court 37 times for 16 cases, each time for half a day. 'That 
doesn't include the time taken in visits to the school, looking through 
records, questioning teachers, speaking to coordinators, deputies. 
That's a lot of time to spend on 16 students, when my case-load is in 
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the hundreds. Court cases take an incredible amount of time and 
effort, especially since once you gel the parents and students through 
to the court system there's nothing much the magistrate can do, really, 
under the current act. 
Recidivist rates are not collated. School Welfare Officers are now encouraged to 
use other forms of re-engaging students in educational settings, only resorting to the use 
of the law when there is no other way to publicly preserve the notion of the power to 
compel school attendance. 
Selection Panels 
The selection process for various alternative educational programs vary according 
to the boundaries of responsibil ity, expectations and resourcing peculiar to each 
program. However, of the four different programs I visited and several others described 
to me either by School Welfare officers or members of the panels I attended, the issues 
described in the following narrative were consistent. The Education Department of 
Western Australia categorises students at risk of alienation from their educational 
opportunities from Category 1 to Category 4 (students considered most at risk). Every 
effort is made to ensure students in lower categories are not contaminated (increase their 
risk factor) through interaction with higher category students. Issues of group 
membership, contamination factors, public accountability and image, and resourcing 
restrictions were topics raised in each Panel I attended and every conversation I had 
with associated staff. The balance between appropriate students and protecting an 
image often clouded issues associated with provision of compulsory education for all. 
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Selection panels in action 
Program coordinators tell me there is never a shortage of alienated students vying 
for places in programs offering an alternative to the traditional hierarchical, 
authoritarian, academic approach to compulsory education. Nor is there a shortage of 
stakeholders who would like such students placed. Unfortunately, funding sources are 
scarce and competitive (especially at school level), despite a widely recognised need, 
forcing strictly policed boundaries for student selection. Programs can be bounded 
within a school, a district or by their Independent School status. Selection criteria for 
such programs vary according to the philosophy of the gate-keeping staff and the 
source of funding, but usually involve providing the potential for mutual success, often 
implicitly rejecting the most needy (least l ikely to respond to quick-fix solutions) . 
Hence the least l iterate (more able to demonstrate improvement), better behaved (more 
employable) students are ideal. Such a student could be made several offers of help. 
Indeed, I had witnessed the negotiation of information surrounding ideal 
candidates, along with the resultant resentment at successful persuasion of student 
participation. Behaviour privi leging is distinctly a.:ivantageous as selection criteria 
when a program is judged in terms of employment rate of candidates. For one recently 
created program jointly funded by schools within a district, it was decided not to 
include any students with a history of truancy as potential candidates. Truants could 
not be considered a reasonable risk, given the high cost of running a program for 
alienated students. Limited numbers (a maximum of six a semester) of students 
guaranteed to attend regularly were preferred. The single semester time-frame 
considered equitable within a shared resource was expected to maximise conversion of 
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difficult students who were then to be returned to the fold ( of the conventional school 
setting). 
At this Selection Panel, fifteen students were presented to us as possible 
candidates for next semester' s intake in a program highly regarded within the district as 
an effective, single semester intervention and rehabilitation opportunity. 
Administrators of the program aim to provide opportunity for (compulsory school aged) 
students selected to develop appropriate social skills to maximise their chances of 
successful transition to responsible citizens. Educational aims are relevant, but 
secondary. Unlike many alternative programs, funding is provided by Family and 
Children's  Services on the basis of a defined local need for disaffected youth highly at 
risk (both educationally and socially) and with no apparent viable alternative to help re­
engage with either educational or work skills programs. Programs able to guarantee 
participation of Aboriginal students have access to discrete sources of funding and 
Aboriginal staffing. Programs funded (fully or partially) by the local Community 
Policing Crime Prevention grants (or other community funding sources) present 
applicants an unenviable paradox. Coordinators are implicitly forced to promote the 
image of delinquency, with outcomes framed in terms of the potential to save' the 
community from harm, whilst attempting to prov�de an opportunity to negate the 
dominant public image of their students. The myth can be advantageous when funding 
sources demand explicit indicators of success. As one participant wryly commented to 
me, "Loyalties are shifted by funding sources." 
From bitter experience, this program coordinator took a more cynical reading of 
some stakeholders' intentions, recognising the attraction of a reasonably accessible, 
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convenient dumping ground for difficult students. He was often incensed at the priority 
placement assumptions made by district Exclusion Panels. Placements are highly 
contested amongst the various advocates, all of whom have a vested interest in finding 
an acceptable solution to addressing the legal requirements of compulsory education for 
disaffected students. Student selection is dependent on the negotiating skills of an 
effective advocate, as students (nor their parents) do not participate in the initial 
selection process. Advocates range from School Welfare Officers, representatives from 
Juvenile Justice and Family and Children's Services, to representatives from student 
service teams of local schools keen to place difficult students elsewhere (anywhere) I 
was no longer a stranger to most of the Selection Panel members. having interacted 
with them in a range of meetings and panels over the past twelve months. This allowed 
me insider recognition of many (but not all) of the negotiating tactics and deals 
implicitly acted out amongst the inter-agency links Some of the more subtle messages 
were lost on the novice school representatives, who would no doubt finesse their moves 
prior to next semester's selection date. 
The problem faced by the selection panel was only six places were available for 
next semester. Coordinators consider generous statl7student ratios essential to 
successful rehabilitation and anger-management6, enforcing both the selective nature of 
the program and the cost factors inhibiting its expansion. As with similar program 
selection panels I have observed this year, the cuI1ing process revealed the basic criteria 
for successful continuation of the program. Practical decisions are made. often far from 
altruistic, but never totally ignoring the interests of the student. Care is taken to avoid 
contamination 7 of less recalcitrant students, to provide last chance opportunities for 
students who Jre struggling out of the Juvenile Justice loop. Whenever possible, 
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sensitivity is shown to students needing an opportunity to regain dignity and self-worth 
after being grist for the mill in a totally inappropriate school placement. Names and 
defining features of each candidate (age, contamination factors, future prospects) are 
listed on a white board ready for negotiation, with stakeholders always cognisant of the 
coordinator's over-riding power in any selection decision. In this round. nine students 
faced rejection. 
Four schools were represented at this meeting, each offering at least one student 
Several candidates were promoted by the School Welfare Officer and two Juvenile 
Justice officers presented last chance candidates. Typically, all candidates were male, 
with a small proportion of indigenous boys. Most had been disengaged with the 
education system for at least six months. triggered by suspensions and exclusions ( and 
their ADHD 1 problems). Most had a school history of anti-authoritarian attitude. 
anger-management and violence problems. The frustration and inability of school staff 
to find alternative solutions was evident in their presentation of each candidate. as was 
their need for peer support (recognition) for the difficulties presented to a school in 
adapting and copmg with students perceived as frighteningly different School 
representatives spoke of the need to offer on-going educational opportunities. but little 
ownership of this need was evidenced. Off campus solutions remained off campus 
responsibilities. 
The gender imbalance in potential candidates for such programs no longer 
surprised me, but the apparent anomaly in the truancy picture was still a puzzle Girls 
were no strangers to the truancy scene. Truancy data at school and district level 
showed little evidence of gender imbalance, with at least one school able to claim the 
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majority of their truants as females (sometimes Asian females)11 As shown in 
Attendance Panels, School Welfare officers worked hard to re-integrate girls into the 
educational scene. The gender imbalance was evident in suspension data, exclusion 
data and now re-appeared in students suggested for placement in alternative prngrams 
Girls appeared able to enact more subtle (more insidious, equally effective) resistance, 
less likely to trigger the behaviour management-suspension-exclusion loop One 
frustrated school services team member told me how often she had watched girls pull 
back from the brink of patent insolence, playing the contrition game, able to cleverly 
manipulate compliance with the rules, whilst their male compatriots continued blindly 
down the provocation path to inevitable punishment. It seems the girls present as less 
visible problems and as such fall quietly out of the education system, slowly 
submerging into the casual, menial, service industry employment scene 
Without the label of difficult studem ( evidenced as a record of suspensions and 
exclusions), girls seemed more likely to be given a second chance by subsequent 
Principals. It seemed their placement problems were necessarily of lower priority when 
selection and placement criteria for alternative programs privilege the more evenly 
challenging (less likely to be employable, more likely to engage with the justice 
system) behaviour of many disenchanted male students. Panel members suggested a 
tendency for non-indigenous girls to be more self-sufficient in terms of finding casual 
employment (and remaining out of the Juvenile Justice arena) in fact limit their access 
to active promoters of their educational needs Staff at a post-compulsory educational 
campus told me the gender imbalance (indigenous or otherwise) begins to be redressed 
in data for adult/post-compulsory return to educational bridging courses, suggesting 
1 Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder. 
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females will attempt to take ownership of their continued education needs when 
(financially) viable opportunities are presented. 
It seemed, however, that boys who don't present as behaviour problems, wi10 
have no record of suspension, were in a sense disadvantaged by their compliant 
behaviour in school. From observations and interactions with appropriate staff, the 
quiet boys who fade into the background at school are disadvantaged by their lack of 
confidence and social skills, finding it difficult to ask for help. These students often 
become victims of bullying, triggering bouts of non-attendance which are rarely 
reported to the School Welfare Officer until the student's chances of re-integrating into 
any educational or work skills setting is almost impossible. It seems a record of non­
compliant behaviour is an advantage for students attempting selection in alternative 
education programs. 
There was a competitive note to the inter-agency camaraderie as candidates were 
presented to the panel. Advocacy took precedence over sympathy. A young female 
year coordinator offered three candidates, all with n.:cords of su:.pensions, violence and 
anti-social behaviour. None had truancy problems (apart from enforced absence) and 
no learning problems were discussed. Over the year, she had worked e>..'tensively with 
these boys to help counter their antisocial (violent) behaviour, their growing suspension 
profile. Her animated presentation was doomed, as her school's situational naivete in 
terms of 'bad' behaviour became evident (What? �,o involvement with JJ? You think 
these boys are difficult? You must be joking. Wait to you hear about my students.) 
Suggestions were made as to alternative avenues of behaviour control, possible work 
experience contacts, but although no selection decisions are made until all cases have 
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been presented, most experienced panel members knew her cases had little chance of 
being accepted. The school had not yet evidenced all possible avenues of intervention. 
The implicit message was to go back and try again. 
The profiles of the four candidates presented by the next school were anger 
management problems on an alarming scale. All had escalating suspension rates, with 
predicted exclusion potential None had truancy problems, or classroom conflict 
problems. One boy had accumulated twenty days suspension for two violent outbursts 
on school grounds during lunchtime. Three of the boys had expressed a desire to 
continue to post-compulsory schooling, one having already organised a pre­
apprenticeship agreement. The school advocate had run ou( of viable options within 
the bounds of his (and his school's) experience. His high level of nervous energy in 
this setting belied the confident, street-wise disciplinarian image he appeared to have 
presented on other occasions (and presumably at school). These candidates were on an 
obvious path to self-destruction through inability to control their violent and often racist 
behaviour. One had already fallen under the wings of a JJ team. Anyone excluded 
from a traditional school environment is placed at extreme risk of not completing post­
compulsory education. Again, pooling group knowledge of resources allowed 
suggestions to be made for viable options. Off campus, non-mainstream alternatives 
were presented. Cross boundary alternatives were discussed. Strategies to counter 
cross boundary enrolment difficulties were devised. Recognition of the need for 
intervention was obvious to all. 
Student profiles presented by the remaining advocates continued the depressingly 
similar pattern. A proposed part-time candidate needing work skills experience was 
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rejected outright, despite the behaviour problem evidenced, as expedition of such a 
solution was considered well within the ability of the school. A young off ender who 
had just completed a detention period with Juvenile Justice was presented as needing a 
last chance to help with compliance with release orders and transition to employment 
A "nice Aboriginal boy" needing a temporary safe place was considered at risk of 
contamination, and hadn't yet bottomed out in behaviour, limiting his chances of 
salvation. A freshly excluded boy presented a familiar placement expectation problem 
A double rejection would leave him literally nowhere to go (educationally or socially), 
yet acceptance implied compliance with the dictates of district directors. One deputy 
had spent months trying to divert what he referred to as "an ADHD student's learned 
misbehaviour." He and his staff had trialed countless new strategies, only to be 
continually frustrated by their inability to effect changes. Again, off-campus 
suggestions were offered to salve the utter frustration evident Two chronic truancy 
cases were considered at risk of contamination if included in this particular intake. This 
presented an additional challenge to the school advocates, who were forced to re-assess 
their claims of having tried all avenues of re-engaging the student within their school, 
and accept the district (and peer) expectation to resolve the problem within the school. 
The perception of a problem was indeed local. 
The solution proposed by the presenting school for the final chronic truancy case 
was depressingly representative of misconceptions surrounding a truanting student's 
ability to fix their non-attendance patterns. The family of a 14 year-old Aboriginal boy 
wanted a cross boundary agreement to allow merging of their extended family's 
educational settings, especially as the boys would be able to attend Year 9 together. A 
reasonable request, unless your son had a long history of intermittent attendance. giving 
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him little barg,iring power. lf the boy could achieve a I 00 percent attendance record 
for the final semester of the school year, the principal would endeavour to negotiate a 
transfer for him. The parents were distraught and very angry. Their son had been 
alienated from both family and school for some time. The considerable progress they 
had achieved in persuading him to rejoin both family and school seemed doomed to 
fail, given such unrealistic expectations. The sympathetic school 'advocate' proposed 
his engagement with a program in which small numbers allowed daily, personalised 
transport to and from the site, thus dramatically increasing the boy's chances of full 
attendance. He would be at risk of comamination if selected. 
Selection criteria reflected the need to create a group conducive to success. These 
students would not have met each other before. would need to develop social skills to 
enable their acceptance and tolerance of difference, to work together Consideration 
was given to advocates of students who demonstrated an undertaking to provide 
continuing educational opportunities, who accepted the ttmporary nature of the 
program. Selection was to represent a potential path to a post-compulsory option 
Priority was given to students who had no further options. particularly if evidence was 
shown of student motivation to participate. 
Post-selection discussions with the coordinator and the advocates confirmed 
initial impressions. Truancy wasn't the defining issue here, except as a consequence of 
suspension and exclusion. Behaviour management was the root of school frustration 
and inability to see alternative, preventative actions. There was no real expectation for 
these students to return to their school, even though the rhetoric was sometimes used. 
The schools provided no educational packages, even though the temporary, intervention 
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nature of the program was made quite clear. Successful selection of a s!udent provided 
one less problem to be addressed. Those rejected would possibly be presented to other 
selection panels, or (eventually) provided with a distance educational program to be 
completed at home, an unrealistic expectation for students already actively disengaged 
from the educational syntem. Given the seemingly inevitable path to exclusion 
evidenced by most of these candidates, their educational opportunities were severely 
l imited . 
Exclusion Panels 
The decision for a school to apply for to have a student excluded from attending 
their school is usually based on total frustration of staff who have been unable to 
'persuade' the student to comply with the school behaviour expectations It is an 
indication of failure on all stakeholders to mediate varying expectations Current policy 
allows students to be targeted for exclusion through an accumulation of days 
suspension. This targeting is always associated with behaviour management strategies, 
violence or drugs. Strong indications of gender and behaviour privileging and racial 
bias are indicated in suspension and exclusion data already explored in Chapter Four. 
The role of current policy in allowing the continuation of the dominant Education 
Department 'voice' in a regulatory framework professing equity of justice must be 
questioned. Exclusion Pands have the potential to be vehicles for profoundly unequal 
outcomes in terms of social justice and social exclusion 
Removing the problem 
The current public concern associated with both potential over-diagnosis and lack 
of empathy and understanding within the school system of ADHD students does not 
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relieve the immediate and often overwhelming disruption caused by such students at the 
classroom level, no matter how empathetic and expl-rienced the teacher Sometimes the 
duty of care requirement for a classroom teacher requires a paradoxical shift from 
appreciating a particular student's anger and frustration, but needing to protcu (hnt l: 
physically and intellectually ) the learning environment for the rest of the class 
Coping with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder ( ADHD) students often 
places both administrators and classroom teachers in a dilemma, triggering a pragmatic 
response, limited or otherwise There are, after all. the remaining thirty students who 
need attention. Behaviour problems become a vulnerability trigger for student, parent 
and teacher, each of whom can instigate avenues of retreat Provision of a medical label 
for inappropriate and unmanageable behaviour removes some of the guilt associated 
with perceptions of lack of control. for parents and schools Most parents don· t 
consider leaving school an option. Stress leave is a form of escape not uflicially 
available to the student, who is far more likely to orchestrate a form of retreat or simply 
leave. Unfortunately, appropriate and effective means of coping with different 
behaviour patterns have not evolved m most schools. Exclusion usually assuages 
abrogation of educational rights. 
Girls are rarely excluded from schools, especially primary schools This does not 
imply girls do not instigate disruption in schools They can and do create 
confrontational situations both within the classroom and the schoolyard However. their 
rates of suspension and exclusion do not approach the levels expected and accepted for 
boys at both primary and high school. 9 Incidents of violent behaviour amongst girls has 
increased in the past decade, but girls are still more inclined to instigate more subtle. 
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insidious penalties for non-compliance with group wil l ,  or revenge for teacher 
intervention. Girls are far more likely to resolve their frustration with school issues by 
truanting with friends. Boys remains overwhelmingly more likely to present the overt 
form of 'unmanageable', unacceptable behaviour likely to trigger both suspension from 
school and eventual appearance before an exclusion panel To be more precise, boys 
between the ages of eleven and fourteen years diagnosed as ADHD are the most li kely 
students to be excluded from their current school 1 0  They are also the group most l ikely 
to fail attempts to reintegrate into the school system, becoming potential chronic truants 
Schools have several official means of removing problem students, all ratified by 
t he Education Act and activated with varying zeal for the pasi century Definitions of 
acceptable behaviour may be situationally and historically flexible, but the penalty for 
non-compliance is universal The Minister for Education can grant exemptions from 
compulsory schooling or exclude students from a particular (or all )  mainstream schools 
Within the rhetoric of compulsory education, the Minis:er wil l  ensure al l students are 
provided with an opportunity to complete their educational needs Students can be 
encouraged and assisted to transfer to alternative educational programs. including 
assisted passage to technical colleges. Home tutoring can be suggested as a viable 
alternative (or compromise) to regular school attendance Students can be given an 
exemption from their compulsory education, if evidence can be provided of guaranteed 
full time employment for the student 1 1 . Exemptions can provide an immediate sanity­
saving solution for all stakeholders. The pattern of exemptions granted over the past 
decades indicates students are less likely to be granted an exemption from school in 
times of least employment opportunities. During 1998 there were 7 exemptions granted 
in Education District No. I for compulsory aged students who had the opportunity for 
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ful l  employment . The current version of unofficial exemption 1s termed work 
• 1 2  experience 
Application for exclusion i :; a school response to their perception of a studem ' s 
inappropriate, potentially dangerous behaviour, and as such carries a penalty other than 
loss of immediate educational rights with a particular school For both parents and 
student. the exclusion label implies negotiation with other potential school principal� 
selection panels for alternative programs. reduced choice, opportunity and probabi l ity 
for successfully re-integrating and completing compulsory schooling There are three 
paths a student can take to become eligible for exclusion under the Western Austral ian 
Education Act. A student can be excluded from school if slhe has an infectious ailment 
Students who contract hair l ice (Nits) fall into this category and are eKcluded from 
school whi lst infected Nits have been a recurring nightmare for most primary school 
stakeholders, resulting in frequent b l itz attacks within school communities It is not 
uncommon for students to lose ten days ( not necessari ly consecutive) schooling through 
infestation with · nits ' ,  which places them within the current definition of At Educational 
Risk. Unfortunately, many staff and parents become victim to the many nit myths 
surrounded by shame, frustration and often inappropriate restrictive attendance I have 
been told of many incidences where well meaning primary school staff have l ined 
students outside the classroom for a head check/rejection process. usually as a response 
to pressure from over-anxious parents of non-infected students. 
According to the Hairdresser's Association 1 \ most adults mistake dandruff for 
head lice and many children are incorrectly rejected from school. A parent described 
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for me her daughter's confusion at being rejected by her teacher several times The child 
had no understanding of what she had done wrong, or why her mother was so upset and 
obsessed with washing her hair One School Welfare officer told me of a young 
Aboriginal girl repeatedly refused re-entry into class because her teacher bel ieved she 
had nits The child's mother eventually insisted her head be shaved to rid her of nit s 
The child was so ashamed she refused to return to school, eventually triggering a long 
bout of chronic truancy Cultural factors often impinge on judgments of cleanliness and 
parenting. especially when sleeping arrangements in a household where several children 
share a bed compounds the potential for transmitting nits Exclusion thus takes on a 
distinctly social construction 
Under the Education Act of Western Australia ( 1 928) an accumulation of 30 days 
suspension within a panicular school year at a panicular school provides justification 
for exclusion of a student, given the school ran provide evidence of having insttgated all 
possible preventative measures 14 Currently. it would be assumed the school has 
invoked support from the school psychologist and has implemented a behaviour 
management program individually tailored to address �he student · s panicular needs 
(within reasonable resource expectations) It is also assumed parents have been kept 
fully informed of the potential progression through a case conference including all 
stakeholders held after the student has accumulated half the required suspension time 
The decision to exclude a student is never taken lightly Schools are expected to make 
every endeavour to modify the student' s  behaviour before this final sanction is 
necessary. An application for suspension is an admission of failure. which must be 
couched in acceptable justifications. 
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The second, more damaging (to both student and school} path to exclusion. 
involves a gross breach of discipl ine threatening the good order of the school, or the 
safety of the students and staff Students with a penchant for l ighting fin.."S at school 
would fall into this category. as would students who have assaulted staff and other 
students with such force (or weapons) as to be considered an unreasonable nsk wtthrn 
the bounds of school authority Such an act can be the sad consequence of continued. 
perhaps provoked. frustration and aggression from a student who has not found a \ table 
alternative to suspension-inducing behaviour (or retaliauon to bulhesJ Such an act 1 !>  
always subject to administrative staff interpretation of ··gross breach of dtsc?phne· · One 
student I spoke to. recognising himself as trapped m such a cycl�. reahsmg the 
imminent recommendation for his e.xdusion. decided his only viable soiulion was 
truancy His perfectly rational solution was to stop attending school so he couldn · 1  be 
suspended for bad behaviour. and could thus c1rcumvem the danger of exclusion He 
liked school (at least its social aspects} and didn't \•,:ant his attendance rights removed 
Exc/w;ion panel,; m OCIIOII 
For eighteen months I have watched ( and participated in)  the vanous stages within 
the non-conformist saga presented by some students Attendance panels Suspension 
rituals. Behaviour management beliefs Anger management poli�ies BuUying 
policies. Now the culmination for many students Exclusion Panels I have chaired 
twelve such panels.. each of which presented me a challenge as a member of an 
educational and broader community There is no possibility of a successful panel 
decision. no win-win solution. Inevitably. any decision is a compromise An exclusion 
panel comprises three main members, none of whom have an overt vested interest in the 
school or the student undef review. In most districts. it is not easy to find parent 
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representatives and community members prepared to give three hours of their (unpaid) 
time to serve on an exclusion panel I, is just as difficult to find a prin�ipal within the 
district who can spare a half day to take the role of executive officer and negotiate the 
fate of a student who could conceivably attempt to enroll at (or be directed to attend) 
their school The community member. as chair of the panel. is responsible for ensuring 
the panel adheres to principles of natur.sl justice Not surprisingly, it is much easier to 
find a willing representative of a minority, ethnic or social group to p.-ovide a cultural 
and contextual perspective 
The parent and student are mvited to address the panel, to give their perspective of 
events and respond to questions put by panel members This  ca1 provide a devastating 
dose of reality for some parents. as the im · . ct of their chi ld ·  s behaviour problem hits 
home As Chair. it is not an easy task to shift the confrontational approach taken by 
some parents (and panel members) to one allowing mediation and negotiation of 
reasonable educational options It takes time and a degree of trust for the parent and 
student to present to the panel their sometimes vastly different perceptions of the 
school's disciplinary measures taken to address the student · s behaviour Establishing 
this level of trust is even more difficult when for ethnicity reasons the parent needs the 
help of an interpreter1 5  Readings of an offence referred to by the school as "verbal 
abuse of stair or •0gross disobedience .. can vary from swearing in response to (not 
necessarily at) an angry staff member to walking out of class without permission. Both 
actions may reasonably be considered by a parent as natural reactions to a 
confrontational situation. especially if reflecting home values Of course, aggressive 
behaviour can appear trivialised in description. 
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When confronted with the potential of the euphemistic "new start'" ,  without their 
current support mechanisms (approp1iatc or otherwise). students are also faced with an 
often ovenvhelming dose of reality One student, facing the panel for violent 2nd 
abusive behaviour towards other students (he was presented as a bully, but claimed to be 
bullied). explained to me how his potential to adjust to a nl!w school environment would 
be totally dependant on his success in the expected two weeks of school-yard fighting 
In his street-wisdom. he would obviously need to re-establish both turf and reputation 
within a new environment He was very aware of the transmission of his reputation 
amongst staff and students alike There would be no "new stan" The question for him 
was whether the educational opportunity would be worth the expected physical 
punishment. 
The deputy principal from the school requesting the exclusion is also invited to 
respond to panel questions. Again. response can equate to JUStify, explain, squirm. A 
deputy principal apologised to me for his nervous response to our questions It was the 
first time in a twenty-year teaching career he had been confronted with justifying his 
professional practice in such a public way His student services team had spent a lot of 
time collating all possible evidence of their perceptions of adequate intervention 
strategies. He had folders of evidence: supporting (damning) letters from other students 
and parents� descriptions of all incidents from at least two independent witnesses; 
teacher reports on every in-class misdemeanor for twelve months: letters from 
neighbours telling of out-of-school vendettas; pages of sometimes circumstantial and 
emotive reactions to every move the student had made all year, both inside and outside 
the school. No matter how neutrally our questions were posed, inevitably a personal 
examination of accepted procedures and definitions of behaviour was provoked, not 
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necessarily producing comfonable conclusions Exclusion panels provide a nemesis not 
only for the student No one leaves unaffected by the process 
Exclusion panel interviews are sad occasions, full of pathos and frustration It 
seems panel members find the occasions anger producing and sometimes hopelessness­
producing. Parents and students were often reduced to tears Eleven times I confronted 
the "potential ly delinquent youth" image head-on, only to remain in awe of its power to 
persuade otherwise sensible. concerned adults to believe in circumstantial, hypothetical 
scenarios, to read within the image. Al l but two students presented to the paneis were 
boys� diagnosed at various stages of their school life as ADHD, with a history of 
behaviour problems escalating through immature, attention-seeking stages to an incident 
placing their fellow students at physical risk. The incidents range from stabbing in the 
hand, lighting a fire on the school property to assaulting a teacher. Most students had a 
parallel escalating level of truancy, giving them the dubious right to qualify for both 
Attendance and Exclusion Panels. Sadly, similar incidents of violent behaviour are not 
a rarity in large high schools. 
Panel members were often confronted with the dilemma of mediating their two 
voices: a responsible, professional voice and a concerned, protective parent (or 
surrogate parent) voice. "Has the school taken all possible action to assist this student 
adjust their behaviour? Have the anger-management strategies been appropriate to the 
student's immaturity? Is it reasonable to allow this student to return to a mainstream 
school?" became "Would I want this kid in the same school as my own kids (or the 
school were I work)?" It is difficult for a panel member whose only interaction with 
students deemed dangerous and difficult is within the immediacy of the Exclusion Panel 
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situation to retain a sense o f  proportion and address such issues within a framework 
allowing a student 's difference, immaturity and non-conformist behaviour to be 
appreciated. Most panel members expected the student to understand the consequences 
of an exclusion panel, countering any recognition of the student ' s  immaturity and 
inappropriate reactions. I consider that the process was fairly implemented However. 
to describe the process as fair to all is difficult, given many parents and their chi ldren 
seemed unaware of the consequences or acceptable avenues of appeal 
Most parents impressed as having no real sense of the seriousness of the situation. 
no abi l ity to distinguish between the current problem and previous suspensions Their 
interpretation of escalating problems at school often varied enormously from the official 
version, not so much in the form of disputing facts as placing the facts into context 
Most students are not excluded from all schools, but with a record of exclusion for 
violence, the student's chances of a trial acceptance at a mainstream school were 
severely limited. Disturbingly, for parents who leave the panel distressed, there is no 
counseling or support mechanism for them to activate 
Parents are not the only participants who feel intimidated within the exclusion 
process. Deputy principals also presented as defensive and sometimes nervous. Even 
those with gruff reputations can feel vulnerable in answering to a panel questioning 
their professional practice. There is no disguising the panel's position to judge the 
competency and potential bias of their student services team in the school 's claim to 
have taken all possible measures to deal with the student . The school ' s  reputation is on 
the line - at least at district office. To refuse the school ' s  application infers the 
ineffective accessing and appiication of school and district resources. Within the 
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collaborative community. exciuding a student from your school means expecting a 
colleague within the district to tackle the problem. since exclusion rarely solves a 
problem but merely shifts it to another location 
Schools are not always aware of the explicit regulatory framework within which 
their application for a student ' s  exclusion must l ie, sometimes resulting in the dismissal 
of their application prio1 to a panel dr.:cision Over the last decade this framework has 
tightened, in l ine with internal and publ ic accountabil ity expectations The Freedom of 
Information Act ( 1 992) has been a powerful modifier of the previous hair trigger 
approach to exclusion. Nor do schools (or districts) take responsibil i�y for provision of 
an interim education for potentially excluded students. Most panels are conducted 
during the final term of the school year, as students rarely accumulated the required 
number of suspensions before November The panel recommendations are vetoed by 
the District Director, who then submits the application for exclusion to the Minister for 
ratification. The District Director (and principals within the district) is then responsible 
for ensuring the opportunity for the excluded student's continued educational rights, 
within the recommendations. 
In reality, the School Welfare Officer spends an inordinate amount of time 
negotiating an alternative placement on behalf of the parent and student . This could 
entail submitting a student profile to a number of selection panels for alternative 
educational settings. As the selection criteria for such placements are outcomes­
motivated, anti-contamination, and usual ly held once a term, the student' s  potential re­
engagement in an effective program of work ( or work experience) can sometimes be 
delayed by months. 16 Meanwhile, options such as distance educational programs are 
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considered. Supervision of the excluded student (and any possible home tuition 
program) remains the responsibi l ity of the parent 
The exclusion process official ly takes I S  days from application, but ;s rarely 
resolved within a month Students cannot attend school once the application for 
exclusion has been processed I f  the process is activated late in the school year, some 
students are faced with at least a wait for the new school year before regaining any 
structured educational tasks By this time they have become so detached from school 
system their chances of successful ly  negotiating the new placement are severely 
reduced. 
In this district, no feedback was providi::d for members of the exclusion panel to 
indicate the ,�ffectiveness of the panel's placement recommendations, apart from a 
formal letter from the Minister of Education informing of the acceptance (or rejection) 
of the panel recommendations. Fr-1m conversations with staff from other districts I have 
no reason to believe the process is in action elsewhere. 
As a result of drawing the District Director's attention to this lack of review of 
process, I have been given the opportunity to conduct a review of the effectiveness of 
the recommended student placements through the exclusion process. This wil l  al low 
not only an opportunity for me to reflect and improve on practice as Chair of exclusion 
panels, but to evaluate the effectiveness of the policy itself within an educational 
community. As all comments and findings have currently been received and acted upon 
in a professional and collegial sharing of knowledge within this district, I have no 
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reason to doubt any subsequent report wil l be used to instigate proactive policy 
associated with cff ective placement of alienated students 
Community action 
Fear of crime w:thin a community can be as powerful a trigger for the creation of 
public policy as the incidence of crime itself As a response to the vocal community 
outcry for the current Legislative Assembly to address the perceived crime wave in 
Western Australia, community pol icing strategies in each police district have been re­
framed as Safer WA Committees. under the umbrel la of the Safer WA Council . The 
stated aim of this council is to provide "a forum and structure for a more successful 
working relationship between government agencies, local government and the 
community on the issue of law and order" (Safer WA Background Paper, 1 998, p 2 )  
Government agencies expected to be represented at both Council and Committee lt-vel 
are the WA Police Service, Family and Children's Services, Ministry of Justice, 
Aboriginal Affairs Department and the Department of Local Government. Local 
government is represented through the WA Municipal Association, and the community 
through groups involved in community policing and crime prevention initiatives. , 1 ; 
Other government agencies such as the Education Department, Homeswest and the 
Health Department are invited to attend select Council meetings, but are expected to 
play an integral part of the local Safer WA Committee structure. Through the 
partnerships developed within the Committees, the expectation is for law and order 
issues which may have a common element across a number of different agencies to be 
largely resolved at the local l evel, with the option of referral to Council level when 
deemed beyond local resources and expertise. 
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The inter-agency partnership ( Safer WA committees) working at district Chief 
Executive Ofiicer {CEO) level planned to use their decision-making power to coerce 
action on the ground floor The expectation was for the powerful partnership across all 
community agencies to active the opening of doors to action, provide an avenue for 
more lateral thinking surrounding ut ilizing shared resources and provide alternative 
skil ls for the ground level "doers·· Of course, there was no element of choice in the 
membership of the group. as it was enforced through State legi slation Nor would there 
be any element of choice m the implementation of decisions made by this group Their 
various "doers" would follow instructions. Since the Safer WA committees were 
formed on the basis of local police districts, the chairperson of each committee was 
auto mat ical ly the District Superintendent of police. 
Most raembers of district groups had difficulty moving past the rhetoric of the 
justification for formation of the group to collaborative planning and decision making 
Institutional boundary defense took precedence over mutual refinement of shared 
ownership of the problem. In fact defining the problem beyond the abstract notion of 
improving perceptions of a safer community became a problem in itself The 
imposition of inter-agency meetings certainly provided the opportunity for ritualistic 
behaviour to build an image of col laborative responsiveness to a problem (Dawn 
Francis, 1 998). As the instigator of the meetings, the State Government maintained 
collusive power in a supposed devolution of ownership of community crime and 
perpetuation of belief in the youth/crime nexus. "Addressing youth issues" and "fixing 
truancy" were promoted as critical issues for district committees. 
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Although I did not meet the criteria for attending any Safer W A  meetings, I was 
able to interview each of the members of one committee in relation to their perceptions 
of the role of the committee. identified priorities for inter-agency action and 
expectations of potential provision of a safer community All the district committee 
members I spoke to identified these issues as the focus for collaborative action (and the 
solution to community crime) Once again the study became an integral part of local 
policy in action. I was able to influence the committee's  perceptions of the local 
truancy problem by tabling a confidential detailed statistical analysis of district non­
attendance (truancy and suspension) data which placed local data into a broader 
perspective. Although all members of the committee thanked me for placing 
(reducing?) the local truancy problem within a State, national and international 
perspective, the uncomfortable outcome of the intended broadening of perspective was 
an even more justified focussing of district resources on reducing/removing the now 
clearly identified minority of offenders. Although suggested strategies for inter-agency 
action came under the rubric of intervention/prevention. there was an implicit punitive 
focus to the proposed actions. Madelaine Grumet ( 1 999) described such demagogy 
supporting accountability as a political and economic moment to be attacked and 
demystified. I suspect the attempts to calm the law and local order accountability 
demagogue and demystify truancy had simply provoked more focused community 
reaction by powerful inter-agency policy makers. 
As the creation of this local policy is still very much "in action·· l cannot report 
outcomes, only actions muted as worthy of the group's consideration. Each of the 
agencies involved already had policy in action, some of which clashed in both 
philosophic and ethical perspectives. For example, one shire within the district was 
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funding and supporting a range of inclusive drug/graffiti prevention stralcgics run by 
associated youth groups intent on raising the (positive) profile of youth within the 
community and providing recreational activities In direct contrast, another shire within 
the district was placing a $300 bounty on local graffiti artists Y ct another shire claimed 
to have solved the youth crime/drug/truancy problem within their boundaries through 
sponsoring of various youth support groups The shire omitted to mention that there 
was no longer a secondary school catering for compulsory aged students within their 
boundaries. hence a significant reduction in the potential for local truancy problems 
The prescribed focus of these potentially powerful inter-agency committees is "to 
increase the safety and security of [ community members] at home. at work and in public 
places" 1 8. For at least one district, achieving this outcome is agreed to be dependent on 
the ability of the committee to instigate measures aimed at controlling tiuancy and 
related youth problems. Setting and policing the boundaries of ownership of the truancy 
problem therefore provides opportunities for collaborative intervention strategies to be 
jointly resourced and implemented by the decision makers working at district Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) level. It also provides the opportunity for collusive definition 
and enforcement of grass-roots action to meet accountability criteria imposed from a 
legislative framing of youth (truants) as instigators of crime and violence. 
Summary 
Public policy is usually created to address a perceived social problem in the most 
effective, pragmatic way. The enactment of any policy will be affected by the local 
framing of the perceived problem and the extent to which the particular policy is 
considered to address the need for the local experts to justify action. Within a school 
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community. justification for action to control non-attendance is dependent on local 
definitions of truancy and disruptive/dangerous behaviour Powerful images of vil lains 
and victims are perpetuated through these collective understandings of difforencc.  
providing collusive justification for disciplinary action Policy r esponse to these needs 
is the use of panels, incorporating notions of inter-agency and community collaboration 
within an expectation of voluntary participat ion and wil l ingness to adapt 
Attendance Panels are the least punitive of the policy reactions to non-attendance, 
with at: parties mediating the student 's re-integration into the education system 
Elements of collusive ritual permeate this inter-agency act, as all stak�holders play thei r 
various roles in persuading the student to consider change Panels are more l ikely to 
address the needs of younger truants, with no apparent difference in the proportion of 
male and female truants appearing before Attendance Panels Issues of recidivi sm and 
the inherent difficulties faced by a student attempting to change entrenched patterns of 
absenteeism and return to school after a prolonged absence leave l itt le room for 
optimism for students, their parents or the panel members. 
There is an assumed deterrence factor associated with initiating court proceedings 
against either a truant or their parent, especially given the implications for the Education 
Department if a case is lost. Differing concept frames of the role of the School Welfare 
Officer indicate a shift in expectation of threatened court action to be other than an 
effective avenue of collusion, although there is still a l ingering notion within most 
districts of the School Welfare Officer as the locally defined legal expert . Within this 
framing of their role, most School Welfare Officers continue to exploit the collusive 
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nature of their power. justifying their action as the only deterrence factor left within a 
resource-deprived position 
Students who have been rejected by their school for behaviour reasons arc faced 
with a selection process for alternative educational settings In most cases. an advocate 
acts on the student ' s  behalf, with varying reasons for wanting to be ' rewarded' with one 
of the rare placements. Most candidates are male, fitting the image of del inquent, with a 
history of behaviour and/or violence problems There is a tendency for such programs 
to be seen as dumping grounds for difficult students, with mere truants rarely taking 
priority as they are considered in danger of contamination Educational outcomes are of 
secondary importance in most of these programs, as life skil ls and employment skil ls 
are the focus of wider accountability 
Exclusion panel decisions are inevitably a compromise between meeting the needs 
of the school who has chosen to exclude a student, and ensuring maximum opportunity 
for the student to re-engage in an educational program, all under the rubric of ensuring 
justice. The student's behaviour is not the only object for panel scrutiny . The school 
student services team (and the associated administrative stafi) arc also open to question 
and accountability, often to their great surprise. Again, candidates for exclusion are 
almost predominantly male behaviour problems diagnosed as ADHD. Questions of 
rights of appeal and perpetuation of the dominant education institution voice are raised. 
as is the question of profoundly unequal outcomes for some students when supposed./ 
offered an opportunity to present a case counter to the documented school version. 
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The powerful  community belief in the youth/crime nexus cannot easily be 
mediated, especial ly  through legislative insistence on inter-agency ownership of locai 
problems associated with perceptions of a safe community Onct.: truancy has been 
framed as an indicator of further criminal behaviour. the collusive power of community 
committees to initial and enact local policies to target their non-attendance (and out of 
!;Choo! activiti es )  can be justified through lateral combinr.uons of t!x ist ing regulatory 
frameworks. with potentially devastating effect The impact of these non-attendance 
policies on indigenous students and their famil ies will be explored in the next chapier. 
laying bare disturbing questions of equity. inaction and marginalisation through 
supposedly equal application of justice The promise and legislative commitment to 
provide .. an education for all" in compliance with the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child is posed as a rhetorical solution to culturally conflicting notions of 
attendance and behaviour not yet addressed by current societal "forms and norms .. 
---- ---· -- �--� 
Notes for Chapter Six: 
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1 Sec Chapter Five for particular catc..-gorics of suspension 
: Attempts to resolve pomis of conflict surrounding differing pcrspccuvcs of the Home 
Schooling quc..-stion have been addrc..-ssed by the School Education Act 1 999 
' Section l 6 of the Education Act of W cstcm Australia ( 1 928) 
� Sections 1 7  A and I 78 of the Education Act of W cstcm Australia ( 1 928) 
� The new School Education Act 1 999 has tried to address this problem by mst1gatmg a fine for 
not remaining at court long enough for the case to be heard .Section 37( I )b) 
6 This program worked on a staff/ student ratio of at least I 6. rctlectmg the ratio used an 
juvenile detention centres. For some sessions. a full time assistant lowered this ratio to I 3 Not 
all p rograms can afford such a generous staff/student ratio. 
7 The Education Department of Western Australia categorises students at risk of alienatior. from 
their educational opportuniti�. Category 4 students arc students considered most at risk Ever} 
effort is made to ensure students in ' lower' categories arc not contaminated (increase their nsk 
factor) through interaction with 'higher' catcgof}' students. 
8 See Chapter Five shov,;ng referrals of chronic truants within a school district. No gender 
difference in the number of referrals of 'chronic' truants was evident except for Y car l 0 
Aboriginal males. 
9 See suspension profile in Chapter Five 
IO Ibid. 
1 1  Section 14 (4-6) of the Education Act of Western Australia ( 1 928) 
12 It is interesting to note that the majority of exemptions from compulsory education granted in 
South Australia between 1927 and 1 939 were for some of the highest achieving chi ldren 
(especially females), whose families needed their services and income to surlive the depression. 
An exemption was only granted to· students who had passed the Qualifying Certificate 
examination at the end of grade VII. (See Cashen's ( 1 982) study of compulsory education). 
Most of the exemptions now granted arc for students whose behaviour and attitude suggest 
mutual relief will be gained by their removal from compulsory schooling. Both reasons reflect 
current societal needs and expectations. 
13 Head Lice Fact Sheet ( 1999) produced by Disease Control Services, Health Department of 
W estem Australia. 
14 Section 20G (Regulation 35) of the Education Act of Western Australia ( 1 928) provides the 
process through which a child can be suspended from school. Regulation 35A provides the 
process through which a child who has been suspended for 30 days is to be referred to an 
Exclusion Panel and subsequently excluded from stipulated government schools. The wording 
in Section 20G describing expectations for behaviour 'conducive to the good order' of the 
school provides the process through which a child whose behaviour is classified as 'dangerous· 
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;ind · noknt ' can be refc.·rn.-d to the E:'lclus1on Panel without accumulating the n;qui rcd 30 days 
suspension 
' '  A d1Sproport1onatc number of exclusions m Educauon D1stnct No I dunng the penod of the 
study were for students of Abong1nal or NESP background 
1
" The dtstnct m which I chaired exclusion panels took pndc m the rapid placement of students 
excluded from school Often the prchmma� arrangements for a possible placement had been 
made poor to the panel meeting The speed at which students were relocated in an alternative 
educat1onal p lacement increased after a couple of very public (and extended} exclusion cases 
B� the time the stud} was complete. most panel dec1s1ons were activated w1thm two weeks. in  
ant1c1pat1on of the Mmistcr confirmmg the panel dcc1s1on This could not be considered 
common practice across d1stncts I was not aware of the Minister refusing any panel 
rccommcndat1ons wtthm the time frame of the stud� 
1 1  Safer WA Background Paper. 1 998. p 3 
IS  Ibid. p.4 
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Chapter Seven 
A culture of difference: 
Marginalising a minority? 
Only those acceptable stories voiced, shape our foreground . 
While the hidden, untold messages of silent stories 
Create numbness, enduring voicelessness (Huber. Whelan & Huber, 
1999). 
The cultural gulf that separates schools and most Aboriginal students has been 
identified through research for at least a decade, as has the transition from educational 
marginalisation to social deviance (Beresford & Omaji, 1 996; Gale, 1 990). The strong 
link between disadvantage, alienation, resistance to education, suspensions and 
exclusions has long been presented as research knowledge 1 , with local versions of this 
knowledge dependent on the demographics of schools and their communities. For 
indigenous families and for culturally sensitive educationalists, this has been private 
knowledge for generations. Several of my teacher participants described their 
frustration in attempting to negotiate Aboriginal family/community links within a 
school community entrenched in cultural notions of deficit and difference. Individual 
attempts by culturally sensitive and proactive teachers were described as "stymied by 
lack of resources policy requirements". Pockets of best practice cannot compete with 
more pervasive indifference or resistance to change. 
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The media play a crucial role in the development of collective (cultural) 
understanding of the issues associated with the indigenous problem The images 
portrayed provide a constant blurring of the boundaries of private and public knowing, 
of representations mediated to meet our subjective knowing of social phenomena. 
merging the virtual and the real, the fictive and the documentary2 As I have already 
argued. the defining of these boundaries of knowing, as with boundaries of bt · .:mging 
and ownership. have the potential to exclude minority voices and perpetuate g ·ossly 
skewed outcomes whilst under the rubric of punitive equity Community knowledge 
can be a powerful activator for the creation of public policy Stories of difference can 
become silent stories of social and educational exclusion, particularly for young people 
whose institutional voice has already been si lenced by current nom1s of policy 
enactment. 
Beresford & Omaj i ( 1 998) highlight the political malleabil ity of community 
knowledge surrounding definitions of deviance sanctioned by community bel ief in the 
law to provide equity, justice and truth. Their concern at the lack of (promoted) 
community outrage surrounding well documented injustices and skewed statistical 
evidence associated with Aboriginal youth and crime, is seen as 
. . .  eerily reminiscent of attitudes towards Aboriginals during the decades of 
assimilation . . .  In each case . . .  the aura of legal sanction has served to legitimise a 
process which lacks clear criminological or moral foundation. 
The assimilation laws created the myth of the 'neglected' child whose parents 
were unfit to keep it. The juvenile justice laws have created the 'mvth · of the 
deviant Aboriginal youth who requires locking up in large numbers to ensure 
public safety. Both are social creations born of racial attitudes which, if not 
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openly hosti le to Aboriginal people. arc blithely indifferent to the causes and 
effects of their disadvantage (Beresford & OmaJI .  I 998. p 222) 
This myth of the deviant Aboriginal youth compounds the dominant myth of 
endemic Aboriginal truancy and academic problems Howard Groom ( 1 995 ,  cited in 
Beresford and Omaji, 1998) points to the complexity of reasons for the high drop out 
rate (including high truancy rates) of Aboriginal students, rarely related to intelligence 
or ability. He identifies issues related to poor teacher/student relationships ( often 
including racism) and no sense of belonging in a classroom as crucial to an Aboriginal 
student's perceptions of failure . He suggests Aboriginal students feel achievement at 
school implies pressure to relinquish their cultural identity and peer acceptance. The 
school-employment myth promoted by the community in general does not deceive these 
students, who realise how few of their adolescent peers have succeeded in finding a 
good job, and thus see school as a waste of time and irrelevant in their lives. 
Unfortunately, any reactive peer group decision to boycott school attendance 
requirements, implicitly as well as explicitly reinforces public images of Aboriginal 
truants. 
In this chapter the cultural factors which have influenced popular and academic 
framings of truancy are explored within a context of the creation and enactment of 
related public policy. As much as possible, I have allowed the indigenous framing of 
these factors to be presented by my indigenous participants or through appropriate 
secondary sources also based on the voiced experience of indigenous participants.3 This 
provides an authenticity of voice and perspective to balance opinions given by other 
participant stakeholders. Culturally opposed definitions of effective parenting skills are 
considered, along with implications for the reading of school attendance. Questions are 
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posed surrounding images and incidents of drug abuse, involvement with the justice 
system and other related institutions The impact of policies associated with suspension 
and exclusion on the educational opportunities and standards of literacy are explored, 
within the punitive framing of justice. The over-arching question framed within thi s  
chapter is the extent to which non-attendance policy becomes a contributing factor in 
the continued marginalisation of a minority. 
The parenting factor 
Within the cultural fabric of those students vulnerable to alienation from 
schooling l ies the parenting factor. A child attempting to maintain regular and 
meaningful connc�tion within main�tream schooling options is extraordinarily 
disadvantaged if living within a dysfunctional home. There is, however, a danger in 
reading "dysfunctional family" as "unconventional family" . Non-conventional 
l ifestyles with a high commitment to lifestyle values (including education) appear to 
offer a child long-term protection from school failure (Garnier et al . ,  1 997). 
During my data collection I have watched and listened as households have been 
judged as dysfunctional within a (conventional non-Aboriginal middle class) belief 
system defining dysfunctional as different. Teaching staff, administrators and student 
services staff made subjective l inks between the educational potential of students and 
their supposedly dirty homes. Staff complained about the inconvenience of an ill iterate 
household with no phone. Assumptions were made by institutional representatives 
supposedly acting as advocates for disaffected youth about the extended family concept, 
the welfare mentality, the involvement with crime. Little evidence was found of an 
appreciation of the causes, incidence and effects of poverty, particularly in relation to 
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indigenous famil ies and their various l ifestyles4 Any construction of the interaction 
between 'family ' and 'crime · is confounded by the complex inter relationships within a 
family culture, as with the flexibi l ity of the notion of ' family'  Bessant, Hi l ,  Watts and 
Webber ( 1 999) describe the rigid community view of family as a means of silencing the 
voices of a social institution defined as "different" ·  
The possibility of alternative family forms and the influence of 
gender. class and ethnicity on family relationships arc rarely explored 
in detail. The sole !)arent household is regarded as deviant to the 
culturally-loaded norm of the 'complete· or ' intact' nuclear 
family . . . .  Rarely docs one get the sense that famil ies arc complex, 
interactive institutions in which power and interest play a significant 
role in detemining relationships therein (Bessant et al . ,  1 999, p.23). 
As noted in the previous chapter, framing truancy as an indicator of inadequate 
parental control has influenced creation of publ ic policy at school, community and State 
levels aimed at addressing the need to provide parent training. Such a public course of 
action is fraught with potential cultural misconceptions which can only compound 
existing cultural barriers, as Lisa Delpit ( 1 995) warns: 
Many school systems have attempted to institute "parent training" 
programs for poor parents and parents of color. While the intentions 
of these programs are good, they can only be truly useful when 
educators understand the realities with which such parents must 
contend and why they do what they do. Often, middle-class school 
professionals arc appalled by what they see of poor parents, and most 
do not have the- training or the ability to see past the surface 
behaviours to the meanings behind parents' actions (Delpit, 1 995. 
p . 1 75). 
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The intention of the Safer WA Committees was to reduce cnmc by reducing 
truancy, which was deemed dependent on increasing parental involvement m their 
chi ldren's education through recognition of their parenta: responsibi lity for ensuring 
their child 's  regular school attendance It was also assumed that a positive outcome to 
this identified goal was dependent on successful implementation of parenting courses, 
albeit culturally sensitive. 
Common sense (as wel l  as research) tells us the culture of a household, 
indigenous or otherwise, becomes a determining factor for the development of self­
confidence and the continuing education of a child5 . Generational patterns of school 
alienation (and thus truancy) develop within such a cultural context. 
The danger of narrow, ethnocentric assumptions driving any institutional 
definition of dysfunctional families was emphasised in the 1 997 report of the National 
Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their 
Families (hereafter referred to as the 1 997 ' Bringing them home' report) . The 
observation was made that cultural values often lead not only to unnecessary 
interventions but also to inappropriate reactions to indigenous children through 
misinterpretation of their home situation. 
(mis)interpretation were identified: 
The following recurring themes of 
• The implicit or explicit interpretation of extended familial 
responsibility as ' abandonment' or ' inadequate supervision' . 
o The implicit or explicit interpretation of travel to maintain familial 
and cultural relationships as ' instability' .  
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• Differences in the level of freedom and responsibi lity accorded to 
indigenous children interpreted as ' lack of supervision' or 'lack of 
control' over children 
• The cultural biases which become incorporated in assessments and 
reports may be used to justify more interventionist decisions by 
child welfare and juvenile justice [and education] agencies as well 
as decisions in relation to matters such as child remnval 
[ suspension and exclusion from schools] adoption and custody 
('Bring Them Home' report, 1 997, p .546) 
Although directly related to indigenous cultural factors, many of these 
observations could be attributed to a broader definition of deprivation: cultures of 
poverty, dependency and long-term unemployment. Being a student who is different 
matters in decision making processes in most school settings. Being culturally d ifferent 
matters even more so. 
The devastating inter-generational effect on the perceived parenting skills of 
indigenous adults who had been separated from their families through assimilation 
policies (the 'Stolen Generation') is well documented.6 For many indigenous parents of 
the current generation of school aged children, there had been no models of culturally 
appropriate parenting, leading to an increased risk of a second generation of 
institutionalised youth, either through intervention from Family and Children' s Services 
or through interaction with the legal system. The high proportion of the "stolen 
generations" with problem children of their own reported within the 1 997 ' Bringing 
Them Home' report 7manifests within any informed scrutiny of truancy, suspension and 
exclusion data for compulsory aged students.8 One of my Aboriginal participants 
provided a personal perspective of the impact of institutionalisation on family members: 
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With the stolen generation. there's a breakdown there where some 
people have never been brought up in a cultural way, learning from 
the elderly, cause in those institutions they had everything done for 
them. So they didn't learn any child rearing, caring. family structure 
l11ey didn't teach them an�1hing like that. 111c Aboriginals were doing 
all the menial tasks . There was no love shown to them by most of the 
carers . They didn 't have that fami ly upbringing So to 'give' is now 
very difficult for them My own father was taken He grew up very 
angry with the government But it made him stronger than he was 
before. He was determined to provide ever�thing he could for us kids 
Education, clothes. food . .  
But still today, because of the families who were split up. there arc 
lots of families who can't function because the parents haven't  been 
taught that child rearing process within the Aboriginal culture. It 
hasn't been modeled, passed down through the generations . . .  It· s the 
breaking down of that family structure that has made an impact. My 
cousin was taken, as was her mother. Now when she came out and 
stayed with our grandmother and some other family members, she 
couldn't do none of the things my other cousin from the countl)· could 
do. She couldn't cook, or hang clothes on the l ine, or nothing! She 
couldn't make a damper or a stew. She had never been taught. So 
there was no learning from the ciders . So I became the teacher. Life 
skills, family skills, our cultural way of life. That is the support 
systems. 
The following extracts from the 1 997 'Bringing them home' report illustrate the 
impact of institutionalisation on parenting skills, assumed to subsequently impact on the 
current generation of compulsory aged students as behaviour management problems. 
The fears of these parents can translate as perceived (and actual) lack of discipline and 
protection for their children. Overtly, these reactions to their child' s (mis)behaviour are 
usually read at the school level as poor parenting, or even lack of interest in their child ' s  
education. Many of these parenting issues, as well as the (mis) interpretation of parent 
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i ntent, also relate to non-indigenous parents who survived a trarJmatic childhood, as 
i l lustrated earlier by the Fami ly and Chi ldren ' s  Services Educat ional Officer and the 
School Welfare Officers. The following voices of Aboriginal parents provide a broader 
context within which to negotiate the concepts of discipline and parenting 
A lot of people think rm very. very easy on my chi ldren I don 't 
smack them because 1 really used to get belted. A lot of people think a 
smack's not going to hurt them but I just remember it as a child, you 
know. They've got a lot of spirit in them and I won 't knock it out of 
them. I just won't  knock an)thing out of them that 's in them already 
like I had it all knocked out of me9 . (Bringing Them Home.  1 997. 
p.224) 
I have a problem with smacking kids. I won't smack them. I won't 
control them. rm just scared of evel)thing about myself. I just don't 
know how to be a proper parent sometimes. I can never say no. 
because I think they're going to hate me. I remember hating (foster 
mother) so I never ,vant the kids to hate me. I try to be pi.:rf ect. io 
(Bringing Them Home, 1 997. p .225} 
I have six children. My kids have been through what I went through. 
They've been placed. The psychological effects that it had on me as a 
young child also affected me as a mother with my children. I 've put 
my children in . . .  home when they \\ere little. History repeating itself. 
1 1(Bringing Them Home, 1 997, p .228) 
The interplay of these factors can be seen in the following stories of parents 
struggling to negotiate peer pressure, coping with difference, and their own l imited 
educational background to encourage their adolescent children's  continued education. 
The women happen to be Aboriginal . Admittedly, some particular ethnic factors impact 
on the educational opportunities for their children, but many of the issues can be read as 
universal. For parents and educators alike, history screams as they endeavour to defeat 
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its power to coe1 �e For most parents, the sense of helplessness overrules any shame 
factor when riding out a chi ld ' s  reject ion of and by societal norms Cultural factors sti l l 
impact on the potential to break the generational truancy cycle, particularly when 
generations within the same household have discovered the fal lacy ( or at least the 
selective nature) of the schooling equals employment myth. 1 2  
Colleen i s  a Nyungah woman who has taken a proactive role i n  promoting the 
education of her people Her story i l lustrates the complexity of the problem of 
establishing any continuous education for the indigenous population in  Western 
Australia. As a minority group, their rates of truancy and i l l iteracy are reported to be 
disproportionately high. The Task Force on Aboriginal Social Justice (Daube, 1 994) 1 3  
found that 2 1  per cent of  Aboriginal students aged between six and 1 4  years ( i . e .  of 
compulsory school age) were not attending any Austral ian educational institution. 
Aboriginal students make up 5 per cent of the total Austral ian school population, 
but are reported to provide 30 per cent of the total number of truanting students in all 
Australian government schools. As already described in Chapter Five, in my local 
study of 30 000 compulsory aged students, I found 1 7. 8  per cent of Aboriginal high 
school students were described as chronic truants (including 27 per c_ent of Year 1 0  
Aboriginal students). 1 995 Monitoring Standards in Education sampling data showed 
that literacy l evels of Aboriginal students are approximately 20 per cent lower than the 
Western Australian state mean in Years 3, 7 and 1 0. 14 Students' results in 1 998 
benchmark testing for Year 3 l iteracy standards in Western Australia showed 65 per 
cent of Aboriginal children performing below standard in reading, compared to 20 pir 
cent of all Year 3 students. Given the potential clouding of Aboriginal student 's  literacy 
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potential through inappropriate standards and testing, the literacy problem for 
Aboriginal students remains a priority for educational institutions 
As with many mature-aged Aboriginal students {particularly women), Colleen is  
taking advantage of funded access to renewed educational opportunities, becoming a 
role model for her children So far, only one of Colleen' s  six children has shown any 
interest in completing their compulsory education, or returning as adults to any form of 
continued education, despite the positive role model she presents Currently, her two 
youngest children are labeled as chronic truants and are being integrated into alternative 
educational programs. One of her older sons has just been released from a short time in 
detention. Her pre-school granddaughter is living with her at the moment . Her story is 
one of personal growth mingled with disappointment and frustration at her inability to 
motivate her children to take a more positive approach to their lives 
Colleen 's story. 
I loved my schooling. I got to Y car 9. but I didn't do much 
schoolwork, because I was always in sport. Fell pregnant as soon I left 
school, and then I just about looked after kids after that. I didn't think 
about going back to school until I was in my thirties. I 've been going 
to TAFE for nearly 4 years no,v. It's really good. You know, I was 
really the kind of person that would just sit down and take it, before. 
If someone would say boo to me I'd jump. But as soon as I started 
going to T AFE, I really learn to speak out. 
We all grew up in the country. Dad was a shearer and we were 
moving from p lace to place. When I was growing up there was no 
such thing as coloured, and Aboriginal people. I didn't even know I 
was Aboriginal until I come to Perth. Soon as you come to the city, 
it's just terrible. You got a bit of colour in you and that's it. I mean, 
one of my kids went to school, to primary school when we'd only just 
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moved to Perth . When they found out she was coloured they picked 
on her all the lime She was only m Y car I II was Just really terrible 
Sec, when I first came here. I didn't know nobody I'd Just go 
shopping and be a good mum I hardly cook now They want to cat. 
they know how to cook 1l1at's the way I am now That · s the way it's 
happened smce I went to T AFE Oh, ych, 1t' s good. but it's not 
because of the kids. it's because of me I say to the kids. from now on 
I 'm doing cvcf}thing for myself. not for youse. I've done a first aid 
course. and computers. and I've done most things I want to do At the 
moment I'm going for my truck l icense. 
t·d like to get a Job But it 's hard to leave the house. now The kids 
just don ·1 want to go away from me. My daughter doesn't go out I 
know she should be at school, but she stays home and watches TV . 
The boys are just the same, too. You know, they won't go out and 
leave me. And the l ittle one is here. They love to be with their mum. 
but they're pushing me. pushing me. I don't l ike being tied down like 
that. You can't do this. and you can't go out to meet your friends for 
dinner and that. Got to be stuck aro1,nd here all the time. Y ch. I Just 
don't know what to do with them. I tel l  them they're stupid. What's 
wrong with going back and getting an education, going back to school 
and getting a good job? But they won ·1. They keep asking me what 
I 'm doing it for. 
My daughter, in primary school she was an A one student, you know? 
She got awards after awards, year after year, and she never missed a 
day at school. Halfway through Y car 8 her brother got taken down to 
the detention centre and that really knocked her around a bit, and then 
she spent about 6 weeks, on and off, going to school and vef}· 
depressed like me. Yeh. I just don't know what to do with her. l sa� 
to her, ••If you don't want an education then that's your problem. 
You'H regret it". I don't push my daughter or anything. 1 won·t do 
that. As I said, I left school at Year 8, 9 and I regret it. I think it's 
mainly the Aboriginal kids and the kids who are less fortunate and that 
have less money who leave school early . . . .  
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The boys, as soon as they got to high school, they took a couple of 
days off and then didn't bother going back I'd wake them up m the 
morning ready for school, and they just didn't go When my youngest 
boy went to high school one of the teachers picked on him and he 
didn't like getting picked on at school .  He's the kind of person who 
hits first and asks questions afterwards The teacher picked on him for 
not wearing a white shirt to school .  He didn't have a white shirt And 
they suspended him from school And, um. he just didn't go back 
When one of my boys started missing school I had to go and find out 
myself. But. no. the school didn't care. The kid missed school for half 
a day and they didn't even notify me. No one notified me. TI1e school 
didn't worry about it or nothing. I didn't know who to contact . It's 
only recently since the School \Velfare officer has been around that, 
you know, I knew who to contact. 
So I've had some support lately. but only because I've been pestering 
about getting my son some work ski lls .  Football might be a good way 
to go, if he can get into it. They often find ways of getting jobs for the 
players. I've been trying to get him into school, get him into this and 
that, and he doesn't seem interested. If his friends don't go. he won ·1 
go. That peer pressure is really strong. That's what started it at high 
school . 
So if I hadn't been pushing, pushing myself, nobody would have done 
anything. If I hadn't been going to TAFE, well, you don't know 
nothing. The lady there suggested a few things, been really good to 
talk to. And I used to talk to the School Welfare officer i f  anything 
happened. She's pretty good. We've done the Panels and things. 
Dicbt't help much, except to push to get some other place for my kids 
to go to school. They're at these alternative schools now. Not my 
idea of an education, but I don't pressure them no more. If they don ·1 
want to go, they don't go. I get up at half past seven and hassle them 
up for school, but rm not going to growl at them. As far as I 'm aware 
they are going to school. No-one's rang me and told me they haven't 
been. 
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I hope they sort themselves out They need to get a hfc for 
themselves It didn't take my other son long to sort himself out. 
though But it was a hard lesson He was Just as bad as the other one 
about going to school Hi.: was two years of hell Totally hell I didn't 
know what to do. who to go to He wouldn't go to school. started 
carrying on at home I was real depressed, Cl)'tng all the ume I rang 
Juvenile Justice up. and they said there was tMthmg they could do 
because he wasn't one of their clients Seems until you 've been m 
trouble. no-one wil l  help I was talking to the lady over at T AFE. b111 
there was nothing I could do. So he got mto strife and went off to the 
detention centre And that turned him around He can't wait to get 
back mto school now, you know. cause he's been msidc. done his 
time, and that was the lesson he needed. Cause he learned his 
woodwork in there, and passed his dnver's l icence in there, and done 
everything ·what he was supposed to do. That's how he got off on 
good behaviour. 
I was lost when that happened Lost. Because he was really close. 
We get on really well .  I missed him. We used to go and see him on 
weekends and that. My daughter really reacted. she was very close to 
him. Shi; crawled back into a little hole. and she wtu.1ldn't say nothing 
to anybody, she wouldn't talk. It really impacted. My other son wasn't 
so bad, cause he had his mates and was smoking dope and so on You 
know, it was a big shock for the family. It's a hard way to learn a 
lesson. A hard way. Well I thought that might have woken the other 
kids up, but it didn't. 
Can I see any light at the end of the tunnel? Nup, nup. None at all. 
Sad? Yeh, well. I went to an ASSPA1 5  meeting last week and I said if 
you don't get any parents' cooperation, you don't get anywhere. We 
have about 60 Aboriginal students at the high school. and we don't get 
any Aboriginal parents at the meeting, only me They're not interested 
in their kid's education. You'd better believe it. If they were 
interested, why aren't they there? We get $ 120 per student to spend on 
homework classes and that. Do you think the parents come up and ask 
for help? We get about $25 000 a year for ASSPA committee, and the 
parents don't come so we don't get to use it. So at the end of the 
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financial year. it just goes back We set up homework classes for 20 
or 30 students. Do they tum up'' Nup We only get about 5. They 
start the home work classes in primary school It's not as if it's seen as 
embarrassing to do something after school, because they play a lot of 
sport. We got girls who play football with the boys - they're 1 3 , 1 5  
They play after school . You should sec them - they have fun! I don't 
know. 
I don't think it would be any different if there were Aborigmal 
teachers there. The parents have got to get involved more. When we 
have a P&C 16 meeting with the white kids, you get lots of parents 
there. I think the Aboriginal parents just won't come. They're just not 
interested. Beside, they didn't have an education when they was 
young, so why should they go back into the school .  They' re like the 
kids, they feel uncomfortable in the school, because it's a power thing. 
Going into the school, it s hard for them. When I first went into 
T AFE it was like that. I was like a little pup. Real lost, tail between 
my legs, trying to get in, find your way through. I'm over that since 
I've been to TAFE. But I don ·1 think there's l ight at the end of the 
tunnel. 
»« 
Another of my Aboriginal participants provided a context for the complex 
expectations of resolving truancy and crime by addressing the parenting factor. As an 
educational administrator, she considers that truancy is a cultural problem, and won't  be 
addressed by any panel or court action, and certainly not by fining parents. 
Education is not top priority with quite a few people out there. I 'm not 
going to say the majority. Their life style is drugs and alcohol. And it's 
very bad out there. And we're silly to say that it's not. But it doesn't 
mean they do anything wrong. For people who are unemployed or on 
the pension, it's their only way of life. And if they could have drugs 
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24 hours a day then they would have it So, the money goes, getting 
kids to school is not seen as important, because you just sleep in, then 
there's no time. There's very l ittle money for people on pensions. A 
lot don't have transport, and like I say, they prioritise different things. 
So if you really want to help the kid, don't say for another I O  years, 
oh the parents must take rcsponsil)l lity. We know thcy'n.: not going to, 
because the parents arc too entrenched. So, it's bigger than the school 
ISSUe. 
In answer to the community question "How can we prevent crime?" the Select 
Committee on Crime Prevention in Western Australia (Nicholls, I 998) proposed a three 
stage focus for community and interagency crime prevention strategies: primary, 
secondary and tertiary. Intervention strategies proposed for the primary stage were 
intended to focus on broad physical and social aspects of crime prevention, with 
"offering all parents advice on being better parents" a high priority for effective focus of 
resources (Nicholls, 1 998, p. l ). 
From my conversation with a local Member of the Legislative Assembly, personal 
recognition, was given to the need to take a careful approach to teaching better parenting 
skills. Proactive, extra-curricula intervention strategies were planned to engage 
families. However, there was stil l  a lingering reluctance to admit the full impact of 
Beresford's  ( 1 998) warning that Aboriginal parental failing can largely be attributed to 
the practice of forced removal of Aboriginal children from parents 1 7 • These practices 
have had a lasting impact on all aspects of family life and educational patterns by 
breaking traditional family bonds and leaving many chi ldren (who are now parents 
themselves) with little or no understanding of the concept of family or regular 
schooling. The parenting factor in marginalised Aboriginal educational opportunities is  
far too complex to be addressed by altruism or compul sion. 
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The drug factor 
The presence of drugs in any youth culture associated with school or recreation is 
no longer merely a question. Adolescent perceptions of risk behaviour at school 
reported by Zubrick et al. ( 1 997) indicated 1 7  per cent of students involved in drug 
usage and 1 3  per cent involved alcohol consumption before and after school. The 
current dilemma surrounding heroin trials in Australia could be seen as an indication of 
the le\ el of community concern and resistance to legally reconstructing the drug 
problem as a health problem 1 8 .  
It is interesting to note the focus on non-Aboriginal middle-class youth in the 
current media presentation of the public outcry surrounding the reported dramatic 
increase in drug related deaths. The public panic surrounding heroin related deaths of 
young addicts is predominantly framed in terms of the tragic waste of good' kids gone 
wrong (The West Australian, 1 999, July 8. Top police move on heroin death; . The West 
Australian, 1 999, July 1 8 . Kellie's freak death� The West Australian, 1 999, July 1 8 . 
Society failed Kellie; The West Australian, 1 999, July 24. System failed dead girl 
(Courtney):grieving parents. From model student to suspected overdose death in five 
months). Concurrently, the glue-sniffing (and speed taking) activities of Aboriginal 
young people are continually reported in conjunction with their involvement in car 
chases and other criminal activities (The Sunday Times, 1 999, July 1 8. Fagin crime gang 
swoop. Police claim kids paid with drugs; The West Australian, 1 998, August 22. Boy 
13  detained over car theft; The Weekend Australian, 1 999, July 24. In the outback, the 
smell of death pours from a petrol can). Any sympathetic media presentation of the loss 
of potentially talented Aboriginal youth addicted to substance abuse appears limited and 
muted. 
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The prevalence of substance abuse by school aged children is wel l recognised in 
research and community knowledge 19. In the experience of my younger participants 
(particularly Aboriginal students), drugs and violence are now simply part of the school 
culture. This phenomenon was not necessarily acknowledged by school staff with 
whom I interacted, and certainly not accepted as a school cultural phenomenon to be 
addressed in other than a punitive manner by implementation of regulatory means of 
excluding the problem, as described in the previous chapter. As already indicated, most 
students with drug problems become candidates for suspensions and school exclusion. 
Substance abuse is a major feature of the subculture of urban Aboriginal youth, 
both manifesting and perpetuating their marginal ised lifestyle (Beresford & Omaj i ,  
1 996, 1 998). Subsequent dependency on an increasing range of both legal and i l legal 
substances often provides the trigger for Aboriginal youth to become involved in crime. 
Most adolescent Aboriginal young people involved in substance abuse come from the 
poorest socioeconomic groups; more specifically from dysfunctional families where 
domestic violence and alcoholism are common20. Although my point in this chapter is 
to show the impact of policy reaction to such issues as a means of perpetuating the 
limited interaction of Aboriginal young people in educational and employment 
opportunities, there is a danger of romanticising the marginalised minority. The 
criminal and violent behaviour of some young Aboriginal students described in Chapter 
Four illustrates Beresford & Omaji 's  ( 1998) caveat that 
While it is very difficult not to see these young people as victims of 
broader social injustice, they are by no means helpless 
victims . . . .  Crime is a source of pride for many within their own 
subcultural group (Beresford & Omaji 1998, P.224). 
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The problem of substance abuse amongst Aboriginal children is not restricted to 
adolescents. Glue-sniffing is becoming ;ncreasingly prevalent amongst Aboriginal 
primary school students, who are equally likely to engage on a daily basis once engaged 
in the habit2 1 . The resultant high is almost immediate, but short l ived. The excitement 
and euphoria experienced is enhanced by the group nature of the activity (often a 
sibl ing group activity), giving a social isation focus to the abuse which over-rides any 
notions of regular school attendance. Older Aboriginal adolescents are reported to 
prefer more expensive, more addictive drugs, also more inclined to provide the 
confidence for crim(nal activity to feed their addiction 22 
To provide an Aboriginal perspective to the problem of substance abuse by 
Aboriginal youth, I asked several Aboriginal Education Officers to comment . I have 
chosen the following conversation with 'Glenys' to i l lustrate key issues raised in al l my 
conversations with adult Aboriginal participants. 
Glenys expounded the issue of drugs and Aboriginal truancy, more from personal 
experience within her Aboriginal community than from her educational administrative 
position. She saw the effects of unemployment, welfare and subsequent drug 
dependency on young Aboriginal people and their education. As with Donnison ( 1 998, 
p.10), she reminds us that "we all live in a grey world of uncertain virtue", where 
secure jobs are "a basic requirement for self respect and crime prevention". 
I think the Aboriginal non-attendance problem will continue to grow. 
The reason why kids truant is shifting in the last IO  years. Now, it's a 
drug problem. The drug issue is bigger than people realise. Substance 
abuse of some sort. Prior to that it was just alcohol, but now drugs are 
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rife in a lot of families. For the majority it's just dope, but for a lot it's 
gone much further. The kids arc starting at 1 5, or younger. And their 
role models arc their parents, sisters and brothers. Now what chance 
have they, but to follow? It's not just drugs . It's the situation in the 
homes. And with unemployment, there's not a lot else to do. And 
let"s not pretend it's all bad, because the life style is great! Especially 
for adults. 
High school kids enrolled at a school arc entitled to Abstudy 
payments, so in my experience most of them remain enrolled until 
they have no choice. But that doesn't mean they are enrolled locally. 
They could be enrolled anywhere iP the state. And it certainly doesn't 
mean they attend school. There are so many drugs around, and drugs 
are easy to access these days. Well, nothing's cheap when you're on 
welfare . . . .  But that's where the crime comes in, see. The dole money 
disappears pretty quickly in these households, but the kids still want 
drugs, so they go and steal or whatever to get the money. Lots of 
them have pretty shitty lives, you know, and compared to drugs, 
school is the last thing on their minds. Some of the older kids try 
training programs and so on, but by then this other culture has taken 
over and the kids just don't want to go to any form of school ing. So 
they just drop out altogether. 
Glenys again echoed France and Wiles' ( 1998) reminder that when caught in the 
poverty loop, limited educational and unemployment prospects usually follow, 
continually creating a culture of exclusion which from within appears to offer little 
chance of escape. Glenys could see the appeal, could foresee the consequences, but was 
continually frustrated by what she perceived to be inappropriate intervention strategies. 
I see the drug issue as a growing problem, because these kids arc 
currently surviving within their drug culture. Nothing is happening to 
thim. They're getting by. In most cases they're not hurting people or 
doing anything wrong, but that's their way of coping. Besides, they' re 
not getting caught. And even if they did, under 17 first offences are 
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pretty minimal, so it's a long time before they actually face a 
punishment, or arc placed in detention for it. No matter what you put 
in place, it's too late. You' l l  always save one or two kids, for 
different reasons. They might click with a certain person, or 
whatever. But the kids in detention centres arc all focused on their 
first hit when they get out. Nothing else. So sad. So the current 
Government's idea of imposing a literacy test before getting the dole 
is pointless. It's just punishing the victim. You're putting these kids 
in a shame situation again .  Lots of them will say stick your stupid 
literacy courses, we'd rather go without the extra money. We're 
surviving OK without your help. And you can 't tel l  me that getting 
adequate l iteracy and numeracy skil ls at this stage of their l ife is going 
to get them a job when there arc thousands of unemployed and only a 
couple of hundred jobs available. 
Who better to recognise the mythic nature of promises of employment than those 
who perceive themselves as excluded from opportunity. As Beresford & Omaj i  ( 1 996) 
observed of adolescent Aboriginal criminal behaviour:  
For marginalised Aboriginal youth, crime is born out of economic 
necessity, as a means of gaining peer approval and of enhancing sclf­
esteem. It is also a direct challenge to wider society assuming the 
character of a retaliation against a society in which they perceive they 
have no place (Beresford & Omaji, 1 996, p . 1 39) .  
That sense of challenge permeates Aboriginal student reactions to a sense of loss 
of place within the classroom and the broader school community, presenting as chronic 
truancy, suspension or exclusion. 
The truancy factor 
Images of difference entrenched in cultural knowledge create the "operative 
reality" in which we configure "forms and norms" and the requisite expertise to enforce 
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the correspondent "administrative reality" (Fitzpatrick, 1 992). For compulsory aged 
students, the "administrative reality" surrounding truancy involves the pragmatic 
enactment of policy outlined in the previous chapter : truancy patrols, attendance panels, 
behaviour management policies, selection panels, suspension policies, and eventually, 
exclusion panels. The power of an image to affect accepted norms of behaviour can be 
seen when truancy patterns of Aboriginal students are considered. 
The public perception of the causal relationship inherent in Aboriginal 
truancy/crime data is fed by both the media presentation of facts and immediate, local 
knowledge. School staff, locally defined as experts in relation to attendance patterns 
within their schools, give credence to this pool of knowledge, perpetuating the image 
without necessarily maintaining a contextual balance. School Welfare Officers who 
dealt directly with Aboriginal students and their absentee problems were usually able to 
provide an appropriate contextual reading of the questioli of Aboriginal students and 
truancy. Martin felt confident to speak on behalf of his colleagues, confirming opinions 
already expressed to me by other School Welfare Officers and non-attendance data 
gathered during my study.23 
If we didn't have the Aboriginal truancy problem, I would say we 
would hardly have an attendance problem. City and country. I think 1 
can speak on behalf of every other SWO in the state when I say the 
Aboriginal problem is getting worse. We are actually going 
backwards. How do you fix poverty and sickness and all that sort of 
thing? These people haven't got a sense of belonging and the culture 
that goes with it, and it impacts all the way down the line on the kids. 
The problem is too big for us to fix. Look at all the days these kids 
have off. 50 days. 80 days. And that's the big proportion of kids I 
work with. The most common issues I deal with are families leaving 
home for extended funerals, or the kids leave home. It's their culture. 
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The family goes down to Perth and stay for a couple of months. You 
and I would hav�i an afternoon off to go to a funeral . They go for a 
week. Or they gr,t up there then the car's broken down so they can't 
get home because there's no money to repair it. 
Having developed an appreciation of the counter-productive nature of legal (and 
regulatory) intervention in such cases, as well as the time and resource consuming 
aspects of such strategies, Martin has taken the opportunity to implement his locally 
defined expertise to expedite change. He has created his own version of Fitzpatrick's 
( 1 992) "exemplary model" in an attempt to counter the commonly held view of the 
pointlessness in attempting to address the local problem of truanting Aboriginal 
children. Interagency action within a local community offers him a chance to negotiate 
responsibilities within a common configuration of the real. 
I 've started having meetings every 3 weeks v.�th FCS 1 and the Health 
Department to do case work with the families. A lot of these issues 
are not the school 's problem, so we're going to try to reduce all this 
truancy and trauma. Work hard on it. And we don't want police 
officers in on it, really. What's a police officer going to do about 
families going to funerals .  I went to sec a family last week who've 
been to five family funerals in the last six months! These people are 
always going to funerals. You might think, oh. Here they go again .  
They see me coming up the drive-way so they' l l  just say 'Oh, we've 
been to a funeral ' .  But it's true! The death rate amongst Aboriginal 
people is very, very high and because the families are all related and 
mostly live in the country, of course they're away from home a lot. 
The student voice 
Throughout the eighteen months of my study, I interacted with at least twelve 
Aboriginal students (predominantly boys) of both primary and high school age in a wide 
1 Family and Children's Services 
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range of situations. I met some of the students at alternative school settings, some 
during Truancy Patrols with the pol ice, some in their home situation and some were 
involved in either Attendance panels or Exclusion panels .  Students I met in more 
informal situations via an indigenous or trusted person gate-keeping process often 
talked for up to an hour about their plans and dreams, and particularly their perceptions 
of injustice in school and social settings. Whatever the circumstances, I found the 
students were confident talking to adults and comfortable giving me their often 
animated opinion, until I tried to formalise the participation As none of students 
became official participants, I am not able to quote their exact words, or divulge 
information compromising their identity. To represent their voice, I have chosen to 
present issues raised by the students as discussion points. In this way, the issues raised 
are either jointly held by several students, or represent an individual student 's personal 
di lemma. 
All the students indicated an embarrassment at their lack of literacy skil l s, often 
telling me they "weren't any good at school", or "the teacher thought I was dumb". One 
Year 9 Aboriginal boy trying to meet the requirements of being re-integrated into school 
refused all forms of schooling proffered to him, as he didn't l ike "the testing". Every 
attempt he made to attend a new school setting (including detention) triggered the same 
batch of diagnostic testing. He didn't need testing to tell him he could only read at Year 
2 level, nor did he need the constant humil iation. He did need some form of inter­
school (or inter-"gency) transfer of the diagnostic test results, though. From my 
observations and interactions in practical situations, the boys were very proud of their 
manual and sporting skills. The difficulties faced by these semi-literate boys in a work 
place requiring the ability to read instructions was overcome by their abil ity to work on 
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a visual and conceptual basis involving modeling processes starting from a concrete 
example. 
Most students wanted to be re-engaged within a structured learning environment 
or work skills environment, as long as their inabil ity to read was not a shame feature. 
Several students talked of a classroom being "like a factory, Miss. I can't sit there all 
day. Al l in rows." There was a very strong sense of loyalty, particularly in the broader 
definition of family. The sense of family was also indicated to me through our 
conversations surrounding looking out for siblings (especially younger siblings) and 
' family responsibility' . This loyalty was the most common provocation for fighting 
other students. The racial slur was reported as common amongst both student body and 
some staff, and was loudly given as justification for retaliation. School retaliation was 
suspension, often back-to-back. References to police brutality were frequent . 
One student described by staff as "the most quietly dangerous student at the 
school" was an avid sportsman, totally focused on his progress towards possible state 
( or higher) selection. He had clear goals and ambitions. No one at his school had 
bothered to ask him about his interests. Any interaction between the student and staff 
was predominantly focused on punitive measures. His absences from school were read 
by his teachers as truancy, with reported comments indicating poor progress through 
poor attendance, despite the poor attendance being triggered through repeated 
suspensions from school. Unfortunately, this case was indicative of most school stories 
given to me by the Aboriginal boys I met. 
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The girls presented me with a different scene, probably because of the 
circumstances in which we interacted, without the gate-keeping process labeling me as 
OK. Their responses to me were far more defensive, almost aggressive. The lack of 
interest in attending school, of being party to petty crime and taking drugs was usual ly 
explained in terms of boyfriends and bravado.  Job expectations were sometimes 
discussed. One Aboriginal girl spoke with pride of her opportunity to get part time 
work at the local Hungry Jack 's fast food outlet . 
I met several Maori students in panels, all who presented with similar problems as 
the Aboriginal students, particularly stereotyping as violent and dangerous by school 
staff I found the community categorised these students as different in the same sense as 
Aboriginal students were categorised as different. It seemed, however, that Maori 
students lacked any overt cultural support mechanisms, unl ike the support mechanisms 
available to indigenous students when faced with the punitive justice presented by the 
various stakeholding institutions. Being different but not indigenous seems a double 
burden to bear. 
District non-attendance data 
One of the resource focuses for the Education Department of Western Australia 
during 1 999 was to identify "Students at Educational Risk", partly as a response to the 
claim made by Zubrick et al. ( 1 997) that students absent from school for ten days per 
. year would be placed at educational risk24 . Since such a loose definition would 
inevitably (and expensively) define a disproportionate number of students as in need of 
extra resources, risk was defined for this focus as "more than ten days unexplained 
absence per year'', linking truancy with at educational risk. 
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In response to the centralised call for non-attendance data to identify students at 
educational risk, the education districts in which I had focused my data collection 
compiled student services data bases of information related to student referrals and non­
attendance patterns. This al lowed me the opportunity to develop a longitudinal study of 
the truancy patterns I had already observed and analysed for Education District No. 1 ,  
complementing my twelve month picture of gender and ethnicity patterns of chronic 
truancy. 
Data were to be coJlected in five-week bands, forwarded to the district office and 
entered onto the data base by district office personnel. Students with ten or more half 
day unexplained absences in the five-week period were included in the data base. Data 
indicating the number of student referrals to services such as the School Psychologist, 
the School Welfare Officer, Family and Children' s  Services, Juveni le Justice teams or 
officers, the Drug Authority, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services or the Youth 
Therapy Service were also collected and collated. A member of the school 
administrative team was expected to sign the collated data prior to its submission to the 
district office, acknowledging the accuracy of the data. Both primary and high schools 
in the district were instructed to submit to the district office a record of all students 
enrolled at their school who had ten or more half days unexplained absence within the 
five-week period. 
The following data were collected across Education District No. I during the first 
twelve weeks of the 1999 school year. For ease of comparison with the data collected 
during 19.98, I have reported all absences in terms of full days rather than half days. 
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Although this compromises the potential picture of intermittent half day absences, my 
intention was to use the same reference unit (days abst:nce per year) used to indicate 
students defined by both the Zubrick et al. ( 1 997) study and the Education Department 
as "At educational risk". For this reason, I used categories of greater than 5, 1 0  and 1 5  
days absence for my analysis of the data. 
The defining category for data col lection of ten or more half days was to be 
cumulative throughout the school year. The data do not include days for which students 
have been suspended or excluded from school . Since this was the initial five-week data 
collection period, any student who had accumulated the equivalent of five full days 
absence in five-weeks (a day per week, or 20 per cent or more of the school year) could 
potentially be defined as in the upper range of educational risk in terms of the Child 
Health Survey. Students already exhibiting absentee patterns of greater than ten full 
days in a five-week period could comfortably be defined as indicating chronic truancy 
patterns. Students with levels of absence between 20 and 39 days per year ( 1 0  per cent 
or more of the school year) were considered to be placed at educational risk. Although 
the data are only an indicator of patterns in a five-week period, these patterns reflect and 
complement patterns across four school districts, as discussed in Chapter Five. 
The level of analysis of the data at district level did not represent any 
proportional comparisons by year group for ethnicity, thus clouding the differing gender 
and ethnicity attendance patterns outlined below. Tables and graphs I shared with the 
district office staff clearly i l lustrated the issues surrounding Aboriginal non-attendance 
patterns hinted at in the 1 998 data. As I considered my study of the data to be 
collaborative with the district office staff, any analysis was shared with the District 
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Director. My intention was for my study to be of practical value to all stakeholders, 
influencing creation of policy at all levels throughout and beyond the life of the study.25 
As the focus of this chapter is identification and discussion of factors affecting 
educational and social alienatior of Aboriginal students, my discussion of the data will 
highlight discrepancies in attendance pauems, providing a statistical lens for reframing 
truancy knowledge. This was particularly evident in my highlighting to the district 
personnel the potentially misleading interpretation of district attendance patterns 
without consideration of proportional representation of data. 
Patterns emerging from the 1999 data were consistent with the 1998 data, as 
indicated in Table 12 below. (See Appendix B for a more detailed analysis of these 
data). The proportion of each primary school year group referred as truant and at 
educational risk (more than five days unexplained absence defines both categories 
within the given five-week time frame) was less than one per cent. For high school 
students, the proportions of each total year group identified the Year 9 cohort to be most 
at risk (2.49 per cent of the total Year 9 group had more than ten unexplained absences 
in a five-week period). 
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Table 12: 
Unexplained Absence in a Five-Week Period for Compulsory Aged Government 
School Students in Education District No. 1, 1999. 
Primary 
(n = 22419) 
Seconda1)' 
(n = 8302) 
Total 
(n= 30721) 
No. of Referrals 
146 
194 
340 
Proportion of Year 
Group 
(per cent) 
0.65 
2.34 
1.11 
However, when consideration was taken of Aboriginal status, the proportions 
were far greater in both primary and high school age groups (See Appendix B). Again, 
consistent with earlier findings, the proportion of Aboriginal students referred as truant 
in Year I was greater than 10 per cent. The new data indicated a similar proportion for 
Year 2 Aboriginal students, indicating a possibly growing proportion of very young 
Aboriginal students not attending school. The proportions of Aboriginal primary school 
students defined as truant peaked again in Year 7 ( 10. 13 per cent). 
The proportion of Aboriginal students defined as truant in high school in the 
1999 data confirmed and expounded the worrying non-attendance patterns indicated in 
the 1998 data. 23 per cent of Year 9 Aboriginal students were absent for more than five 
days in a five-week period. 17 per cent of the Year 10 Aboriginal student population 
showed similar absentee patterns (Appendix B). Comparisons within each year group 
clearly indicate the stark difference between the proportion of Aboriginal and non­
Aboriginal students with more than five days unexplained absence within a five-week 
period (i.e. truant and at educational risk). As Martin, the School Welfare Officer, had 
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suggested: "If we didn't have the Aboriginal truancy problem, I would say we would 
hardly have an attendance problem". This would be a very simplistic reading of the 
non-attendance patterns and of the need to identify all students at educational risk. 
Although the proportion of non-Aboriginal students is smaller, it is by no means 
insignificant, particularly for the students so defined. 
In order to determine the proportion of students in each year group who 
exhibited patterns of extended unexplained absence, I further explored gender and 
ethnicity patterns emerging from the data. Data were categorised in terms of more than 
five days, more than ten days and more than fifteen days unexplained absence within a 
five-week period. Initially I analysed the data in terms of the number of students 
referred in each year group, consistent with the district (and school) level framing of 
non-attendance. The resultant information in Appendix C highlights the alarming 
number of students in each category who had accumulated more than ten (and fifteen) 
days unexplained absence in a five-week period. 
Patterns of chronic absenteeism were particularly evident for Aboriginal boys in 
Years I and 2, and for all students in Years 9 and 10 (the last two years of compulsory 
education). Examining the data in this form illustrates the increasing number of 
students defined as at risk during their high school years. Over 30  non-Aboriginal 
students in Year 10 were absent for more than the equivalent of a day per week, and at 
least IO of these students were absent for more than the equivalent of two days per 
week. Coupled with the suspension data discussed in Chapter Four indicating the high 
proportion of boys in Years 9 and 10 who are suspended from school for more than ten 
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days per year, there is an obvious need to focus on the apparent alienation of boys 
within the education system 
Within my study I found the standard readtng of non-attendance data at district 
level (in fact at all levels within the community apart from Aboriginal administrators) 
was generally in terms of the number of students referred in each year group, translated 
to a proportional reading of the total student population. Although an indication of the 
extent of the non-attendance patterns of Aboriginal students is given within such a 
reading, it is only when the data are considered in terms of proportion that differences in 
attendance patterns become obvious, as illustrated in Figure 5 below. 
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Figure 5: Unexplained absences in Education District No. I in a five-week period 
during 1999 
The stark difference between non-attendance patterns for Aboriginal and non­
Aboriginal students at all levels of their compulsory education can be seen. Of great 
concern are the number of very young Aboriginal students with unexplained absences 
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for more than ten days in the first five-weeks of their school career, limiting their 
opportunities to cope with traditional age-related educational expectations. In response 
to my queries about this phenomenon, the Aboriginal Education Officer and the School 
Welfare Officer told me of their efforts to work with the parents to reduce the number of 
young Aboriginal students in the area who had not been enrolled for the first year of 
school. The greater proportion of Aboriginal students with unexplained absences can be 
followed through each year of primary education, culminating in the final year of 
primary school (Year 7) with a reflection of the increased absenteeism of Aboriginal 
students during high school years. 
Of particular interest and concern is the proportion of Aboriginal girls in high 
school who have more than ten days unexplained absence for the five-week period of 
data collection. Of even greater concern is the proportion of girls with more than fifteen 
days unexplained absence in this time period. As indicated in Chapter Four, the 
proportion of girls ref'!rred to School Welfare Officers over the last few years is 
increasing. The level of chronic 'truancy' amongst Aboriginal girls aged 14 and 15 
years indicated by the 1999 data (Figure 5) illustrates the trend for Aboriginal girls to 
fade out of their compulsory education. Almost 30 per cent of Year 9 Aboriginal girls 
had more than five days unexplained absences, l O per cent of whom were absent for 
more than ten days. The picture is worse for Aboriginal girls in Year 10, where almost 
20 per cent of the girls had unexplained absences for more than ten days within a five­
week period. The absentee pattern for Aboriginal boys in Year 10 presents in a similar 
way. The gradual rejection of traditional schooling by Aboriginal students can be traced 
from the initial contact with the educational setting through to puberty. 
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Attendance norms and cultural difference 
Implicit within their intermediary role with parents, schools, Juvenile Justice and 
Family and Children's Services representatives, School Welfare Officers are constantly 
negotiating fixed notions of acceptable households within culturally defined boundaries, 
forcing a questioning of personal beliefs and mediating those of their client schools 
The locally defined norms impact not only on impressions of student welfare, but also 
on levels of behavioural and attendance expectations, acting as a culling process for 
referrals to associated agencies for help. In Fitzpatrick's (1992) terms, the dominant 
image of a dysfunctional household held by those locally defined as expert (within and 
between stakeholding agencies) provides a normative function guiding action and 
establishing acceptable patterns of behaviour. 
Confronting the cultural divide when faced with different notions of punctuality 
and attendance sometimes exhibited by A boriginal students has the potential to become 
an overwhelming concern for uninitiated school administrators, especially if an 
appointment to a country school leaves the staff member temporarily isolated from 
collegial support. As visiting School Welfare Officer, Martin often has the opportunity 
to provide the requisite reality check. 
I say to them, take the blinkers off! A deputy I knew complained to 
me about some kids getting to school late all the time. I thought, here 
we go. It was her first appointment at a school where there were 
Aboriginal kids. I said to her one day. further into the year when they 
were all tired and fed up, 'Look, don't worry about these kids getting 
to school late. I go to their place at breakfast time. They're all 
scratching to eat. They'd be lucky to go to the fridge and find stuff 
there. Nobody has a wristwatch or an alarm clock to get up. And 
when they do get up, they're all trying to compete for the same pair of 
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jeans or same socks or looking for the odd shoe. They're all running 
around looking for clothes. And you· re worrying about them being 
late! Don't worry about it. They're getting to school!' She told me 
later that was the best advice she'd been given, because it was getting 
to her, sec. She'd be looking out the window every morning, getting 
the kids into the office and giving them a lecture. In the end she 
stopped all that. 
Through his professional experience, Martin was able to recreate an operative 
reality for the inexperienced deputy principal allowing her to focus on the positive 
aspects of her Aboriginal students' attendance patterns. Not all school staff have this 
opportunity and so remain locked in a framing of attendance patterns for Aboriginal 
students which does not take into account the impact of socioeconomic disadvantage on 
more traditional notions of household efficacy and punctuality.26. The social 
consequences of living in poverty impact on school attendance and achievement, often 
in counter framing of the literacy and transience outcomes. As Martin has indicated, for 
some children, non-participation in schooling was part of a broader cultural climate of 
poverty, unemployment, substance abuse and domestic violence. 
When discussing the 1999 non-attendance data with Aboriginal administrators, I 
asked for an estimate of the number of children not being enrolled for their first year of 
school. A recent example was cited of over twenty young children from a local (urban) 
Aboriginal community who had not been enrolled for the new school year. Fortunately, 
the combined efforts of the Aboriginal educational officer plus a School Welfare Officer 
addressed this problem in a very practical way. The School Welfare officer took the 
school enrollment fonns to the community, the parents enrolled the children, and daily 
transport to the local primary school was arranged for the children. Immediately the 
data from the district database took on a life: non-attendance for this group of 
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Aboriginal children certainly placed them at educational risk (if failing to begin school 
at the compulsory age determines such risk) no policy intervention could have 
addressed. 
The Aboriginal administrators showed little surprise at the data on increasing non­
attendance of adolescent Aboriginal girls, claiming approximately 40 per cent of 
compulsory aged Aboriginal girls fall pregnant and thus drop out of school system. In 
an attempt to interrupt the cultural/poverty/unemployment loop by providing the 
incentive and opportunity for these young Aboriginal mothers to continue their 
compulsory education (and to concurrently provide parenting skills), one of the high 
schools within the district has established an on-campus centre with creche facilities. 
Paradoxically, there appears to have been a snowball reaction amongst the young 
Aboriginal high school students, described by one of the Aboriginal administrators as 
"envious girls falling pregnant to join the special group". 
The proportion of Aboriginal adolescent pregnancies mirrors the proportion of 
Aboriginal boys detained by the Juvenile Justice system, perhaps becoming a female 
form of the young Aboriginal male rite of passage suggested by Beresford ( 1996). As 
with Beresford's reading of detention patterns and intentions of young Aboriginal 
males, the issue centres on the longer term impact of teenage pregnancy. Young 
Aboriginal girls face further isolation from educational opportunities and thus 
continuation of the welfare dependency culture as a result of the pregnancy. Ther� are 
no regulatory reasons for pregnancy and motherhood to exclude girls mom their 
compulsory education, however girls rarely return to school, or maintain any proffered 
distance education. 
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Beresford & Omaji ( 1998, p.265) warn us of the "potential socialisation of 
succeeding generations into ways of thinking about Aboriginal families as inferior" If 
our community defined agents of socialisation (in Fitzpatrick's ( 1992) terms "agents of 
reality") are themselves prejudiced people, they can only help to institutionalise the 
marginalisation of Aboriginal students as justifiable policy. 
The literacy factor 
Literacy is a clearly identified factor within the academic construction of 
educational disadvantage and potential for limited participation in any compulsory or 
post-compulsory education opportunities. There is a strong link between disadvantage, 
alienation, resistance to education, suspensions and exclusions, exacerbated by a 
complex web of factors which perpetuate this cycle of alienation for Aboriginal 
students, often linked to poor levels of literacy. Within such a construction of 
educational disadvantage, the truancy/social exclusion nexus could be represented as the 
consequence of failing to address the pedagogical needs of beginning Aboriginal 
learners, regardless of their age. 
Going into schools just cemented the awareness for me. I don't know 
how many kids have got to Y car 8 still reading at Y car 3 to 5 level, if 
they're lucky. They can't read. 
This conclusion was reached by many of my participants, as students, parents, 
teachers and particularly by Juvenile Justice personnel faced with forcing re-integration 
of adolescent offenders into a school system unable to adjust to the pedagogical needs 
of students who are illiterate but have no intellectual disability. Pockets of good 
practice were reported, with flexible, age-appropriate reading materials for beginning 
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(adolescent and adult) readers, but the reports were rare, and usually associated with 
alternative educational programs often inaccessible for Aboriginal students. Selection 
policies, transport expectations, motivation for students already marginalised through 
chronic truancy, suspension, interaction with the justice system and substance abuse all 
exacerbate issues of continued education. 
Many of my non-Aboriginal adult participants framed the Aboriginal literacy 
problem within a sense of hopelessness, of utter frustration with a perceived failure of 
current efforts to address the Aboriginal reading problem. The question here is perhaps 
one of boundary setting, of cultural framing, of ownership, of defining literacy Who 
owns the problem of a Year 9 Aboriginal boy whose (illiterate) mother is desperate to 
arrange his re-integration into a system he rejected several years ago, but is hampered 
by his school refusal based on embarrassment at his Year I reading age? The School 
Welfare Officer who is attempting to sensitively place the student in a progrnm? The 
principal of the student's  local high school? Distance education staff? The parent who 
arranged with the government housing authority for a transfer of her family' s 
accommodation to a new school district she perceived to off er more choice for her son's 
continued education, but denied enrolment in a suitable program because her son was 
new to the district and hadn't been processed through a feeder school? The student for 
whom re-integration into traditional schooling carries a huge shame factor? 
Home Schooling was seriously suggested as a viable solution for this case, 
addressing the compulsory notion of education, the parental aspect of educational 
ownership and providing the rhetoric for addressing the education of the child. Once 
again, legislative ownership of the literacy/truancy problem can provide an opportunity 
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for systemic denial of any social conscience. Lisa Delpit ( I 995) suggests we must be 
cautious in our framing of failure, as it reflects the ideological basis of the framer as 
much as the framed. 
Teacher education usually focuses on research that l inks failure and 
socioeconomic status, failure and cultural difference, and fai lure and 
single-parent households. It is hard to believe that these chi ldren can 
possibly be successful after their teachers have been so thoroughly 
exposed to so much negative indoctrination. When teachers receive 
that kind of education, there is a tendency to assume deficits in 
students rather than to locate and teach to strengths. To counter this 
tendency, educators must have knowledge of children's l ives outside 
of school so as to recognise their strengths (Delpit, 1 995, p. 1 72). 
Current assessment frameworks developed within a cultural discourse of assumed 
deficit and in an inappropriate timeframe often cloud the potential achievement of many 
Aboriginal students.27 The question is how to utilise this knowledge to lessen the 
impact of perceived failure in early schooling on entrenched non-attendance patterns for 
compulsory aged Aboriginal students. As indicated in the truancy data earlier in this 
chapter, there are clear indications of chronic non-attendance patterns for young 
Aboriginal students, immediately placing them at risk of in terms of literacy. 
Within any structured learning environment, there is the potential for the 
misunderstanding of the cultural ba! is of an Aboriginal student's language use, verbal 
cues, body language and response to instruction (whether educational or behavioural) to 
affect both their continued engagement in an educational program. The potential for 
such cultural miscuing to affect a student 's rejection by the school (through enactment 
of behaviour management policies) is highlighted by Beresford & Omaji  ( I 996) : 
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For a great many urban Aborigines, 'correct English' is not their first 
language. In homes. 'Aboriginal English ' ,  that is a mixture of both 
language forms, is the preferred method of communication. For 
Aboriginal youth brought down from country and remote regions of 
the State, language problems arc likely to be even more pronounced. 
Even the appointment of interpreters may not resolve the problems for 
many Aboriginal youth. The significance of 'guilt' is outside the 
experience and comprehension of some Aboriginal youth and 
language, itself, is intimately bound up with the culture of the people 
who USC it ( 1 996. p. 1 1 0). 
Without addressing the cultural framing of policy and pedagogical approaches to 
literacy, it is difficult to conceive any intervention in the seemingly inevitable path to 
educational and social alienation. There appears to be an inevitable interaction between 
literacy problems, long-term unemployment and perpetuation of welfare dependency. A 
contextual reading of current literacy policy and pedagogy seems essential if cultural 
cycles of marginalisation are to be broken. 
The Punitive factor 
Within the accepted framing of punishment as the predominant regulatory 
response of institutional interaction with young people, the "whole clanking penal 
apparatus" instigated as the available regulatory network of justification (Dennison, 
1998) is no longer merely metaphoric when associated with doing something about 
Aboriginal youth. Boundaries of problem ownership become increasingly malleable, 
accommodating the public profile of Aboriginal youth. The ideologies of dominance 
Bailey ( 1991) suggests are designed to maintain coercive control of the governed can be 
identified within an Aboriginal framing of the hegemonic lies apparently promoting 
equity of justice, but covertly perpetuating existing modes of control. As I have already 
suggested, the political malleability of community knowledge of the Aboriginal 
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problem, sanctioned by an over-riding belief in the law as a mediator of social justice, in 
fact promotes a punitive framing of injustice as institutions retract their defining 
boundaries. 
The notion of community knowledge poses the question of who defines the 
policing of community membership. Which public defines the knowing? Who controls 
the policing of boundaries? Such notions of dominance and inevitable marginalisation 
have been posed by Chan ( 1994, as cited in Waddington, 1999) in relation to the 
promotion of community policing as a solution to mediating public concern. Chan 's  
framing of community policing presents a compelling analogy for school (and other 
related institutional) policing of difference, particularly ethnic difference. 
There is not one, but many publics and policing is about dealing with 
conflicts, often between some of these publics. The reason why the 
adoption of community policing as a policy does not immediately 
solve problems between ethnic youth and the police is quite simple: 
the "community" being served by the police in community-pol icing 
strategies does not include young people, especially those who are 
judged to be "not from good homes". If the aim of the policing is to 
maintain order in the community, then it usually means the removal of 
nuisances and troublesome elements such as "youth gangs"( l 999, 
p.222). 
As explored in Chapter Five, the notion of policing implies the imposition of 
authority on someone. Waddington ( 1999) presents community policing as a strategy 
for identifying more selectively who that someone is. Once again, he provides a 
powerful analogy for the regulatory framing of avenues perhaps intending to be "more 
responsive and sensitive" but which are in fact "no less oppressive" for Aboriginal 
students. 
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. . . the more successful police officers arc in identifying those who arc 
!different], the more assuredly arc those individuals and groups 
marginalised or excluded. In other words, as the boundaries of 
inclusion and exclusion have become more fluid, police have devised 
methods of patrolling that boundary that arc more responsive and 
sensitive but, perhaps, no less oppressive (Waddington, 1 999, p.223) .  
If current practice in implementation of school behaviour management policies is  
perpetuating some form of Aboriginal exclusion, how does this action manifest itself? 
From my observations and interactions within the whole gamut of policy creation and 
implementation over an eighteen month period, I developed a heightened awareness of 
the subtlety of such practice, from selective reporting of chronic truancy, to lack of 
Aboriginal voice on panels to more punitive reactions by school staff to Aboriginal 
student (mis)behaviour. 
I found examples of both behaviour cultures identified by Harrison, Godfrey, 
Harslatt, Partington & Richter ( 1999) in their study of Aboriginal student motivation 
and retention. As with Harrison et al. ( I 999, p.6), I found a culture of overtly 
aggressive behaviour amongst Aboriginal students directed at both staff and fellow 
students, especially when racism (or perceived racism) was involved. A complementary 
culture allowed students to become invisible to the teacher through tacit refusal to 
acknowledge requests and directions. Both cultures were a means of covering student 
alienation from curricula and triggered behaviour management policies leading to 
suspension and exclusion. 
I was left with no illusions as to the reasons why Beresford and Omaji ( 1 996, p. 
181) expressed concerns about the failure of schools to seriously, and systematically, 
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address non-attendance among Aboriginal students, echoing those of the Aboriginal 
com1:unity in 1 99 1  cited in their work: 
Why arcn 't Aboriginal children who truant fol lowed up by education 
liaison officers? Arc parents notified and asked to assist in returning 
the child to school? Are the parents asked why the child doesn't want 
to go to school, or what the difficulties arc? If not, why not? 
(Aboriginal community, 1 99 l )  
I found selective reporting of Aboriginal truancy. Transience (assumed or 
otherwise) confounded attendance records. Tracking of inter-school (or system) 
transfers was totally ineffective and rarely attempted for Aboriginal children. Boys in 
their final year of compulsory education whose non-attendance warranted investigation 
were not necessarily referred to the School Welfare Officer, particularly i f  the boys had 
a history of violent behaviour and a substantial suspension record. A subtle form of 
informal exclusion was practised, a collusive solution to disciplinary and pedagogical 
difficulties. When I read through the 3 1 85 documented suspension notifications issued 
to compulsory aged students in Education District No. 1 during 1 99828, the interaction 
between suspension frequency and potential chronic truancy for Aboriginal Boys was 
evident. Although the data were potentially skewed by selective and subjective 
reporting29, there was a clear indication of Aboriginal male high school students being 
suspended by female teachers, triggering a spate of chronic truancy. 
Approximately 25 per cent of students referred to School Welfare Officers as 
chronic truants had been suspended at least once. Aboriginal students were often given 
a more severe initial suspension than non-Aboriginal students at the same school for 
similarly describe incidents. For example, the data showed at least two large ( 1500+ 
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students) high schools where the initial suspension for Aboriginal boys was ten days, in 
comparison to a two or five day suspension for non-Aboriginal boys involved in a 
similar incident. Most incidents reported against Aboriginal boys involved perceptions 
of violence and abuse towards both staff and other students. There appeared to be an 
escalating pattern of repeat suspensions within a short time frame for many Aboriginal 
boys, indicating almost back-to-back suspensions. The data suggest such a pattern of 
rejection by a school inevitably provoked chronic truancy by the Aboriginal students. 
There was an impl icit bel ief amongst stiff I spoke to that since Aboriginal boys in 
their final years of compulsory education would inevitably fade out of the school 
picture, scarce resources were "better spent on more salvageable students" . There was 
no overt expectation of retention of such students into post-compulsory education. In 
fact, the covert message given to me by several teachers/administrators was of rel ief 
when difficult Aboriginal boys finally stopped attending school. The Aboriginal girls 
simply faded out of regular schooling. The minority who presented as behaviour 
problems suffered the same informal exclusion as their male counterparts, but most of 
the chronic absenteeism evidenced by Aboriginal girls was not associated with 
behaviour problems. Some students were assiduously followed up by School Welfare 
Officers, but by far the majority were not. 
The subtle form of regulatory exclusion presented itself in all forms of panels 
associated with non-attendance policy. Attendance, suspension and exclusion panels 
inevitably have strong bias to white, middle class students, since the predominant 
membership of these panels are white, middle-class adults whose educational 
experience has been limited to traditional notions of school .  Although I found a 
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growing awareness in school districts for the need for ethnic representation on panels, 
the balance of power within the panel was inevitably skewed away from cultural 
awareness. For Aboriginal parents (as for any other minority group parent) the cultural 
imbalance in panel membership often presented an intimidating barrier in 
communications. Aboriginal students are potentially placed in a compromised justice, 
as the coercive control of dominant ideologies suggested by Bailey ( 199 1) are acted out. 
One of my Aboriginal participants presented a more damning reading of the 
Education Department reliance on panels and pragmatism to elicit equity in 
implementation of behaviour management policies. The participant could only see 
panels as a form of institutional racism with coercive intent. "It is simply covert racism 
justified by notions of treating everyone equally, which doesn't  work. All that happens 
is the practice continues to marginalise the minority". Such a personal reading of the 
equity issue for Aboriginal students is not an isolated view. The National Children's 
and Youth Law Centre, in conjunction with the National Aboriginal Youth Law Centre 
and the Australian Centre for Equity, is currently undertaking a project to determine 
why indigenous children are more frequently excluded than non-indigenous children. 
The project will respond to the concern of a range of social justice bodies about the 
direct link betwee early school leaving and participation in the juvenile justice system. 
It seems, as Chan ( 1994) suggested, the removal of perceived nuisances and 
trouble-makers becomes the focus of any policing of behaviour within school settings. I 
saw evidence of Waddington's ( 1999) suggestion that boundaries of inclusion and 
exclusion become more fluid for those judged as "not from good homes". I found little 
evidence of a more responsive and sensitive (regulatory) means of patrolling those 
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boundaries when Aboriginal students were involved. The oppression appears to be 
::.urviving, activated by constant blurring of the boundaries of private and public 
knowing of contextual issues surrounding Aboriginal students. The punitive framing of 
such pub I ic knowing can be traced through implementation of school policy. 
Summary 
There 1s little doubt that the combined effect of disadvantage, alienation, 
resistance to education, breaking school rules and sc: iool discipline is most likely to set 
up Aboriginal children for the criminal justice system. (Beresford & Omaji, 1 996). 
Within my exploration of the facton; impinging on a culturally aware reading of patterns 
of school attendance for Aboriginal students, I have illustrated the need for a heightened 
public (and particularly school community) awareness of the complexity of issues 
surrounding educating Aboriginal youth. Without addressing the cultural framing of 
policy in all stakeholding institutions, it is difficult to conceive any intervention in the 
seemingly inevitable path through educational and social alienation to long-term 
unemployment and perpetuation of welfare dependency. I found evidence to support 
Beresford & Omaj i ' s  ( 1 996, 1 998) prediction of the seemingly inevitable path to 
involvement with the justice system for an alarming proportion of Aboriginal students 
of compulsory school age. 
Aboriginal young people who perceive education to lack cultural 
relevance and schools to be unwelcoming, leave education dispirited. 
In many cases they seek the company of others in the same situation 
where criminal attitudes and activities are reinforced. The likelihood 
of this happening is all the greater in that most are either too young for 
the fonnal work force or lack the confidence and skills to easily enter 
it. To such young Aboriginals, crime is a realistic alternative 
(Beresford & Omaji, 1 996). 
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The over-arching question framed within this chapter was the extent to which 
non-attendance policy becomes a contributing factor in the continued marginalisation of 
a minority. There was evidence to indicate the marginalising impact of a legislative and 
regulatory framework based on deterrence. Violent and disruptive behaviour of a 
minority of Aboriginal students does happen in schools, prompting "war stories" 
amongst members of the school community re-creating a frightening experience and 
justifying actions taken (Waddington, 1999). This collective re-creating of a culture 
manifests as the public image of the Aboriginal student, which appears to influence 
invocation of punitive aspects of behaviour management policies on the collective 
construction of "Aboriginal student behaviour". Invoking such policy increases the 
potential for Aboriginal students to become alienated from traditional educational 
forums before developing a functional level of literacy. However, it is important to 
resist a romantic reading of the problems faced by Aboriginal students, who are not 
necessarily innocent victims. Loosely providing a caveat of cultural awareness on any 
framing of the Aboriginal truancy issue can cloud the collusive impact on regular school 
attendance of an enticing culture of dependence, or an exciting culture of drugs, 
defiance and violence. 
To maintain the integrity of providing an opportunity for an indigenous voice to 
become public in this chapter, it seems appropriate for one of my Aboriginal 
participants to provide a summary of the contex�ual issues surrounding Aboriginal 
truancy. Her brutal positioning of the role of education in the life of many Aboriginal 
children raises an awareness of the inappropriateness of the current punitive framing of 
any legislative or regulatory framework aimed at enforcing school attendance of 
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Aboriginal students. The potential for outcomes based on social exclusion to emerge 
from such framings of policy is explored in the next chapter. 
There is still a lot of truancy today at high school. Kids wag school .  
They take a day off, then a few more. But I think we have to look at 
the underlying issues of alcohol and the drugs that arc around. In my 
job [in schools] I sec it all the time. [The Aboriginal students] arc not 
alcoholics yet, they may drink but a lot of them arc on drugs . Drugs, 
alcohol and peer pressure and you not going to keep many of them at 
school. And they don't get the support from home. It's complicated. 
There's an anger and jealousy with stepfathers and mothers. All the 
usual family breakup stuff. Kids won't go home. It's hard. School is 
just not a priority. For some mums with all the alcohol problems and 
violence problems, they're only interested in survival. There's no way 
they can make education and learning a priority. 
There is the need to get the kids out of your hair when things get 
really rough, but if mum's got an abusive partner who drinks with 
mates, then mum's trying to cope with cops and drunks and its very, 
very difficult to get the kids to school. Ifs very hard to understand if 
you haven't been in the situation, but it's so difficult to keep the 
family household functioning, trying to support a couple of kids in a 
very small area. Everyone wants to talk and laugh and carry on. As a 
kid, you can 't fall asleep. Then you try and get up in the morning and 
find something to cat, something to wear. Alcoholic parents . No-one 
who really cares about you . No lunch money. Sometimes it's just 
easier for that child to be at home. Education at home is survival. 
Education at school won't fix that. It can be access ible later on, but 
survival and sorting these other issues is more important. 
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Notes for Chapter Sev,m: 
1 Select Committee of Youth affairs: Watson ( 1992); Fitzgibbon ( 1 996); Beresford & Omaji 
( I  996, 1 998); Holland, 1995 . 
2 Brown ( l 998, p.38) expands this concept in her notions of the repackaging of the young 
criminal. Sparks ( 1 992) also addresses the dialectic role of the media in both representing a 
forum for current public concerns about violence and for private encounter with public life. 
3 No distinction was made by any of my participants as to 'Aboriginal' or 'Torres Strait 
Islander·. Data collected from schools and recorded on district databases did not make this 
distinction. None of the School Weifare Officers I interviewed made this distinction. The 
distinction was never raised as an issue in any interview. 
4 Jon Altman and Boyd Hunter explore different framings of indigenous poverty in Fincher & 
Nieuwenhuysen 's comparitive study in Australian Poverty then and now ( 1 998, p.225) . 
5 See Graham and Bowling ( 1995). 
6 See 'Bringing them home' ( 1997), the Report of the National Inquiry into the Separation of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their Families. Also, Beresford and Omadji 
( 1 996, 1 998). 
7 Ibid, p.225 . 
8 See truancy and suspension data discussed in Chapter Five. 
9 Ibid, p.224: Confidential evidence 629, Queensland: WA woman removed as a baby in the 
1 960 's and eventually fostered at 1 0  years. 
1 0Ibid,p.225 : Confidential evidence 529, New South Wales: woman fostered as a baby in the 
1 970's. 
1 1  Ibid, p.228: Confidential evidence 444, New South Wales: woman removed at 4 years and 
suffering sexual abuse in one foster home and emotional abuse in the other. 
12 Beresford & Ornaji ( 1996) comment on their findings supporting the generational cycles of 
Aboriginal offenders. They reported finding the majority of Aboriginal youth in detention 
concurrently had a close family member in detention. 
13 As cited in Fitzgibbon (1996). 
14 Aboriginal Education Operational Plan 1997-1 999: EDW A. 
15 Only Aboriginal parents attend Aboriginal Student Support and Parent Awareness (ASS PA) 
meetings. 
16 Parents and Citizens 
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17 The personal opinions expressed by the MLA responded to local cultural issues within the 
electorate. 
18  The Institute of Medicine ( 1 997) publication 'Dispell ing myths about addiction' discusses the 
major health problem created through addiction across a diverse age group, including school 
chi ldren. 
19 Zubrick ct al. ( 1 997); Beresford & Omaj i ( 1 996, 1 998); Nicholls ( 1 998). 
20 Beresford & Omaji ( l  996), p . 1 36. 
21 Beresford & Omaji ( 1 996, 1 998) and the 'Bringing them home' report ( J 997) 
22 Ibid. 
23 Sec Chapter Five 
24 Zubrick et al. ( 1 997, p .24) claim students who had 9 or more days of unexplained absence 
from school were more likely (odds ratio 3 :  I )  to be performing below age in overall academic 
competence, than those who had lower levels of, or no, unexplained absence. 
25 Later in the school year I was told that the suspension rate had halved at some schools 
identified through my data analysis and shared with the District Director. I have not been told 
what alternative measures were undertaken within those schools. I do know that the incentive 
for schools to reduce their suspension rate is triggered by the District Director making the 
suspension rates of each school public at district level meetings with principals. 
26 Angela Devlin ( 1 996) Criminal classes. Offenders at school.) found many of the adult 
prisoners she interviewed for her study of British prisoners recounted incidents where the 
principal at their primary school had influenced and intervened to help counter prejudice. The 
prisoners also claimed this source of protection disappeared once they entered high school. 
27 For a detailed study of factors affecting young Aboriginal students' literacy achievement, see 
Hunter & Louden { I 999) and Hunter ( 1 999). 
28 See details of suspension data in Chapter Five. 
29 This notion was explored in Chapter Five. 
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Chapter Eight 
Cultures of exclusion:  
Re-framing public policy 
If the doors of perception were cleansed everything would appear to 
man as it is, infinite. 
For man has closed himself up, till he secs all things thro' narrow 
chinks of his cavern. 
Will iam Blake 1 
Truancy is a product of socially constructed knowledge. The forms and forums in 
which this knowledge is produced and consumed provide insight into the defining 
features of current societal beliefs, values and fears. The final product of this 
knowledge becomes a powerful framing influence for the interpretation of any related 
legislative and regulatory frameworks by stakeholders at all levels of social interaction. 
In this sense, the perceived incidence of truancy within a community has far more 
impact on the creation and enactment of public policy associated with young people 
who do not regularly attend school than the incidence itself. 
Accepting the socially constructed nature of truancy does not deny the existence 
of corroborating factors. As Brown ( 1998, p. 1 17) says "Careful empirical analysis has 
(and will continue to) show distinct correlations between specific social circumstances, 
specific personality traits, specific situational dynamics and the commission of 
specific . . .  acts". The acts are real, as are the effects of those acts. Truants do exist. 
Some truants are involved in criminal activities. Schools do have some students who 
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are violent and disruptive. Students (particularly indigenous students) who live in a 
household dominated by poverty, unemployment and substance abuse are more likely to 
follow family patterns of non-attendance and literacy problems. How these students 
and actions are perceived, however, and the consequences for all stakeholders (both 
personal and public) are constructed through the particular framing of youth, school 
non-attendance, and crime. The effects of the framing are thus far more powerful than 
the event itself. 
As the product of a socially defined construct, community perceptions of the 
nature and extent of truancy reflect forms of boundary keeping processes indicativt: of 
the defining culture. The truancy data, confirmed either quantitatively or qualitatively 
across four education districts (some 80,000 students) indicated less than two per cent of 
compulsory aged government school students were referred to School Welfare officers 
as chronic truants. However, the publ ic (and institutional) perception of the incidence 
and impact of truants on community safety is constantly compounded by constructed 
public knowledge, conferring reality to community perceptions of the need to prioritise 
public action to address the problem. The flexibi lity allowed in defining truancy 
similarly allows flexibilty in framing the consequences for young people who do not 
meet the requirements of attendance and behaviour considered the cultural norm. 
Public perceptions of local crime statistics are reacted to in a similar way. Despite 
evidence to indicate the incidence of crime has been at least stable, if not decreasing, 
over the last few years, crime statistics associated with compulsory aged students are 
consistently compounded within data for young adults and reported by the media as an 
indication of a crime wave (The West Australian, 1 998, July 1 6. Our violent state 1 996-
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1; The West Australian, 1 998, July 20 . Help us: police; The West Australian, 1 999, 
August 26. WA hit by crir :e: study; 17,e West Australian, 1 999, August 26. State of the 
nation : The victims of crime\ triggering a series of moral panics within an already wel l 
established culture of fear. Fear of crime manifests within a community as disbelief in 
any officially admitted incidence of crime and as distorted perceptions of the size of the 
problem (Nicholls, 1 998). Fear thus becomes the controll ing fi lter through which all 
perceptions, images and beliefs surrounding the social construction of knowledge are 
refracted. 
As with any socially defined problem, the public nature and extent of truancy and 
youth crime can become a malleable indicator of our boundaries of responsibi l ity for 
resolution, open to collusive intent by dominant (political, economic and social) voices 
within our community. Each newly defined reality associated with youth, truancy and 
crime is then the trigger for newly defined "forms and norms" (Fitzpatrick, 1 992), 
complete with legislative and regulatory justification for policing inclusion and 
exclusion. The contextual power of a cultural framing to create a reality for a socially 
defined construct such as truancy l ies within the lived experience of both the framers 
and the framed. To the creators of such a reality, the publ ic knowledge and policy they 
have devised and enacted seems plausible, coherent and entirely justified. 
Framing public policy associated with a socially defined construct 
Within the study. I have identified three predominant influences on the framing of 
publ ic policy associated with a socially defined construct: the foundational beliefs of a 
culture, the controlling images perpetuated through media. research, textual and cultural 
representation of the construct and public perceptions of the actors and actions 
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portrayed as typical of the construct, and perceived as different to the framing body. 
The impact and inter-relationship of these framing influences on the creation and 
enactment of public policy associated with the socially defined construct are illustrated 
in Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6. Framing influences for the creation of public policy associated with a socially 
defined construct. 
The foundational beliefs of a culture can be identified through an understanding of 
the basis upon which perceptions are formed, actions and reactions of individuals 
communities and institutions to the constructed problem are justified. These beliefs will 
be indirectly recognisable through discourse, praxis and by the decision making 
processes within a culture which define interactive expectations of individuals and 
institutions (Ricoeur, 1991; Valdes, 1991). The foundational beliefs of a culture will be 
sensitive to historical, social and political conditions, within a self-determining form 
activated by constant public re-interpretation. Thes� powerful beliefs will provide a 
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framework within which roles and expertise will be delineated to establish boundaries 
and guide action (Ricoeur, 1 99 1 ;  Fitzpatrick, 1 992). 
An organising framework through which the myriad facts and experiences of 
ordinary life can be framed, whether on an individual or institutional level, can take the 
form of large, controlling images (Schorer, 1 948). These images are perpetuated 
through the imagination, written and spoken words and through actions. The media 
becomes a powerful mediater of the myriad of 'facts' , especially if given added 
credence through research, and through various textual and cultural representations of 
the construct. Public and individual development of an understanding of a socially 
defined construct through forms of the media is an active, reciprocal process, providing 
a mutual sounding board for the beliefs and fears of the definers and justifying current 
boundary policing practices. 
The potency of the interaction between foundational beliefs within a controlling 
image manifests in powerful public perceptions of a construct. All three powerful 
influences are mutually perpetuating, both of the construct and the framing itself. All 
three interact to create a framework through which any form of iPterpretation of the 
need and form for public policy associated with the construct . The role of the media 
cannot be underestimated in this forum, acting in Walton's (as cited in Bessant, 1 995) 
terms as mediators and tranforming agents for the new reality, sating our likes and 
desires and nominating admirable performances. The ability to manipulate moral panic 
surrounding perceived threat to public standards increases the vulnerability of exclusion 
for those members of the community defined as different. 
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The combined impact of the three identified framing influences on public policy 
associated with any socially defined construct can result in the creation of new versions 
of established legislative and regulatory frameworks, or in manipulation of regulations 
associated with a constant legislative framework to meet perceived public needs. Just as 
powerful, however, is the interpretation and implementaion of current regulative 
framing of legislation through the framing lens of nominated experts. In this way the 
malleablity of both the construct and the interpretation, combined with the situational 
flexibility of a locally defined expert can affect enactment and implementation of public 
policy, even if the policy itself remains constant. 
The product of socially constructed knowledge defining truancy was explored in 
Chapter One. The impact of such a social construction on the framing of any public 
policy created and enacted as a celebration of community boundaries was further 
explored in subsequent chapters. Questions were raised about public policy dependent 
on a belief in punitive deterrence, on fluid boundaries of inclusion and exclusion of 
students who do not meet acceptable patterns of attendance and behaviour, and on 
perceptions of equity for different (particularly indigenous) students. Under the over-all 
rubric of compelling school attendance, the question of equity became an emergent 
theme throughout the sequence of chapters, justifying the claim that current framing of 
public policy associated with truancy is a form of social exclusion. To follow Giddens' 
(1998) argument, I see equality as a relative concept, particularly when placed in the 
context of fluid boundary setting practices surrounding social exclusion within the 
rubric of compulsory education. 
Equality is a relative concept. We have to ask: equality between 
whom, of what, and in what degree? (Giddens, 1998, p.40) 
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Exclusion is not about gradations of inequality, but about mechanisms 
that act to detach groups of people from the social mainstream. 
(Giddens, 1 998, p. 1 04) 
Giddens was expressing a more abstract, social view of exclusion which can be 
easily focused on the particular of an educational mainstream. As with the Austral ian 
Law Reform Commission Report ( 1 997) into priorities for children in the legal process, 
I have found the potentially long lasting negative impact on attaining positive 
educational outcomes by excluding a child from regular schooling on either a short or 
long term basis. The study il lustrates the continuation of Ludbrook ' s  ( 1 996) expressed 
concern at the lack of voice of the child as citizen in the school system, cited in the 
Australian Law Reform Report No. 84 ( 1 997): 
A child disrupted from school suffers a number of detriments, 
including disruption to education and a blow to that child's self­
esteem. Expulsion is also l ikely to be felt as a rejection. The 
language used by students - 'kicked out of school' or 'thrown out' - is 
an indication that exclusion 1 is seen and felt as a hostile and 
aggressive act, and many children give up on the education system 
after being excluded from school. ( 1 997, p .209) 
Cull ingford & Morrison's ( 1 996) reflections on the blurring of boundaries of 
attendance and behaviour problems reflect the reading of social exclusion as the 
potential outcome of current legislative and regulatory frameworks associated with 
compulsory education. As i l lustrated in both Chapters Five and Seven of the potential 
for often a mutual relief for school staff and students when difficult and different 
1 The Australian Law Refonn Report No. 84 defines 'exclusion' and 'expulsion' from school as any 
serious interruption to a child's education, which is a period of lime greater than 14 days. In this sense, 
any student who has accumulated more than 14 days suspension fits the Australian Law Refonn 
description of 'excluded'. 
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students become alienated from regular schooling either by truanting or suspension. 
Informal exclusion can likewise be an insidious (often mutual) process of alienation, 
bypassing regulatory mechanisms . 
. . . the distinction between truancy and exclusion becomes blurred. 
Truanting by disruptive or 'difficult' children maybe met with rel ief as 
is removes the 'problem' without the necessity of resorting to the 
formal mechanisms of exclusion. (Cullingford & Morrison, 1 996, 
p. 1 38) 
Although the alienating effect may manifest similarly for children who truant and 
children who are excluded (or suspended), there is a fundamental difference in terms of 
natural justice. As Hayden ( 1997) points out : 
A crucial difference between exclusion and non-attendance, however, 
is the fact that the individuals and families concerned lose the right of 
access to a school-based education, a very basic service and 
expectation in civilized society. (Hayden, 1 997, p.27) 
Her point emphasises the paradox of compulsory educatic 1 within caveats of 
acceptance and behaviour explored in earlier chapters. Whichever framing of a 
student's non-attendance, the outcome is likely to be long term alienation from 
educational opportunities and thus from optimum post-compulsory choice. I have 
indicated within the study the impact of various framings of the legislative and 
regulatory network which become community caveats of acceptance focused on the 
"mechanisms that act to detach" (Giddens, 1998, p .  l 04). 
The question of who is excluding whom, within whose construction of equity then 
becomes a defining question for my argument. Angus ( 1998, p. 1 13) suggests a 
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"construction of equity which equates it with simil itude of provision is at the core of the 
problem". In a similar mode, I would suggest a construction of difference assuming 
equity through similitude of provision is also at the core of the problem. I would 
suggest such a construction of difference reflecting cultural constructions of equity can 
be read through Ruby' s  ( 1 999) concern surrounding the impact of the limiting nature of 
human tolerance, complementing the concern surrounding the impact of a public 
framing of youth as different: 
Our capacity to accept and celebr;,te difference is not innate. Our 
instinct is to seek similarity and to fear difference. This fear increases 
as uncertainty increases, particularly when food, work, and wealth arc 
threatened. Fear then transforms into violv1ce and parades as ethnic 
and religious intuierance. These take over and become a self­
sustaining culture of violence, hatred and crime. (Ruby, 1 999, p.4) 
Current framing of public policy associated with non-attendance 
Consistent with the model for identifying the framing influences of publ ic  policy 
associated with any socially defined construct outlined above (Figure 6), I found the 
predominant influences on the framing of public policy associated with the socially 
defined construct truancy could be described in terms of ihree powerful and defining 
cultures. Each of these cultures reflected the foundational belief in the role of the law as 
a foun of defining, regulating and arbitrating cultural boundaries associated with young 
people, manifesting in powerful and public images and perceptions of truancy. From 
the extensive study of the overall culture of compulsory education within urban schools 
in Western Australia I have identified the framing influences for creating, evoking and 
enacting public policy associated with truancy to be a punitive culture, a culture of 
dependence and a culture of difference. 
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The intricate inter-relationship of these cultures provides a cohesive legislative 
and regulatory network defining boundaries of social and educational acceptance of 
compulsory school age students. Each culture presents a particular public 'voice' or 
knowledge of truancy, perpetuating related powerful images and further defining 
patterns of dominance and subordination, of voice and voicelessness. All three cultures 
exploit the inherent flexibility of interpretation within any legislative or regulatory 
framework and provides the opportunity for situationally defined "agents of reality" 
(Fitzpatrick, 1992) to act within their related expertise and power to patrol boundaries of 
institutional and community inclusion and exclusion. Each culture triggers 
administrative mechanisms conducive to patrolling communal "forms and norms" 
(Ibid). The three identified cultures are as follows: 
1. The punitive culture, based on belief in the institutional power of deterrence and the 
role of punishment in managing any young people's behaviour. Fundamental to 
such a culture is the community belief in the power of the law to define "agents of 
reality" (Ibid.) with the authority to enforce cultural "forms and norms" {Ibid.). The 
punitive culture is often manifested as a culture of fear, justifying public policy 
reactions to a perceived youth/truancy/crime nexus by removing and isolating the 
offending party. The culture of fear is usually activated by perceived loss of adult 
authority (and thus control) in a workplace or lifestyle. 
2. The culture of dependence, based on perceived boundaries of ownership of a 
problem and thus responsibility for providing a solution. The culture of dependence 
is inextricably linked to the belief in the power of legislative and regulatory 
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frameworks underpinning the punitive culture to address a defined and referred 
problem. The culture of dependence permeates all levels of the community, and is 
manifested in an expectation of the right to nominate an appropriate authoritative 
figure or inter-agency action to respond to the problem and a rescinding of 
responsibility. Dependency relationships within such a culture are underpinned by 
an accompanying belief in the provision of consequences as a deterrence 
mechanism. 
3 .  The culture of difference, based on  a perception of difference indicating potential 
deviance. The fear of difference fundamental to this culture provokes enactment of 
both the punitive culture and the culture of dependence. The culture of difference 
can manifest as a culture of poverty, unemployment and i l l iteracy, inextricably 
l inked with a culture of welfare dependence following past policies of integration of 
indigenous children. The culture of difference can take the role of both framed and 
framing body, depending on the positioning of voice. Legislative attempts to frame 
equity issues within such a culture are not necessari ly reflected in all institutional 
dealings with young people, especially with young Aboriginal people, who can re­
define the culture of difference as one of defiance and substance abuse. 
The impact and inter-relationship of these cultures to create a powerful framing 
network for policy is illustrated in Figure 7 below. 
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Figure 7. Current framing of public policy associated with non-attendance. 
The individual imp act on the framing of public policy of each of the three cultures 
is very difficult to isolate, as the inter-relationship within and between each culture i s  
self-perpetuating through a coalescing of belief systems. However, the more obvious 
manifestation of the framing influences of these bel iefs, images and publ ic perceptions 
can be identified within each culture, as indicated below: 
The punitive culture can be identified through the continued institutional belief in 
the role of punishment as a deterrence factor in managing any young people' s  
behaviour. The punitive culture impacts on the creation and enactment of  public policy 
associated with non-attendance through: 
• Legis1ation for compelling school attendance based on notions of 
punishment of parents for non-compliance, intentional or otherwise. 
0 Legislation focussed on young offenders based on the fear of punishment as 
a form of deterrence. 
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o Legislation focussed on interaction with young people negating the 
activation of due legal process and the expectation or prov1s1on of 
opportunity for a youth voice. 
o Legislation focuse on 'controlling' young people, but framed within 
expectations for adult pa ems of reaction. 
0 Institutional linking of legisl �n associated with young people who are not 
regularly attending school such)hat non-compliance with either institution 
regulations increases potential recidivism. 
o Legislation invoked through community fear of youth and given credence 
through inter-agency community action, often manifesting m a zero 
tolerance approach to drugs, petty crime and truancy. 
• Education Department regulations associated with non-attendance framed in 
an expectation of the effectiveness of deterrence and punishment. 
• School based attendance policies based on punishment as a group and 
individual deterrence factor. 
o School behaviour management policies mimicking legislative models of 
hierarchies of punishment as a deterrence factor culminating in detention and 
isolation. 
• The reliance on adult framings of police presence within school behaviour 
management. 
The culture of dependence can be identified through the dependency relationships 
within and between institutions, based on belief in the provision of consequences as a 
deterrence mechanism. The dependence culture impacts on the creation and enactment 
of public policy associated with non-attendance through: 
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• Increasing expectation for the justice system to deal with truancy. 
• Community acceptance of the role of police in patrolling school attendance. 
• Inter-agency reluctance to take ownership of youth issues driven by resource 
l imitations. 
• A l imited systemic resource focus driven by short-term accountabil ity needs. 
• Continued belief in the effectiveness of suspension and exclusion as a form of 
punishment and deterrence. 
• Continued use of suspension and exclusion as a solution for behaviour 
management of ADHD students. 
111 A gendered reading of inappropriate student behaviour. 
• Selection and funding criteria for alternative educational programs based on 
perceptions of contamination factors and program accountabi lity. 
• Continued expectation of school staff to transfer responsibil ity for monitoring 
truancy to the higher 'authority' of the district office or to related agencies. 
• Reluctance of school administrators to accept the new role of School Welfare 
Officers as mediators. 
• Reluctance of school administrators to adapt notions of 'acceptable' 
attendance. 
• Rigid notions of school and schooling which l imit the re-integration attempts 
of recidivist 'truants' . 
• Boundaries of access to appropriate curricula and resources l imited by 
perceptions of institutional intellectual ownership. 
• Expectation of school staff for increased parental responsibi l ity in monitoring 
and adapting a child's inappropriate standards of attendance and behaviour. 
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The culture of difference can be identified through framings of equity issues in all 
institutional dealings with young people which reflect notions of fear, punishment and 
exclusion. The culture of difference impacts on the creation and enactment of public 
policy associated with non-attendance through: 
o Definitions of dysfunctional households based on white, middle-aged, 
middle class notions of family. 
e Definitions of 'different' student appearance, behaviour and achievement 
based on (local) school perceptions and expectations. 
e Rigid application of non-attendance and behaviour regulations, countering 
situational and cultural contexts. 
• Rigid notions of equity of justice through dependence on legislative and 
regulatory frameworks invoked without consideration of cultural context. 
o Rigid notions of appropriate curricula and pedagogy, countering situational 
and cultural needs. 
• Continued high media profile of offending young Aboriginal people. 
o Disproportionate number of Aboriginal students who are suspended and 
excluded from school. 
o Disproportionate number of young Aboriginal boys perceived by teachers as 
dangerous. 
• Disproportionate number of Aboriginal students whose chronic truancy is 
not referred to School Welfare Officers. 
0 Disproportionate number of Aboriginal young people who are involved with 
the justice system. 
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• Cultural framing of violence and substance abuse. 
• Active resistance to re-integration of juvenile justice ' cl ients' by schools 
through rigid application of behaviour management pol icies. 
• Reluctance to allow attendance or curricula flexibility for recidivist 
Aboriginal truants. 
The cumulative effect on the framing of public policy associated with non­
attendance through the three identified cultures is a powerful legislative and regulatory 
web which acts as form of social and educational exclusion for students whose patterns 
of attendance and behaviour do not meet the current socially constructed norms. For 
students defined as 'different' {particularly ' cultural ly different') within such a social 
construct, the impact can be devastating. The impact, however, is not isolated to the 
individual. For society, the long term effect of framing publ ic pol icy associated with 
non-attendance as a form of social exclusion is potentially far more expensive than 
provision of resources at school level, either in welfare or detention costs. As 
Fitzgibbon (1996) reminds us: 
At school, the child learns how to interact with others and the rules of 
social behaviour, and education plays a vital role in establishing for 
the individual a permanent, healthy membership of society. When a 
student fails in this process, or is failed by it, the consequences for the 
individual and society arc often damaging and expensive. 
(Fitzgibbons, 1996, p.3 1) 
There is a sense of the inevitable when considering the social and educational 
isolation of compulsory aged students who are perceived to be 'different' in educational 
needs, attendance patterns and manifested behaviour. Within the current framing of 
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non-attendance policy, it is unofficial ly deemed acceptable to place the same proportion 
of compulsory aged students at educational risk through suspension and exclusion as the 
proportion of the student body who reject regular schooling. There is little evidence of 
flexibil ity of school programs and attendance requirements to accommodate the re­
integration of these self-imposed (and system-imposed) alienated students. In fact there 
is mounting evidence to suggest the expendable nature of a different student, 
particularly when difference is defined in terms of behaviour. The current use of both 
informal and formal exclusion of disruptive students, combined with the reluctance to 
accommodate recidivist truants, appears to have become an acceptable price, 
encouraged by appropriate policies, to ensure the needs of the most able (and best 
behaved) students can be accommodated (France & Wiles, 1 998). The current framing 
of youth, non-attendance, community crime, perceived rights of schools and conforming 
students is fi ltered through the three identified cultures (punitive culture; culture of 
dependence; culture of difference). This provides boundaries and rules against which 
we accept and reject membership of the well-behaved school student community, with 
"well-behaved" concurrently manifesting as regular attendance and compliant 
behaviour. 
Re-framing public policy associated with non-attendance 
I see little chance for change in the production of public policy associated with 
these students whilst it is framed through a culture of exclusion unless a conscious 
attempt is made to re-frame our community (and institutional) perceptions of difference, 
responsibility and social justice. Although this is an enormous and daunting task, it is 
not an excuse for inaction. To paraphrase Giddens' ( 1 998) observations of social 
exclusion being a self-perpetuating phenomenon at both extremes of the population, 
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public perceptions of youth and schooling permeate exclusive practices within policy 
intent: 
Like exclusion at the top, exclusion at the bottom tends to be self­
rcproducing. Any strategics which break [non-attendance) cycles should 
be pursued (Giddens, 1 998, p. l 09). 
There are strategies to pursue the potential to break social exclusion cycles 
currently affecting some compulsory aged students. Even if current forms of legislature 
and supporting regulations remained constant, a re-framing of each of the three 
identified influential cultures could have substantial impact on the implementation of 
current public policy associated with young people who do not conform to current 
community expectations of attendance and behaviour. Such a re-framing would 
actively re-define the current product of socially constructed knowledge identified as 
truancy to the less punitive term "non-attendance", not merely in the change of rhetoric 
within the new School Education Act 1999. 
Again consistent with the model for describing the framing influences of public 
policy associated with a socially defined construct such as "non-attendance", I propose 
an active role could be taken in institutional, community and research communities to 
re-frame truancy. Our almost puritanical belief in the law as arbitrator of expertise and 
creator of "forms and norms" (Fitzpatrick, 1992) could be softened to accommodate a 
culture of mediation rather than retribution. A shift in locus of dependence to an 
appreciation of the power of mediation will help to counter the culture of dependence 
and promote the confidence needeu to take individual, inter-agency and institutional 
responsibility for local problems, within a rubric of natural justice. Community 
collaboration through constructive promotion of cultural awareness could counter 
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current powerful media and other textual images and perceptions of youth and 
difference. The proposed re-framing of public policy associated with non-attendance is 
outlined in Figure 8 below 
! 
Legislative wid Regulatory Frameworks 
i 
Culture of Inclusion 
and Equity 
Figure 8. Proposed re-framing of public policy associated with non-attendance. 
The complex, reflective relationship mutually perpetuated by the public and its 
media will need active intervention to adjust the role of the image makers in the re­
focusing of fundamental cultural values needed to mediate any established social 
construct. If this can be achieved, re-framing the punitive culture to a culture of 
mediation could allow 
• The potential to increase resources to juvenile justice, with subsequent increase in 
the ability for responses to youth crime to reflect the conferencing model as a 
form of restorative justice3 
• A new justice model for education department regulations, allowing the shift to 
increased use of community panels suggested within the School Education Act 
1999 to become practice rather than rhetoric. 
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• A changed media presentation of the public face of ' youth ' ,  in conjunction with a 
shift to a mediation model for dealing with youth justice could reduce the negative 
publicity currently surrounding juvenile 'justice ' and potential ly moderate the 
culture of fear. 
• The recognition of parent and student rights and voice in panels associated with 
attendance and behaviour management to complement the juveni le justice 
conferencing model. The opportunity to address this concern has been provided 
in section 92(5), which requires a Panel to 
have regard to the social, cultural, lingual, economic or geographic 
factors, or learning difficulties, that might be relevant to the breach of 
school discipline or behaviour that is the subject of the 
recommendation (p.70). 
Other opportunities have been provided for a more inclusive framing of the parent 
and the child within the discipl inary process, as section 39(7) atlows the parent or 
the child to be accompanied to the Panel by another person, and section 39(3) 
places a caveat on the composition of Attendance Panels such that staff or parents 
from the "prosecuting" school cannot be panel members. 
o Behaviour management policies within schools reflecting a notion of mediation 
and monitoring rather than deterrence and isolation. The opportunity has been 
provided within the new School Education Act 1999 to address this concern, as 
section 90 (3) requires provision for educational instruction to be given to a 
suspended student. Enacting this requirement in a supportive framework will be a 
challenge for staff with entrenched notions of the role of suspension. 
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Re-framing the well entrenched culture of dependence to a culture of natural 
justice will be a challenge. Removing the comfort zoi1e of a hierarchical and traditional 
system of response to perceived threat to established norms of behaviour and attendance 
will particularly impact on the current ease with which schools can remove a problem 
After eighteen months of interaction within the decision making processes and the 
enactment of such policy, 1 fully concur with the Australian Law Reform Commission 
report (No. 84, 10 71) finding that 
lt is felt that exclusion has such a detrimental effect on the educational 
opportunities of young people that the process should be subject to 
independent rcview.(10. 7 l) 
Even though many of the elements of natural justice are addressed within the 
legislative framing of the new School Education Act 19994, there is no reason to assume 
due process will be activated without a re-framing of amitudes. Such a re-framing of 
expectations for ownership and responsibility for the 'truancy problem' could manifest 
as 
o The incorporation of the principles of natural justice into school decision making 
processes to ensure best practice, as many students currently have difficulty 
exercising their rights in any administrative review. 
• Due process would then be followed in suspension and exclusion processes, such 
that students and parents affected by the administrative decision would be given 
an opportunity to challenge that decision. 
• Students would be told their rights during any disciplinary process and made 
aware of ways to challenge the decision.5 
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• Decreased reliance on the justice system (and the police) to deal with truancy. 
Even within the inclusive rhetoric of the new Act, section 41 (2) still provides an 
avenue for referral of students to the Juvenile Justice network, and thus to the 
Young Offenders Act l 994 (through section 27). 
• More effective inter-agency action through notions of mediating resources and 
responsibility. 
• Decreased dependence on suspension and exclusion as a form of behaviour 
management. 
• A resource focus associated with non-attendance and behaviour management 
strategies would accomodate longer-term objectives. 
o More flexible notions of school would be explored. Middle school philosophy 
encompasses notions of natural justice and pastoral care, but often the school itself 
is still driven by current resourcing and image consider..:.ions. 
The greatest challenge in re-framing public policy associated with non-attendance 
ts the re-focusing of the current culture of difference to an increased community 
cultural aware11ess. I am conscious that by calling attention to differences. even for the 
most socially critical reasons, I risk sparking eve11 greater fear and intolerance 
(Ruby,1999; Waddington,1999). In a paradoxical way, by focusing on the marginalised 
minority and thereby providing an alternative lens through which even greatei attention 
can be brought to practices of inclusion and exclusion by research and other 
communities under the rubric of increased responsibility and sensitivity, the renewed 
patrolling of boundaries of acceptance are not necessarily less oppressive, as established 
correlates can intensify expectations and observations of the marginalised group. 
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It is na"ive to think entrenched attitudes, beliefs and fears can be changed merely 
by the identification of the means by which controlling images and public perceptions 
fundamental to cultural notions of difference and youth are perpetuated. Some aspects 
of these beliefs are so firmly entrenched in tne legal, historical, political and economic 
construction of the truant that any proposed change will be slow and confronting. 
Changing fundamental notions. of poverty, unemployment, or substance abuse within 
tenets of nostalgic community constructions of youth, school and Aboriginal are not 
without political and legal overtones. As Bruner ( 1996} points out 
Ways of doing arc not easily changed when they become 
institutionalized not only in law but also in the habits of those who 
have come all too unconsciously to depend upon the more heavily 
sedemented procedures of the law (Bruner. 1996, p.158). 
However, there are always pragmatic beginnings. It is not unreasonable to 
assume the role of the school in developing cultural awareness and tolerance of 
difference, nor is it unreasonable to assume the role of the media can be mediated to 
heighten cultural awareness and incorporate images reflecting tolerance of difference. 
Such a shift in the framing of difference could then manifest as 
• A realisation that equity of enactment of legislative and regulatory framework 
does not imply enactment of natural justice. 
• More flexible notions of functional families. 
• More flexible notions of youth and active, positive promotion of peer role 
models reflecting difference. 
• A legislative definition of substance abuse which recognises the health issues 
of addiction. 
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• Mm...: flexible notions of 'compulsory' education, including 'compulsory' age 
boundaries, reflecting local cultural contexts. 
• Appropriate cultural membership of community panels associated with 
mediating aspects of student attendance and behaviour, at both school and 
district level. 
• Flexibility of access and accountability for curricula (particularly in terms of 
literacy) associated with recidivist Aboriginal truants. 
• Whole school focus on the development of an awareness of current cultural 
and social constraints and conditions which impinge on Aboriginal students' 
ability to cope with rigid notions of appropriate attendance and behaviour. 
• Clear paths for re-integration of juvenile justice 'clients' and chronic truants 
into an educational context. 
• Resource priority for alternative educational settings and alternative 
pedagogies to accommodate the particular cultural needs of alienated students. 
o Recognition of the right for students who have been suspended from their 
regular schooling to a continued form of education during the time of the 
suspension. 
• Efficient and responsible tracking mechanisms to dispell misconceptions 
surrounding attendamnce patterns of transient students. 
• School behaviour management policies focussed on mediation and negotiation 
rather than punitive reaction through suspension and exclusion. 
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Conclusion 
I have identified and described three cultures as framing influences affecting 
creation and enactment of public policy associated with non-attendance within the 
culture of compulsory education. In response to the identifed impact of such current 
influences, I have provided an alternative framing of community and institutional 
perceptions of difference, responsibility and social justice. I have posed the potential to 
re-focus public attention from entrenched ways of thinking about a social construct such 
as truancy, thus opening "possible worlds" in which to mediate an understanding of the 
need to re-frame public policy associated with truancy within culture of inclusion 
(Ricoeur, 1991 ). Geertz ( 1995) describes this process as a deliberate induction of public 
views: 
To describe a culture, or as I have done here. selected bits. 
purposively arranged and cut to fit, is not to set out some odd sort of 
object, a knot in hyperspace It is to try to induce somebody 
somewhere to look at some things as I have been induced, by 
journeys, books, witncssings, and conversations, to look at them: to 
take an interest.(Geertz, 1995, p.61) 
I make no appology for structuring my argument as a form of public induction. 
Along with James Balwin 6, I frame my argument for creating an awareness of the need 
for public policy associated with non-attendance to reflect a culture of social inclusion 
of "different" youth under the tenet that "Not everything that is faced can be changed, 
but nothing can be changed until it is faced." It is time to face the foundational beliefs 
underpinning the social construction of truancy. 
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Notes for Chapter Eight: 
1 As cited in the Penguin book of quotations (Cohen & Cohen, 1962) 
ABS, September 1999. 
3 Sec Australian Law Rcfonn Commission Report No 84, 18.45 
4 Ibid. Recommendation 48. 
5 Ibid, p. 213, 10.68-10.70 
0 As cited in Johnson and Johnson ( 1995. p.47). 
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Appendix A 
Table A l :  
Referrals of Chronic Truants from Primary Schools in Education District No. I 1 998 
NON- NON· PROPORTION 
YEAR ,\llORtolNAl. ABORIGINAi. AHORICHNAJ. AllORICHN AL TOTAL Ol' GROl:P 
MALE l'EM,\l.E MALE fEMAI.E �,.�-� -
pp 2 I 3 
l 3 2 1 1  IO 26 0.8 
(n=3343) 
2 8 6 2 5 2 1  0. 7 
(n=3 144) 
3 8 5 6 7 26 0.8 
(n=3350) 
4 .! 5 6 3 16  0.5  
(n=J 148) 
5 8 8 6 6 28 0.9 
(n=3 1 1 3) 
10 4 s 4 23 0 .7 
(n=3 1 83) 
7 3 4 4 6 1 7 0 .5 
n=3 138) 
TOTAL 42 36 4 1  4 1  160 0 .7 1 
(n=22430) 
Table A2: 
Referrals of Chronic Troants from High Schools in Education District No. I 1 998 
NON- NON- PROPORTION 
YEAR ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL ABORIGINAL TOTAL OF YEAR 
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE GROUP 
8 15 19 9 7 50 1 .8 
(n=2788) 
9 46 37 IO 1 1  104 3.8 
(n=2736) 
10 57 5 1  28 5 14 1  5. 1 
(n=2778) 
TOfAL 1 18 107 47 23 295 3.6 
(n=8302) 
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Appendix B 
Unexplained Absences in a Five-Week Period for Compulsory Aged Government School Students in Education District No. I ,  1 999 
Year level Aboriginal Proportion of Non-Aboriginal Proponion of non- Total no. Proponion of total year 
Students Aboriginal year group Students Aboriginal year group students group 
Referred (per cent) Referred (per cent) Referred (per cent) 
1 20 9.6 9 0.3 29 0.87 
(n= 3343) (n=209) (n=3 134) 
20 10.7 10 0.34 30 0.95 
(n=3 144 ) (n= l 87) (n=2957) 
3 1 4  7.3 3 0. 10 17  0.50 
(n=33SO ) (n= 1 93) (n=3 IS7) 
10 6.25 1 1  0.37 2 1  0.67 
(n=3 148 ) (n=I60) (n=2988) 
8 4.73 5 0. 17 13  0.42 
(n=3 1 13 ) ( 1 69) (n=2944) 
6 9 4.94 6 0.20 1 5  0 47 
(n=3 183 ) (n= l 82) (n=JOO l )  
7 I S  10. 1 3 6 0.20 2 1  0.67 
(n=3 138 ) (n= l48) (n=2990) 
8 16 9.8 20 0.76 36 129 
(n=2788 ) (n= l64) (n=2624) 
9 25 23 . 1  43 1 . 5  6R 2 .49 
(n=2736 ) (n= l08) (n=2628) 
1 0  2 1  1 7.2 69 2.6 90 I . OH. 
(n=2778 ) (n= l 22) (n=2656) 
Total 158 9.56 182 0.63 .140 1 I I  
(n= 3072 1 )  (n= 1642 ) (n= 29079 ) 
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Figure C 1 :  Number of unexplained absences in a five week period for compulsory aged 
government school students in Education District No. I .  
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figure C2: Proportion of unexplained ·absences in a five week period for compulsory 
aged government school students in Education District No. I .  
